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aragon amplifiers
the beast within the beauty

Each 4004 MKII contains two separate monoblock amplifiers enclosed
in a single chassis. This beast produces 200 watts into 8 ohms, 400
watts into 4 ohms from each monoblock, and continues increasing
power into lower impedances. The new 4004 MKII has advanced discrete high bias class A gain stages with auto bias control. From the
epoxy sealed military grade resistors to the beta matched output transistors, the quality of the components in an Aragon are found only in
the world's costliest electronics.
All this is then housed in a timeless sculpture of steel and aluminum,
whose beauty has been exhibited in some of the nation's most prestigious museums. But the beauty is not just skin deep, the Aragons are
there to exhibit the subtle musical differences between Stradavari,
Guarneri and Amati violins.
Experience the Beast Within The Beauty. Made in America and internationally acclaimed as the finest quality and value attainable.
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As always, October is a"Recommended Components" issue: the distilled wit'n'wisdom of
Stereophiles equipment reviewers reflected in
acompletely revised listing. You want to buy
an amplifier, apair of speakers, aCD player,
or just aset of cables? "Recommended Components" will be an essential resource.
Also in October will be Rémy Fourré's
examination of the effects ofjitter in the S/PDIF
data stream, Dick Olsher on the Martin-Logan
Quest loudspeaker, Tom Norton on the
Bryston 7B NRB THX monoblock amplifier,
Corey Greenberg on affordable amplifiers from
Adcom and Rotel, and Robert Harley on new
digital components from PS Audio—plus my

"Follow-Up" on the Martin-Logan Aerius

loudspeaker and Robert Harley's report on a
Dorian tape-less recording session, both held
over from this issue due to lack of space.
And finally an apology to Joseph Audio. We
printed in August, on p.97, aphotograph of
what Ihad understood from my SCES notes
were the new Joseph Audio "infinite slope"
speakers. Unfortunately, they weren't! But
what were they? A free Test CD 2to the first
reader to correctly identify (in writing) the
mystery models. And another Test CD 2to the
first reader to let me know (again in writing)
who invented the "infinite slope" crossover
topology.
—John Atkinson
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THE HIGH-END REVIEW
JOHN ATKINSON

"Tb be an influence in any society. ..
one can be alittle ddferent, but only alittle;
alittle above one's neighbours, but not too much."
—C.P. Snow, The Masters, 1951
Last April, Iwas invited to talk to an audience of
retailers and manufacturers' on the subject of the
"high-end review" (The context was aseries of lectures
about becoming ahigh-end retailer.) As my text
included considerable discussion of Stereophile's
reviewing philosophy, I
felt it would be worth publishing (in somewhat shortenedform) as an "As We
See It," particularly in view of the discussion of the
subject in this month's "Letters." The text follows.

T

he previous speakers have outlined the
whys and hows of you becoming a
high-end retailer. Having set up agoodsounding listening room, learned the importance of an effective demonstration and how
to do one, and decided what products to stock,
you're in the high-end business!
Then one of the high-end magazines publishes areview of aproduct you stock.
There are five possible outcomes at this point,
all of which you will probably be familiar with:
1) The product gets adeservedly positive review, you having already determined that it is
both easy to sell and works well in your customers' homes. The review brings new people
into your store who depart as contented customers. Those customers spread the word about
how well you've helped them, and all is well.
2) The product gets arave review. For whatever reason, you don't stock it, and your sales
1At the 1993 PARA (Professional Audio/Video Retailers
Association) Conference, Scottsdale, Arizona, April 3, 1993.

of competing products stop in their tracks.
Worse, perhaps no high-end retailers at all stock
it, meaning that the momentum in the marketplace is destroyed, potential customers are frustrated, and all concerned are left with abad taste
in their mouths.
3) You do stock the product; arave review
brings customers into your store by the hundreds—more customers than you'd realized
existed in your area. Yet your own experience
has led you to believe that the product is actually
quite ordinary, or worse. When you've sold it
in the past, the customer has invariably been
disappointed and has either wanted his or her
money back or wanted to trade it in. In this case,
do you go for the easy, review-generated sale,
or do you try to swim against the tide and persuade the review-motivated customer to instead
buy something that you do recommend?
4) The product gets adeservedly negative
review, your own experience of it having persuaded you that it either doesn't compete in
price, or that the probability of its working well
in acustomer's home is negligible. In fact, you'd
already decided to drop the line before the
review came out.
5) Finally, although the product gets anegative review, you've previously found it so easy
to demonstrate and sell that it almost walks by
itself out to the customer's car. The review can
not only slow sales, the customers are so negatively motivated that they don't even want you
to demonstrate the component. This leaves you
7
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FIE there s FlE loutIspeaher

There is no single perfect loudspeaker for
every use — there are several. We know,
because we make them. From NHT's highly
acclaimed SuperZero two-way speaker, to the
revolutionary new Model 3.3, the ultimate
expression of our Focused Image Geometry
technology.

evergbody scane.

These two products represent merely the
extremes of NHT's innovative new product
family. We now have the ideai speakers for
every space, and every budget. Each is based
on our philosophy of making something great,
or not making it at all. And isn't that
something everybody wants to hear?
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Now Hear This. Inc.. 535 Getty Court. Bldg. A. Benicia. CA 94510
For the MIT dealer nearest you: (U.S.) call WorldRadioHistory
1.800-NHT•9993: (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd.. (514) 631-6448

YOU LIVE BY THE REVIEW, YOU DIE BY THE REVIEW.
with stock on your hands that will sit in your
storeroom until the end of time—or at least
until you have afire sale.
In an ideal world, the only possible outcomes
would be 1and 4. Reviewers and your store's
buyers would have opinions and philosophies
so closely aligned that magazines would only
give positive reviews to products that dealers
had already determined would make their customers happy.
In the real world, magazine reviews have all
of the outcomes I've outlined, with an apparently unpredictable and arbitrary correlation
with supposed product quality. In addition, if
reviewers knew and told all, then all that audiophiles would need to satisfy their buying needs
would be magazine reviews and acomputerized
warehouse. Yet it's obviously true that such
omniscient writers do not exist. As Ivor Tiefenbrun of Linn Products has said, magazines—
even good ones—practice power without responsibility. If customers find that ahighly
recommended product doesn't meet their
needs, do they ask the magazine that published
the review for their money back? No, they take
it to the dealer they bought it from and expect
him or her to sort out the mess.
Reviews are therefore regarded with hostility
by many dealers. (I know of one dealer who tells
customers whom he sees enter his store carrying amagazine to take it back out to their car
before he'll talk to them.) At best, an uneasy
truce exists in which retailers try to make use
of what reviews generate—increased customer
interest, even excitement—and try to downplay their dark side.
This awkward and antagonistic relationship
between retailer and magazine doesn't have to
exist. High-end retailers and review magazines
may deal with the same products and may
employ similar people with similar skills to
assess those products, yet their agendas are
different. Conflict only arises when that basic
fact is not appreciated—by either party.
The high-end store's primary responsibility
is to its customers. It sells them products that
give them long-term satisfaction, the result
being—if the profit margin on the products
sold is sufficient but fair—that the store stays
in business.
The review magazine's primary responsibility is to its readers. It publishes reviews so that
readers can short-list components that they
might be interested in purchasing and therefore should audition for themselves. As well
as being informed, readers need to be able to
define what they want in terms of their personal
tastes before they can make buying decisions.
The magazine must also educate its readers,

therefore, in how to listen and how to identify
what is important to them?
An important part of the magazine's role is
to inject excitement into the market. This is not
altruistic; without such excitement, the market
will shrink and magazine readership along with
it. Yet, afew exceptional retailers apart, magazines like Stereophile appear to be the only ones
seeding the field for the next year's harvest.
It has been my experience that too many
retailers act as if they are fishermen or hunters.
Yet if there is an appropriate analogy for what
retailers do, it is to act as farmers. If you don't
prepare the ground and sow the seed, then you
are at the mercy of whatever customers fate
brings you—or doesn't bring you. Randy Patton
of PS Audio is fond of saying, "If you live by
the review, you die by the review." But if you've
prepared your ground, the bad review is apassing storm. As Lyric's Mike Kay once said, "If
you can't sell against anegative review in amagazine, then what kind of salesperson are you?"
The magazine assumes that, once the reader
has defined his or her tastes in sound reproduction and has then chosen asmall number of
contenders to audition, its task is over. Those
readers go into retailers, perform their auditions,
and, with the help of the retailer, choose what is
going to be right for them in the long term.
So why should there be conflicts?
First, let me examine the rave review given
aproduct that has no profile in the marketplace.
Stereophile tries to avoid this situation by only
reviewing products that are available from five
or more retail outlets. Though many manufacturers regard this policy as unduly stringent,
it does ensure that products we review are at
least partway real. Magazines have the responsibility not to frustrate their audience by recommending products that don't exist?
Second, how about the negative review the
magazine gives to aproduct that, until then,
had been virtually selling itself? This, Ibelieve,
happens when the product offers outstanding
performance in certain superficial areas but fails
to give long-term musical pleasure. In the trade,
such products are sometimes called—with
apologies for the offensive language—"bigtits" products. They do well in short-term .
2People do not willingly read textbooks, so the third part
ola magazine's role is to entertain. The three things required
of any successful magazine in any field are that it informs, educates, and entertains its readers, with no part being subsidiary
to the others.
3We ask the manufacturer approximately how many retailers
they have when we check the current price just before the
review goes to press. We have to accept what we are told at
face value; sadly, there have been one or two occasions when
it later become apparent that this information was incorrect,
leading to such frustration.
9
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The Jubilee
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
Richfield, MN 55423
(612) 866-0083

Paragon Acoustics. Inc.
123 State St. St. Paul. MN 55107
(800) 224-7599
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The Discriminating ar
973 Northern Blvd
Great Neck, NY 11021
(516) 627-4456

demonstrations because of their superficial
qualities, but they either have quite ordinary
performance overall, or major design flaws that
drive their owners crazy after just aweek or
two. Itry to ensure that my reviewers dig deep
enough into aproduct's overall performance
to get past the superficialities and reveal these
products for what they are: airbrushed centerfolds who can't hold aconversation.

THE HIGH-END MAGAZINE
EDITOR IS THE FIRST LINE OF
DEFENSE AGAINST
IRRESPONSIBLE REVIEWS.
This brings up something that is not fully
realized: how much work aresponsible magazine puts into ensuring that its review conclusions are correct. The popular image is of
the reviewer sitting in his La-Z-Boy, handing
down inspired judgments to an adoring world.
Sometimes he might even get the product out
of its box to hear whether it sounds the way he
described it.
The truth is that reviewing involves alot of
grunt work—of careful setup, oflistening with
as open amind as possible, of being fooled, of

finding out you've been fooled, and of hearing through the "burn - to the truth of acomponent's sound.
And then, when aStereophile reviewer submits his copy. he is put through the mill by the
editors. A reviewer is involved in acontinuing
process of self-education if he or she is to make
reliable value judgments. It's an essential part
of an editor's role, therefore, to nurture his
reviewers. Itry to visit all ofStereophi/e's equipment reviewers to get them to do "show-andtells." Ilisten to their description of the sound
we are hearing and then correlate it with what
Ihear. For one review afew years back, Ieven
flew to Washington. DC for aday to listen to
speakers that the reviewer had described as having "no significant flaws." It's true that some
reviewers have informal support groups in
which they can test their opinions in public
before committing them to paper. But in
general, the high-end magazine editor is the
first line of defense against irresponsible, inaccurate reviews.
In an ideal world, magazine reviews give
audiophiles supporting information and help
bring them into your store. It is up to retailers,
however, to put on agood demonstration and
help customers choose what is right for them.
But if they do buy what is going to be best for
them in the long term, they'll be back—with
their friends and relatives.

TUBE POWER

Premier 11 and Premier 12

•All-Tube Power Amplifiers
•Premier 11-70 Watt Per Channel Stereo
•Premier 12-140 Watt Mono
•Priced at $3295
Call or write for mo

conra
2733 rvIerrilee tir. •Fair ax.
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A Critical Consensus on Sonic Frontiers!
SFL-1 Linestage Preamplifier
"Kudos is due SONIC FRONTIERS for offering the audiophile aline-level preamp
competitive with any price-no-object unit I've heard to date. Specifically, anyone
contemplating the purchase of an Audio Research LS-2 would do well to also audition the
latest SFL-1; you'll be surprised.
Wake up, exalted residents of Class A Towers -the SFL-1 is knocking on the door!"
Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 16 No. 2, February 1993 (USA)

SFS-40 Stereo Tube Amplifier
"After hours and hours of A-B listening, the SONIC FRONTIERS rose above the crowd to
earn our commendation as aComponent of Merit. This amplifier is awinner in every
respect, and Ihave no idea how they provide so much amp for the money."
Martin G. DeWulf, Bound for Sound. Issue 10a, 11a 1992 (USA)
"It is wonderful! ...the SFS-40 will likely be the beginning of along love affair for alarge
number of you who are looking for an entry point into the vast world of genuine high end
audio. We highly recommend this unit."
Guy Trepanier, Son HI-Fl Video, No. 83, Jan./Feb. 1993 (Canada)

SFS-80 Stereo Tube Amplifier
"...the SFS-80 had been one of two amplifiers [the other being the ARC Classic 60] Iused
in my system, but now Iam listening to the SFS-80 exclusively... Ican whole-heartedly
recommend the SFS-80 with great enthusiasm."
Joel Shumer, The Audiophile Voice, Vol. 1issue 3. March 1993 (USA)
"The SFS-80 is an extremely straightforward and well-made amplifier with aHall-of-Fame
parts list and outstanding sonic performance: great power, impressive bass, realistic
dynamics and rich harmonics....the SFS-80 is amusically satisfying power amplifier and
an outstanding bargain."
Jack English, Stereophile, Vol. 16 No. 4, Apri11993 (USA)

Hear it for yourself.
Audition aSonic Frontiers product today!

SONIC FRONTIERS
INCORPORATED

760 PACIFIC RD., UNIT 19, OAKVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA. L6L 6M5
TEL: (416) 847-3245
FAX: (416) 847-5471
WorldRadioHistory

THE
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"
DOES THE STUDIO MONITOR MEET
ITS GOAL OF KEEPING UP WITH THE
BIG GUY, HIGH-END SYSTEMS AT
ONLY HALF THE PRICE? YOU BET!
CHECK THEM OUT FOR YOURSELF."
1)R KcAr
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L ETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. (We are also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases.)
Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it
anyway! Although all letters are read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication.
Please note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very long or address
more than one topic. All correspondents should include their name, address, and adaytime telephone number.

W HERE'S LEWIS?
Editor:
Since Ihave just renewed my subscription,
Ithought that this would be agood time to
let you know what Ithink of Stereophile.
It is the best magazine Ihave ever read.
Period. John Atkinson's honesty inspires trust
and makes Stereophile very credible. Ienjoy
the diverse views expressed by all of your
writers, but Ienjoy JA, JGH, RH, CG,
PWM, and LL the most. (Where is Mr. Lipnick, anyway? Itrust he is still our "musician in residence.")
STEPHEN STEWART
Walnut Shade, MO

W HERE'S KRELL?
Editor:
For years it's been fun, but now, goodbye.
Kindly cancel my subscription and remit the
balance.
Iused to rely on you for help in building
my system. It's taken 20 years for me to put
together asystem that cost well in excess of
$40,000, and your writers seemed as good
areference point as any other magazine's. My
problems were compounded by location.
The nearest high-end retailer was at least two
to three hours away from central New York
state, and, many atime, Ilet your reviews save
me atrip to New York City or Rochester.
Ihave purchased aconsiderable amount
of Krell equipment, including amps, preamps, CD turntables, and processors. Yet I
can't help but notice that your reviews and
list of "Recommended Components" are
compiled as if Krell didn't even exist.
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

Perhaps I'm misled, but I've been told that
Krell equipment is on the leading edge of
much of today's truly superior hi-fi components. But since you consistently fail to review their products (despite quite afew
promises), or even list one of their products
on your recommended list, Ifind it impossible to compare what Iown and listen to
with your favorite or reference products.
You have an obvious bias against this company, for whatever reason. In fact, it's anoncompany, since you won't refer to it. Ihave
absolutely no interest in promoting Krell.
But on the other hand, you must also realize that it doesn't help me, the consumer, to
look forward anymore to getting your magazine, because Ifinally realize that what
you're doing to me is frankly dishonest.
STEVEN K. ALEXANDER, MD
DeWitt, NY
I'm sorry you feel we have a"bias" against Krell,
Dr. Alexander, and that you regard Stereophile's
attitude toward this company as "dishonest."
I, too, am concerned about the low profile the company has in our review pages. Ihave agreat deal
of respectfor Krell and its products-10 years ago,
thefirst high-end power amplifier Ipurchased was
aKSA-50—and the magazine has received sterling
servicefrom aKM-250 and apair ofMDA-500s
in the past couple ofyears. Butfor some reason, our
recent requests to Krellfor review samples seem to
havefallen mostly upon deafean, and we have probably been atfault in not more aggressively pursuing
the subject with Krell. National Symphony contrabassoonist Lewis Lipnick, however, is about to
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The Breakthrough.

The original Adcom GFA-555 power amplifier.

The New Breakthrough.

The new Adcom GFA-555II power amplifier.

more music lovers the opportunity of
experiencing the thrill of sonic perfection
without the shock of exorbitant costs.
Visit your Adcom dealer and listen to
the new GFA-5551I. Then ask its price.
You'll hear how good this new
breakthrough sounds.
*Power output watts/channel, continuous both
channels driven into 8ohms, 20 Hz -20 kllz at
less than 0.04% THD.
**John Atkinson
Stereophile, Vol. 13 No. 10, Oct. 1990
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Upon its introduction, the Adcom
GFA-555 power amplifier was considered
abreakthrough in audio technology.
Rated superior to amplifiers costing two
and three times as much, some critics had
difficulty in naming abetter component at
any price.
Now, after years of using the
GFA-555 as their model of superior
performance and value, Adcom engineers
announce another breakthrough. The new,
upgraded GFA-555II, rated at 200 watts
per channel*, offers greater stability,
superior heat dissipation and less
distortion. It is everything which made
the GFA-555 "...one of the best selling
amplifiers of all time,"**and more.
With the GFA-5551I, Adcom begins
anew generation of amplifiers, designed
to set anew standard for performance at
areasonable price.., giving more and

start work on areview of the Krell KRC preampeer, and we hope tofollow this up with more Krell
reviews in the fall.
Incidentally, Mr. Stewart, LL has been incapacitatedfor much of the last year with Carpal Tunnel Syndrome. But his writings will soon appear
once again in Stereophile in all their glory.—JA
NONDESCRIPT, BANAL SMUT?
Editor:
Ifind Stereophile's covers nondescript. Ialso
think the use of four-letter words in this publication is banal, except where they are used
humorously. Even so, as aclergyman, Isee
no reason to cancel my subscription as did
the Rev. Mr. Cammock ("Letters," June '93).
Instead, Iam reminded that Jesus did not die
between two altar candles, but on across in
avery public place where, as theologian
George MacLeod put it, "cynics talk smut,
and thieves curse, and soldiers gamble."
REV. WALTER CLARK
Rockport, TX

A MENACE?
Editor:
Ifind myself compelled to write concerning
Rev. Cammock's decision to not renew his
subscription to Stereophile ("Letters?' June '93).
Dear Rev. Cammock:
Iam the pastor of the "First Church of the
Least Significant Bit," and know full well
what's going on in audio journalism today.
You are absolutely correct that Mr. Corey
Greenberg and his powerful minority media
elite are aiming to turn our children into
"monkeybone-clutching, lizard-juicing zombies" (my words). You fail, however, to recognize the real trouble lurking within these
ominous covers.
Lo, the real danger lies in the fact that Stereophile magazine has recognized engineers
and scientific types on its staff. These heretics
don't believe in "an eye for an eye" dogma
or intolerance of new ideas. Heck, they even
encourage those who proffer opinions that
challenge accepted audio beliefs. Imean, these
people (I'm using the term loosely) actually
embrace the idea of change, progress, and openmindedness!!!
We at the "Church of the Least Significant
Bit" are well aware of the Stereophile menace,
as we are all too aware of the fact that true
high-end audio is available only on wax
cylinders. We, however, maintain our sub-

scriptions so that we can monitor the activity
of those who place ahigh value on inquiry
and expression. One must be ever vigilant
in the face of immediate peril.
"REV." W ILLIAM C.BERTOLINO
Palm Harbor, FL

W HAT WERE WE SMOKING?
Editor:
What was everybody smoking when the July
1993 issue was put together?
Les Berkley, in reviewing the "Recording
of the Month," refers to listening "critically
to the sound of specific instruments" as one
of those "silly audiophile-type things?' Silly
me! Next time I'm at aconcert and listen critically to the first-chair violin to appreciate
amusical line, I'll try to contain myself. Why
have so many Stereophile writers taken the
pledge to make derogatory remarks about
audiophiles? It's aneat device when Corey
does it, but Iget the impression that too
many others are trying to jump on the bandwagon. Let the others find their own styles!
Ialso don't buy JA's line that the exchange
between Stereophile and TAS is asolo dance.
Maybe you limit the vituperative comments
from your writers, but you deliver the same
message by printing letters conveying the
same type of message. You ask: "Surely no
one believes that only letters that reflect a
magazine's editorial philosophy get published?" Ido. While the letters may not agree
with ydur opinions, they reflect, almost by
definition, your philosophy, whether that
philosophy is to allow abroad spectrum of
dissent or to provide aplatform for criticizing
TAS. Your argument fails to convince me.
DENNIS DAVIS
Mill Valley, CA
As it is not unknown for us to publish letters comparing TASfavorably with Stereophile—see Glen
McLeod's letter in May, Vol.16 No.5, p.31, for
example—Ifail to see that Mr. Davis has avalid
point to make.
-JA
THE AUDIO/VIDEO MARRIAGE
Editor:
With reference to JGH's "As We See It" in
June, it is amazing to see the parallels of both
video and audio from ahistorical standpoint.
Both were developed shortly after the American Civil War and put to immediate commercial use. Over the years, video and audio
17
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each advanced in clarity and fidelity at the
same pace. With the advent of HDTV and
DAB, the future is very exciting.
My first encounter with an A/V system
was approximately eight years ago at
Shemya. Alaska. watching Star Trek III. The
system was nothing more than an A/V
receiver, speakers. and video monitor. Idon't
recall the specific components. but Iwas
impressed.
The new media technologies, coupling
laserdisc with HDTV and atop-rate surroundsound system, would be miles ahead of that
first memorable encounter.
Would music only work with an A/V
surround-sound system? My answer is an
enthusiastic "Yes!" (The surround system
would re-create the ambience that stereo systems try to create.) Audio's and video's roots
may have started off separately, but as acohesive and legitimate pair, they will be more
inseparable in the future.
DAVID VAN SICKLE
Aurora. CO
THE VIDEO/AUDIO DIVORCE
Editor:
With regard to the question of whether Stereophile should carry reviews of video equipment (JA's editorial in March and J. Gordon
Holt's response in June), I'm withJA!
Istarted collecting recordings in 1939 and
began building my own playback equipment
in 1944. As far as I'm concerned, this hobby
is and always has been about musk—preferably classical music, with maybe alittle jazz.
too. Ihave little or no interest in video movies
or broadcast television.
As usual, Gordon (who Istill think is your
best writer and reviewer) made astrong case
for his viewpoint, but Ithink JA's argument
carries the day. Itrust you will continue your
present policy of no reviews of video equipment
in Stereophile!
THOMAS C.SHEDD
Evanston, IL
ANALOG VS DIGITAL
Editor:
Iam pleased to be anew subscriber to Stereophile. Ihad not realized until Iread the
reports from the WCES that you are primarily ahumor magazine. Did your crew learn
journalism from MAD magazine?
Iam intrigued that there still appears to be
acontroversy regarding Analog 1,.5 Digital.
18

As ascientist, Ithink this should be easy to
resolve. Here is my opinion:
A S100 CD player sounds better than a
S100 record player on the same amp/speakers.
This is good enough for the mass commercial
market.
For everyone else, vinyl is better.
To prove this to yourself. find an industrystandard record from 1964 (tube-recorded
with no "signal/noise stretcher"). Listen to
it on a1964 tube stereo. Now find an industry-standard CD and play it on aCD player
and the same amp/speaker. If you still think
digital sounds better, then you either need
anew stylus or have been so conditioned by
the last ten years of mass-market CD that
you wouldn't hear asoundstage at alive performance.
BURTON E.SARNOFF
Princeton, NJ
GOOD VS BAD
Editor:
Let me see if Iunderstand this correctly:
1) DCC (which encodes only what we
hear) is bad.
2) CD and other PCM encoding systems
(which only approximate the original waveform) are good.
3) LPs arc good, unless they have the inevitable surface damage; then they are bad (since
they record the original waveform).
4) Since we are concerned with the accurate reproduction of the original waveform,
digital originals arc bad and analog originals
are good. Unless the analog originals have
the inescapable background hiss, then they
are bad.
5) But LPs have lousy channel separation,
so they are bad.
6) Vacuum tubes are good, unless they are
old, in which case they are bad.
7) Analog cassettes are good for the masses,
but for those who can really hear, they are bad.
8) "Subjective" is good, while "objective,"
though not necessarily bad, is not as good.
9) Performance data don't necessarily reflect aunit's competence, so why print them?
(Stereophile prints reams of such data. Is Stereophile good or bad?)
10) Classical is good, unless digitally mastered; then it is bad, since digital masters are
bad. But the Monkees are always bad, digital
or not.
11) A review using subjective terms is
good, unless the reader does not have the Ste-
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reophile dictionary at hand; then it is not only
bad, but useless.
12) Stereophile is good, Stereo Review is bad.
Ithink I've got it now.
S.V. WOODS
Eureka, CA
BEL VS BELL
Editor:
Upon reading JE's article on "The Sonic
Bridge" in the June 1993 issue, Inoticed what
Ithink is amistake. In the postscript on p.119,
JA mentions that the decibel and the bel were
named after Bell Labs. This is incorrect. The
bel, the decibel, and Bell Labs were named
after Alexander Graham Bell.
Thank you for your informative magazine.
EDWARD SHIPMAN
New Jersey
RCA LIVING STEREO
Editor:
With all due respect to my old friend Jack
Pfeiffer, Ifeel that the BMG publicists and,
by extension, you yourself have unjustly
slighted Dick Mohr's contribution to the
recordings that Fritz Reiner made with the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
Of the three FR/CSO "Living Stereo"
CDs you cover in the June 1993 issue, two,
to be sure, were produced by Pfeiffer. The
Richard Strauss performances were recorded
when RCA Victor was taping both mono
and stereo, with Mohr assigned to the latter. The concertos were produced by Pfeiffer
because he was Heifetz's favored producer.
The Reiner. Sound was, like most of Reiner's
RCA Victor recordings from 1950 on, produced by Mohr with Lewis Layton as engineer. The Reiner Sound has always been
regarded as an audio triumph, one of many
to the credit of the teamwork of Layton,
Mohr, and Reiner (in alphabetical order).
Reiner, it should be noted, took little interest
in audio technicalities. He wanted clear, clean,
accurate playing from the orchestra, and
expected Layton and Mohr to get that playing on tape. We hear the extraordinary
timbres of the Ravel pieces on the recording
not because Reiner was trying to produce
extraordinary audio, but because that is how
Reiner thought Ravel should sound, period.
As Ihad ample opportunity to observe, the
working relationship between Dick Mohr
and Fritz Reiner was one of the most successful in the conductor's career. Iknow of only
STEREOPHILE. SEPTEMBER 1993

two or three other professional colleagues
with whom the irascible and demanding
Reiner got on so well and for so long. Mohr
had awonderful way of anticipating and meeting Reiner's demands with businesslike authority and patient wit, and Reiner respected his
professionalism. Most important, Mohr
acted as atranslator, as it were, between
Reiner's technical naïveté and Layton's ability
to capture the orchestra's sound on tape.
Nor are the Reiner/CSO recordings the
only claim of Mohr and Layton to audio
fame. They worked with the Boston Symphony Orchestra on many of Munch's best
recordings, and produced some fine operas.
Iam sure that Mohr's experience with Reiner
helped him deal with the temperamental
singers he worked with.
PHILIP HART
Santa Fe, NM
RECORDS AVAILABLE #I
Editor:
Several articles have been published in Stereophile about where to look for used LPs.
One source that has not been mentioned is
at record shows.
Enclosed is anotice about amonthly usedrecord show, held at the Sequoia Club on the
last Sunday of the month. I've been to several
of these and they are fantastic. Last month
Italked to acouple who are moving to
Florida and had to sell all of their +35,000
collection of used LPs. True, some of the rare
vinyl recordings are priced high, but bartering is allowed.
STAN DAVIS
Buena Park, CA
RECORDS AVAILABLE #2
Editor:
Please list me as amail-order source for highquality used classical and audiophile records.
Thank you.
GLENN BRINSTOCK
Analog Artifacts
12 Darrow Court, Kendall Park, NJ 08824
RECORDS AVAILABLE #3
Editor:
Iread Guy Lemcoe's overview of mail-order
LP houses in July and thought that readers
might like to know about one more—us!
ROB CONSTABLE
Recorded Classics, 274 N. Goodman St.
Rochester, NY 14607
Mr. Constable enclosed with his letter aten-page
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Now the truth can be heard from the product itself.

catalog of classical LPs, ranging in pricefrom $4
to S120 and carefully graded according to quality
and condition. We have also heardfrom Ars Antigua, who were listed in July on p.75. They have
moved since Guy did his research. Their new address
is 6060 McNeely Street, Ellettsville, IN 47429.
Tel: (812) 876-6553 (main); (812) 876-6552
(answering machine). Fax: (812) 876-6551. -JA

CANADIAN RECORDS AVAILABLE
Editor:
Thank you for including Sweet Thunder
Records in Guy Lemcoe's recent survey of
mail-order vinyl outlets (July '93, p.72).
However, Guy's comment about our
prices being higher than elsewhere is not
exactly accurate. Our prices are quoted in
Canadian dollars, which trade at about 2528% discount to the US dollar. Our prices
are therefore effectively 25-28% lower for
customers ordering from the US.
DEMETRIOS TSIMON
Sweet Thunder Records, Jazz & Blues
Vancouver, BC, Canada

KEEP IT UP, BOB!

Editor:
Iappreciate Robert Deutsch's Show Music
reviews very much. There's nothing better
than enjoying the excitement of great show
music—when performed and recorded well
—on agood high-end system. This is the
type of music which really gives meaning to
the audiophile buzz-words "presence" and
"soundstage." Iwas grateful for the chance
to meet Robert, briefly, at Stereophile's San
Francisco Show. Keep up the good work!
CRAIG FISHER
Pleasanton, CA

CHEERS, BOB!

Editor:
Bravo! Cheers to Robert Harley for his eyeopening and ear-opening review of the
unique C.E.C. TL-1 belt-drive CD transport
in July. As one very familiar with the delight
of this unit, Ican attest to the analog-like
qualities he so rightfully praises. In his comparative review with the benchmark Mark
Levinson No.31 transport, RH states that
listeners will have to weigh their musical
tastes and priorities in order to enjoy this
product, primarily because of its lack of
dynamics, bass control, and rhythmic energy.
Well, folks, it's all true, but Ihave some
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

great news to share! You can have your cake
and eat it too by doing two things to the TL
1. First, replace the mediocre supplied AC
cord with apremium one. (I achieved excellent results with the Purist Audio Colossus
AC cord.) Second, obtain aset of Shun Mook
Audio Super Passive Acoustic Resonators
(three diamond-tipped ebony feet), and place
two of them against the rear feet of the unit.
Place the third directly under the CD spindle
—thanks to Cheung Chi Kwan ("CK") of
Hong Kong—and sit back for a15-20%
improvement.
This is no joke, folks, as Martin Colloms
learned in his study of resonance control in
reviewing the Combak tuning devices.
Higher-quality AC power, in concert with
resonance-control feet, improve detail, resolution, transparency, and bass control, and
significantly enhance rhythmic energy and
slam. In other words, smooth, glorious, and
engaging, the TL 1now becomes worldclass! Happy listening.
STEVEN C.FISCHER, PH.D.
Soundscope Audio
West Bloomfield, MI

CONFUSED?
Editor:
Irecently had the pleasure of reading Robert
Harley's reviews of the Mark Levinson No.31
Reference Transport (Vol.16 No.6, p.138) and
the C.E.C. TL 1Belt-Drive CD Transport
(Vol.16 No.7, p.91). Ihave always enjoyed Mr.
Harley's lean, businesslike style of writing,
yet Ifelt incomplete after reading these two
reviews.
My lack of satisfaction occurs from Mr.
Harley's display of exemplary prose that
seems intent on confusing the reader. Mr.
Harley states, "if Ihad to sum up the No.31
with one word, it would be 'resolution," and
"the No.31 Reference CD Transport redefined CD transport quality." In his review of
the TL 1, Mr. Harley points out that the
C.E.C. and the Levinson units "are based on
completely different design philosophies,"
yet he seems surprised to state that "these
were two very different-sounding transports."
While Iwasn't surprised that the two units
were very different-sounding, Iam all the
more perplexed by the following: "The
No.31 presented music with an uncannily
realistic portrayal of instrumental textures
...
if you can afford the best in digital play-
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back, the No.31 holds some very pleasant
surprises," "the TL 1had an extraordinarily smooth and analog-like presentation ...
the TL l's rendering of instrumental textures
was so warm, sweet, and natural!" And, finally,
"The. .IL 1is unquestionably aremarkable
transport. Its smoothness, ease, and liquidity
set anew standard in digital playback:'
This all sounds wonderful, but is "the best
in digital playback" the most accurate? Is
"extraordinarily smooth and analog-like presentation" the most accurate? Is it important
to be "the best in digital playback" or "set
anew standard in digital playback"? What
does any of this have to do with reproduction of music?
Most of your readers will agree that accurate reproduction of music, or "musicality!'
is the highest priority of the audio hobbyist.
This creates adilemma because Mr. Harley
never really states which of these two expensive units is the most musical or most accurate reproducer of music. To add to the confusion, one will recall that the two units
under review have very different prices (the
No.31 is almost twice the price of the TL 1).
While Mr. Harley stated that John Atkinson
purchased aNo.31, he never alluded to which
unit he would buy. Possibly, Mr. Harley
hasn't resolved in his mind which unit is
more accurate or more musical.
Given the cost of these two units, aprospective purchaser has to wonder: If neither
is better, why buy either? Is the purpose of
an equipment review for us to have fiin reading about new products, or to squarely
address the purchase decision? Possibly, Iam
as confused as Mr. Harley. Iwonder if he feels
the same lack of fulfillment.
M ARK ANGIOLETTI
Chicago, IL
It appears Mr. Angioletti would have preferred less
objective description of the two transports' sounds
and more value judgments in my C.E.C. TL 1
review. After rereading my review, however, Ican
understand his confusion about which transport I
thought was "better" Istruggled with that question myself as Mr. Angioletti noticed.
There is, however, no question in my mind that
the No31 is the more accurate of the two transports.
Whether that makes the No.31 "better" raises the
age-old paradox of accuracy vs musicality. Ienjoyed
the TL 1's character cf. forgiving ofsource imperfections, sweet at the expense of some resoluSTEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

tion ..."), yet also felt great involvement with the
No.31 's highly detailed and revealing presentation.
The confusion arose because Iliked the two transports' presentations, despite their very different signatures. Icould very easily imagine one listener
preferring the No31 and another the TL 1. Indeed,
aloudspeaker designer who recently visited my listening room—and who is an extremely good listener—
preferred the TL 1over the No.31 hands down.
As Ihave stressed in previous reviews and
editorials, the prospective buyer should audition the
competing products and choosefor him- or herself
The review is aguide to products that are worth
investigating, not an absolute judgment.
You are, however, entitled to my opinion, so here
it is. I'll go on record and say that the No.31 is the
better transport. Although the TL 1was more pleasant to listen to on some discs, Iultimately prefer to
hear exactly what's on the disc, not an editorialized
version of it. Moreover, as CDs improve because
of better ND converters, and perhaps the widespread
use of HDCD encoding in the near future, the
No.31's higher resolution and more truthful presentation will maintain its status as atrue reference
product into the future.
- RH

RECOMMENDED REVIEWS
Editor:
It occurred to me after reading the May "As
We See It" column by Robert Harley that a
sizable percentage of your readership may
share my lack of easy access to dealers of equipment that is on my "short list of components
worth the time and trouble to audition."
Living 150 miles from anyone who could
be construed as adealer of high-end components, Ihave experienced the discrepancy
between intent and the possible, and have had
to rely on your "Recommended Components" lists simply because of time, distance,
and the real-world demands of work and
home. Although you do not recommend this,
nor do I, the chances Ihave taken have not
resulted in buyer's remorse. The auditioning that has been possible has been efficient,
and the resulting system, although not perfect, is remarkably musically satisfying.
Along the way Ihave been struck by the
accuracy of your subjective reviews and their
success in communicating the essential
characters of various components. Ihave also
been impressed by how long Ihave had to
live with the components to appreciate the
accuracy of the reviews. With certain products Ihave gradually and grudgingly come
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to agree with opinions, both positive and
negative, that Ioriginally questioned.
Although the process of upgrading is frustrating, no component is perfect. Iwas hoping this was not true, but it is. Discovering
what, for me, is essential to the reproduced
musical experience has resulted in evolving
priorities that have required (oh no!) compromise. In this process your "Recommended
Components" have served as guideposts for
comparison, and the descriptions by reviewers
as apath for establishing the subtle and not
so subtle differences whose character adds
or detracts from the musical experience.
Yes, Virginia, you can assemble aturkey
from the "Recommended Components" list.
You can also assemble abeauty.
My only real complaint is that nowhere
in your magazine did any of your writers
warn me that agreat upgrade can have the
catastrophic result of revealing possibilities
that, once revealed, alter the priorities on
which you have been building your system.
How exciting. How frustrating. J
OHN M.
Lakeport, CA
REVIEWERS & WHINERS
Editor:
Poor Bob Harley! His "It's Only Hi-Fi" ("As
We See It," May 1993, p.7) reminded me of
some of my academic colleagues complaining about asix-hour-a-week teaching load,
or, better yet, Gilbert & Sullivan's policeman's
song from The Pirates of Penzance. Iunderstand that the purpose of the column was
to dispel the glamorous image some people
may have of the audio reviewer. But it turned
out to be anot very convincing appeal for
sympathy.
Come on, Mr. Harley. Iadmit that, at my
decrepit stage of life, Imight have trouble
"schlepping" (where on earth did that term
come from?) Krell amps up and down stairs,
but at amore desirable age Iwould have
gladly endured that chore for the opportunity
to compare Krell, Rowland, and ARC amps
with one another. And who buys all those
20' pairs of silver speaker cables and interconnects you get to compare? As one who
also spends much time facing ablank monitor screen attempting to compose something
useful, Iknow that writing is not always fun.
But once, as agraduate student in Chicago,
Isaw three electrical technicians attempting
to repair abroken line during aparticularly
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

nasty blizzard. Every time Ithink of complaining about my lot. Iremember that scene.
Strangely, the rest of Harley's exposition
attempts to make the case that audio reviewers
are just like any man in the street. That may
be true of some individuals, and Iwill spare
us all an extended exposition, but it certainly
is not true of Harley, JGH, TJN, JA, CG, or
DO, all of whom have very excellent understandings of the acoustical, electrical, and
mechanical engineering principles involved
in the reproduction of sound. More important, they all have had considerable experience in listening, not only to stereo equipment, but to live music of one sort or another.
Igather that most have done considerable
recording. They have had far more opportunity to listen to combinations of audio
equipment than most ofus could even dream
of. It is true that Ioften find myself in disagreement with particular reviews, but Ihave
respected nearly all of your reviewers, the
exception being some of the offhand nonsense by Sam Tellig, which Iassume is tolerated for its journalistic value.
RH, don't you occasionally sit down in
your easy chair with aglass of wine (or the
equivalent) and enjoy your ability to listen
to the best reproduced sound available? And
don't you feel alittle bit more knowledgeable
than the writer to Stereophile who just purchased aSansui end-of-all technology CD
player, and knows it produces the best sound
west of the Himalayas—and for only $169.95?
Ireally don't need to be told that you people, Harry Pearson included, are not gods
(though some of DO's recent reviews make
me wonder if he might have some connection
to Mount Olympus), but you are, after all,
highly trained professionals with very special
talents. Next, you will be telling us that Larry
Archibald requires you to spend your vacations helping immigrant laborers pick strawberries in the Imperial Valley.' Come off it!
You have avery nice occupation.
HERB BARRINGER
Kaneohe, HI
Icertainly didn't mean to imply that Ididn't like
my job, Mr. Barringer. On the contrary, Ilove it.
Rather, the editorial's message was that hi-fi reviewing is less glamorous than the general perception,
and that reviewers are not the infallible, ego-driven
1As ateenager. Itried that once. Ilasted all of two days.
Whew!
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elitists some letter writers think we are. And yes,
Stereophile reviewers do have more knowledge and
experience than the Sansui CD-player purchaser,
but that doesn't make our opinions god-like
pronouncements.
Ireally wasn't complaini% just putting ahuman
face on what we do. I'll bet things aren't too rough
over in Kaneohe, Hawaii, either!
— RH
WEANED FROM REVIEWS
Editor:
In response to Robert Harley's invitation to
respond to his "As We See It" in May '93
(Vol.16 No.5, p.7) ...
somehow Ican't quite
believe what he says. The fact is, Stereophile
does dictate mass opinion, whether it can help
it or not. You are not completely to blame.
Much of it is because of novice audiophiles
who either don't know how to choose a
component for themselves or who lack the
confidence to do so.
Second, can Stereophile really deny that its
judgments on components do not affect sales
of those components? Come on, Iwasn't
born yesterday. When Ifirst discovered that
the music that Iloved and grew up with can
be reproduced with more accuracy and musicality from companies like Hafler, Parasound,
Adcom, and Rotel, to name afew, as opposed
to Yamaha, Kenwood, and JVC, Iplunged
into the audiophile hobby. The first thing I
did was read Stereophile and buy the components based on your positive reviews, because
Ididn't have the confidence to trust my own
ears. As Iassociated with afew fellow hobbyists, Inoticed that nearly all of them were
afraid of buying equipment that had not been
reviewed by an audiophile mag.
But Ibegan to change. Igot sick of the reliance on good reviews. Several factors contributed to my self-reliance. One: Ibought
apair of Dana 2fs several months before they
were reviewed by your mag last January. I
found them to be very satisfying for the $400
Ipaid for them. When Isaw Stereophile's very
negative review of them, it was the beginning of the end of my reliance on reviews. ..
The second thing that made me independent was the Adcom GFA-555 II amplifier.
Ibought one mainly because of its Class C
recommendation in your magazine. That
amp is harsh and fatiguing! Icouldn't stand
to listen to some of my jazz favorites after five
minutes because the horns and brass would
almost give me aheadache. Good thing I

bought it used, 'cause Isold it aweek later
(for the same price Ipaid) to another audiophile who was also buying it because of its
Class C status. There is ademand for that
amp in the used market, primarily because
of Stereophile's 'Recommended Components." From that experience, my faith in
**Recommended Components" is close to nil.
Ifound an amp that was adequate to my ears
for what Icould afford, and it has not been
reviewed by any of the high-end journals ..
There are other articles in the high-end
journals that drove me to independence.
Cable reviews are gross exaggerations! I'd
have to be straining to listen to even hear
what you people write about them. The sad
thing was, Iwas no longer enjoying the
music when Ihad to strain to listen.
But probably the best thing Idid to wean
myself from relying on reviews was to take
the advice sometimes given by Stereophile but
championed by The Absolute Sound. Istarted
attending live unamplified concerts. (I grew
up going to amplified ones.) Iused The
Absolute Sound's criteria in judging the quality
of equipment, and Ifound that my purchases
were more satisfying. Ithink if all audiophiles
started going more often to such concerts,
they would discover the truth for themselves
and wean themselves from reliance on highend journals. Symphony orchestras would
prosper and would, in turn, play more selections and more often. It is only when this
happens that equipment reviews can be reduced in significance. Then Ican read Bob
Harley's article with astraight face.
If you are all just "average Joes" who like
to review hi-fi, how come many dealers like
to mention the excellent review the equipment they're selling received in Stereophile,
The Absolute Sound, Sensible Sound, or Bound
for Sound? How come you let manufacturers
reprint your reviews and create amisperception that the "gurus" have ruled and blessed
their components as worthy of my purchase?
Why are you letting the manufacturers and
dealers use your reviews as ad copy if Harley
is trying to deflate the importance or significance of them? Iwould like these questions answered ...
hopefully by all the highend audio publications.
These days Stereophile is only good for the
technical descriptions of the equipment, some
of the measurements, the ads, your own
"Audio Mart," and Corey's entertainment (but
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not judgment). Bob Harley's description of
areviewer's dirty job does not evoke any
sympathy. You are just insulting us in disguise.
BENNY RELUCIO
Indianapolis, IN
Sorry youfeel we're insulting you, Mr. Relucio. RH
addresses some of your concerns about our supposed
"guru-hood" in his answer above to Mr. Barringer's
letter. Regarding the Adcorn '555, it is in Class C
of our "Recommended Components" because of its
"superbly well-defined, authoritative low-frequency
performance, excellent sense of dynamics. ..
and
deep soundstage, [coupled with its offering] alot of
powerfor the money." This amplffier's "Recommended Components" listing does mention that,
while the Mk.11 version sounds significantly sweeter
than its predecessor, which had ahard-sounding,
brittle treble, it still has "rather aforward sonic signature," which, Isuggest, correlates with Mr. Relucio's "harsh andfatiguing"finding. The difference
between these descriptions is amatter of degree, not
kind.
On apoint ofpolicy regarding manufacturers
who reprint or quotefrom Stereophile reviews, we
try to police this by insisting that all reprints be complete. (We control this by preparing the necessary
type and artworkourselves.) We insist that all quotations used in ads have to be approved in writing
by Larry Archibald or myself and mustfaithfully
reflect the original review's value judgment.—JA

DIGITAL IMPEDANCE
Editor:
J. Gordon Holt must have adifferent production run of the Sony CDP-X779ES (June'93,
p.153) from mine. Hard to believe that "its
output impedance, being well below 1ohm,
was actually too low to measure. ..
in either
the balanced or unbalanced (fixed or variable)
modes." This would be quite abreakthrough
for Sony; even the Thetas have an output
impedance above 1ohm.
My unit measures around 100 ohms for
the fixed, 200 for the balanced, and considerably higher for some settings of the variable. These figures are all improvements over
the 'X77ES.
BERNARD A. ENGHOLM
Carlsbad, CA
JA asked me to recheck my measurements. Unfortunately, the CDP-X779ES sample reviewed by
JGH was no longer available in Santa Fe. It was
measured three times, however, on the first goround—at its balanced, unbalanced, and variable
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

outputs. The measurements were rechecked (the
results raised my eyebrows, also), and the results were
as presented. My written notes cotifirm the published
results. (Our output impedance measurements are
made by comparing the output voltage of the device
under test as the load impedance is changedfrom
100k ohms to 600 ohms. A Basic computer program then calculates the output impedance from
these two figures.)
It's unlikely that the difference in measurement
between your unit and the one we reviewed will
result in any audible change in performance. We
can certainly agree that the output impedance ofthe
Sony will not cause any significant operating limitations in normal use.
—TJN

DIGITAL CHALLENGES

Editor:
As alapsed computer engineer, Iwas excited
to read about the Audio Alchemy Digital
Transmission Interface (Vol.16 No.5, p.143).
For years, Ihave been frustrated by the lack
of discussion of basic techniques of data
movement in the audio press. Finally, we
have adigital product that could not exist in
the analog world. Now that this door is open,
I'd like to issue afew challenges to the industry, or be disabused of my ignorance.
First, afew observations. In the analog
world, Iabsolutely reject the dogma that if
you can't measure it, you can't hear it; but in
the digital domain, bits is bits. Getting bits
accurately to and from disk is something
every single computer vendor knows how
to do. It's easy to do, easy to measure, and
there is no magic. I'll stand by the bits-is-bits
claim from the A/D output through to the
D/A input, and that includes the CD.
Challenge #1 goes to Reference Recordings: Direct-to-CD is abunch of baloney.
Prove me wrong by issuing aCD of Dick
Hyman Plays Fats Waller using the digital data
recorded on site. The liner notes to the directto-CD version of this excellent recording (in
which the digital bits were beamed by microwave to the mastering lab) said that such a
CD was forthcoming, but it never came. I
think Iknow why.
Challenge #2 goes to Mobile Fidelity
Sound Labs. Gold CDs are pure snake oil.
Issue atitle with the same bits recorded in both
aluminum and gold CD formats. If the two
CDs sound different, it can only be because
aluminum discs exhibit more uncorrectable
data errors than gold discs. I'll allow that this
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might be an issue, but it shouldn't be. Hundreds of thousands of computer users happily
reference aluminum-backed CD-ROMs
every day, and computers require flawless
transfer of data from CDs.
Challenge #3 goes to vendors of CD
transports. Build aperfect transport for sale
in two years. Make it cheap. This one seems
so easy that Iexpect I'm missing something.
Unlike analog information, digital information can be easily buffered. This means thc
CD player can (and should) read data seconds
ahead of what's being heard. The recent discussion of digital jitter plausibly suggests that
draining the buffer to the DIA converter
requires precise timing (Audio Alchemy's
DTI appears to enhance this function), but
filling the buffer can be spasmodic because
the task can be performed asynchronously
(a concept foreign to the world of turntables).
"lithe transport shakes, no problem; we'll
read that track again. There's still time before
these bits become music:' The ability to buffer
data means that CD transports ought to be
cheap because they can be imprecise. And
buffers are cheap: A four-megabit chip holds
afew seconds of music and costs acouple of
bucks. Manufacturers of MiniDiscs and CD
players for auto are onto this trick. Where are
you, vendors of inexpensive CD transports?
CDs were introduced over 10 years ago.
It's time for the implications of digital storage
of data to be understood, so that we can
applaud the development of the real possibilities of this technology? and unmask knavish marketing.
ROBERT HOLBROOK
One-time engineer, now in marketing
Belmont, CA
Two points offact: First, as the CD system was
developed before the availability of low-cost, highcapacity memory chips made it possible to use a
suitably large data buffer, CD transports only read
the data off the disc once. If an error is detected, the
system relies on the redundancy in the data stream
and the Reed-Solomon encoding to put things right.
Which is not to say that acompletely different,
multiple-read, well-buffered transport could not now
be designed—see Bill Reed's "Manufacturer's Comment" in April '93, pp.325-329. In fact, CDROM technology is probably already capable of
2Ihope Professor Johnson becomes abillionaire with
HDCD, and that MFSL, Dunhill Compact Classics, and
others establish ahuge market for audiophile-quality recordin gs. Hooray for true contributions to quality sound reproduction!
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doing this—though it's interesting to note the much
more conservative data-storage capability of aCDROM compared with an audio CD: 700 megabytes vs 1.2 gigabytes. Uncorrected or interpolated
errors in aCD-ROM are potentially catastrophic
rather than annoying, as they are in an audio CD.
Second—and I'm getting tired qf stating thisfor
the record—"bits is bits" is only true as long as you
keep the data in the digital domain. In digital audio,
the timing with which the original analog signal
is converted to deal code, and vice versa, has to
be held to incredibly precise standards in order not
to scramble the shape of the ultimate recovered waveform and compromise the signal resolution. In acomputer, timing errors orjitter will affect, for example, the precision of the characterformation on the
monitor screen, but who cares about that? See my
jitter simulation in Vol.13 No.12 (p.179), RH's
articles in Vol. 16 No.1 (p.114) and Vol.16 No.4
(p.256), and his "Industry Update" elsewhere in
this issue forfurther elucidation.
—J
A

DIGITAL WEEDS
Editor:
Iam anew subscriber, and Ihave been enjoying Stereophile very much. Iam an operations
director of apublic radio network. Along
with recording orchestras, setting station
clocks, and being master janitor. ..
Iam also
responsible for the integrity of our on-air
sound at this small network. A week ago, a
"clock" (classical jock) was playing aWidor
organ symphony. Ilistened in my office; the
organ on my mono office monitor sounded
exceptionally weedy. Iwent into the master
control room to find sound coming out of
the stereo speakers, yet the mono level on our
meters was almost nonexistent.
Ichecked the CD. Sure enough, this recording was recorded with the channels outof-phase. Ifelt like akid who'd found abaseball card with adesign flaw. It was awful to
have this on our airwaves. Mono-compatibility is extremely important in radio, but the
rarity of this CD is something else. The CD
in question is Carlo Curley Live, Pro Arte
CDD 354, and features Curley (organist) in
the Royal Festival Hall in London. It was
recorded in 1980 and mastered in 1987.
Iwould be interested if other audiophiles
have recordings like this, and if it is ever
addressed in your reviews. Also, wasn't there
aTop 40 tune released like this in the late '70s?
JOHN FRANCIS
Richmond, KY
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Ah, but as apaper presented by Dr. Malcolm
Hawlesford at the 1992 San Francisco AES Convention showed—see RH's "Update" on UltraAnalog in this issue—storing stereo data on aCD
with the channels out ofphase dramatically reduces
jitter introduced by the bandwidth limiting of the
recovered digital S/PDIF data stream. This is because
it renders the analog wavefimn that represents each
dataframe symmetrical about the time axis. If Mr:
Francis's Carlo Curley CD is played back on asystem
that has apolarity inversion in just one channel
the effects of data jitter will be dramatically reduced
and the mono-compatibility will be restored.—JA

A COMPLETE LETTER
Editor:
No, this isn't one of those "if you don't
change, I'm not going to resubscribe" letters. Bravo to you people for laying your
opinions and reviews down on the pages for
us to nod and scoff at. Idon't agree with all
you write, and that's just fine. I'm stimulated
to think and listen for myself with your publication.
However, Iwas slow to install adedicated
AC line. Please remind my fellow listenerreaders that this tweak works! JA, in Vol.14
No.9; RD, in Vol.15 No3; and CG, in Vol.14
No.11, all spoke of dedicated AC lines. ..
they work!
No letter is complete without agripe of
some sort.
lam tired of hearing that "the guitar, lute,
flute, piano, voice, chair, sounded right."
Unless you or they were at the recording session, know the instrument, or have the master tape, these opinions are fairly weak. One
example is the classical guitar. There are guitars by Fleta ($20,000) and Greg Smallman
($6000), both used at one time by John Williams; Michael Newman played the Thomas
Humphrey ($5000), Pepe Romero played the
Rodriguez ($8000), and Segovia used the
Ramirez, as does Christopher Parkening.
There are more guitars by Ruck, Romanillas,
Sanchis (one of my favorites, along with the
Fleta and Rodriguez), Antonio Marin, the late
Mattingly, and others. These guitars sound
different. A classical guitar is, as you know,
dependent on strings, wood composition of
the top, thickness, volume, etc.
On your next test CD, do what you did
with JGH's voice, only with différent classical
guitars. Their unique tonal balances are so
pronounced. From the very dark, muddy
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

sound of the Ramirez to the thinner, detailed
sound of the Mattingly, they leave aunique
tonal print. Ihaven't heard this topic discussed at any length. Ipresume this is just
part of our "bent tool" in attempting to
understand "accuracy," "rightness," and other
Holy Grails. Often, all we know is aclassical
guitar was used, without knowledge of the
type of guitar, strings, microphone, cable.
preamp, and on up the line.
I'm sure the point may be overstated by
now, but understand something: Iwant to
hear your opinions of what you're hearing
and all other ancillary information. Idon't
want to hear about what is "accurate" or
"right," unless you can somehow convince
this reader you have some reference which
can be regarded as reliable.
Happy listening,
JEFF WHEATO\
Hanford, CA

W HY LIST THE RECORDS?

Editor:
Ihave enjoyed Stereophik for approximately
two years and feel acertain amount of crin cism is my privilege. (Nothing serious—you
don't have to close shop or anything. I'm sure
you'll survive these remarks.)
Iwish your equipment reviewers wou'd
stop quoting recordings they own to evaluate
speakers, amps, preamps, etc. What am Isupposed to do—make a mad dash for Inv
nearest record store and buy the recordit
One reviewer listed so many recordings it
his review of aspeaker that by the time Igot
through two or three paragraphs of it. i
almost forgot what equipment he w.i›
reviewing. I'm really not interested in how
the electric or acoustic guitar, or the Steinway, or the soprano voice of the recordings
you own might sound. Just tell me how
piano, guitar, voice, and organ sound. .
period.
One reviewer indicated that the pipe organ
is about the most difficult instrument to record. Idisagree. The organ is difficult, but
Ithink it is the environment of that instrument
that is the problem, not necessarily the
instrument itself. Try to record asolo piano,
and capture the sound of that remarkable
instrument. (I love piano recordings, but am
sick and tired of hearing keyboards that are
over 8' in length. Why don't they give me a
piano that sounds like Iam 10' or so away
from it?)
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One last thing. Would you please tell the
music reviewer who gave athumbs-up to
Salonen's interpretation of Stravinsky's Le
Sacre de printemps (Sony MK 35796) to get her
ears cleaned as soon as possible? That is the
worst crock of shit of arecording of that great
work Ihave ever had the misfortune to purchase.
ROBERT KOONS
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Taking Mr. Koons 's last pointfirst: though BarbaraJahn did recommend Salonen's idiosyncratic
performance in February 1992 (Vol.15 No.2,
p.196), Robert Benson summarily dismissed it in
his November '91 survey of recordings of Le Sacre
His recommendations, repeated in April this year
(p.291), were: for the composer's own, from 1960,
on CBS; Ancerl's, from 1963, on Supraphon; Sir
Colin Davis's on Philips; Pierre Boulez's on CBS;
Igor Markevitch's on EMI/Angel; and Sir Georg
Solti's, with the Chicago Symphonyfrom 1974,
on London. (Incidentally, if you ever come across
theJapanese "Stereo Laboratory" LP release of the
latter, GXP 9001, snap it up immediately!)
So why do Stereophile writers list so many
recordings in our component reviews? Mr. Wheaton
alludes to at least part of the answer in his letter:
that the recordings used to assess component quality
are "bent took" To paraphraseJ. Gordon Holtfrom
theJuly issue (p.61), you can'tjudge thefidelity of
acomponent or system without playing arecording through it, but you can't judge the fidelity of
that recording withoutfirst playing it through asystem. Stereophile's reviewers try either to use recordings whose technical origins and sounds they are
familiar with, or use alarge enough number of
different recordings that the character of the component under test shines through. (Not every recording is "bent" in the same way.) Nevertheless, I
feel
it still importantfor our reviewers to list the diagnostic recordings they used so that readers can judge
the valuejudgmentsfor themselves. This is why we
try to always list the ancillary components used in
areview, even though this, too, upsets some readers.
However, perhaps amore important part of the
answer is that one of the joys of owning amusic system is the discovery of new, exciting recordings.
Component reviews are the only vehicle for our
hardware writers to convey their enthusiasmfor what
they've been listening to.
-JA

BETTER-OR J
UST MORE
EXPENSIVE?

Editor:
It never ceases to amaze me that areviewer
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

or dealer can somehow find that aproduct
which costs more is much more "musical in
presentation overall"; ie, aS1000 amp as
opposed to aS2000 amp. It sure is funny how
the better things cost more.
A case in point: Recently, Itried a52000
preamp against my own S700 preamp. While
Irealize that we are all partial to our own
equipment, Ireally believe that mine actually sounded better in all respects.
So, would you say that, because Ichose
mine over the more expensive one, Idon't
know what Iam listening to? Well, surprisingly, many people said just that about my
conclusions.
What does this say for the High End in
general? That many things are abit overpriced? Maybe. ..
Still, the high-end marketplace is full of
many great values as awhole, so it is abit
depressing when someone puts you down
just because you may not agree with their
evaluation. People do this quite often (anyone
out there who has had this happen, raise your
hand).
Don't get me wrong; Idon't want to leave
on asour note. Ihave just come to the conclusion that Ican't make any more generalizations on audio; I'll have to try everything
out, one at atime.
PATRICK GIORDANO
East Providence, RI

M ORE EXPENSIVEAND MORE BETTER?
Editor:
Stereophile's equipment reports are generally
informative and reveal the cost/performance
(value) of aparticular component. The report
of the Thiel CS3.6 (Vol.16 No.5, p.94) is no
exception—except for one major detail. The
smaller, less expensive, highly recommended
sibling, the CS2 2(Vol.16 No.1, p.238), was
not mentioned once in the report. Idon't
know how Stereophile perceives itself, but, as
far as Iam concerned, it is ashopping guide.
(Thanks for "Records To Die For"!) Considering the $3900/pair price tag of the CS3.6,
and the fact that both are new models in the
Thiel lineup, it would seem logical to note
the sonic advantages of spending almost
$2000 extra for the CS3.6.
RH should take acue from TJN's propensity to include the brief but informative comparisons of speakers in the same brand line
in his reviews. In his report of the top-of-the-
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ceramic coated aluminum alloy metal cone woofer.
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The Tweeter dome is formed from an aluminum/magnesium alloy,
gold anodised to athickness that provides the correct stiffness and
damping, which results in alinear response to beyond audibility and
moves the first order of break-up to around 28KFIz. The gold dome
is thinner, lighter and more rigid and therefore more efficient than
pure metal domes which suffer from poor efficiency and uncontrollable break-up modes within the diaphragm material.
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aluminum/magnesium alloy cone. The cone is drawn in athree
stage process, stress relieved at each phase to ensure molecular
consistency, rather than spun the conventional way, and then
sandwiched between 50 micron thick layers of heat dissipating
ceramic resulting in acone which combines perfect rigidity and self
damping properties over its entire operating range. The outer surround is moulded NITRILE rubber.
Developed by NASA, it suffers none of the thermo-mechanical instability exhibited by other surround
materials such as pvc. Therefore, the image and tonal balance will not shift with temperature changes.
Audible frequencies are affected by different materials, so by designing both the tweeter and woofer with
the sanie basic diaphragm material, anatural physical and audible consistency is achieved between high
and :ow frequencies, resulting in unrivalled realism and cohesion right across the audio range.
Home Theater: The Perfect Experience .. Monitor Audio has applied its high performance audio
technology to the System 200 Surround Sound System. The front and rear channel gold dome speakers
are supported by the thunderous System 200 Sub-Woofer and the incredibly precise System 200 Center
Channel .. the first purpose designed Home Theater System with atrue audiophile pedigree.
Monitor Audio's inimitable gold dome technology is used in every Monitor Audio Loudspeaker
from the very affordable Monitor 7Gold all the way through to the prestigious
award-winning Studio 20SE. The cabinets are crafted from 3/4" (I8mm) MDF
which, true to Monitor Audio's reputation, are beautifully finished in avariety of
real wood veneers, hand rubbed or Grand Piano lacquers, and veneered on the
inside to balance the "stress" of the panel, ensuring that it will not warp over time.
All Monitor Audio Loudspeakers are designed, engineered and manufactured from
start to finish by Monitor Audio at its own state of the art facilities in England.
For the ultimate in quality and performance .. ask for Monitor Audio .. the one with "the gold dome"
Recipient of the coveted Stereophile "Recotnmended Components" award 7times since 1988
MONITOR AUDIO USA
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line Mirage M-lsi (Vol.16 No.6, p.192), TJN
writes: '. ..
if you can't quite swing the Mlsis [read, spend almost $6000 for speakers],
you may find the M-3sis [half as expensive] ...
an irresistible buy!' (Read, this is the
ticket!) Recent reports of the three Apogee
ribbon hybrids, which vary in price from
$1200 to $3400, all refer to the Stage in one
way or another. In the "Conclusions" of his
Centaur Major review (Vol.15 No.4, p.215),
TJN says that, if forced to choose between
the two, "I'd have to choose the [half-theprice] Stages!' The report by TJN (Vol.16
No.4, p.222) on the Vandersteen 2Ce, by
your own numerous accounts one of the
classic values in hi-fi, devoted asmall section
to comparing it with the Model 3(twice the
price of the 2Ce). He comments: '. ..
the
overall soundstage. ..was no better than that
from the 2Ces ...
perhaps even not quite as
precise. ..
the 2Ce boogied in away that the
3did not ...
perhaps even more 'alive' than
the 3s!' Richard Vandersteen, in "Manufacturers' Comments!' said: "We agree that the
differences between our Model 2Ce and
Model 3fall into the realm of diminishing
returns." (Vol.16 No.4, p.318)
Unless Jim Thiel has some magical situation going that's known only to him (are not
the Vila tweeters used in the Vandersteen and
the Thiels almost identical?), Iwould assume
that the theory of diminishing returns would
also apply to the Thiel CS3.6. In "Sam's
Space" (Vol.16 No.6, p.75), the Thiel CS2 2
is mentioned almost as many times as the
subject of the article, the Martin-Logan
Aerius. Sam says: "In fact, in this price range,
the Thiels and the 'Logans are two speakers
I'd put at the top of my 'must audition' fist!'
Stereophile and other publications have
made it quite clear that the most expensive
component in amanufacturer's line is not
necessarily, and frequently not at all, the best
value. Two thousand bucks can buy alot of
"records to die for."
ALLAN V.PENA
Torrance, CA

since done so, in RH's room. The more expensive
speaker scores over the less expensive one in two performance areas, Ifeel: overall dynamic range, and
bass extension. As Inoted in January (pp.242243), the CS2 2's ultimate loudness is limited by
its elliptical ABR running out of excursion. Although it is both superbly transparent and uncolored,
the CS2 2is not aspeakerfor organ-music enthusiasts orfor those who like to play their rock music
at 95dB+ levels. The CS3.6 goes significantly
louder and deeper without strain. It also has more
lower-midrange clarity, due to its more rigid cabinet
construction. But is it better? That will depend on
your musical taste, how loudly you like to play your
music, and the size of your listening room. —.IA

M OST EXCELLENT SERVICE
Editor:
These days, extraordinary service seems far
too rare. It is because of this that Ifeel compelled to relate arecent (in the words of Bill
and Ted) "most excellent" experience.
Irecently sold and shipped apair of Thiel
speakers to afellow some distance away. (I
loved the speakers, but alas, my tiny new
house is unable to accommodate them.)
When the Thiels arrived, he eagerly hooked
them up and found that one tweeter was not
functioning. This put me in somewhat of an
awkward position, as he didn't know me and
was buying them on faith. Icalled Thiel and
had the good fortune of talking to Greg
Evans. Without hesitation, he liberally interpreted my warranty and offered to have the
buyer's local dealer fix them without charge.
That, my friends, is service. Needless to say,
he made anew (albeit secondhand) customer
and cemented the relationship with an old
one. Thanks again to Greg and all the classy
people at one classy company.
DAVE SAEGER
•')
Barrington, RI

First, though Vandersteen and Thiel both use
tweeters from the Danish manufacturer Vifa, I
believe that they are somewhat ckfferentfrom company to company andfrom model to model. Second,
RH hadn't auditioned the CS2 2when he wrote
his May review of the CS3.6. And when Iwrote
myJanuary review of the CS2 2, Ihad yet to listen
to the CS3.6 underfamiliar circumstances—I have
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993
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TITILLATE YOUR
Music is apowerful stimulant,
titillating our senses and
awakening our emotions. Paul
Barton, founder of PSB and a
respected musician and
Recording engineer, designs
loudspeckers which deliver
pure, natural sound, free
from colorations. The result?
Recorded nusic that parallels
the live performance. The
acclaimed Stratus Gold and
Stratus Mini offer unparalleled performance, splendid
appearance and unequalled
value. Audition them today!

PCR

11, UNJO'

Ps9.1
2

For your nearest PS8 dealer call TOLL FREE 1-800-70-el
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US: John Atkinson

Dealers who are putting on manufacturer
and designer seminars should let me have the
details so Ican•give them some free publicity
in "Industry Update!' For example, Progressive Audio, 1764 North High Street, Columbus, OH, is presenting Bruce Brisson of
MIT on September 22. Seating at this presentation is said to be limited, so call Progressive at (614) 299-0565 for times and reservations.
Recycled Audio, 1615 Pearl Street, Boulder, CO, is presenting Steve McCormack and
Joyce Fleming of McCormack/The Mod
Squad on September 10. Steve and Joyce will
host aQ&A session from 12pm to 5pm and
will present aseminar on their product line
from 7pm to 9pm. Admission is free; further
details from (303) 449-0153.
Sound by Singer, 18 East 16th Street,
New York, NY 10003, is presenting aseries
of seminars throughout the fall. Lew Johnson
and John Reagan of Conrad-Johnson Design will be appearing on October 14; David
Wilson and Mark Goldman of Wilson
Audio Specialties appear on October 28;
Dan D'Agostino, Dean Roumanis, Joe Sammut, and Steve Portacarrero of Krell and
Krell Digital appear on November 11; and
Jason Bloom of Apogee Acoustics appears
on December 2. Call (212) 924-8600 for

times and details.
Finally, UltraSystems' Manhattan showroom has RootriTune head honcho Michael
Green available for personal customer consultation on room acoustics and treatment,
clamping devices, and speakers until June
1994. Michael will also make house calls, but
as all consultations are by appointment only,
those interested should call UltraSystems at
(800) 724-3305, or Fax (215) 297-8661.
Dealers holding similar events should Fax
me the when, where, and who at (505) 9836327 at least eight weeks before the month
of the event—ie, if you're putting on something in December, you should get the information to me by October 1. Mark the Fax
cover sheet "For the attention of John
Atkinson—Dealer Bulletin Board."

US: Peter W. Mitchell

For 25 years the Summer Consumer Electronics Show (CES) has been the nation's
premier showcase of television, hi-fi audio,
and car-audio products. CES began in June
1967 in New York City as a"brown goods"
show, so-called because it was dominated by
television sets and radio/phonograph consoles encased in wood cabinets. The browngoods label soon became obsolete as plastic cabinets and black-metal exteriors became
commonplace. Many other products have
41
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Discover Incredible Value!

VA\D RST

\A„DO

The most expensive dynamic
speakers in the world are
multi-enclosure, minimumbaffle designs. So is our least
expensive speaker. One listen
to the astonishing clarity and
realism of the Model 18 will
show you why "boxless" is
definitely better.

The Model 18 features:
• A superior-quality,
cast-basket woofer.
• A dual-chamber,
metal-dome tweeter.
• An aligned dynamic design.
• A slim elegant appearance.
• Unrivaled quality control.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth Street, Hanford, California 93230
(209) 582-0324

For more than 15 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO has built affordable loudspeakers true to both
science and music. If you're looking for speakers that accurately reproduce the entire frequency
range of music and recreate the full dimensions of the original performance, we can direct you
to your nearest carefully selected Vandersteen dealer.
The Vandersteen Model 18 is priced from under S700 per pair.
WorldRadioHistory

been added to the CES mix—CB radios,
video games, digital watches, calculators,
etc.—but the Show has always been dominated by the consumer-entertainment categories it began with: audio (including agrowing contingent of car-stereo and high-end
home audio components) and video equipment (TVs, VCRs, laserdisc players, et al).
As you will have learned from last month's
report; the Summer CES that we have learned
to love and hate is dying. For years, whenever
sardonic reporters were disappointed by
something, they have called the Summer
CES "the wake by the lake" (McCormick
Place overlooks Lake Michigan). This year
the phrase became fact. The industry newsletter Audio Week called the Show a"deadbeat CES:' reflecting its sparse attendance,
declining exhibitor support, and the thinnest
Show directory in recent memory. The Winter CES in Las Vegas has taken over as the
premier showcase for audio and video. The
Summer CES, having lost its consumerentertainment focus, is evolving into adifferent Show.
Ihave attended every CES but one since
January 1976; le, 35 Shows. In every case, the
official count of badge-wearing attendees has
been posted in the CES press room during
the Show—but not this year. Ilooked in vain
for the attendance count on each of the four
days of the June Show (three "trade" days and
one consumer day). On the afternoon of the
last day Iwas told that the cort wasn't available yet but would be announced in apress
release aweek later.
The natural reaction ola skeptical reporter
would be to wonder whether the attendance
numbers were being withheld so as to give
CES managers time to cook the books. Iwas
in the main hall at McCormick Place every
day of the Show. Comparing this year's
sparsely populated aisles with the crowds that
I've seen in the past, Iwould have estimated
the total attendance to be below 30,000—less
than half the 55,000-odd average of recent
years. The official figure, when finally announced, turned out to be 50,792, just 2%
below last year's total.
The reported attendance on the consumer
day was about 38,000. Last year's total was
98,000 for two consumer days, about 50,000
per day if most people attended both days.
1Vol.16 No.8, August93, pp.83-117.

The apparent size of the crowds in McCormick Place was consistent with this. (In both
years, the largest crowds flocked around the
vast videogame exhibits.) One area of significant improvement was the high-end audio
exhibits in the Hilton, in part because this
year the CES management did abetter job
of publicizing them and making shuttle buses
easy to find.
After seeing the half-empty aisles during
the "trade" days, it's not easy to believe that
the attendance of dealers declined by only
2%. But two circumstances make it possible. Dealers learned last year that they could
see the Show in just two days instead of four.
And in contrast to the past, when dealers and
reporters spent most of their time crowding
the Show floor, they now spend much of
their time commuting to exhibits in hotels,
enriching taxicab drivers at the expense of
the CES. McCormick Place used to be dominated by impressive multi-tiered exhibits,
each occupying thousands of square feet—
Pioneer, Matsushita, Sony, JVC, Sanyo/Fisher,
Toshiba, Hitachi, Aiwa, Kenwood, Philips,
RCA, Sharp, Mitsubishi, Samsung, et al. But
the majority of these companies have withdrawn from the Summer CES in favor of
cheaper methods of introducing their new
products to dealers: hotel exhibits during
CES, and regional single-brand shows around
the country at other times.
Even if the official SCES attendance numbers are valid, they don't solve the management's problem. Traditionally the Summer
CES has been a"cash cow" for its sponsor,
the Electronic Industries Association (EIA);
the large exhibit fees paid by manufacturers
are an important part of the EIA's income?
The loss of large audio/video exhibits was
partly compensated by elaborate videogame
displays sponsored by Nintendo and Sega.
Still, large areas of McCormick Place (including one entire floor) were empty this year.
and next year may be worse. According to
areport in Audio Week, anew "Interactive
Multimedia" trade show scheduled for next
April in Atlanta could draw the big videogame companies away from CES.
On the first night of CES Iencountered
EIA VP Gary Shapiro, the major-domo of
2This income is used for training service technicians, developing standards, lobbying government officials, etc. The EIA
is amajor sponsor ofjunkets that provide expense-paid factfinding missions at tropical resorts for members of Congress.
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in the year, there are bound to be conflicts.
Due to the profusion of exhibitions and the
dearth of weekends, the 1993 Stereophile
High-End Hi-Fi Show, for example, took
place at the same time as the Festival du Son
in Paris, and Iseem to recall that an Austrian
show conflicted with Top Audio in Milan.
This creates aproblem for manufacturers
and journalists who pride themselves in
attending every show. Manufacturers who
try to appear at every key event in person—
well-known globetrotters such as David
Wilson (Wilson Audio), Bill Low (AudioQuest), Noel Lee (Monster Cable), and Dan
D'Agostino (Krell), for example—are forced
to choose one event over another. This can
only create ill will, as at least one distributor (and one show sponsor) will inevitably
feel snubbed. Some try to avoid this by jetting
from one show to another for one or two
days per show, which is tough going.
The journalists? They have to make educated guesses as to which show will provide
more news. The only "safe" shows, those
which will always win abattle with anew
upstart, are the gigantic, traditional exhibitions such as the two US Consumer Electronics Shows, the Berlin event, and whatever's happening in Tokyo. Anyone holding
aconflicting show at the same time as aCES,
for example, needs immediate psychiatric
treatment.
Other shows have approached conditions
of "near-security" because of their longevity,
but this can be jeopardized by irregularity.
People know, for example, to expect aGerman show in August, and that's when it
occurs—not September, not July, but August.
Mess with the dates at your peril; it will only
lead to conflicts.
So it's on to the forthcoming Hi-Fi Show
at London Heathrow Airport's Ramada (formerly Penta) Hotel. The Show, in mid-September as always, is in its second decade First,
Iwish to declare personal interest because the
show is sponsored by Hi-Fi News & Record
Review, amagazine for which Iwrite. Second,
Iwish to state that Ihate the name of the
Show because it's pompous on its own ("The
Hi-Fi Show"), or too wordy and therefore
pretentious if you identify it fully, as Idid in
UK: Ken Kessler
the first sentence of this paragraph. Stupid,
Just what many in the UK hi-fi community
dreaded is about to occur: aBattle of the Hi- but we're stuck with it. But it is without
question the best specialist hi-fi show in the
Fi Shows. This is nothing new in global
UK, because it is the only pure audio show
terms: because there are only 52 weekends

CES. Hoping to elicit acomment from him
about the shrinking Show, Iasked ablunt
question: "How does it feel to preside over
the next-to-last Summer CES?" (I specified
next-to-last because it's too late to cancel the
1994 Show; contracts have already been
signed to rent McCormick Place next year.)
Gary seemed startled, then said that he was
not aware of any proposal to terminate the
Show. Two weeks later, though, CES managers announced major changes that will be
effective with the 1994 Summer CES.
No attempt will be made to restore the
Summer CES to its former status as an important audio/video showcase. Instead it will
evolve into acollection of related shows
devoted to "emerging technologies and services!' (A hint of this trend was seen this year;
part of one floor was devoted to aPersonal
Communications and Computing Show.)
Other possible Show topics include multimedia, videogames, desktop video editing,
small-business software, new technologies,
and—remarkably—high-end audio. Of course,
some of these categories already are included
in CES, but they might gain greater visibility
if featured in separate shows. They could remain under an overall CES umbrella or be
staged at different places and times. Since the
large Japanese audio/video companies that
have been withdrawing from CES are still
members of the EIA, the rules of CES will
be modified to accommodate them—perhaps
by making their hotel displays an official part
of the Show. The '94 show will also run for
three, rather than the traditional four days.
The "consumer" days at the Summer CES
have been asubstantial success, but they both
irritate some manufacturers and add significandy to the EIA's cost—so they've been canceled. There will be no public days at the
1994 Show, unless high-end manufacturers
decide to admit consumers to the exhibits in
the Chicago Hilton on aso-far unplanned
fourth day.
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or most, the benefits of apre/power amplifier set-up is
rarely considered as many combinations cost thousands of

dollars-most are discouraged well before ademonstration.
Rotel, winners of What NIB? "Best product of the year 1991
and Best System "has an affordable solution. Rotel introduces
the 360watt 8ohms (Bridged Mono) amplifier that can be bought
in stages.
Aclaimed by Audiophile iami, the RB980 can form the heart
of your audio system, it can grow as your system grows. Begin
by using one RB980 with 120watts nominal per channel and
then add another when you need. Audio Review (2/92)
measured the RB980; 137watts O 8ohms per channel, 267watts
O 4ohms per channel, 388watts O 2ohms per channel. Audio
Review noted, "a really great performance. The sound quality
is extraordinary for products in this price range."

11 11

Drive your amplifier with Remote Control AM/FM
tuner/preamp RTC950 motor-driven volume control and 20
presets or RC980 preamp with its non magnetic chassis which
cancels hysteresis distortion. Whichever you select, the sound
quality is going to be incredible. Also, check out the
Rotel CD players. They have

received worldwide aclaim. 11141 Choice ousu Rotel CD player
RCD965 'Best Buy — produces the sort of sound that many
highend products wouldn't have ahope of
achieving."

World (11/91) RCD965

"effortless sound quality..." CD &
Hi-fl Buyer (12/91) again reviewing
the RCD965 "bass is tight, deep aud
where appropriate, thunderous,
always well under control.
High frequencies are sweet
and clear..."

RTC 950
RC D96 5
RD96 5

Designs developed in England by
audiophile Tony Mills, Rotel amplifiers truly are built from the
inside out using only premium parts. Selected for sound quality,
resisitors and capacitors come from Germany and the UK, while
special semiconductors orginate in USA. If you're on abudget
then consider the Rotel RB960 power amplifier, its of dual mono
design and capable of 60watts per channel in stereo. By bridging
apair of amplifiers you can feed your speakers with astunning
180watts. What 111417 (3/92) says, "a thoroughly commendable
performance. Great sound quality for price."
Designed in Britain Enjoyed Worldwide
ROTEL OF AMERICA •PO BOX 8 •NORTH READING •MA 01864-0008 •USA •TEL 1-800-370374 1
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To cpme alive In the listening
experience, digital retrieval of recorded
source material without significant flaw
or error is not enough.The music must
be restored, iun amanner that is so
involving that the listener forgets the
medium but remembers the music.
Enter the DAC2 digital converter from
Audio Research. The DAC2 is very
likely the most naturally musical D/A
converter you've ever experienced.
At any price. Whatever sonic criteria
considered important—midrange
timbres, ambient detail, bass extension
and impact, dynamic nuance—the DAC2
retrieves and restores it all, in astunningly natural musical envelope that is
true to the music, true to your ears.

Second, the DAC2 has all the
connective flexibility you need in a
digital-based music syterfpi_rS9 fron,,can
!forget about compatiblitevkiiiies,
Selectable inputs offer ST-glass and
TOSLINK optical fib. .11dirty.eand
BNC-coaxial or AES-EBLIC5Miellfon
standards. Standard outputs include
both single-ended and balanced XLR
connectors, plus apass-through output
for use with digital tape recorders.
There's one more thing the DAC2 will
restore: Confidence in your purchase
decision. Because this is the company
that still stocks components and
su
"es for equipment manufactured
more
ntwenty years ago. Why
should it
different with digital?

audio research
HIGH

----

DEFINITIO N'

5740 Green Circle Drive /Minnetonka. MN
55343-4424 /Phone: 612-939-0600 FAX: 612-939-0604
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which is open to all exhibitors, unlike shows
sponsored by retailers or distributors—which
will, quite naturally, appeal only to their own
brands.
The show which most resembles The HiFi Show is Stereophile's, not surprising since
a) Stereophile Editor John Atkinson helped to
create The Hi-Fi Show when he was the editor of HFN/RR, and b) Stereophile publisher
Mark Fisher was part of The Hi-Fi Show's
administration for many years. And while
both of them could tell you stories which
would curl your hair, I'm here to tell you
about the latest fly in the ointment.
After afew years of serious unrest—too
many Shows sponsored by tiny retailers
blackmailing their suppliers into supporting them, too much politics, etc.—things settled down and the industry started to recognize that The Hi-Fi Show, despite its faults
(every show has flaws; even Top Audio in
Milan), was the best showcase in the UK for
serious hi-fi, and ideal for international trade
visitors. All of which resulted in anicely sized
four-day Show of around 200 brands and
100-150 rooms, easily covered during its four
days: small enough to enjoy, large enough
to attract major product launches. The tally
each year included trade visitors from more
than 40 countries—and just about every distributor in Europe, because they could fly in
for the day and do their work without leaving the airport.
This could change because of "Live '93,'
the umpteenth attempt at producing a"British CES." The UK consumer electronics
industry—especially the hi-fi segment—has
long bemoaned the fact that Germany, Japan,
and the US can support trade-only or tradeand-public shows which attract crowds of
six figures or more and which can play host
to everything from satellite-dish makers to
telephone vendors, and everything in between
(which some assume means hi-fi). But it's as
if these dreamers never attended a"proper"
CES or the Berlin show. They don't realize
that the stars of post-1990 consumer electronics shows are Sonic the Hedgehog and
aplumber named Mario, and that the average
kid doesn't give ahoot about pure audio.
But mid- and small-sized manufacturers
cannot afford to attend both The Hi-Fi Show
and Live '93. Those who recognize the worth
of apure audio context will be at Heathrow,
while the rest will hope that, aweek later, the

crowds will flock to Live '93, which has support from the giant brands. So the industry
has split itself down the middle. The Hi-Fi
Show, despite the rumors, passed the 100exhibitor mark as of late June, when Iwrote
this piece. Naturally, I'll be at The Hi-Fi
Show, but Imay have to pass on Live '93: I've
just heard that it occurs on the same weekend
as Top Audio in Milan.

US: Robert Harley

CD transport design is something of ablack
art. The designer chooses high-quality parts,
designs the circuits and mechanisms to avoid
obvious engineering pitfalls, and fine-tunes
the product by extensive listening. The goal
is to generate aclean, jitter-free digital data
stream at the transport's output jack? Unfortunately, designers have had no way of measuring how much sonically degrading jitter
their transports and digital interfaces produce.
They've had to infer the extent of this vital
performance parameter by listening to the
data stream after it has been decoded by a
D/A processor which may itself introduce jitter. For the same reason, Stereophile has been
unable to include transport jitter measurements in product reviews.
That's about to change. UltraAnalog, the
company best known for its high-quality
D/A converter module used in many highend processors, has developed atest instrument for measuring transport and digital
interface jitter. The device accepts an S/PDIF
or AES/EBU digital signal from aCD transport (or any digital source) and separates the
jitter from the recovered clock. The isolated
jitter component can be analyzed in many
ways. The jitter can be looked at on an oscilloscope or plotted as afunction of frequency
(using an Audio Precision System One and
UltraAnalog's custom software). It can be
measured as an RMS voltage, input to an FFT
analyzer, or connected to an audio amplifier
and listened to. Clearly, the UltraAnalog jitter
test instrument is an important step forward
in understanding what's going on in CD
transports and digital interfaces.
3Jitter is time variations in the digital signal that degrade the
reproduced sound quality. See my "The Jitter Game" in Vol.16
No.1, p.114.
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The Digital Art
The beauty of Meridian digital audio components goes
far deeper than our award-winning industrial design.
Exceptional functionality is matched by amastery of
digital and analog electronics that have won the favor
of the most serious audiophiles, worldwide.
When the first CD player was introduced, Merician
Audio recognised its benefits and limitations.
Ten years on, we have built areputation for eliminating
the limitations and realising the benefits. Products such
as the Meridian MCD and the new 600 Series have
established our reputation, second to none, for
understanding digital audio and delivering the finest
products.
Contact Meridian and listen to the digital art.

A1ERIDIANAMERICA
Meridian America Inc
3800 Camp Creek Parkway, Building 2400, Suite 112,
Eastpoint (Atlanta), GA 30331
Tel (404) 344-7111 Fax (404) 346-7111
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Irecently visited UltraAnalog for afirsthand look at this unique measurement device
in operation. Rémy Fourré, UltraAnalog's
resident Ph.D. and designer of the jitter analyzer, gave me the full tour. He explained the
analyzer's theoretical basis, described its
hardware implementation, characterized its
performance (bandwidth and intrinsic jitter),
and measured afew transports with which
Iwas familiar.
The jitter analyzer has avery wide bandwidth (500Hz-100kHz) and an extremely
low level of intrinsic jitter (20-30 picoseconds). The instrument's sensitivity can be
seen in fig.1, athird-octave spectral analysis of the analyzer's intrinsic jitter made at
different input levels. Each trace corresponds
to adifferent input level, shown by the legend
at the graph top. The numbers in picoseconds
are the RMS jitter levels over a100kHz bandwidth at each input level. Notice the increase

1.000
20.00

100.0

1.888m

2811.1.
.401.o.CV ,021

Fig.I UltraAnalog jitter analyzer, spectrum of
intrinsic jitter (14.6ps, solid line), while
decoding I
kHz at OdBFS (26.7ps, longdashed line), decoding IkHz at —60dBFS
(3I.4ps, dotted line), and decoding
60Hz+7kHz in a4:1 mix at OdBFS (27.Ips,
short-dashed line) (vertical scale is ps per
'-octave band).

in jitter at lkHz when the input signal is a
low-level (-60dB) lkHz sinewave, indicating
the jitter is correlated with the audio signal,
particularly at low signal levels. This phenomenon was also revealed by the Meitner LIM
Detector, described in Vol.16 No.1, p.114.4
Next, we measured the Proceed PDT 3
transport, aproduct Ifavorably reviewed in
4The peak at 88kHz is aresult of the 88.2kHz subframe rate
in the S/PDIF or AES/EBU interface. Each subframe of 32
bits contains sync data (four bits), auxiliary data (four bits),
audio data (20 bits allocated), and user data (four bits). According to Dr. Fourré, however, jitter above 40kHz has no audible
effects. Consequently, we'll plot the jitter to 40kHz in all
future graphs.
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Vol.16 No.5, p.149. Its jitter was extremely
low, measuring just 54ps (worst case) with
a-60dB, lkHz sinewave digital input signal (fig.2). The peak between 5kHz and
10kHz is due to the 735kHz subcode in the
data stream.
18.0.

1.08.

100.0
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Fig.2 Proceed PDT 3, S/PDIF output, spectrum of
jitter in pause (22.0ps, solid line), playing
CBS CD-I, track 1, I
kHz at OdBFS (32.6ps,
dashed line), and playing CBS CD-I, track 5,
'kHz at —60dBFS (54.5ps, dotted line)
(vertical scale is ps per 'A-octave band).

For contrast, fig3 shows the jitter level and
spectrum of amore jitter-prone digital source,
a Panasonic SV-3700 professional DAT
machine. Note the higher RMS level-456ps
worst case, more than 10 times the jitter level
from the Proceed PDT 3with the same test
signal. (Incidentally, preliminary experience
suggests that very slight changes in jitter
amount—even at the tens of ps level—are
audible.)
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Fig.3 Panasonic SV-3700, spectrum of jitter in
pause (394.4ps, solid line), playing 'kHz at
OdBFS (358.6ps, dashed line), and playing
IkHz at —60dBFS (456.6ps, dotted line)
(vertical scale is ps per 'A-octave band).

It was interesting to look at the clock-jitter
components on an oscilloscope; the timing
signals in the S/PDIF data stream (frame rate,
for example) were clearly apparent in the jit49
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The latest ACROTEC
Stressfree 6N Copper Reference
Cables and Accessories to
maximize your system's
true potential.
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ter. Data representing sinewave signals produced acontinuous, repeating jitter pattern,
while data representing music produced ajitter pattern correlated with the music. The jitter frequency matched the music's spectral
content, and the jitter amount changed with
the music's dynamics.
It was even more fascinating to listen to the
jitter when playing test tones and music. Even
on the very low-jitter PDT 3transport, the
jitter was so highly correlated with the audio
that Iimmediately recognized the piece of
music—just from hearing the jitter content!
Ialso played the first tracks on the second Stereophile Test CD in which RL announces left
and right channels and phase, with JA's bass
guitar identifying the channels and phase. By
listening to the jitter, Icould tell it was Richard's voice, but the bass guitar became audible
only as it decayed in level at the end of the
bass licks. The grungy sound produced by
the jitter rose in level as the bass guitar's envelope decayed, demonstrating that jitter
increases as the audio level decreases.
Here's why: At low signal levels, more bits
are being toggled, resulting in more jitter.
This phenomenon can be seen as the energy
spike at IkHz in figs.1 and 2. Further, the jitter spectra on the out-of-phase announcement and out-of-phase bass guitar were
completely inaudible; inverting the data on
one channel greatly reduced the correlated
jitter.5It's one thing to see it, but quite another
to hear how the jitter level and frequency distribution change continuously in response
to the music. Note that this signal-correlated
jitter is much more sonically damaging than
so-called "white" jitter, which has random
spectral distribution. We may record the jitter
component from several transports for inclusion on our next Test CD.
Dr. Fourré also developed amethod of
injecting jitter of aknown amount and frequency into the digital interface. This jittergeneration device was invaluable in developing UltraAnalog's AES20, avery low jitter
(40ps) input receiver which reportedly has
high rejection of transport jitter. Moreover,
Dr. Fourré's research indicates that many
popular input receivers pass most transport
jitter right through to the recovered clock.
5See Vol.16 No.2, p.65 for abrief description of Malcolm
Hawksford's AES paper—"Is the AESIEBU-S/F'DIF Interface
Flawed?"—describing this phenomenon. Interestingly, Dr.
Hawksford and Dr. Fourré had independently arrived at the
same conclusions.
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

The total jitter present at the DAC's word
clock (the point where it counts) is thus a
complex combination of the transport, the
interface, the input receiver, and how well the
clock signal is handled in the processor
between the input receiver and the DAC.
In next month's Stereophile, Dr. Fourré will
present afull technical exposition of transport
and interface jitter and adescription of his
measurement instrument. In the meantime,
UltraAnalog will lend us the jitter analyzer
to measure the jitter performance ola wide
range of CD transports—most of them previously reviewed. I'll have afull report on the
measurement results in the issue following
Dr. Fourré's article.
With the kind of leading-edge research
into digital audio exemplified by the UltraAnalog transport jitter analyzer, transport
design may soon become less of ablack art.

US: Carl Baugher

Sun Ra (aka Herman "Sonny" Blount) was
both acreative visionary and alively showman. He was also one of the few genuinely
innovative jazz artists who never rested on
his laurels. When he died May 30 after suffering astroke at the age of 79, the music community lost atrue original.
Known for his extravagant space-age costumes and cosmic trappings, Sun Ra was
actually atalented composer/arranger and
keyboardist. His grounding in Fletcher Henderson charts lent adepth and clarity to his
Arkestra's work that belied its often outra-

Sun Ra, 1914-1993
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Jitter. More than abuzzword, it causes your CDs to sound,
well...digital. And it took C.E.C. to seriously address its
fundamental causes.
The result is the TL 1. The first, and only, belt drive CD
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T!!
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transport in the world.
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A RUBBER BAND.
You see, all other CD transports use ahigh-torque motor with the disc perched
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of the CD —which, in itself, is prone to warping and resonances. The resulting
microvibrations contaminate the data stream with, you guessed it, jitter.
So, how does the TL 1minimize jitter? C.E.C. uses asmooth-as-silk, low-torque
motor isolated by adrive belt. This allows an independently suspended bearing
to support an enormous CD stabilizing clamp —with over 26 times the rotational
inertia of the typical transport. Inspired by the great analog turntables, the TL 1
combines massive amounts of steel, aluminum and
brass to weigh arock-solid 38 pounds.
To fully appreciate the sonic virtues
of the TL 1, visit your C.E.C. dealer
And hear the finest CD transport in
the world —built around arubber band.
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geous visual impact. Early-'60s recordings
on his own Saturn label, 13 of which have
been reissued on Evidence, documented the
evolution of the most stimulating big band
in "free jazz." With loyal sidemen like John
Gilmore and Pat Patrick, Sun Ra's band was
always entertaining and exciting.
Despite the chanted refrain that often ended
his concerts ("We travel the space waves, from
planet to planet"), Sun Ra hated to fly, traveling by car or bus throughout most of his
long, productive career. His influence on jazz,
and especially the Chicago school associated
with the AACM (eg, Anthony Braxton,
Muhal Richard Abrams, The Art Ensemble
of Chicago, etc.), was immeasurable.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

The bit rate in the Philips DCC is compressed by a4:1 ratio relative to the CD by
PASC perceptual coding. ATRAC perceptual coding in Sony's MiniDisc compresses
the bit rate by a5:1 ratio—not much different. Philips has claimed, and most listening
comparisons have confirmed, that the sound
of PASC coding is very close to that of CD.
Sony, for its part, has conspicuously not made
asimilar claim for ATRAC. At comparative
A/B demonstrations that Sony conducted last
year for the press, an MD copy of aCD
sounded obviously inferior—with less depth,
anarrower soundstage, and poorer resolution
of inner detail in complex sonic textures.
The first DCC and MD products arrived
in stores at the same time last fall. But Philips
began with home DCC machines, while
Sony began with aheadphone MD portable, the MZ-1. The very first DCC models
were followed quickly by ahigh-end model
from Marantz, equipped with 18-bit converters that exploit the full 105dB dynamic
range of DCC's PASC code. (See the full
review by JGH, TJINI, and RH in the July Stereophile.) Sony has been content to allow
everyone's initial impression of MD to be
formed by listening through the MZ-1 portable. An MD home deck finally became
available this summer, but by that time the
already widespread word-of-mouth was that
MD sounds mediocre—adequate for headphone listening in noisy environments, but
unacceptable for serious listening.
The widely believed speculation is that
Sony wants it this way, so that MD will succeed as acompact, flexible medium for portSTEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

able listening but won't undercut Sony's real
cash cow, the CD. According to consumer
surveys published by the trade magazine This
Week in Consumer Electronics, Sony's market
share of CD player sales is an impressive 33%,
while the strongest competitors, Philips/
Magnavox and Pioneer, each have less than
8% of the market. (Most audiophile brands
arc in the 1% range or less.) Besides selling
one-third of all CD players, Sony also coowns with Philips the basic patents on the
CD format, meaning that Sony gets about
25¢ for every non-Sony CD player sold, plus
apenny or two for every one of the billions
of CDs that people buy worldwide. Of
course, Sony is also amajor force in TVs,
computer monitors, VCRs, and is the largest
supplier of camcorders, so the company can
afford to let MD grow slowly while audiophiles scorn its sound and concentrate on
improving CD playback.
Is MiniDisc really as mediocre as it seems?
At arecent meeting of the Boston Audio
Society, E. Brad Meyer conducted some
comparison tests between CD and MD, and
described additional tests that he'd performed
in his lab. The first comparison illustrated the
performance of the MZ-1's DIA converter.
Meyer put the machine in Rec/Pause, fed signals into its digital input, and listened to its
audio output. In this mode the ATRAC circuit is bypassed, which was just as well since
ATRAC processing would have introduced
adelay that would make A/B comparisons
non-blind. Besides, the MZ-1 doesn't have
circuits for simultaneous encode/decode; a
single ATRAC processor is switched between
encode (recording) and decode (playback)
modes. (Consumer DCC decks have the
same limitation, with asingle PASC processor that switches between recording and
playback.)
Using alow-level (-70dB) dithered tone,
the differences between the CD player and
the MZ-1 were immediately obvious: The
mediocre linearity of the MZ-1's D/A converter introduced plainly audible distortion.
Distortion is more difficult to hear in music
than in pure test tones, but it was audible
when the MZ-1 was used to decode lowlevel portions ola Schubert piano CD that
Meyer produced and engineered acouple of
years ago. Of course, Japanese manufacturers
put mediocre DIA converters in most CD
portables too, as Idiscovered two years ago
53
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Most Subwoofers Give You
25% More Than You Bargained For!
"Muddy" or "hoomy" sounding bass is the by- compares the differences between the pure
product of TONAL HARMONIC DISTORTION signal from the source and the signal derived
(Till)), the result of an increase in sound pres- from the speaker's motion. These differences
sure level and adecrease in definition. Till) is
represent distortion.
caused when aspeaker is unable to accurately
reproduce the required musical signal, creating
The signal going to the woofer is then corextra harmonics that don't belong in the music.
rected (at 3500 times per second), to match
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("The Ground Floor:' November 1991). Evidently they regard low-level distortion as
irrelevant since portables are used with openback headphones that allow ambient noise
to mask all low-level sounds.
• To test the MZ-1's ATRAC encoder without being distracted by the distortion of its
ratty D/A converter, Meyer copied CDs onto
MD via its digital input. Then he synchronized the playbacks from the CD source
and the MD copy while feeding the digital
outputs from the CD and MD to aseparate
D/A converter (a Lexicon 300, a$5000 professional digital processor). An ABX switchbox was used to select the digital feed, but
the differences were so obvious that ablind
comparison was not needed. The steady-state
distortion and modulation noise added by
the MZ-1's ATRAC encoder were readily
audible.
Are these limitations inherent in all ATRAC
encoding? To examine the performance of the
professional ATRAC encoders that are used
to mass-produce MDs for commercial sale,
Meyer used the same digital switching setup
with the Lexicon D/A to compare two CDs
and their MD counterparts. The discs were
the Yo-Yo Ma/Bobby McFerrin Hush and
Eric Clapton's Unplugged. Meyer made digital
copies of selected cuts from the CDs and
MDs, some identified and others in aseries
of "unknown" A/B/X comparisons, onto a
Panasonic Pro 3500a1 and the original DAT
recorder. Corey Greenberg has the comparison DAT as Iwrite this. I'll listen to it next,
if it doesn't get lost in transit the way TJN's
comparison DAT of DCC tracks went missing. Meyer's impression from this comparison was that there were no obvious differences between CD and MD sound.
The implication is that ATRAC's perceptual coding, like DCC's PASC perceptual
6On the other hand, aCD-R that has recently been going
the journalist rounds compares DCC and MD digital copies
with the original 16-bit linear PCM of several different kinds
of music. It also includes the differences between both kinds
of data-compressed signals and the originals, obtained by subtracting one from the other in the digital domain using the
Sonic Solutions hard-disk editing system. RH will be reporting in more detail on this demonstration disc next month. In
the meantime, Ifound it instructive to note that what signal
degradation there may be from DCC's PASC system is aonetime hit: subsequent recopying via the PASC encoder does
not introduce further degradation: atenth-generation copy
sounds the same as afirst-generation one MD's ATRAC system, however, appears to lose additional information with
each successive pass through the encoder: atenth-generation
copy was virtually unlistenable, due to the build-up of what
sounded like noise modulation (a burst of fuzzy hash surrounding each musical transient).
—JA
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

coding, is able to compress the CD's bit-rate
by afactor of four or five without serious
sonic degradationf. Sony's first MD product, the MZ-1 portable, seems designed to
make MD sound mediocre with compromised ATRAC encoding and ratty D/A
conversion, but future MD players may
deliver good sound. And since Sony's system of eight-channel digital movie sound is
also based on ATRAC coding, it may become
an important alternative to Dolby Digital
film sound.
Meanwhile, engineers are proceeding with
the development of second-generation MD
equipment. Sharp has compressed most of
the circuitry for MD playback intojust three
LS! chips. Using these, next year's MD
players may shrink to true shirt-pocket size
and will have much lower power consumption than this year's models.

UK: Ken Kessler

It looks as if the British CD pricing battle is
over: The government committee investigating CD prices recommended a£2 ($3) reduction, which the record industry has simply
ignored. Some members of the record industry insist that prices are nearly the same in
the UK as in the US. When Iattended the
Chicago CES last June, Imade careful note
of the prices of commonly available, brandnew chart CDs and found that just-released
titles such as Janet Jackson'sJanet can be purchased in the US for as little as $11.99. In the
UK, the lowest price I've found is £10.99, or
$16.37 at today's exchange rate of $1.49. No
wonder musicians are suspicious of recordcompany mathematics?
One final word on CD pricing: Iwas
amused to read that American consumers are
fed up with the high prices of CDs in the US.

US: Richard Schneider

Deutsche Grammophon invited about a
7One confounding factor is that the UK price is subject to
Value Added Tax (VAT), which raises the street price by
17.5%.
—JA
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dozen New York-based music and audio
journalists to the Manhattan Center on June
30 for an elaborate mastering demonstration
which involved James Levine leading the
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra in Beethoven's
"Eroica" Symphony. We attended not the
actual recording session, but arehearsal of
the Scherzo, which was taped so we could
both hear it live and hear the recording, as
rendered through DG's latest bid for the
cutting edge of technology, "4D Audio
Recording."
By the time this report is published, at least
one 4D recording will have been in general
release since mid-July: the Violin Concertos
of Sibelius and Tchaikovsky, played by Gil
Shaham with the Philharmonia Orchestra
under Giuseppe Sinopoli. By late fall, most
of DG's new releases will feature the 4D
technology, which has been part of the company's working arsenal since last January. The
sonic properties of 4D will also apply to the
digital tracks of video laserdiscs which are
original DG productions (as opposed to programs from other sources, such as licensed
Unitels). One such LD to watch for in the fall
is the highly awaited, full-length edition of
Bernstein's On the Town, led by Michael Tilson Thomas.
In the meantime, what is 4D Audio Recording? As explained by press liaison Brian
Stewart and session engineer (Tonmeister)
Gregor Zielinski, their new order of things
combines four basic innovations:
1) A remote-controlled, low-interference
microphone preamplifier of proprietary design. Remote control allows the preamps to
be placed in close proximity to the mikes to
reduce transmission-line interference, and
eliminates obtrusive interruptions by technical staff, as all fine adjustments can be made
from the control room.
2) A delta-sigma 62x-oversampling AID
converter from Yamaha with aclaimed 21-bit
resolution, aputative 32-fold increase over
the conventional 16 bits. The conversion rate
remains evolutionary. DG's goal is to reach
asummit of 24 bits. As Brian Stewart put it,
"Humans can tell the difference between 22bit and 23-bit conversion. They can't tell the
difference between 23-bit and 24-bit, the
limit of human hearing." He didn't tell us just
how, or on whose hearing, this had been
tested as he held out the promise of perfect
sound tomorrow.8
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

3) A stage box/digital network principle.
The mike preamps and the AID converter are
encased together on the stage floor, so that
digital conversion takes place in close proximity to the performers, eliminating long
analog cable runs to the control room, often
asource of problems DG claims apotential dynamic range of more than 144dB as
one of the principal benefits of interferencefree digital transmission.
4) "Authentic Bit Imaging" and all-digital
mixing utilizing the Yamaha DMC 1000
Mixing Console driven by DG's proprietary
software program. DG claims another exclusive: all-digital mixing of afully digital transmission.") There's no going back and forth
from digital to analog for signal processing
or post-production, then back to digital—a
practice more common than is realized.
"Authentic Bit Imaging" (ABI), the means
by which the 21-bit master is reduced to the
conventional 16-bit consumer CD, involves
dithering (the addition of low levels of noise).
DG admits akinship to the Super Bit Mapping developed by Sony for the purpose of
converting 20-bit masters to 16.
It occurs to me that they could have gotten
more than four D's out of all of that, but
maybe they're trying to keep it simple. The
recording process, as we experienced it, was
anything but simple.
We were first led into the balcony of the
Manhattan Center Ballroom for the rehearsal. This was the first time I'd attended a
rehearsal in which Mr. Levine was working
with the orchestra that has been his own for
some 20 years, and whose current expansion
into concert repertoire and awider sphere of
activity is entirely due to his promotion. The
musicians who comprise the MOO are as
8There is some debate in the UK, led by the respected freelance classical recording engineer Tony Faulkner, about the
degree of resolution achieved by DG's 4D hardware. See Sill dio Sound magazine, June 1993, p.87.
—JA
9Dorian Recordings was apioneer in this technique—see
Robert Harley's interview with Craig Dory and Brian Levine
in the next issue.
—JA
10 "Exclusive" seems hardly to be the correct word here, as
Ibelieve that full digital mixing has been used by DG's PolyGram colleagues at Decca in the UK for some years. The Neve
company has also had digital-domain mixing consoles available for many years. In fact, in aletter published in the issue
of Studio Sound referred to in footnote 8, DG's Klaus Hiemann
clarifies this issue by explaining that DG does not claim alldigital mixing to be adevelopment exclusive to 4D. Instead,
he points out that "all-digital mixing is an area where we have
been able to effect considerable improvement," with proprietary software that results in "many operational features exclusive to Deutsche Grammophon."
—JA
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musically literate and experienced as those
of any orchestra, but basic concert repertoire
such as "Eroica" remains new to the ensemble. Levine is counting on this factor to bring
afreshness to their performances of this work
and its oft-recorded companion piece,
Schubert's "Unfinished" Symphony 8.
On this occasion, Iwas particularly impressed by Levine's request to the woodwind
players to, figuratively at least, sit on the edge
of their chairs and to be as engrossed with
the flow of the music during their rests as
they are while actually playing. As aresult,
entrances which had been fractionally behind
fell right into place.
Beyond the music itself, Icouldn't help but
notice the plastic sheets hanging from the
balconies. This is standard practice by many
record companies to create the illusion of
more reflections, more ambience. Iask why.
Manhattan Center's own flyer describes the
ballroom as a 9200-ft 2 space of ornate
baroque design. They're not kidding. What
would it sound like with all those curlicues
and acoustic culs de sac exposed? The Sony
Royal Edition Bernstein recordings, perhaps?
Itook the opportunity to notice what the
decay sounded like when they stopped playing. The Scherzo ends with aresounding tutti
stinger. Would you believe the last note was
swallowed into "digital" silence, just as on
aCD? The musicians themselves are experienced and disciplined recording artists who
fall into silent stillness until released by the
maestro. Yet Iwas not prepared to experience this effect live. I'm still pondering its
implications.
At the rehearsal's conclusion we were taken
to the ballroom floor, where the orchestra
had been deployed, to be shown the setup.
A pair of PZM mikes were attached to apair
of vertical plywood boards just behind the
conductor's podium, with the mikes about
12' above the floor, the boards at a45° angle.
Another pair of mikes were taped to the floor
about 5' in front of the orchestra, corresponding to the second stand of first and second violins, respectively. (At the Met, Levine
prefers the once traditional, currently rare,
antiphonal seating of first and second violins.) In addition, there were spot mikes for
first and second violins, violas, celli, basses,
woodwinds, horns, trumpets, and timpani.
Our attention was then called to two large
portable cases sitting in front of the orchestra.
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

These were the stageboxes which contained
the remote-controlled mike preamps, the
A/D converters, and the digital network
which transmits the signal through standard
computer cable. They also contained the
heavily shielded and interference-prone audio
cable no longer necessary for those long runs
to the control room. We were told that two
more such stageboxes were behind the orchestra, four being needed to handle all the
mikes in use.
We were then ushered to the lobby area,
which served as the control room. Here we
were shown the Yamaha computerized
DMC1000 mixer, which anyone may purchase on the open market if they have enough
money. In this instance, however, the Yamaha
is driven by software developed jointly by
DG and Yamaha for DG's exclusive use. In
addition to fully digital mixing, preamp control, and storage and memory functions, the
'1000 contains some highly sophisticated DSP.
This is where Tonmeister Zielinski began
to wax most enthusiastic. The storage and
memory aspects could allow virtually any
degree of retroactive post-production or remixing in the fully digital domain, with exact
reference to what had been done previously.
This type of facility is especially useful for
operatic recordings in which all kinds of casting problems cause intervals of months to
occur between taping sessions.
Zielinski, an exuberant and gregarious
man in his early 30s, typifies the Tonmeister
breed DG is cultivating. His technical training and expertise are impeccable. He is musically literate, respects musicians, and believes
it is his mission to serve the composer and
the performer to produce aconvincing and
viable experience for the listener at home. At
the same time, his inability to resist the temptation his technology provides for "improving" on the original is typified by his observation that "when you attend aBruckner
performance and the brass are leading the
tutti, you can see the strings are all playing,
and surely they are adding something to the
texture of the sound, but you can't really hear
them through the full brass. In an audio
recording of Bruckner we need to `help' the
strings alittle to make up for the missing visual element."
The same philosophy applies to the adding
of reverb or ambience beyond that which is
already provided in the natural acoustics of
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the recording site, all of which the Yamaha
DMC 1000 with the DG software can do
better than it has ever been done.
Finally, the playback. The crowning touch
on the demonstration was the application of
digital delay (or coordination) to eliminate
the inevitable smearing caused by the differing arrival times of sound from the spot
mikes and the main mikes. Listening over
industry-standard B&Ws, we were given
turns at the sweet spot for befores and afters.
Brian Stewart had us psyched up for very
dramatic differences. The uncoordinated version would seem flat and two-dimensional,
he said, while the coordinated one would
seem to leap out of the speakers with astage
image beyond and around the speaker
placement.
Most of us heard very little difference. At
least one observer felt the sound was "more
electronic" with the delay. Ifelt aslight enhancement in stage depth with the delay. It
was certainly not the dramatic difference
between mono and stereo, or conventional
stereo and stereo with surround. Since the
end of the movement wasn't played for us,
Iwas unable to compare my live recollection
of the decay to that of the recording. The
overall sound seemed more reverberant, and
it was our understanding that some reverb
had been added.
As with all technological breakthroughs,
there's good news and bad news. The good
news obviously stems from DG's goal to
make digital sound more like analog. Increasing bit rate and improving transmission lines
are good ways to do it. Not unnoticed in this
period of reductionism (DCC and MD) is
DG's policy to increase, not reduce, the quantity of information in mastering and storage
so that ongoing improvement in the technology can benefit current recordings retroactively. Aspects of the 4D system can be applied to reissues, analog as well as digital, for
more faithful conversions of analog material and improvements on early digital recordings. A Golden Edition of early digital Karajan
recordings has already appeared in Europe
and is due for US release in the fall. Reports
are very good, especially with regard to such
eardrum-piercers as Strauss's Alpensinfonie
and the 1983 Beethoven symphony cycle.
The downside is the inevitable hubris that
takes over the users of the tools. Mr. Zielinski
is not an arrogant technocratic twit. But his
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

remarks and observations reveal this very
nice and able gentleman to be high on the
drug of hubris. A word of caution for DG:
Use your new tools well, but do not overuse. We'll be listening.
Postscript: Just before press time, Ireceived
DG's first-released 4D recording—Gil Shaham performing the Sibelius and Tchaikovsky Violin Concertos with Giuseppe
Sinopoli and the Phllharmonia (DG 437 5402; Klaus Hiemann, balance mg.; Wolf-Dieter
Karwatky, recording eng.; Wolfgang Stengel,
prod.). Ironically, the most relevant comparisons can be drawn from the 36-year-old first
stereo recording of the Tchaikovsky by Heifetz/Reiner/CSO, as recently restored on
RCA Living Stereo.
Each recording preserves aconvincing
image of aflesh-and-blood violinist in the
foreground. Heifetz seems no less real in the
RCA recording than Shaham does in the DG.
Neither is playing in avacuum. Their sounds
are nuanced by the respective venues, and
involuntary body movements—in which the
soloists shift their stances slightly—can also
be savored.
The difference lies in the renderings of the
orchestras. In the RCA recording, the Chicago Symphony, with its crucial woodwind
and French horn solo passages, is as rich in
palpable nuance as is Heifetz himself the
strings, too, have awide, soft "thereness." In
the DG 4D, the Philharmonia seems less of
acollaborator, more of aself-effacing generic
accompaniment. Everything is there, but it
lacks personality and character. Moreover,
its imaging suggests atunnel bounded by the
speakers, whereas the CSO extends well
beyond the speaker placement on the RCA
disc. The central tutti in the first movement,
aclimax with brilliant trumpet figures, comes
off as astudy in the bland leading the bland.
The trumpets in the RCA create amood of
bold heroism even while playing no more
than alightforte. This could be areflection
of Sinopoli's taste as much as that of the engineers, but it is in the miking.
Which all goes to prove that the Nikon
doesn't take the picture. RCA's production
team, using an earlier audio camera, took a
sonic photograph which got the technology
out of the way. 4D may be able to place the
artifacts of the recording technology at an
even further remove, but in this case, DG's
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engineers, and possibly Signor Sinopoli, got
in the way. (For the record, Gil Shaham is the
genuine article: ahighly accomplished young
artist whose work, captured stunningly on
this recording, is worth hearing.)

Italy: Ken Kessler

Franco Serblin of Sonus Faber has introduced
what might become aseries of special "presentation-model" loudspeakers. He launched
the series with the "Guarneri Homage:' produced to recognize the work of one of the
greatest violin makers of Cremona. Serblin
eschewed modem design methods, doing the
fine-tuning by ear over atwo-year period.
Measuring 7.5" wide, 14.75" deep, and
15" tall, the Guarneri Homage cross-section
is the same shape as the classic lute template
illustrated in the luxurious owner's manual.
The front baffle contains two proprietary
drivers behind agrille whose black strands
represent violin strings. The distinctive cabinet is assembled from 42 pieces of individually hand-sawn maple, walnut, and limewood, and is finished by traditional methods.
All glues and dyes used in the speaker's construction are natural and organic. The sides
of the cabinet curve toward the back, tapering
to apointed section finished in black. This
portion houses the speaker terminals, with
one pair in rhodium and one in gold plate
because of sonic differences said to exist in
the send-and-return signals.
Sonus Faber presented the Guarneri Homage in Cremona in June, with Pair 001 to
remain on permanent demonstration in the
Salon of the Violin, amid the real Guarneris,
Amatis, aStradivarius, and other fine instruments. The Guarneri Homage at Cremona
is driven by an Electrocompaniet amplifier,
with source material from amultimedia
computer program that tells the story of the
Guarneri violins. The company presented
Pairs 002 and 003 to master violinists Salvatore Accardo and Uto Ughi, while Pair 004
will remain at the factory as areference standard. Plans include exhibiting the speaker at
Top Audio in Milan in September, with the
possibility ola limited production run, likely
to be no more than 10 pairs per month, for
world consumption.
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

UK: Alvin Gold

Occasionally aproduct comes along that
casts aunique spotlight—unobtainable in any
other way—on the market and perhaps the
manufacturer. Such aproduct is the Pioneer
A-400, which, with its oddly under-populated front panel, comes on like amainstream
budget Japanese amplifier, but which has
single-handedly redefined the state of the art
at its £200 ($300) price point.
The original product goal was framed in
1984 in aletter from Pioneer's UK offices to
the company's head office in Japan, but the
project only came to life four years later. Pioneer amplifiers of the time had 80dB or more
of global negative feedback, and the company's designers set agoal of 35dB for the
A-400. A strong peak current yield was also
planned, and the proposals called for aonepcb design at atime when Japanese amplifiers were universally split across several
printed circuit boards. Superfluous switching
was to be avoided.
It seems obvious now that Pioneer initially
didn't understand the requirements for such
an amplifier. To its designers, £200 hi-fi components were lumped with packaged audio
and clock radios, and not to be taken seriously. But when the company's leaders were
finally convinced of the need for ahigh-grade
but cheap amplifier, no effort was deemed
too great.
When it was determined that the new unit
would have captive three-core earthed construction, an engineer was dispatched to the
UK to research how the National Grid electrical distribution network was designed.
Three-core mains wiring was advocated by
the UK's very own Enid Lumley think-alike,
Jimmy Hughes, who is currently promoting the idea of listening to certain speakers
from their rears. (The really frightening
thing is that he seems to be at least partly
right.) There was also aBritish amplifier
maker who told Pioneer: "You Japanese
manufacturers will never make adecent
cheap amplifier because you won't use threecore mains cabling." Ah so.
A group of engineers took over Doug Randall's house for aweek—Doug was Pioneer
Product Manager at the time, and responsible
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Thank you.
As aMadrigal customer you have made us proud.
Thanks to you, Madrigal is the acknowledged leader in
high-end electronics. We could not have achieved
this without the enthusiasm of genuine music lovers
who share our fever. People like you have made Proceed
and Mark Levinson the most demanded digital products
in their respective categories.
The introduction of the ultimate expression of digital
audio, the Mark Levinson N230 Reference digital
processor, changed the rules of the game. The N230 is
simultaneously the most highly acclaimed audio
product and the best digital processor extant. As atrue
Reference product, it reproduces more music than any
other digital processor. Its technology has since pointed
the way to anew series of products: Proceed Series 3,
the Mark Levinson 1\1 235 digital processor and the
Mark Levinson N231 Reference digital transport.
Similarly, the Reference tradition inspires superior
performance throughout our analog product range,
which has earned the respect of music lovers worldwide.
The family resemblance has never been clearer.
Whether you're interested in upgrading your Proceed
to the new Series 3models, adding one of the new
Mark Levinson digital components to your system, or
just experiencing some of the best sounds available
outside of the concert hall, please visit your
Madrigal dealer.
Through ownership, you know how good these products
are. Tell afriend. The fever is contagious.
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for getting the program in motion. Closet
analog fans to aman, they evidently worked
like "frojans, making changes, evaluating them,
and repeating the process again and again.
Doug tells me that their talent was such that
they could respond accurately to specific requests—for example, to improve perceived
separation or make the amplifier sound faster.
Still, he says, they were working in avacuum,
with little idea of what the target was.
One story—Doug says it's not apocryphal
—concerns adealer who asked if the stereo
soundstage could not be more precisely
formed and pulled forward afew feet. The
engineers promptly slacked off the volume
control, with exactly the desired effect. This
was subsequently carried through to production by specifying asofter copper washer.
The A-400 went on sale in the spring of
1990, but only after Pioneer UK had committed itself to aproduction run of twice as
many units as they had sold of their entire
model range the previous year. Then, the
same month that the A-400 was released,
Marantz launched the PM-40SE, designed
with almost identical front-panel graphics,
similar packaging—and an identical price.
Doug, who now works for Marantz, assures
me that each company had worked in total
ignorance of the other.
This is where the press entered the story.
Iremember being sent both the Marantz and
the Pioneer (and cheaper versions of the two,
also launched together at the same price) in
asingle delivery, and being bemused by their
superficial similarity. It didn't take long,
however, to hear that these were horses ola
different color.
It's always been my contention that the
Marantz is the better budget amplifier; its
abilities and limitations are much more
closely attuned to typical budget hardware.
The A-400 is different. It has the persona of
atypical Japanese amplifier: It sounds dry and
crisp almost to afault, but it also has poise
and atmosphere. Nothing passes it by. Nothing that is above 50Hz or so, because the one
limitation in the Pioneer is that while it's
well-extended, it sounds very lean. What
there is sounds fast, tuneful, and assured, but
it doesn't generate the warmth and scale of
typical British amplifiers in the same price
area, perhaps because it lacks the usual upperbass bloom.
This said, there is plenty of power. It conSTEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

trols the speakers like avise, and it won't balk
at reactive loads. Following the recent failure
of ahighly priced monoblock, Ipressed an
A-400 into service as astereo power amp fed
by aKrell preamplifier and feeding MartinLogan CLS IIz electrostatics. The system was
used for apanel test of CD players with excellent results. Iknow others who use A-400s
as their standard amplifiers, sometimes
bridged, with comparably exotic loudspeakers. It's that kind of amplifier.
The A-400 was not an immediate success,
but the press recognized its virtues and it
began to win prizes. It started selling, reaching 2000 units amonth at its peak and more
than 20,000 to date, making it one of the bestselling amplifiers in its class of all time.
The A-400's preeminence may now be
threatened, however. Other manufacturers
have it firmly in their sights. UK-led designs
from Japanese manufacturers are flavor-ofthe-month right now, and Technics, JVC,
Marantz, and others have new world-beating
(they hope) designs. Some cost less than the
Pioneer, which has increased in price by
about 40% since it was introduced.
Even Pioneer itself is in on the act, with
areplacement called the A-400X.
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The Gryphon Reference One Monoblocks

We only made
one pair.
•

The Gryphon Reference One monoblocics were
created to be the ultimate evaluation tool for our
own listening rooms, for testing our other power
amplifiers and preamplifiers. We had no intention
of manufacturing and selling them. Audiophile
visitors persuaded us to make another pair. Then
word got out.
No matter what the advertisements and brochures
tell you, there are only ahandful of true,
no-compromise, price-is-no-object designs in the
audio marketplace. At 150 watts (and 185 pounds)
each, the Reference One's are among the most
powerful pure Class A amplifiers in the world.
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Quite magically, all this hardware totally
disappears when you put on your favorite
music. See your authorized Gtyphon dealer
about having apair made for you.

THE

GRYPHON®
It's What You've Been Waiting For
Gryphon Audio Designs, Denmark Fax 45 86 570 533
Gryphon U.S.A. Phone (216)791-9400
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J. GORDON HOLT CONCLUDES HIS GLOSSARY OF
SUBJ
ECTIVE TERMINOLOGY

I

nthe first two parts of this series,' Ioutlined my philosophy—that hi-fi
components should be judged on how good they sound—and began
aguide to subjective terminology, covering the letters A through R.
As well as concluding the alphabet, this final part offers areverse glossary
where listeners can find the words that best describe what they hear.
Iam indebted to Old Colony Books, of Peterborough, New Hampshire,
for permission to excerpt extensively from my book The Audio Glossary?

1July & August 1993, Vol.16 Nos.7 & 8, pp.59 & 67.
2The author's complete The Audio Glossary, containing definitions of almost 2000 audio and audiorelated terms, is available from Old Colony Books, P.O. Box 243, Peterborough, NH 03458. Single-copy
prices: $9.95 paperback or $17.95 hardcover, plus $1.75 S&H. Check or Visa/MC.
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Vacuum tubes

MUS1C for

everyone

When was the last time, aside
from live music, that you got
"goose-bumps" listening to a
musical performance? When were
you able to reach out and touch
the performers of the musical
score in your own home? The new
30 Series of vacuum tube high
fidelity equipment will reveal the
delightful, sensual beauty of music
in your own listening room. The
SLP-30 preamplifier and matching
SLA-30 class Astereo amplifier
will keep you drawn into the music
hour after satisfying hour.

g
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adiodiles .

Discover how affordable vacuum tube hi-fi
from Cary Audio Design can be by contacting
au; f•ty,brite high end audio dealer.
CALL 1-919-481-4494

FAX 1-919-460-3828

111 A WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT, CARY, NC 27511
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THE GLOSSARY, PART
scrape flutter Roughness and veiling of analog tape sound due to discontinuous movement of the tape across the head ("violining").
screechy The ultimate stridency, akin to
chalk on ablackboard or arazor blade being
scraped across awindowpane.
seamless Having no perceptible discontinuities throughout the audio range.
seismic Describes bass reproduction which
creates an impression that the floor is shaking.
severe Very annoyingly audible. See "audibility."
sheen A rich-sounding overlay of velvetysmooth airiness or guttiness. A quality of
outstanding HF smoothness and ease.
shift See "soundstage shift."
shrill Strident, steely.
sibilance A coloration that resembles or
exaggerates the vocal s-sound.
silky Pertains to treble performance that is
velvety-smooth, delicate, and open.
silvery Sound that is slightly hard or steely,
but clean.
single-mono Sound reproduction through
asingle loudspeaker system. Compare "dual
mono."
size See "width."
sizzly Emphasis of the frequency range
above about 8kHz, which adds sibilance to
all sounds, particularly those of cymbals and
vocal esses (sibilants).
slam British for impact.
slap In an acoustical space, arepeated echo
recurring at arate of about 3per second,
common to moderate-sized, bare-walled
acoustical spaces. See "hand-clap test:' Compare "fluttery," "plastery."
slight Easily audible on agood system but
not necessarily on alesser one. See "audibility."
slow Sound reproduction which gives the
impression that the system is lagging behind
the electrical signals being fed to it. See "fast,"
"speed," "tracking."
sluggish Very slow.
smearing Severe lack of detail and focus.
smooth Sound reproduction having no
irritating qualities; free from HF peaks, easy
and relaxing to listen to. Effortless. Not necessarily apositive system attribute if accompanied by aslow, uninvolving character.
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

snap A quality of sound reproduction giving
an impression of great speed and detail.
sock A quality of sound reproduction giving
asensation of concussive impact.
soft Very closed-in, markedly deficient at the
extreme high end.
sodden, soggy Describes bass that is loose
and ill-defined. Woolly.
solid-state sound That combination of sonic
attributes common to most solid-state amplifying devices: deep, tight bass, aslightly
withdrawn brightness range, and crisply
detailed highs.
sonic detail See "detail:'
soundstaging, soundstage presentation
The accuracy with which areproducing system conveys audible information about the
size, shape, and acoustical characteristics of
the original recording space and the placement of the performers within it.
soundstage shift Apparent lateral movement
of the soundstage when listening from either
side of the sweet spot.
spacious Presenting abroad panorama of
ambience, which may be wider than the distance between the loudspeakers.
sparse Less cold than "pinched" but more
than "thin."
spatiality The quality of spaciousness.
specific, specificity The degree to which
aphantom image exhibits adefinite and
unambiguous lateral position, without wander or excessive width.
speed The apparent rapidity with which a
reproducing system responds to steep wavefronts and overall musical pace. See "fast,"
"slow."
spike 1) The "tick" sound of apulse. 2) A
sharp-tipped, conical supporting foot which
allows the weight of aloudspeaker to be
passed through carpeting to rest firmly on the
underlying floor. Used to minimize speakerenclosure reaction.
spiky Pertains to acoarse texturing of sound
characterized by the presence of many rapidly
recurring sharp clicks. Like the sound of tearing cloth, only crisper.
spitty An edgy "ts" coloration which exaggerates musical overtones and sibilants as well
as LP surface noise. Usually the result ola
sharp response peak in the upper treble range.
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the truth and beauty of the emotion embodied in the music becomes.
That is the reason Bryston has always believed in accuracy above all in electronic
amplification. It is also why we have introduced our new generation of amplifiers. We
believe them to be, quite simply, the most accurate products of their kind, anywhere.
Distortion is easily measured; Bryston's performance numbers are second to none,
but we believe that this alone is not enough. True transparency is achieved only through
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I
T'S NOT WHAT YOU SAY, IT'S HOW YOU SAY IT
It will come as no surprise to Stereophile
readers that reviewers have many styles
of expression. We all choose our individual ways of telling the reader what we
think about aproduct. Corey Greenberg
may write that the Symphonic Bombast
101 Mk.II power amplifier "KICKS
ASS!" Imay prefer to say that it "sets a
new standard of performance in its price
range."
Despite this wide range of expression,
all Stereophile reviewers have one thing in
common: We tell it like it is. Whether we
like aproduct, dislike it, or like it with
reservations, readers should have no
doubt about what we think after reading
our review conclusions. Moreover, the
"dynamic range" of expression within
Stereophile is wide. We don't pull punches
on bad products and aren't afraid to go
out on alimb in touting the very best
components.
Reviewers for mainstream magazines,
however, appear to be less willing to take
afirm stand on aproduct. The range between good products and bad is sufficiently narrow for these reviewers that
every audio product in existence would
appear to be "competent" and "offer good
value." It has been joked that the most
definitive statement such writers would
venture is: "Of all the loudspeakers I've
ever auditioned, this is certainly one of
them." Further, the fear of offending a
manufacturer appears to be sufficiently
great that even the slightest hint of criticism signals the suspicion with readers
that there is asignificant flaw in the
product.
Mainstream reviewers, therefore, need
aset of phrases that, while being literally
true, will alert the reader not to buy the
product yet will avoid antagonizing the
manufacturer. To that end, I've developed
afew handy suggestions.'
For example, the reviewer might finish areview of adreadful loudspeaker

with this statement: "I can assure you that
no loudspeaker would be better than this
one."
The manufacturer is happy, but the
astute reader, reading the conclusion as
meaning that this speaker is so bad that
not having aloudspeaker at all is preferable, knows not to buy the product.
The reviewer may say this about adigital processor so bad it's not even worth
an audition: "I urge you to waste no time
in auditioning this digital processor for
yourself." And the astute reader doesn't
waste any time at all listening to the processor.
If the reviewer was happy to get rid of
acable from his system, he could say: "I
am pleased to report that Ionce had this
cable in my reference system."
For apower amplifier that just doesn't
measure up to the competition: "I cannot say enough good things about this
power amplifier, or recommend it too
highly."
A review of aparticularly unmusicalsounding preamplifier may conclude with
this line: "In my opinion, you will be very
fortunate to get this preamp to make
music for you."
And for those situations when the
reviewer is actually confronted by a
manufacturer of atruly wretched component, it is very useful to be able to
truthfully state: "I haven't heard asound
quite like this before."
But don't worry—you won't see
phrases like these in Stereophile. Instead,
you're more likely to have CG tell you,
"This loudspeaker "SUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUCKS!"
—Robert Harley

1Adapted from The Chronicle of Higher Education, February 25, 1987, p.42, by Roberti. Thornton, Professor of
Economics at Lehigh University.
—RH
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MUSIC WITHOUT B
OUNDS.
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HE N
EW
MIRAGE 90-S
ERIES.
In aperfect world your listening room seats
500 and the conductor begins on your cue.
In the real world you need loudspeakers
with the musicality and lifelike presentation
to transport you to that perfect world.
Introducing the new Mirage 90-Series.
Embodying the celebrated spatial qualities
of our revolutionary M-1 BipolarTm
loudspeaker. With graceful styling and
significant technical advancements. With
the singular power to express the boundless
magnificence of the world's finest music.
And with the finesse to relate
each critical detail.
We invite you to audition the new
90-Series at your nearest Mirage dealer.
And experience music without bounds.
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See the music.
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Sound Company
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spread See "stereo spread."
state-of-the-art Pertains to equipment
whose performance is as good as the technology allows. The best sound equipment
money can buy.
steely Shrill. Like "hard:' but more so.
stentorian A quality of great power and
authority from aloudspeaker; like the voice
of God. Loud and attention-getting.
stereo imaging The production of stable,
specific phantom images of correct localization and width. See "soundstaging,"
"vagueness:' "wander."
Stereophile 1) The original magazine of
subjective reviewing. 2) An audiophile who
owns astereo system.
stereophonic A two-channel recording or
reproducing system. Compare "binaural,"
"monophonic." See "dual mono," "single
mono."
stereo spread The apparent width of the
soundstage and the placement of phantom
images within it. Generally, a group of
instruments or voices should uniformly
occupy the space between the loudspeakers.
Compare "beyond-the-speakers imaging,"
"bunching:' "hole-in-the-middle."
stereo stage The area between and behind
the loudspeakers, from which most phantom images are heard.
sterile Pristinely clean but uninvolving.
strained Showing signs of audible distress
during loud passages, as though the system
is verging on overload. Compare "ease:'
"effortless."
strident Unpleasantly shrill, piercing.
sub-bass Infrasonic bass.
subjectivist A person who has found that
measurements don't tell the whole story
about reproduced sound. Compare "mystic," "meter man," "objectivist."
subliminal Too faint or too subtle to be
consciously perceived. Compare "inaudi-

GREENBERG'S LAW

The best-looking components tend to
sound the worst.

FIELD'S COROLLARY
TO GREENBERG'S LAW'

...
and ugly speakers sound better!
IAs first outlined by Dan Field on Compuserve's CEForum, May 16, 1993.
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ble." See "listening fatigue!'
subsonic Slower than the speed of sound
through air. Often used incorrectly to mean
infrasonic.
subtle Barely perceptible on avery good system. See "audibility."
suckout A deep, narrow frequency-response
dip.
supersonic Faster than the speed of sound
through air. Sometimes used incorrectly to
mean ultrasonic.
sweet Having asmooth, softly delicate high
end.
sweet spot That listening seat from which
the best soundstage presentation is heard.
Usually acenter seat equidistant from the
loudspeakers.
syrupy Excessively sweet and rich, like
maple syrup.

tail The reverberant decay of asound in an
acoustical space.
taut In bass reproduction, under tight control
of the electrical signal; detailed and free from
"hangover."
tempo The actual number of beats per minute in amusical performance. Compare
"pace."
texture, texturing A perceptible pattern or
structure in reproduced sound, even if random in nature. Texturing gives the impression that the energy continuum of the sound
is composed of discrete particles, like the
grain of aphotograph.
thick Describes sodden or heavy bass.
thin Very deficient in bass. The result of
severe attenuation of the range below 500Hz.
tick A high-pitched pulse characterized by
avery sharp attack followed by ashort "i"
vowel sound. The most common background
noise from analog discs.
tight 1) Bass reproduction that is well controlled, free from hangover, not slow. 2) Stereo imaging that is specific, stable, and of the
correct width. 3) Describes aclosely bunched
image in A+B double-mono mode that
occupies avery narrow space between the
loudspeakers.
tilt 1) To aim the axis of aloudspeaker
upward or downward. 2) Across-the-board
rotation of an otherwise flat frequency
response, so that the device's output increases
or decreases at auniform rate with increasing
frequency. A linear frequency-response curve
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Introducing ECLIPSE,the dazzling
star of the WIRE WORLD line, created
by noted cable designer David Salz.

The connectors are equally outstanding.
Phono plugs* are as grateing to use as
they are stunning to behold, with a

Its unique design* utilizes

jewelry-like finish and

matched concentric con-

direct gold-plated solid

ductor braids separated

copper contacts.

by microporous Tent

ECLIPSE speaker

to effectively minimize

cables feature

electromagnetic

precision-machined solid

and electrostatic inter-

silver spade lugs and, like all

modulation, resulting in

WIREM RLD cables, carry agetime

unprecedented spatial coherence, resolution

limited warranty. Hear ECLIPSE soon at

and harmonic integrity.

your dealerfor arare glimpse of heaven.
'Patents Pending f'"DuPoia

WIREOORLD"
100% American -Made
3320 GRIFFIN ROAD
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FORT LAUDERDALE FL 33312 USA

TEL 305.962.2650

FAX 305.962.2603

that is not horizontal.
timbre The recognizable characteristic sound
"signature" of amusical instrument, by
which it is possible to tell an oboe, for example, from aflute when both are sounding the
same note.
timing The apparent instrumental ensemble
(synchronism) of aperformance, which is
affected by system speed. See "articulation,"
"rhythm," "pace."
tipped-up Having arising high-frequency
response.
tizzy A "zz" or "if" coloration of the sound
of cymbals and vocal sibilants, caused by a
rising frequency response above 10kHz.
Similar to "wiry," but at ahigher frequency.
tonality In music, the quality of an instrument's tone, often related to the key in which
the music is written. In audio, mistakenly
used in place of "tonal quality."
tonal quality The accuracy (correctness)
with which reproduced sound replicates the
timbres of the original instruments. Compare "tonality."
top The high treble, the range of audio frequencies above about 8kHz.
toppish Tipped-up. Slightly "tizzy" or
"zippy."
tracking The degree to which acomponent
responds to the dictates of the audio signal,
without lag or overshoot.
transient See "attack transient."
transistor sound, transistory See "solidstate sound."
transparency, transparent 1) A quality of
sound reproduction that gives the impression of listening through the system to the
original sounds, rather than to apair of loudspeakers. 2) Freedom from veiling, texturing, or any other quality which tends to
obscure the signal. A quality of crystalline
clarity.
treacly British for syrupy.
treble The frequency range above 1.3kHz.
tubby Having an exaggerated deep-bass
range.
tube sound, tubey That combination of
audible qualities which typifies components
that use tubes for amplification: Richness and
warmth, an excess of midbass, adeficiency
of deep bass, outstanding rendition of depth,
forward and bright, with asoftly sweet high
end.
turgid Thick.
tweak 1) To fine-tune asystem or compoSTEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

nent to the nth degree in pursuit of perfection. 2) A person who constantly does this
in an ultimately vain effort to achieve absolute
perfection.

ultrasonic Beyond the upper-frequency
limit of human hearing. Compare "supersonic."
uncolored Free from audible colorations.
unctuous Overripe, super-rich, pleasantly
blah.
underdarnped Pertains to the audible effects
of inadequate woofer damping. See "damping."
uninvolving Ho-hum sound. Reproduction
which evokes boredom and indifference.
upper bass The range of frequencies from
80-160Hz.
upper highs, upper treble The range of frequencies from 10-20kHz.
upper middles, upper midrange The
range of frequencies from 650-1300Hz.
usable response The frequency limits between which adevice sounds as if it is essentially linear, regardless of how it measures.
V
vague, vagueness Having poor specificity,
confused.
veiled, veiling Pertaining to adeficiency of
detail and focus, due to moderate amounts
of distortion, treble-range restriction, or
attack rounding.
velvet fog (as in "listening through a..
Describes agalloping case of haze, wherein
virtually all detail and focus are absent.
vertical-venetian-blind effect See "picketfencing."
violining See "scrape flutter."
visceral Producing abodily sensation of
pressure or concussion.
vowel coloration A form of midrange or
low-treble coloration which impresses upon
all program material atonal "flavor" resembling avowel in speech.
\X7
wander Side-to-side vacillation of the apparent position of astereo image as the instrument plays different notes. Poor imaging stability.
warm The same as dark, but less tilted. A
certain amount of warmth is anormal part
of musical sound.
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We've changed the way you'll
listen to headphones.
You've asked for it.
In discussions with customers and

The A-B biased, discrete transistor,

people calling for info, many of you

output amp pumps 500mW into any

wanted an honest-to-goodness

dynamic headphone. Try it on your

audiophile version of HeadRoom.

Grados,„ it's killer.

Here it is ... The Supreme.

And, it has HeadRoom's very own

(Man, do Ihate model names).

Headphone Audio Image Processor.

Anyway. This version is seriously

If you'd like to be happy with

tweaked. The Burr-Brown 2604

headphones, please ring us up at

FET input Op-Amps are surface

(406) 587-9466. We'll send you a

mounted with silver solder paste.

free 13 page white paper on how

Left and Right channels are on

HeadRoom works.

separate boards, with separately
decoupled power supplies for
maximum separation and punch.

Head Room

P11(406)587 9466 FX(406) 587-9484 "

The Premium accepts high-level audio signals on two RCA plugs.
And it includes the recently developed near-ear emphasis filter.
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weight 1) The feeling of solidity and foundation contributed to music by extended,
natural bass reproduction. 2) The emphasis
assigned to asubjective term by aqualifier.
width The apparent lateral spread ola stereo image. If appropriately miked when
recorded, areproduced instrument should
sound no wider or narrower than it would
have sounded originally. See "stereo spread:'
wiry Having an edgy or distorted high end,
similar to the "tish" of brushed cymbals, but
coloring all sounds reproduced by the
system.
withdrawn Very laid-back.
woolly Pertains to loose, ill-defined bass.

zippy A slight top-octave emphasis. See
"toppy:"

ABOUT
VOWEL
COLORATIONS
The audible effects of these can be illustrated in two ways: vocally, or by means
ola pink-noise signal source—track 4on
Stereophile's original Test CD or track 15
on our Test CD 2will do nicely—and a
/-octave equalizer.
2
1
For the vocal simulations, shape the
tongue and lips as if pronouncing the
vowel sound, and breathe out through the
mouth.
With the generator and equalizer, set
all controls to Flat and raise the band
closest to the vowel sound's center frequency by 6dB or so. (The effect will be
more noticeable if you can switch the
equalizer in and out of circuit without
changing the level, allowing you to compare Uncolored with Colored.) Then play
some program material to get ahandle on
what the same coloration does to the
sound of music. Each time, restore the
equalizer's response to Flat before raising the next band.
Try lowering each band, and you will
observe that, even though the effect of the
dip is audible, it is much less so and is
much more difficult to describe.
—J. Gordon Holt

THE REVERSE GLOSSARY

The discussion which follows assumes that
the listener is familiar with the sound of live
music as performed in areal acoustical space.
Without that familiarity, there can be no basis
for judging the quality of the reproduction
of that sound.
In order to describe reproduced sound
informatively, it is necessary to listen individually to the sonic bits and pieces that comprise the entire fabric of the sound, and to
make qualitative judgments about them. That
fabric is made up of anumber of sonic characteristics, each of which is judged according
to its elements and assigned aqualifier.
Characteristics are the basic constituents
of reproduced sound, which contribute to
its perceived quality. Frequency response,
loudness, extension, soundstaging, and resolution are sonic characteristics.
Elements are the constituent parts of a
sonic characteristic, to which you must pay
individual attention when listening analytically. Bass, midrange, and treble are elements
of frequency response. Depth and breadth
are elements of soundstaging.
Judgments are subjective assessments of
how well the perceptions of various sonic
elements measure up to the listener's concept
of perfection. The basic choices are "good,"
"not good," or "undecided:'
Observations are the perceived attributes
of sonic elements, on which alistener bases
his judgments about their quality. Observations are described by subjective terms such
as "smooth," "woolly," or "spacious."
Qualifiers are adjectives which the listener
attaches to observed sonic flaws (such as
"peaky" or "muddy"), in order to convey
afeeling for their severity. "Subtle" and "conspicuous" are qualifying adjectives.
The Reverse Glossary lists sonic characteristics in alphabetical order, followed by the
elements which comprise each characteristic,
followed by the value judgments (Good or
Not Good) about each element. Not Good
is generally expanded into sub-categories
such as Excess or Deficiency. Finally, the subjective terms which describe why you arrived
at those judgments are listed.
To use the listings, look up the performance
characteristic (eg, FREQUENCY RESPONSE) and
element (eg, BAss), select the appropriate
observation (eg, SMOOTHNESS), decide
whether the smoothness you hear is Good
77
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or Not Good, and choose aterm that seems
to describe what you are basing that decision
on.
Check it in the Glossary to see if, in fact,
that's the term you have in mind, then check
the Audibility listings in the Glossary or the
Reverse Glossary for the modifying adjective that gives appropriate "weight" to the
term. ("Slightly muddy" is more informative
than just "muddy.")
Some terms, drawn from common usage,
are not defined in the Glossary, because their
meaning is clear to any English-speaking
person. They are listed in the Reverse Glossary merely to show that they are also
accepted subjective-audio parlance.

ACOUSTICAL ABSORPTION
Good: adequate, appropriate, "good
acoustics," unobtrusive
Not Good:
Excess: dead, dry
Deficiency: billowy, echoic, fluttery, live,
plastery, reverberant, slap

AUDIBILITY (OF FLAWS)
From best to worst: Inaudible, subtle, slight,
moderate, significant, conspicuous, severe,
extreme, intolerable, or Aaagghh! (screaming-up-the-walls)

DETAIL
Good: accurate, crisp, delicate, focus, resolution, snap
Not Good:
Excess: accurate (misused), analytical,
clinical, etched
Deficiency: closed-in, congestion, diffuse, hangover, haze, opaque, smearing, veiling, velvet fog

DISTANCE
Good: Program-dependent
Not Good:
Close: aggressive, forward, row-A, upfront
Distant: laid-back, recessed, row-M

FRE QUENCY RESPONSE
The following terms describe how asystem's
or component's frequency response sounds,
not necessarily how it measures. Phase shift
and distortion can sound like frequencyresponse aberrations.
78

ENTIRE RANGE
Good: airy, accurate, alive, balanced,
extension, flat, neutral, smooth, uncolored, weighty
Not Good: dark, chocolatey, discontinuous, light, lumpy, syrupy, tilted,
treacly
BASS
Amount
Good: balanced, full, natural
Not Good:
Excess: boomy, dark, fat, heavy,
rich, syrupy, thick, tubby, warm
Deficiency: cold, constricted, cool,
lean, overdamped, pinched,
sparse, thin
Smoothness:
Good: natural, smooth, tight
Not Good: boomy, lean, lumpy,
one-note bass, thin, tubby, uneven,
woolly
Extension (frequency range):
Good: deep, extended, foundation,
infra-bass, seismic
Not Good: pinched, restricted, shallow, sparse, thin
MIDRANGE
Good: alive, jump factor, natural,
neutral, realism, uncolored
Not Good:
Excess: aggressive, brassy, close-up,
forward, humped, projected,
row-A
Deficiency: dished, distant, laidback, polite, recessed, reticent,
withdrawn
Colorations: boxy, chesty, honky,
hooty, horn sound, nasal, raucous,
vowel ("a," "ah," "aw," "ee," "eh,"
"ih," "oh," "oo," "unh")
LOW & MID TREBLE
Good: natural, neutral, smooth
Not Good:
Excess: bright, brittle, etched, glare,
glassy, hard, metallic, screechy,
shrill, steely, strident
Deficiency: dead, dull, muffled, muted
EXTREME TREBLE
Good: airy, extended, delicate, open
Not Good:
FierPu: hot, sizzly, spitty, tipped-up,
tizzy, toppish, wiry, zippy
Deficiency: closed-in, soft, sweet
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Let us deal you our latest
release for afull house!

New! Art Pepper/Meet the Rhythm Section
Art Pepper. alto sax; Red Garland. piano; Paul
challenge: he taped up his dried -out cork, arrived for the
Chambers, bass; Philly Joe Jones, drums. Album notes
date, and proceeded to record an album widely considered
don't always tell the whole story. Contemporary president the most important of his career. This is an all tube recordLes Koenig who rightly felt that Art had yet to record with ing from the microphones to the tape machine and the
musicians who were his equal, wanted to take advantage of mastering was by Doug Sax. Also present at the mastering
Miles Davis's quintet being in L.A. But Pepper hadn't been was John Koenig (the son of Lester Koenig) to help insure
playing for several months, and his horn was in astate of
the transfer true to the original master tape. (LP is 180
disrepair. To minimize anxiety, the session was kept secret gram vinyl pressing) (CD is gold limited edition.)
from Art until the last minute. But Pepper always rose to a
LP=AAPJ 010 $30.00 CD=CAPJ 010 $30.00
•Sonny Rollins: Way Out West
(
I
I' k I
80 grain ,i
r”.
.
Ipressing) (CD is gold limited edition.)
LP=AAPJ 008 $30.00
CD=CAPJ 008 $30.00
•
Ravel: Works for Orchestra /Skrowaclewski, conducting the Minneapolis Orchestra
i
ti' k I
80 grain sin . Ipressing.)
LP=AAPC 007 $30.00 CD=APCD 007 $16.00
•
Rachmaninoff: Symphonic Dances; Vocalise. Donald Johanos, Dallas Symphony Orchestra
CD=CAPC 006 $16.00
•
Weavers: Reunion at Carnegie Hall 1963
i
I,P is ium on ISO gram sin‘ Ipressin 2.. )(CD is agold limited edition)
LP=AAPFLE 5$30.00 CD=CAPF 005 $30.00
•Copland: Fanfare for the Common Mon /Rodeo: Ives the Fourth of July /
Thanksgiving. Donald Johanos, conducting the Dallas Symphony Orchestra
LP=AAPC 004 $25.00 CD=CAPC 004 $16.00
-Gould: Latin American Symphonette /Gottschalk: ANight in the Tropics.
Abravanel, conducting the Utah Symphony Orchestra
LP=AAPC 003 $25.00
•
(anteloube: Songs of the Auvergne. Netania Davrath -Soprano.
Conducted by Pierre De La Roche
LP=AAPC 002 $25.00
•
Virgil Thomson: The Plow That Broke the Plains ft. The Suite from
"The River."Conducted by Stokowski
LP=AAPC 001 $25.00
-Massenet: Le Cid /Ballet Music. The Gty of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra.
LP=AKLA 522 $25.00
Conducted by Fremaux i
I,P 180 gram vinyl pressing)
LP=AKLALE 522 $30.00 (180 gram)
•Ray Brown /Super Bass (LP is 180 gram vinyl pressing)
LP=ACPR 74018 $1.00
SHIPPING: Continental U.S. $3.00 for the 1st item: 5.30 for each
additional item. Call us for shipping costs outside the Continental U.S.
Catalog
refundable
$3.00
coupon
U.S. /
with
$5.00
catalog
Elsewhere
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We also buy mint and sealed Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, CBS Mastersound, Japanese
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Simply the Best

NORDOST CORPORATION
58 Pearl Street
Framingham, MA 01701
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FAX (508) 879-8197
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MAGING

Good: bunching, correct width, phantom
image, specificity, stability, tight
Not Good: bunching, hole-in-themiddle, phasey, vagueness, wander,
wide central image

No ISE

Good: No extraneous noise
Not Good:
Continuous:
Low-pitched:
Pure, lacking harmonics:
60Hz or 120Hz: hum
20 to 100Hz: acoustic feedback
(turntable)
With spiky edges: buzz
Wideband:
Lou'-frequency: turntable rumble
Full-range:
"ff"-sound: pink noise, tape
hiss, FM interstation hiss
"ss"-sound: white noise
High :frequency whistle: heterodyning,
DIA idling noise
Random or Periodic:
200Hz to 1000Hz; acoustic feedback,
howl, squawk
33 timeslminute T-sound: LP pressing imperfection, swish, whoosh
Impulse noises: crackles, pops, surface
noise, ticks

REALISM

Good: aliveness, ease, delicacy, involvement, musicality, naturalness, palpable,

STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

realism, transparency
Not Good: boring, colored, dead, distorted, lifeless, uninvolving

SOUND STAGING
WIDTH:
Good: beyond-the-speakers, floating,
palpable, spacious
Not Good: narrow, pinched, restricted
CONTINUITY:
Good: center fill, coherent, stereo
spread
Not Good: bunched, hole-in-themiddle

DEPTH:

Good: layering, perspective
Not Good: distant, flat, forward, laidback, polite, recessed, Row-A, Row-M

TEXTURE

Good: liquid, textureless, transparent
Not Good: dry, chalky, grainy, gritty,
harsh, hashy, rough

TIMBRE
Good: accurate, natural, uncolored
Not Good: chesty, colored, hooty, horn
sound, metallic, steely, thin, vowel coloration, wiry

TRANSIENT RESPONSE

Good: articulation, attack, controlled,
delicate, detailed, fast, quick, tight
Not Good: closed-in, dull, ringing,
rounded, slow, sluggish, smeared 11
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"Recommended
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JVC XL-Z1050TN Ong 1800
Top-Rated SuperDigifine
Reference CD Player
•1-Bit 8X oversampling

All Models Are On Display

2-Way indoor outdoor mini
monitor. Builtin stand/bracket
From The makers of B&W
loudspeakers.

B&O BM6500 Receiver
B&O CD6500 CD Player
Celestion SL700 Speakers
Philips AV1001 Dfgtal PreAmp
Philips DFA1000 %tut Amplifer
Hajler Iris heampliher
19" Rack Mountable Amps
ADS M12/90 3-Way Tower Speaker
ADS 750 iL In-Wall Speaker (oak trim)

Beyerdynamic IRS 790 System

NA 05060 6-Disc CD Changer
P.S. Audio Digital Link Processor
Luxman F116 Pro Logic Decoder

Beyerdynamic DT901
Sennheiser HD560 11
Sennheiser HD540 II

Lucian TP114 2-Zone PreAmperuner
Target Equipment Racks

JVC HAW 15 Cordless
RCA WHP101 Cordless

Thorens Turntables

1

Call For Other Models & Brands

Ergo 70 Ong 11500
Gloss Mohagany
3-Way bass reflex
• FR:28-30kHz
High-precision
definition. dynamic vitalityand
full tonal balance
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P0A300ORG Amplifier
"MOS Super Optical Class A"
circuit •2balance & RCA inputs 250W/CH 500W mono
Orig. 7000 For Both
PRA200ORG PreA mplifier
All J-FET/MOS-FET
•Balanced inputs/outputs
•Seven audio inputs
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BARRY W ILLIS EXPLAINS WHY HE FEELS THAT
ELVIS DOESN'T LIVE UP TO THE HYPE

R

ecently Ipurchased the Winter 1992/1993 edition of Stereophile's
sister publication, Schwann Spectrum. Iwas amused to find apiece
by my esteemed colleague Corey Greenberg—"Not Just aPretty
Stamp"—in which he extolled the virtues of yet another Elvis boxed set
and gushed mightily over the importance of The Sun Sessions. Infected by
the reviewer's praise, Ibought The Sun Sessions. Ilistened to it more than
once. Itried to like it. Ireally did. But Icame away from it convinced of this
heresy: Elvis was not God and The Sun Sessions is not The Word Revealed.
Elvis was ahick from the sticks who happened to be in the right place at
the right time. And The Sun Sessions, while of moderate interest to historians
of pop music, is so much rockabilly dreck.

THE TRAGEDY OF ELVIS PRESLEY WAS THAT HE OUTLIVED
HIS USEFULNESS.

Elvis wasn't the first singer women screamed about and fainted over;
Caruso and Sinatra preceded him there. He was the first white pop performer
to explicitly flaunt his sexuality. In that regard he was atrue pioneer who
paved the way for myriad preening poseurs who followed. His real significance
was that he was an opportunist who knew instinctively that the culture of
the time was open for someone to demolish that particular taboo. With the
aid of ashrewd manager, he stepped into the opening and mined it to the
max. The role was waiting for someone to fill it; Elvis did acompetent job.
He was lucky in that he was the only candidate.
The tragedy ofElvis Presley was that he outlived his usefulness. Icons
of youthful rebellion must of necessity die young; thus they endure. Buddy
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993
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The RPM-2 with Wheaton Arm and Parnassus
Natural tonal balance from aresonance-free system.
Detail and dynamics from optimum bearing and motor designs.
Pitch stability from aunified motor, platter and arm.
International distribution through IMMEDIA Ph (510) 654-9035 Fax (510)654-9039

Limited Edition
24 Karat
Gold CD's
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Art Pepper /Meet the Rhythm
Section (gold limited edition)

(D=CAPJ 010 $30.00

Sonny Rollins: Way Out West
(gold limited edition)
CD=CAPJ 008 $30.01)

Weavers: Reunion at Carnegie Hall 1963

(gold limited edition)
CD=CAPF 005 $30.00

Also Available on Aluminum CD:
Ravel: Works for Orchestra /Skrowaczewski
conducting the Minneapolis Orchestra

CD=CAPC 007 $16.00

Rachmaninoff: Symphonic Dances; Vocalise.
Donald Johanos conducting the D.S.O.

P.O
Al/Tube
Recording
and Mastering

CD=CAPC 006 $16.00

Copland: Fanfare for the Common Man /Rodeo: Ives the fourth
of July/Thanksgiving. Donald Johanos conducting the D.S.O.

CD =( A Pr 004 $16 00

"'CZ 1-800-525-1630

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

Catalog $3.00 U.S./ $5.00 Elsewhere
refundable coupon with catalog

PC) BOX 2043 •SALIN A. KS 67402-2043 •USA
TELEPHONE: 913-825K6B9 •FAX: 913-825-0156

•fflp

SHIPPING: Continental U.S. $3.00 for the tut item: 13n for each
additional item. Call us for shipping costs outside the Continental U.S.
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Holly and Jim Morrison will always be young. They'll never shake hands
with the President. They'll never tell young people to say "no" to drugs.
They'll never do walk-ons for Letterman. They'll never play Vegas. Elvis
lived long enough to become acorpulent self-parody. With his orgies of
barbiturates and cheeseburgers and wrestling nymphets, he became the personification of everything that is tacky and tasteless in American culture.
It's more than appropriate that Elvis Presley, his greasy sneer gracing countless black-velvet paintings, is so prominently featured in Jane and Michael
Stern's hilarious Encyclopedia of Bad Taste.
Perhaps adiatribe against adead idol is unfair. After all, he was extremely
talented. He was unprepared, however, to cope with the realities ofhis success. Elevated by apredatory press and aravenous public into asemi-educated
übermensch, he became King of ahideous army of impersonators, monarch of afantasyland. He knew this, even early in his career, and expected
the bubble to burst at any moment. When he appeared at apress conference after his discharge from the army, areporter asked, "What are you going
to do now as things get back to normar Elvis replied, "Ma'am, when things
get back to normal, I'll be drivin' atruck."
Elvis is often overrated as aperformer, but people are entitled to their
opinions. What galls me is his overrated historical significance. Rock'n'roll
did not begin with him! Yet he is often cited as the primal force of pop music,
the pivot around which it all revolved, and for only one reason: he was white.

THE HISTORY OF POPULAR MUSIC IS FULL OF EXAMPLES
OF WHITE PEOPLE LAUNCHING THEIR CAREERS FROM A
FOUNDATION LAID BY BLACK FOREBEARS.
As Iwrite this, Sam & Dave's "Soul Man" is playing in the background.
It is afew days after the American Music Awards. Icannot help thinking
how immense is the contribution of black musicians to the mosaic of modern
music. In almost every variety, be it jazz, blues, pop, soul, reggae, rock, or
what-have-you, it is ablack invention. And in almost every instance, white
people have succeeded by imitating their African-American mentors. Case
in point: Elvis, whose emotional vocals sounded so movingly new to an
audience unfamiliar with Delta blues. He was greeted enthusiastically then
and venerated later as amusical Messiah. But he was not the Tree of Rock;
he was not even the Root. That honor belongs to Louis Jordan, whose rocking arrangements and outrageous onstage antics were copied by Bill Haley
and resold as something original to unknowing white audiences, way before
Elvis.
The history of popular music is full of examples of white people launching
their careers from afoundation laid by black forebears. Benny Goodman,
who was dismissed by the classical music snobs of his day as apurveyor
of "jungle music," would have been inconceivable without Sidney Bechet.
Without Lightnin' Hopkins and B.B. King there would have been no Stevie
Ray Vaughan, no Eric Clapton. Peggy Lee would not have happened without
Billie Holiday. What is Michael Bolton but atribute to Otis Redding? Tina
Turner plowed the fields where Madonna now harvests so profitably. This
pattern extends through the present, to the ludicrous spectacle of white kids
pretending to be rappers.
A long list of examples could be compiled to prove this point, but that
would be beating you over the head. Suffice it to say that one cannot overstate
the importance of black contributions to the texture and richness of modern
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993
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CELLO
MUSIC
ELFILM
SYSTEMS

"I've seen the standard by which all domestic home theatre systems must
now be measured."
"Think of the closest approximation of acinema in the home and you've
nailed it on the head. Think Cello and you've named it, too."
Ken Kessler, Hi-Fi News & Record Review: Home Theater 1993.
"Home THX systems sound almost like movie theater systems. But the
Cello system doesn't — it sounds better than amovie theater!"
"...After an afternoon at aCello showroom, you no longer care what the
Cello system is. You fall in love with what it does."
"...That's the magic of the Cello Music and Film System. Put on any
program material—CDs from Nirvana to Bartok, laserdiscs from Robocop
to Casablanca—and you get the full emotional impact. The end is all
important; the means disappear."
Brent Butterworth, Senior Editor, Video Magazine, "Home Theater
Magic", December 1992
"...words cannot truly describe the experience. It was audio and video
symbiosis far exceeding my wildest dreams."
letter from Mr. Erwin Won, El Cerrito, California, reprinted in Stereophile
magazine, vol.16 no.6 June 1993.

Cello. You have outgrown everything else.
Cello Music & Film Systems New York, 112 E. 71st St, NYC, NY 10021
Tel: 212 472-5016 Fax: 212 879-1434

Mark Levinson, Director

Cello Music & Film Systems Los Angeles, 9080 Shoreham Drive #5, LA, CA 90069
Tel: 310 273-2203 Fax: 310 275-2279
Joseph Cali, Director
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music, contributions which are hugely disproportionate to the relative percentage of African people in the population. You don't need adoctorate
in musicology to understand that jazz and blues and rock have their roots
in Africa. Some blacks fail to perceive this truth themselves; the hard-rock
group Living Colour has taken quite alot of grief from their rapper brethren
for playing "white music." While it's true that rock has become primarily the purview of whites, at its core it is black as midnight. I'm not the first
to make this observation, and Iwon't be the last. The worship of the Great
White God is nothing but an exercise in ethnocentric myopia.
Bonnie Raitt said that the city of Chicago should erect astatue of Muddy
Waters 50 feet high. The city of St. Louis should do the same for Chuck
Berry. Rock music as we know it is easily conceivable without Elvis, but
not without Berry. He was the driving force who made it all possible. Louis
Jordan planted the seed and Chuck Berry nurtured it to fruition. Without
him, the Beatles and Rolling Stones and hordes of others who followed in
their wake, from the Monkees to Metallica, would have been impossible.
They simply would not have existed had not the creative genius and power
of Chuck Berry preceded them. In the Pantheon of rock'n'roll he stands
like Godzilla above the ants. Pardon the pun, but beside Berry, Elvis Presley
pales into insignificance.
A musical cosmology with Elvis at its center is as ill-conceived as
Ptolemy's universe. The day he walked into Sam Phillips's recording studio
was not the Big Bang. It was not the shot which started the sexual revolution. Nor was it The Day White People Got Soul. That day has yet to arrive.
When it does, Bechet's "Petite Fleur" will become our national anthem,
the likenesses of Duke Ellington and Ray Charles and Miles Davis will appear
on our currency, Little Richard will perform for an overflowing crowd at
RFK Stadium, and audiophiles will leap from their chairs to dance. S

They declared
it awinner.
Tom Norton

• Robert Harley •

John Atkinson

• Guy Lemcoe •

Jack English
"The clear 'winner' in terms of overall
performance is the wonderfully
satisfying Epos ES11. It stands apart
from the other loudspeakers
auditioned blind, ..."
—Jack English, Stereophile,
Volume 16, No. 1January 1993.
(Summation of the relative ranking of 23
loudspeakers auditioned in three sessions.)

Music Hall, 108 Station Road, Great Neck, NY 11023
Tel: 516 487 3663 Fax: 516 773 3891
In Canada: Artech Electronics Ltd.
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IT'S MIAMI!
APRIL 29 -MAY 1, 1994

HI- F
l'94
T
HE S
TEREOPHILE HIGH- E
ND S
HOW
WILE BE AT THE

DORAL RESORT AND
COUNTRY CLUB
Be -here! Mark the dates now on your calendar
and we'll HI in the details next month. Hl-FI '94
will be held at the fabulous Doral
Resort and CoLntry Cub, one of
Ame-ica's great resorts cnd, as
an added bonus to golfing
audiophiles, home of the
Blue Monster, ore of the
world's premier courses.
It's easy to fly into Miami—
with lots of flights from

1000
'
W

everywhere, usually
at low cost. April's a
great time—you can make the Show part
of your vacation. It's our first East COOST
Show in yecrs. And the whole hi-f,
work] will, be there.
AUDITION NEW PRODUCTS!
MEET THE DESIGNERS!
ASK THE EDITORS!
BE WITH AUDIOPHILES
FROM AROUND THE WORLD!
STOCK UP ON SAI E-PRICED
CDs AND LPs!
Details coming next month!
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SONIC FRONTIERS SFP-1
PHONO PREAMPLIFIER
Robert Harley

•
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Sonic Frontiers SFP-I phono preamplifier
Tube/FET phono preamplifier/equalizer for MM or MC cartridges. Tube complement: Two I2AT7A (matched pair), two 6DJ8
(matched pair). Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz ±0.3dB (RIAA accuracy). THD &noise: Less than 0.05% at IV output.
Gain: 37dB (MM), 57dB (MC). Input impedance: 47k ohms (internally adjustable). Output impedance: lk ohms at lkHz.
Channel separation: >55dB (20Hz-20kHz). Power requirements: 35VA, 50/60Hz. Dimensions: 19" W by 4.5" Hby 11"
D. Weight: net 22 lbs. Warranty: Syears (1 year on tubes), non-transferable. Price: $1095. Approximate number of dealers:
35. Manufacturer: Sonic Frontiers Inc., 760 Pacific Road, Unit #19, Oakville, Ontario L61. 6MS, Canada. Tel: (416) 847-3245.
Fax: (416) 847-5471.
Every high-end product manufacturer must
decide how much build and parts quality his
customers will pay for. One strategy calls for
offering the best sound for the least money
with so-called "value" products. These components have good—but cost-effective—
electronics in inexpensive chassis and lessthan-battleship build quality.
Other manufacturers take the opposite
approach, building cost-no-object luxury
products bedecked with 1"-thick faceplates
and the finest parts and hardware. The company knows its customers demand—and are
willing to pay for—the highest build quality.
This manufacturer doesn't worry about high
costs: it's the consumer who pays for thick
faceplates, expensive internal parts, and twealcy
hardware.
It's rare, therefore, to find aproduct with
beautiful build, superb parts quality, good
S
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design, and alow price. Such aproduct is the
Sonic Frontiers SFP-1 phono preamplifier.
The $1095 SFP-1 uses the finest components
and hardware, features asturdy, full-sized
chassis, and has awell-executed design.
Looking inside the SFP-1, Iwas surprised
that Sonic Frontiers could put so much into
such areasonably priced product. Indeed, the
SFP-1 should serve as amodel to the industry
of what can be done for $1095.
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The SFP-1 is large and heavy for aphono
preamp, weighing 22 lbs. Operation and
connection are straightforward: The front
panel has two toggle switches (On/Off and
Mute), and the rear panel holds two pairs of
RCA jacks (Input and Output), an IEC AC
jack, fuseholder, and ground lug. The SFP-1
is very attractive, with agold-colored panel
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covering the unit's full-size, stainless-steel
faceplate. A single front-panel LED is red
when the unit is warming up or muted, and
turns green when active.
Removing the top cover reveals aneat and
well-executed layout. The right-hand side
of the chassis is partitioned to isolate the
power transformer, rectifiers, and filter capacitors. Power-supply electrolytics are bypassed with Solen polypropylene types. The
230V plate supply is regulated to 215V on
the audio board with an op-amp and MOSFET. In an unusual twist, the regulators are
shared between left and right channels rather
than among the gain-stages of asingle channel. In other words, one regulator supplies
the plates of both left and right channels of
the first tube, and asecond regulator supplies
left and right channels of the second tube.
Sonic Frontiers believes that isolating gainstages is more important than channel isolation. A pair of regulators bolted to large
heatsinks supply the tube filaments.
The audio circuit is contained on a9" by
11" printed circuit board. Gain is provided
by matched pairs of 6DJ8s and 12AT7s (both
dual-triode tubes) per channel. To accommodate the varying output voltages of
moving-magnet and moving-coil cartridges,
aswitch on the pcb sets the gain at either
37dB (MM) or 57dB (MC). When in the MC
position, adirect-coupled gain-stage consisting of asingle FET biased into class-A
operation is placed in the input circuit, just
before the first tube gain-stage (the 6DJ8).
The output of the first triode within the
6DJ8 drives the second triode in the same
tube. This gain-stage is followed by apassive RIAA equalization stage that rolls off the
high frequencies according to the RIAA
curve. Low-frequency RIAA equalization is
performed in the feedback loop around the
12AT7 that follows. This technique of using
both active and passive RIAA equalization
at different points in the circuit frees the preamp from having to use high-frequency
global feedback and results in amore open
soundstage, according to the company.'
The 6DJ8s are Russian-made Sovtec types
(the same as in the Convergent Audio Tech1Using passive HF equalization means that the EQ curve
continues to fall with increasing frequency. This is unlike
many active RIAA HF equalization circuits that can't drop
below unity gain at some ultrasonic frequency, resulting in
apost-EQ response that tilts up above the audio band, accentuating the effects of cartridge tip-resonance problems.—JA
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nology SL-1 preamp), and the 12AT7s are
made by El in Yugoslavia. Both are handselected for low noise, then sorted into gainmatched pairs. Because of this gain-matching, Sonic Frontiers guarantees left/right
channel balance of better than 0.25dB. (When
changing tubes, be sure to replace them in
matched pairs.)
Adjusting the SFP-1's cartridge loading
is relatively easy. The stock input impedance
of 47k ohms can be changed by soldering
resistors to turret terminals on the pcb. A pair
of turret terminals are also provided for
changing the input capacitance. Four values
of input resistors are included, ranging from
10 ohms to lk ohms. No loading capacitors
are included. With tiny phono-level signals,
soldering aresistor into place is abetter
approach than switches for cartridge loading.
Passive components are of the highest
quality. Nearly all the resistors arc Holco
metal-film types, and capacitors are MIT
(coupling), Wima (power-supply bypass),
and Solen brands. The RCA input and output
jacks, as well as the internal wiring, are made
by Kimber. The MM/MC switch has silver
contacts and parallel signal paths.
Build, parts quality, and overall execution
are first-rate. The SFP-1 has afar better build
quality and loftier parts pedigree than one
would expect at this price level.

SYSTEM
Idrove the SFP-1 with an AudioQuest
AQ700Onsx cartridge mounted in aheavily
modified Well-Tempered Turntable and Arm?
The AQ7000's 0.3mV output matched well
with the SFP-1 in the MC position, providing agood output level. The stock 47k ohm
input impedance was ideal for the AQ700Onsx.
After spending afew weeks with this front
end, Ichanged the cartridge for aDynavector
DV XX-1, ahigh-output (2mV) movingcoil, and used the SFP-1 in the MM mode.
The Dynaveccor also allowed me to directly
compare the SFP-1's MM and MC configurations.
The turntable was mounted on aMango
Audio Labs Micro Suspension System and
Motor Terminator Kit, then on aspiked and
lead-shot-filled Merrill Stable Table. The
2Many readers have asked how to get in touch with The LP
Lab, the company providing Well-Tempered Arm modifications (see my "Follow-Up" in Vol.15 No.1). Their number
is (510) 799-3858. Note the area-code change compared with
that given in the review.
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turntable was also fitted with aMango WellDamped Arm Clamp and Platter Interface
System.
The SEP -1's output drove an Audio
Research LS2B line-stage preamp. Phonostage interconnects were AudioQuest Diamond, Monster Cable Sigma, and Straight
Wire Maestro.
Power amplifiers included the VTL 225W
monoblocks, Forté Model 4, and Mark
Levinson No.23.5. Interconnect to the power
amplifier was a20' run of AudioQuest Lapis
(balanced or unbalanced, depending on the
power amplifier). Loudspeakers included the
Thiel CS3.6, Lynnfield 500L, and Genesis III,
connected by AudioQuest Midnight and
Sterling. Most of the auditioning, however,
was through the CS3.6 driven by the VTLs.
AC power to the system (except power
amplifiers) was conditioned by aTice Power
Block and Titan.
For the past three years I've used the
Stereophile-owned Vendetta Research SCP2B
phono stage designed by John Curl. This
53000 phono preamp set abenchmark level
of performance when it was introduced, and
in my experience has yet to be equaled. Unfortunately the Vendetta is no longer in
production, but afew are available on the
used market. Although no longer acommercial product, it serves as abenchmark against
which other phono stages can be judged. I'm
also very familiar with its sound.

M USIC

With the AQ700Onsx driving the SFP-1 in
MC mode, it was obvious this was avery
different-sounding phono stage from the
Vendetta. The tubed unit was more laidback, had asofter treble, less bass extension,
and was decidedly noisier.
The SFP-1 tended to soften instrumental
textures, taking off their raw edges. On many
recordings, the effect was euphonic: bright
and hard records were rendered listenable
through the SFP-1. Well-recorded discs,
however, lost alittle sheen in the top end. The
SEP-1 wasn't syrupy or thick, just alittle soft
in the mids and treble. Cymbals didn't have
the same sense of air and extension through
the SFP-1, and snare drum had less snap
compared with the Vendetta.
The SEP-1 did, however, have adelicious
midrange bloom. The presentation was the
antithesis of dry, sterile, or analytical. Images
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were surrounded by acushion of air, each
occupying adistinct space. Moreover, instrumental textures were rendered with awarmth
and lack of grainy artifacts that was particularly appealing. Harold Land's tenor sax on
Bill Evans's Quintessence LP (Fantasy F-9529)
was warm, round, liquid, and surrounded by
asoft glow. It was very easy to relax and just
enjoy the music through the SFP-1.
The SFP-1's soundstaging was superb.
This phono stage had the ability to make the
listening room disappear. The sense of instruments floating in three-dimensional space
was uncanny. Robert Lucas's Din' Man Blues
LP (AudioQuest AQ-LP1001) was superbly
reproduced, with asense of air surrounding
his voice and guitar. Moreover, the SEP-1
revealed more of the recorded acoustic than
the Vendetta, which sounded drier. Although
the SFP-1 threw adeeper soundstage, the
Vendetta's stage was more transparent and
crystalline. Image focus was tighter and better
defined through the Vendetta. The Vendetta
also had pinpoint precision in localizing images. A good example is the drum solo in
"What is Hip?," from Tower of Power Direct
(Sheffield Lab 17). The toms were alittle
larger spatially and tended to overlap one
another through the SFP-1.
The SFP-1's bass was alittle woolly compared to the Vendetta's, but full and satisfying.
The SFP-1 had aweighty midbass but lacked
extension. Kick drum lost much of its impact
compared to the Vendetta, making the SFP-1
less rhythmically involving. The Vendetta
dug down deeper, presenting tighter, more
powerful bass. Comparing the SFP-1 and the
Vendetta was like listening to atubed and
then asolid-state power amplifier. The SFP-1
was slower, alittle fatter, and not as extended;
The Vendetta was quick, lean, and deep.
Similarly, the SFP-1 was lacking in dynamics compared to the Vendetta. The tubed
unit didn't have the same degree of punch and
impact, afactor whose musical significance
varied greatly with the program. Coupled
with the lack of LF extension, the SFP-1's
softer dynamics took something away from
music with bass power and drive.
The SFP-1 also revealed less detail than the
Vendetta, with slower transient edges. The
Cascades LP (Milestone M-9109), by the Brazilian group Azymuth, is, with its layers and
layers of percussion, an excellent test of transient detail resolution. The SFP-1 was less
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incisive, revealed less detail, and didn't have
the sense of razor-sharp transient edges heard
through the Vendetta. The SFP-1 was the
opposite of analytical, etched, or forward.
Again, the SFP-1 was more like some tubed
power amplifiers—smooth, but with lower
resolution.
The SFP-1's higher noise wasn't aliability,
except occasionally during quiet passages and
between cuts. On the Crystal Silence LP (ECM
1024 ST)—piano and vibes duets by Chick
Corea and Gary Burton—the SFP-1's noise
was clearly audible in relation to the superquiet Vendetta.
Iwanted to directly compare the MM and
MC modes, but needed ahigher-output cartridge than the AQ7000. With the LS2B all
the way up, the listening level was too low—
and the noise too high—for critical evaluation. Ithus switched to aDynavector DV
XX-1 on the Well-Tempered, ahigh-output
(2mV) moving-coil. In addition, the Dynavector's rather zippy treble promised to be
the perfect complement to the SFP-1's laidback treble presentation.
In comparing the SFP-1's MM and MC
modes with the Dynavector (with levels
matched using the LS2B), Iwas surprised to
find that the SFP-1's sonic signature was even
more pronounced in the MM mode. The soft
treble, somewhat woolly bass, and lush midrange textures were all more apparent with
the SFP-1 in the MM configuration. This
was welcome with the XX-1's forward treble
balance; Imuch preferred the XX-1 with the
SFP-1 in MM. Not only was the presentation sweeter in MM, but the soundstage
went from excellent in MC to absolutely
stunning in the MM position. The sense of
space and air described earlier, along with the
ability to float images in three-dimensional
space, was even more spectacular in MM
mode. The midrange magic, textural lushness, and great sense of ease were all greater
in the lower gain setting. The treble was even
gentler, but didn't sound any more rolled off;
instead, it was sweeter and more delicate.
Remember, the MC switch puts asingle
class-A FET gain-stage before the tubes; in
MM position, the SFP-1 is apure tubed unit.
The effect of the solid-state gain stage was
audible as awhitening of the treble, aslight
truncation of depth, and atightening of the
bass. The difference wasn't huge—it was less
than the difference between the AQ7000 and
92

XX-1 cartridges—but was musically significant. Not only was the soundstage bigger
and more spacious in MM, but the greater
degree of treble softening worked to the
Dynavector's advantage.
This suggests that users with moderateoutput cartridges (0.75mV to 3mV) can select
the slightly different characteristics of MM
vs MC to match their systems and tastes. If
the treble needs alittle more zip, switch to
MC. If you want greater lushness and soundstage bloom, select MM.
Overall, the SFP-1 had some terrific qualities, but its distinct sonic signature won't
work with all systems. With abright cartridge like the Dynavector, however, the SFP1was the perfect complement.

M EASUREMENTS
The SFP-1 had an input impedance of 47.6k
ohms, avalue expected (within measurement
tolerances) given the 47k ohm input resistor installed. Output impedance measured
ahigh 2.9k ohms at 20Hz, decreasing to
1.05k ohms at lkHz and 1.6k ohms at
20kHz. These are fairly high values, but since
the SFP-1 will usually be driving ahighimpedance preamplifier input through short
cables, it will not present aproblem. Note
that the output impedance is specified by
Sonic Frontiers at lkHz only.
Measured gain in the MC configuration
was 583dB at lkHz, ahigh enough value for
even the lowest-output moving-coil cartridges. The AudioQuest AQ700Onsx's lowto-moderate output level of 03mV produced
plenty of signal level at the LS2B's input in
the MC configuration. A comfortable listening level was with the LS2B's volume control
at about the 12:00 position. In the MM position, the AQ700Onsx barely produced an
adequate level with the LS2B all the way up.
MM gain was 35.7dB. This relatively high
figure suggests that there is enough gain for
high-output moving-coils. Incidentally, gainmatching between channels in the MC mode
was within 0.25dB, just meeting the published specification. MM gain-matching was
better, measuring a0.12dB level difference
between channels (worst case).
RIAA accuracy, however, was not as good
as the published ±0.3dB (20Hz-20kHz)
specification. My RIAA measurement, shown
in fig.1, indicates the SFP-1 to be down 1.5dB
at 201cHz, referenced to the lIcHz level. When
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Fig.2 Sonic Frontiers SFP-I, left-right crosstalk
(from top to bottom): MC, MM (right-left
dashed, 0dB/vertical div.).

referenced to the peak output at 300Hz, the
response is rolled off 1.8dB at 20kHz. More
significant than the 201(1-1z rolloff figure, however, is the fact that the entire treble region is
depressed, measuring afull ldB down at 4kHz
(again, referenced to the IkHz level). The bass
is also rolled off, but to alesser degree. Referenced to the upper bass/lower midrange (200300Hz), the bass (40Hz) is down by 0.6dB.
This is not exemplary RIAA accuracy, but
one which may have been intentionally skewed
to compensate for the rising treble response of
many cartridges. The measurement explains
the SFP-1's soft treble and more laid-back balance; such rolloffs are certainly audible. The
measured bass rolloffis not enough to account
for the SFP-1's lack of subjective LF extension
comparqi to the Vendetta, however. My impressionihat the SFP-1 has adistinctive sonic
signature is confirmed by this measurement.
Channel separations for both MM and MC
modes are shown in fig.2. The lower (better) pair of traces is the crosstalk in the MM
mode. The apparently higher crosstalk below
400Hz is most likely due to noise; indeed,
the peak at 180Hz is noise from the power
supply. This performance is considerably better
than the published 55dB spec. The measure-

• ,, t,

Fig.4 Sonic Frontiers SFP-I, THD+noise vs
frequency (from top to bottom): MC, MM
(right channel dashed).

ments in fig.2 were made with the undriven
channel's input shorted; with it left connected
to the Audio Precision System One signal
generator, the amount of LF noise was about
25dB higher at its peak of 180Hz. Even without the input shorted, the SFP-1 still met
(barely) the 55dB channel-separation spec.
Signal/noise ratio was 65dB (unweighted,
22kHz bandwidth, left channel) and 66dB
(right channel) in MC mode referenced to 1V
output at lkHz, with the input shorted. (Subtract 6dB from the S/N figures to reference
them to 500mV.) Widening the measurement
bandwidth from 22kHz to 80kHz decreased
the S/N figure only slightly, suggesting that
the noise is predominantly of alower frequency.
Indeed, when measured from 400Hz22kHz, the S/N improved by afrill 11dB, further suggesting that noise low in frequency,
and probably power-line-related, dominates.
To further investigate, Iperformed FFT
analysis on the noise waveform (measured
with the input shorted). The result is shown
in fig3. Note how the power-supply-related
frequencies dominate, with spikes evident at
the line frequencies of 60Hz, 120Hz, 180Hz,
and 300Hz. This, more than wideband white
noise, reduced the measured S/N ratio.
93
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Moving-magnet S/N ratio was 79dB (left
channel) and 81dB (right channel), again with
a22Hz-22kHz measurement bandwidth,
unweighted, with the input shorted and
referenced to 1V output. This is respectable
noise performance, but the SFP-1 was still
decidedly noisier than the Vendetta, which
uses matched low-noise FETs.
Total Harmonic Distortion and Noise
(THD+N) as afunction of frequency at 1V
output is shown in fig.4 (the top pair of traces
are MC, the bottom pair MM). Noise, rather
than distortion, dominates the measurement.
The owner's manual specifies THD+ N at
0.05% at 1V output, but neither the bandwidth nor the operation mode (MM or MC)
is specified. The specification's source is
probably in MM configuration, measured
at 1
kHz (I measured 0.065% THD+N at
lkHz in MM mode at 1V output).
Input overload was ahigh 20mV (MC) and
300mV (MM) at lkHz, equivalent to overload margins of 32dB and 35.6dB, respectively. In MM mode, the SFP-1 doesn't invert
absolute polarity, but with the single FET
gain stage switched in for MC, the SFP-1 does
invert absolute polarity. If you've got polarity
marked on all your LPs, you may have to
account for this, depending on whether your
previous phono stage is inverting and which
mode (MM or MC) you select on the SFP-1.
Finally, Imeasured alow level of DC at the
outputs, about 2mV whether in MM or MC
operation.
Overall, with the exception of RIAA accuracy, the SFP-1 measured well. Because
all my other measurements correlated with
Sonic Frontier's published specs, my sample may be unusual. Flat RIAA response isn't
difficult to achieve. The treble rolloff may,
however, be intentional, to tame the peaky
output of many phono cartridges.

CONCLUSION
The Sonic Frontiers SFP-1 phono preamp
offered much higher sonic performance than
its S1095 price would suggest. Although less
neutral and transparent than the reference
Vendetta Research SCP2B (which was nearly
three times more expensive when available),
the SFP-1 was nonetheless musically satisfying. Potential purchasers should be aware,
however, that the SFP-1 has adistinctive
sonic signature—one that will suit some systems better than others. Its soft treble, laidback mids, slightly woolly bass, and lack of
dynamic slam aren't for everyone. Further,
the SFP-1 will sound too soft when used
with cartridges of already reticent balance.
With the right combination of associated
components and on some music, however,
the SFP-1 was nothing short of magical. The
SFP-1's midrange liquidity and bloom, lack
of grain, and spectacular soundstaging were
addictive. It may not be the most accurate
phono stage, but the SFP-1's departure from
neutrality was in the direction of musicality rather than one that imposed adry, sterile,
and unpleasant character on the music.
Iam most enthusiastic about the SFP-1
used in MM mode with ahigh-output moving-coil—particularly if the cartridge is
bright. Although the MC stage was excellent, the SFP-1 really sang in the MM configuration. Cartridges with outputs of 0.9mV
or higher should drive the MM input, provided your line-stage has at least 20dB of gain.
Finally, the SFP-1's qualities of build and
internal parts are very high for any product,
never mind one that sells for $1095.
If you've got acartridge with azippy top
end or loudspeakers that tend to be "ruthlessly revealing:' the Sonic Frontiers SFP1phono stage may just bring some magic to
your system—and at abargain price.
$

PIONEER ELITE PD -S95 CD TRANSPORT
Jack English
CD transport with optical (Toslink) and coaxial electrical (RCA &BNC) outputs. Power consumption: 22W. Functions:
Play, Pause, Stop, Search, single-disc Programming, Repeat, Random, timer start and switching display Weight: 38.4 lbs. Dimensions:
17.3" W by 17.1" Dby 5.9" H. Price: $3000. Approximate number of dealers: II. Manufacturer: Pioneer Electronics, 2265
East 220th St., Long Beach, CA 90810. Tel: (213) 746-6337. Fax: (310) 952-2943.
What might happen if major Japanese manufacturers decided to seriously enter the High
End? While smaller specialty audio manu94

facturers might tremble at the thought, most
consumers would dream of heavily discounted, widely available, wonderfully relia-
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Pioneer PD-S95 CD transport

ble, state-of-the-art gear. Though the massmarket monsters have continued to sit on the
sidelines, isn't it reasonable to assume that
they've been carefully studying the success
of Lexus, Infiniti, and Acura in the luxury car
market?
Until now, the Japanese hi-fi players have
concentrated on feature-laden products that
have pushed the mid-fi envelope. Companies like Sony, Onkyo, Denon, Yamaha, JVC,
Sanyo/Fisher, Sansui, Kenwood, and Panasonic/Technics/Matsushita have been more
than content with this strategy, given the
relatively large market size of mid-fi vs highend. On essentially serendipitous occasions,
products of particular merit, such as the JVC
1010 and 1050 CD players, have drawn the
attention of audiophiles. Where assaults have
been made on the High End by mass marketers such as NAD and Rotel, they have
tended to focus on the lower edge of that
market. Notably, these encroachments have
tended to originate from outside the US,
where price plays amore significant role in
product differentiation.
But, almost without notice, ahandful of
major Japanese companies have entered the
mainstream of the high-end market. For the
most part, this has occurred since the advent
of digital. Stereophile has run reviews of the
TEAC/Esoteric P-2 (and the Wadia units
based upon it) as well as the equally satisfying
Nakamichi 1000mb. Both Japanese transports earned Class A recommendations in
Stereophile's "Recommended Components!'
Obviously, the Japanese can succeed in the
high-end market.
With little fanfarejapan's Pioneer has fired
the latest salvo with the release of its PD-S95
transport. It is clearly aimed at the heart of
the High End. There are no concessions to
mid-fi or to price. At $3000, the S95 goes
head-to-head with names like Theta, MicroSTEREOPHILE. SEPTEMBER 1993

mega, CAL, Proceed, Museatex, EAD, Forsell, PS Audio, Wadia, and Levinson—hardly
Pioneer's typical competition. The primary
question to be addressed in this review is:
Can the Pioneer unit compete? The consequences for the High End are both frightening and intriguing.

THE CONTESTANT

The S95 is gorgeous both to use and to look
at, being finished in arich champagne hue.
Both the transport and its remote have
straightforward controls which are simple
to understand and use. A primary feature is
Pioneer's proprietary stable-platter mechanism, which supports the CD over its entire
surface to eliminate resonance and sagging.
The CD, inserted label-side down, is read
from the top. The platter is driven by abrushless Hall motor (claimed to be "large" and
"powerful") as ameans of achieving extremely stable playback. In addition, the S95
utilizes arounded chassis with internal side
plates called "the acoustic shell" to further
improve overall rigidity. Other notable features include alow-vibration linear motor
for the pickup, minimized signal-path lengths,
shielded printed circuit boards, and amultilayered honeycomb chassis that uses steel for
shielding and strength and aplastic base for
vibration absorption.
The manual is ola quality not seen often
enough in the High End. In addition to
describing everything Iexpected, it addresses
condensation, cleaning the pickup lens, and
CD cleaning and storage. There are alengthy
troubleshooting guide, safety instructions
from the National Electric Code, and hearing-safety guidelines from the Electronic
Industries Association's Consumer Electronics Group.
The front panel includes adisplay (which
can be turned oft) and large pushbuttons for
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Power (LED), Output selector (LED), Stop,
Open/Close, Track (forward & backward),
Play (LED), Pause (LED), and the disc tray.
The remote control adds akeypad, index
keys, search functions, random play, repeat,
and disc-specific programming. The rear of
the hefty unit has the outputs and anonremovable power cord. Outputs include
optical (TosLink), RCA coaxial, and BNC
coaxial, but not the AES/EBU or ST (AT&T)
options.
Earlier upside-down Pioneer CD players
have received mixed reviews in Stereophile. In
December 1991 (Vol.14 No.12, p.140),
Thomas J. Norton reviewed the PD-75 Elite
CD player, which included one of the firstgeneration stable platters, and concluded that
he "could not work up agreat deal ofenthusiasm for the Pioneer's overall sound:' He felt
the player had warm/soft/fuzzy bass, an
overly full midrange, dryness in the treble,
alack of vibrancy, aforward character, and
alack of three-dimensionality. While he was
not impressed by the player, he did recommend it for exclusive use as atransport.
In January of this year (Vol.16 No.1, p.89),
Sam Tellig raved about the performance of
the PD-65 CD player and said that TJN may
have been a"mite hard" on the earlier PD-75.
It's important to point out, however, that the
newer player included Pioneer's exclusive
Legato Link D/A conversion (described by
Peter van Willenswaard in Vol.15 No.10,
p.59). ST said that the 65 had very good bass,
low-level information retrieval, transient performance, and dynamics. He also said the 65
had life and sparkle.

USE &PERFORMANCE
Pioneer's upside-down stable-platter approach runs counter to the convention of
placing the CD label-side up. While it didn't
take agreat deal of time or effort to put the
CD in properly, Idid feel uncomfortable
handling my CDs. Ialways seemed to be
holding them awkwardly when taking them
out of the jewelboxes or putting them in.
Established habits are hard to break. With
time, this became less of an irritant.
The S95 uses its own mat, which Pioneer
calls a"turntable sheet:' It was installed when
the transport was set up, and was simply left
in place. It never stuck to aCD, and became
just part of the basic mechanism. Since the
turntable sheet is an integral part of the
96

design, Pioneer doesn't want any other mat
used with the transport. This eliminates simple tweaks like CD Greenbacks (Vol.16 No.2,
p.174). While Iwas concerned that the mandatory inclusion of the turntable sheet would
make it difficult to use some other CD treatments, this did not prove to be the case. I
was able to use Monster CD Rings, Allsop
Stabilizers, Sumiko Reference Bands, and
Compact Dynamics CD Upgrades without
ahitch.
Iwas continuously impressed with the
general feel and mechanical performance of
the S95. It simply felt right. Everything
worked well the first time and each time after.
Overall construction was first-rate. In essence, the S95 was what we should expect
from every high-end manufacturer. It was
well-made, ergonomically effective, and
should prove to be trouble-free. Kudos is
well-deserved.
ST had noted that the PD-65 CD player
sounded better with the display off. Since the
S95 has this capability, Ispent the first portion of my listening evaluating the impact of
this tweak. Iopted to use Chris Isaak's musically splendid San Francisco Days (Reprise
45116-2) for these sessions. The specific track
Irelied on was the remake of Neal Diamond's
"Solitary Man!' There were slight but noticeable differences. With the display off, the
sound was slightly fuller, with aflatter presentation of the soundstage. With the display
on, there was amild increase in both midrange clarity and overall spaciousness/depth.
On balance, Ipreferred the sound with the
display on. For the next generation, it would
be nice if Pioneer included on the remote a
control for the display.
Since the S95 is targeted at the High End,
Ihad no qualms about inserting it into my
reference system' in place of my Theta Data.
By most accounts, the Data remains one of
the reigning transport champs, and is stiff
competition indeed. To somewhat level the
playing field, Idid most of my comparisons
with the Data using only coaxial outputs,
since this was the best option available with
the Pioneer. Digital cables included the NBS
Reference Standard and Signature, and the
venerable Kimber AGDL.
1ProAc Response Three Signature or Merlin Excalibur II
loudspeakers, Mark Levinson No.30 Reference Digital Processor, CAT Signature preamp, Audio Research Classic 150
power amplifiers.
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The operating speed and overall mechanical performance of the Pioneer were clearly
superior. It was much quieter and faster in
operation (especially loading), making it a
consistent pleasure to use. The most obvious sonic difference between the Data and
the S95 concerned their apparent ultimate
analog output levels. In electrical terms, these
must be the same, yet the system sounded
louder with the Data, forcing me to be more
conscious oflevel adjustments. Upon reflection, it may have simply been the more
prominent bass of the Data that consistently
drew my attention.
Using any of the same coaxial cables, the
S95 was sonically clearer, with greater resolution of detail. These strengths were particularly noticeable on better recordings such
as Laverne Baker's No Looking Back (Chesky
JD91). The placement within the soundstage
was more precise. Baker stood out in front
of the musicians, who were realistically
spaced from left to right, front to back,
around, and behind her. The natural ambience of areal physical space was more
believable, which surprised me because this
has been one of the characteristics of the Data
that has set it apart from the pack. Subtle bits
of information, such as the decaying, nonsustained notes from the piano, were wonderfully resolved.
The Theta products (transports and processors) have led the way in soundstaging
from CD. The Pioneer S95 held its own in
this regard, presenting wonderfully natural
soundstages with great amounts and gradations of width and depth. In addition, the
presentation on well-recorded material was
consistently open and spacious, with precise
placement of performers within the stage.
The perspective was that of amid-hall seat.
A wonderfully satisfying example of the
Pioneer's capabilities was Harold Britton's
performance of Michel Corrette's "Grand
Chorus with Thunder" from Gargoyles and
Chimeras (Delos D/CD 3077). However, to
achieve the best staging with the S95, Idid
have to move my speakers slightly closer
together than with the Data.
Similar strengths were apparent on less
sonically splendid recordings, such as Richard
and Linda Thompson's Shoot Out the Lights
(Hannibal HNCD 1303). Once again, the
sounds were cleaner and clearer through the
S95. It was slightly easier to hear the lyrics
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

and harmonies. On the title track, the cymbals had more energy and liveliness, while
the intensity of the echoes from the strummed
guitar chords in the right channel were better
articulated. On aseries of Richard Thompson
recordings, it became apparent that the bass
sounded quicker and slightly better defined.
A particularly good illustration was "Read
About Love" from Rumor and Sigh (Capitol
CDP 795713-2). With the S95 there was a
greater sense of throbbing power (as opposed
to simple, unadulterated power), due to the
transport's speed, detail resolution, and overall clarity.
As most audiophiles have learned, early
impressions can often be deceiving. But I
continued to hear the same things from the
S95, and began to understand them better.
The system using the Pioneer transport
sounded cleaner and quicker, but Inever
actually heard things with the S95 that I
couldn't hear with the Data.
As Icontinued to go back and forth between the two transports, Ifinally grasped
the true nature of the distinctions Iwas hearing. The S95 emphasized the mid-throughupper frequencies, while the region from the
lower midrange down was not as prominent
as with the Data. The Data transport seemed
to mask higher-frequency information. With
the S95, information in the midrange and treble regions was more obviously presented.
Repeated comparisons, however, made it
clear that Iwasn't hearing as much lowerfrequency information with the S95. It didn't
reveal more information overall than the
Data; it simply made certain frequency ranges
more prominent.
Idon't want to imply that the sound with
the S95 was thin or analytical. It wasn't. It
may have been somewhat lightweight in
character, but its sound was never offensive.
There was no grain, glare, or edge. During
loud passages, there was neither hardening
nor confusion. The transport kept its poise
through the most demanding material. On
extremely well-recorded works such as
Rachmaninoffs Vocalise (Analogue Productions APCD 006), the presentation was open,
orchestrally rich in tonal color, detailed (eg,
the realism of the plucked strings), and
extended (eg, the triangle's percussive character and clarity). Relative to the LP, the digital performance constrained the explosive
dynamics, but Iwas unable to determine if
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this was the medium, the disc, or the transport. By comparison, the Data gave aricher,
warmer, more full-bodied presentation with
slightly better dynamic contrasts (but still not
up to the levels of the LP). The Data brought
me abit closer to the performers, who were
surrounded with just alittle less air. As
expected, the Data performed better in the
bass, exhibiting more authority.
When Ishifted my focus from dynamics
to sheer volume, the Pioneer again had no
problem. Classic Queen (Hollywood HR
61311-2) provided the necessary challenge.
Even consistent +100dB spis didn't cause the
S95 to break asweat. There was no change
in tonality due to the intense soundfield, no
added hardness or glare, and no loss of overall
clarity.
On balance, the Data was the superior
transport, but the S95, while different in
overall character, was certainly competitive.
In fact, the Pioneer unit might well be abetter
match for systems already somewhat dark
in overall tonal quality. However, at S3000,
there is no inherent price advantage for the
S95 that would make it easier to recommend.
It's important to note that comparisons to
this point in the review were made using only
single-ended coaxial connections. Having
lived with the Theta Data for along time, I
have no doubts that it performs better using
the optional $400 (AT&T) ST output. (See
Robert Harley's comments on the superiority
of the ST in his review of the Mark Levinson No.30 Reference Digital Processor in
Vol.15 No.2, p.131.)
When the playing field was no longer level
and the Theta with ST was compared with
the Pioneer using coax, the Theta was significantly better. For starters, the Theta moved
even further ahead in the areas where it had
already outperformed the S95. Specifically,
the Data excelled at soundstaging size (an
excellent example was the live Midori recording from Carnegie Hall, Sony SK 46742),
dynamics (Fiesta, Reference RR-38CD), and
timbre (the lush voices of the Indigo Girls on
Nomads, Indians, Saints, Epic EK 46820). In
addition, the ST-connected Theta equaled the

Pioneer in the areas where the Theta had
lagged behind when using acoaxial connection. With the glass cable, the Theta became
significantly more revealing. The sounds of
real people breathing, moving, and performing became more obvious. The transient
speed of the Data was also better, the cymbal
work from the Indigo Girls disc providing
an example.
Isuspect that the Pioneer S95 would have
fared better using an ST data connection.
Unfortunately, it doesn't have ST capability, either as supplied or as an option. Using
the Levinson transport and processor, both
the ST and AES/EBU connections have impressed me as being superior to coax. But the
Pioneer doesn't offer AES/EBU (balanced
operation), either.

CONCLUSION

The Pioneer PD-S95 CD transport is ajoy
to use, with well-thought-out controls, a
high quality of construction, an excellent
manual, and abevy of innovative design features. Sonically, it performs very well to
excellently in the areas of soundstaging,
imaging, perspective, ambience retrieval,
detail resolution, transient speed, and overall
clarity. Tonally, it has amildly lightweight
character that places agreater emphasis on
the midrange and treble regions than the bass,
though the bass is satisfyingly quick and
well-articulated.
However, Ibelieve Pioneer has made a
mistake in not offering either ST or AES/
EBU data outputs on the PD-S95, given
both the price of this unit and its targeted
market. Since the PD-S95 did exhibit impressive performance from its coaxial outputs, Iwould strongly encourage Pioneer to
include both ST and AES/EBU connections
in arevised version which, in all probability, would allow the transport to achieve an
even higher level of sonic occellence. Without
them, the S95 is very good, but probably not
good enough to become asignificant presence in the US high-end market. With the
better connection alternatives it might quicki
become aleading contender.

VANDERSTEEN 1
B LOUDSPEAKER
Corey Greenberg
Two-way loudspeaker. Drivers: 8" "filled polycone" woofer, I" aluminum-dome tweeter. Bass alignment: reflex, specified
98
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as "transmission line." Crossover 2.8kHz, 6dB/octave slopes. Frequency response: 38H1-22.5kHz, t3dB. Recommended
amplification: 20-100Wpc. Impedance: 6.8 ohms ±2 ohms. Sensitivity: 90dB/W1m. Dimensions: 36" Hby 12" W by 10"
D. Weight: 44 lbs each. Serial numbers of review pair 36896 &39687. VVarranty: 5years. limited. Price: $695/pair (the "optional"
but actually mandatory IB Vanderstands cost $85/pair). Approximate number of dealers: 118. Manufacturer: Vandersteen
Audio, 116 W. 4th St., Hanford, CA 93230. Tel: (209) 582-0324.
Dear Diary:
I'm on Day 324 of my quest for Real World
Hi-Fi, and things haven't turned out as well
as I'd have liked. Icould have sworn that all
this affordable stuff sounded great before I
became accustomed to the muy expensivo gear
I've been covering in Stereophile for the past
couple of years, but now I'm not so sure.
Maybe it was the government cheese Iwas
eating back then, but inexpensive hi-fi gear
didn't seem to sound so. ..
so cheap back
when it was all Ihad to listen to.
Maybe I'm aiming too low. After all, "Real
World" means different things to different
people. When Iasked David Wilson once if
he was ever going to build aReal World
speaker, he told me he wasn't sure if his customers were even interested in $5000 speakers.
Am Ilowballing things here? Should Iraise
my price points awee bit so Idon't have to
listen to so much garbage anymore?
NO! Imade adeal with the devil and I'm
going to stick to it! "Find me akiller pair of
full-range speakers for under $1000 and we'll
rule hell TOGETHER!!!" ol' Lucifer laughed.
Hey, how can you pass up an offer like that?
So Iasked around, trying to find some
suitable candidates for the Ultimate Real
World Speaker Under A Grand. Ihad afew
ground rules: First, the speaker had to be fullrange—none of that pipsqueak, no-bass,
minimonitor crap. Second, if the speaker
needed stands, it'd better work fine sitting
on stacked cinderblocks—none of those muy
expensivo specialty stands that cost more than
the speaker. And finally, it had to be something I'd wholeheartedly recommend to people Iactually know, none of whom are audiophiles in any sense of the word and all of
whom would kick my ass if Isteered them
toward fussy, wimpified audiophile speakers
that make Delbert McClinton sound like
Engelbert Humperdinck.
One speaker that kept popping up as a
possible candidate was Vandersteen's $6951
pair Model 1B, the company's least expensive. The larger Vandersteens, the 2Ce and
3, have gotten favorable reviews from TJN
and JA (Vol.16 No.4, p.217 and Vol.16 No3,
p.140, respectively). And most important, a
S
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Vandersteen I
Bloudspeaker
pair of lBs with matching stands costs only
$780, leaving afew bux under my $1000 limit
to buy some real cheese at the grocery store.

ERIC THE HALF-IB

The floorstanding Vandersteen 1B sports an
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8" polycone woofer in what Vandersteen
terms a"transmission-line" loading, though
the cutaway photo of the cabinet's interior
looks more like aconventional vented enclosure with arear-firing slotted port at the bottom of the cabinet. The 1B crosses this driver
over at 2.8kHz to a1" Vifa metal-dome
tweeter, whose level is adjustable over a+1/
-3dB range with awirewound level-control
pot mounted on the rear of the cabinet. Itried
various settings of this tweeter control, but
ultimately preferred the "OdB/Flat" for the
best-sounding balance.
Like the rest of the Vandersteen line, the
1B's drivers are crossed over to each other
with first-order 6dB/octave slopes, which
means that the unit's 8" woofer had better
be extremely well-behaved at the top end—
and the 1" metal-dome tweeter had better
be able to handle ahigher level of uppermidrange energy before distorting than
speakers which roll off their tweeters with
steeper high-pass slopes. One way Richard
Vandersteen helps his tweeters live to tweet
another day is to provide the lBs with akind
of "overload-protection" circuit that reduces
the output to each driver if you're stupid
enough to crank your music as loudly as Ido.
In all my time with the lBs, these protection
circuits came into play only once, during an
extended session with the new Dunhill reissue of Creedence Clearwater Revival's Cosmos
Factory at Stupid-Approved levels. But after
afew minutes of system cool-down, the speakers came up to speed again with no problems.
As with Vandersteen's larger models, the
1B's cabinet is constructed of unfinished
MDF and sprayed Lowrider Flat Black, with
afull-length black grillecloth "sock" pulled
down around the entire cabinet to keep
everything nice and purty-like. Cat owners
should be warned that of all the speakers that
have been through my house, the lBs were
the most alluring to Muddy and his baby sister Eartha, who joined forces to pretty much
totally scratch the hell out of both speakers'
grillecloths. Ifinally gave up trying to keep
them from incessantly clawing at the Vandersteens, but the ravaged Vandersocks had
no adverse effect on the sound of the lBs. (Of
course, the speakers now didn't exactly look
like candidates for an Audio/Video Interiors
photo spread, either.)
Like the larger Vandersteens, the 1B's
drivers are staggered for adegree of time
100

alignment, the 8" woofer mounted slightly
forward of the tweeter and canted back to fire
upward abit (the tweeter fires directly forward). The tweeter is mounted atop the
woofer in aseparate sub-enclosure that's
barely as wide across as the driver itself. To
reduce the tweeter's reflections from the lip
of the woofer cabinet, apiece of thin felt is
stapled to the cabinet between the two drivers.
One of Vandersteen's construction features
I've never understood are the four wooden
dowels that connect the speaker's wooden
cap to its baseplate. These 1
1
/
4"-wide rods are
located approximately 30° to the sides of the
drivers and about 5" from each driver. It just
doesn't make any sense to me that Vandersteen doesn't mind sticking two thick, wooden
dowels close to the front of its drivers when
so much effort is expended elsewhere—with
smallish, rounded cabinet sections and felt
around the drivers—to minimize exterior
cabinet reflections. But I'm sure Richard V.
will set my 8-track mind straight in "Manufacturers' Comments."
The 1B is not bi-wireable—only asingle
pair of input posts appears on the rear, and
they're banana jacks, so spade-lug-terminated
speaker cable is out of the question with these
littlest Vandys. You're limited to either banana
plugs—which SUUUUUUUUCK!—or
my own personal lave speaker connector, the
cool-man Deltron type (sourced from the
swingin' UK) that features asolid bananasized pin with atension spring to keep the
connection nice'n'tight. According to Mr.
Blackwell, banana plugs and heavy-metal
spade lugs are OUT—the EZ-2-USE kwikin, lcwik-out Deltron is now the speaker connector of choice.
Although the $85 Vanderstands are sold
separately as "optional," they should be considered mandatory because they vastly improve the speaker's low-end extension and
optimize the degree of cabinet tilt for the best
integration between the two drivers (more
on this later). As recommended in the instructions, Ifilled the Vanderstands to the brim
with sand and screwed them tightly to the
bottom of each 1B. The three adjustable spiked
feet were then tightened down after the correct cabinet tilt was determined according to
Vandersteen's comprehensive manual.

LISSNIN' IN

THE REAL WORLD
Although Idid some preliminary auditioning
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of the lBs in my mighty He-Man rig,' the
Vandersteens spent most of the review period
in my current Real World system of affordable, entry-level hi-fi gear. Amplification
included, at one time or another: Adcom
GFA-535 II and Rotel RB-960BX 60W
solid-state separate amplifiers, used in conjunction with the Conrad-Johnson PV10A
kilobuck tube preamp Ireviewed in Vol.16
No.6 (p.167); Acurus DIA-100 100W integrated amp; and NAD's new 40W Model
705 receiver. Source material was almost
exclusively CD, played on the cool-rnanJVC
XL-Z1050TN and Rotel RCD-955AX players. All interconnects were the new budgetking Kimber PBJ, while speaker cables were
10' pairs of either Kimber 4TC or AudioQuest Type 4.
Speakers used for comparison purposes
induded the $1275/pair Spica Angelus, $1000/
pair Harbeth LS3/5A, and two new models
from NHT: the $4000/pair Model 3.3s and
the $230/pair Zero minimonitors, the latter
augmented by NHT's $650 SW2P powered
subwoofer (full review to come soon).
The lBs needed alot of break-in before
they started sounding decent. Like, weeks. The
only speakers in my experience to require
such along break-in period were the Spica
Angeluses, which were surprisingly similar
to the lBs in this respect. Both speakers
sounded very closed-in in the highs, recessed
in the rnids, and had no low bass at all until
they'd had several weeks of The Who's Live
At Leeds pumped through their guts.

SOUND

Iwon't beat around the bush with this
review: Iwas not blown away by the 1B, or
even very impressed. Ikept hearing raves
about the littlest Vandersteen from dealers
and other hi-fi folk, but Ifound the 1B to
sound pretty subpar in most areas of performance.
Its biggest problem was in the midrange.
This is traditionally the one area in which
simple, affordable speakers can easily excel.
The Spica TC-50 and Angelus, NHT 1.3A,
Thiel CS1.2, and Epos ES-11 are examples
of mid-priced speakers that get the midrange
1Aragon 4004 Mk.II or Muse Model 160 amplifiers; Aunt
Corey's Homemade Buffered Passive Preamp; Theta
Gen.III/Data II digital rig; Well-Tempered Record Player;
Sumiko Blue Point Special cartridge; Exposure Model XVII
preamp; Kimber KCAG interconnect and Deltron-terminated
4TC speaker cables; Power Wedge AC line conditioners.
STEREOPHILE. SEPTEMBER 1993

right. But no matter where Iplaced the lBs
in the room, which vertical and horizontal
axes Ilistened to them on, or what gear Ihad
driving them upstream, the Vandersteens
failed to get the midrange right.
The main midrange problem was what I
call a"hooded" coloration, acombination
of an upper-bass hump and alower-midrange
congestion that tends to make singers sound
as if they're singing down into their shirts.
The clear-as-a-bell gospel vocals on the Fairfield Four's Standing in the Safety Zone acquired
asignificant amount of chestiness, while the
upper part of their range sounded muffled,
even stifled. Idon't expect sub-$1000 speakers to let me see Allah, but the 1B's level of
midrange coloration was higher than I'm
used to with mid-priced speakers. This stuck
out as the speaker's most immediate shortcoming.
Iwas equally disappointed with the 1B's
low level of resolution. I've found this to be
my reaction to Vandersteen's larger speakers
as well, but not nearly to the degree Iheard
from the 1B. Large portions of the music signaljust didn't get resolved by the 1B, and I
spent alot of time listening for certain details
that weren't coming through in well-known
music. Los Lobos' Kiko is amasterpiece of
interwoven instruments played by aband of
consummate virtuosos, but much of the lowlevel rhythmic complexity running through
most of the album's songs remained undecoded by the Vandersteens, which only seemed
able to pass on the larger-boned aspects.
Icontinued to hear low-level details obscured with all the music Iplayed, be it Jimi
Hendrix's Electric Ladyland—especially "1993:
A Merman IShould Turn to Be"—or the
Cooder/Bhatt A Meeting by the River disc, in
which much of the wonderful acoustics of
the church used by Kavi Alexander to record
the session were minimized and obscured.
The Vandersteen 1B is definitely a"low-rez"
transducer, and not what I'd recommend to
listeners who wanna hear everything that's
happening in their music.
Moving down the spectrum, while the
diminutive 1B had an impressively extended
bass response for such an inexpensive speaker,
this extension has been achieved at the expense of speed and articulation. Again, you
can't expect Bass O'The Gods from asmallish $695 speaker, but the 1B differs from
most sub-$1000 speakers in clearly trading
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low-end clarity and definition for an overall
tonal balance that more closely resembles a
truc full-range speaker. The pulsing bass lines
throughout Kiko were reproduced with surprising weight, but without the taut low-end
control of the other speakers Ihad on hand.
This had the effect of slowing down the
music, the bass seeming to lag rhythmically
behind the rest of the music. In addition—
and this is aproblem Ifind with all small
two-way speakers, not just the 1B—program
material with strong bass like Kiko and the
Masters of Reality Sunrise on the Sterbus CD 2
caused the mids to become overly furry and
congested. The poor li'l 8" woofer's upper
range became compressed and coarse when
the bass line kicked in.
In terms of treble cleanliness, the 1B was
fair; cymbals and other HF sounds were
reproduced with good sheen and clarity. But
the 1B's treble remained shut-in and airless
at the very top, even with the tweeter control cranked all the way up. The two acoustic
slide guitars on the Cooder/Bhatt A Meeting
by the River CD had good low-treble presence, but the highest harmonics and associated string noises were noticeably more
muted than with the NHT SuperZero/SW2P
combo. The speaker got brighter in the low
treble with the control set at its highest point,
but the 1B's sound never really opened up
and breathed in the way that agood highend speaker—even avery inexpensive one
such as the NHT SuperZero—can.
The lBs' refusal to open up and breathe
extended to their reproduction of recorded
space. CDs that knock down the boundaries
of my listening room—such as the Cooder/
Bhatt disc or the lame-music-yet-wowiesounding Roger Waters Amused to Death CD
—sounded much more cloistered around the
Vandersteens than with any of the speakers
Ihad on hand for comparison. The "outsidethe-speaker" images on the QSound-enhanced
Waters CD or Larry Archibald's handclaps
on track 10 ofStereophile's Test CD 2refused
to move beyond the speakers' edges, giving
the overall sound aclosed-in character that
mirrored the 1B's tonal signature.
One characteristic that's linked all the
high-end speakers I've known and loved has
2All hail reader Malcolm Alcala, who wrote mea letter that
kicked my butt into going out and buying this too-cool
CD—it rocks WAY HARD, and the sound's just as almighty.
Good call, Malcolm!
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been their ability to truly disappear when I
close my eyes. Not coincidentally, the best
in this regard have served as my reference
speakers throughout the years—first the
Spica Angeluses, then the cool-man ProAc
Response 2s, and now my current He-Man
references, the NHT Model 3.3s? Although
Istill value tonal accuracy over space-trippin:
Ican't really get into speakers on along-term
basis if they can't really disappear when Iclose
my eyes, leaving only avividly defined soundscape hanging in the air to happily diddle my
brain's right side.
Imention all this because this is an area of
performance in which the Vandersteen lBs
singularly failed. The lBs were capable ola
very distinct and palpable phantom center
image if Isat nght on the optimal vertical axis
and dead-center in the Sweete Spotte, but
moving my head even slightly in any direction created aweird comb-filtering effect that
"jiggled" the image, much the way heat
squiggling off hot pavement makes objects
shimmy. Isuspect the blame for this—and
the lBs' overall poor performance in the area
of soundstaging—lay in mounting the dowels
on the cabinet face. Itoed-in the lBs so they
fired directly at the listening position, but the
effect remained, consistently preventing the
Vandersteens from disappearing in either of
my two listening rooms.
And finally, in the area of dynamics and
ability to boogie, Ihave to rank the 1B as
below average. Although Ionly tripped the
driver-overload protection circuits once,
driving the speakers at even minimum RockApproved levels caused them to sound hard
and congested long before the protection drcuits kicked in. Even when driven by the
200W Aragon 4004 Mk.II—which you know
wasn't even breathing hard—the 1B lacked
the capacity for loud, dynamic rock and
blues. Even unaccompanied vocal material
such as the Fairfield Four album sounded a
bit strained when played at realistic levels.
All this was very frustrating for me, because my natural inclination when aspeaker
doesn't seem to open up and say "Ahhh!" is
to crank it up! But the 1B just became hard
and confused when cranked. As Vandersteen
points out in its manual, this is not a"party
speaker." All the same, Iexpected ahigher
dynamic ceiling from the 1B than it was able
to deliver.
3TJN is currently working on areview of the 3.3.
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BUT IS IT HIGH END?
You probably think Ihated the Vandersteen
1B. But Ireally didn't dislike it as much as I
felt that its designers aimed high and missed
the target. The 1B didn't do anything particularly well, and seemed to be pretty subpar
in nearly every important area of sonic performance—but I've found that to be true
with nearly all the sub-thou speakers I've
heard, aside from overachievers such as the
Spica TC-50, NHT 1.3A, and Epos ES-11.
There is, however, one thing that the Vandersteen 1B doesn't do wrong: It doesn't offend.
That's actually apretty fair trick for sub-thou
speakers aspiring to high-end distinction.
The li'l Vandys don't have the shrieky highs,
the lack of real bottom end, and the uglified
cosmetics of most members of their genre,
and for alot of Real World music-lovers, that's
enough! In fact, Ifound myself enjoying music
played over the lBs more than once—but
only when Iwas concentrating on something
else. As soon as Ifocused on the lBs, they
suddenly didn't sound so hot. Though these
speakers were intended for high-end status,
they don't reward scrutiny—they're much
better suited to the non-critical music listener
who wants agood-looking, unassuming little speaker to play music with.
That's not realty the High End. And since
atrue high-end speaker under $1000 is what
I'm looking for, the 1B doesn't make the
grade.
—Corey Greenberg

M UDDY RESPONDS

Meow. ..
for the record, Imust say that I
quite completely disagree with Corey's opinion of the Vandersteen lBs. They are easily
the finest loudspeakers on the market today,
bar none. That CG found them so unfulfilling is amystery to me. My reaction to the
Vandersteens was most emphatically the opposite, Ican assure you.
To begin with, the 1B's grillecloth is quite
literally in aclass by itself—clawable, chewable, scratchable. Eartha and Isimply couldn't
get enough of it. Most speaker manufacturers
today skimp on the grillecloth by using inexpensive synthetic fibers that don't play upon
my, shall we say, baser passions in the slightest. But the grille socks on the lBs must have
been soaked in some kind of catnip-like
chemical—it was truly asublime experience
to sink my claws deep into the luxurious
black fibers and pull out thousands of little
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

snags, some of them agood 2" in length.
Oh, to be lost in rapturous abandon as I
lashed my silent lovers again and again and
again, until their very skin was reduced to
afield of frayed knots like tiny explosions of
black dandelions! No matter how many
times CG yelled, "NO! NO! Aww, what's
the #%$& use?!" the Vandersteen's wondrous
grillecloth kept me entranced—from the moment Iawoke to the moment Ifell to my bed,
drained from afull day's clawing. What more
can one demand from aloudspeaker, Iask?
In summation, Imust heartily recommend
the Vandersteen 1B. Even if you don't own
ahi-fi system, you owe it to yourself to have
apair of these fine loudspeakers in your living
room. Merely open acan of Fancy Feast, dim
the lights, and let your most provocative fantasies become—reality.
Class A, unquestionably.—Muddy the Kat

EARTHA RESPONDS
Muddy already, like, spazzed about how excel-lent the Vandersteen's grillecloth is, but
he, like, totally didn't mention the best part
of the whole speaker—the tummy hole cut
in the top of the cabinet! The 1B's top-cap
has, like, this big open space in the middle of
it, covered by this, like, totally comfortable
stretchy piece of the grillecloth. Oh-m'GAWD,
it is just the best feeling to lie up there with
your belly hanging down through the hole!
It's like ahammock, but without that backand-forth swinging stuff, which Itotally hate,
y'know? Imean, filly.
Anyway, every other speaker CG's had in
the living room has been, like, totally fun—
NOT—to lie on top of. Imean, do these
manufacturers even, like, care about what it
feels like when you lie on their speakers all
day long? Mr. Vandersteen was, like, totally
smart to cut out the tummy hole on the top
of his speaker, and the only other thing Irilly
wish is that CG would quit buying genericclay kitty litter, 'cause, like, it sticks to my
butt, y'know? It's, like, eeeee-yew!
Anyway, Irilly loved lying on top of the
lBs, and if you have cats, too, then you
should totally consider buying apair, 'cause
they are, like, totally ex-cel-lent! Rilly!
—Eartha the Kit

M EASUREMENTS FROM J
A

Appropriately for an inexpensive loudspeaker, the Vandersteen 1B is an easy load
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for an amplifier to drive, as can be seen from
fig.1 (its plot of impedance amplitude and
phase against frequency). The former stays
above 6ohms across the band. The trace
dropping to 6.15 ohms at 10kHz (the cursor
position) is with the HF control set to its
maximum "+ldB" position. With it set to
"-3dB," the impedance stays above 8ohms
throughout the treble. The specified sensitivity is ahigh 90dB/W/m, again implying
aspeaker that is easy to drive. From my measurements, Iestimate the B-weighted figure
to be somewhat lower, at 87dB/W/m, which
is still better than average.
To the left of the rather complex-looking
fig.2 are shown the nearfield responses of the
mar-facing rectangular port—the bandpass
response peaking between 30 and 50Hz—
and the woofer (the trace rolling out below
100Hz to reach aminimum excursion point
at 32Hz). Also shown is the complex sum of
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the two responses, indicating the anechoic,
half-space low-frequency response. This
reaches its -6dB point at 38Hz, implying that
the 1B will basically reproduce all but the
very lowest notes of the double bass and •
four-string bass guitar in full measure. Note
that the combined response of the woofer
and port is less than that of the port alone
below 45Hz. This is because below the
woofer's minimum-excursion frequency, its
output is out-of-phase with that of the port,
canceling rather than adding to it.
In aconventional reflex-loaded design, this
results in an overall 24dB/octave LF rollout,
but in the Vandersteen 1B, the slope is more
gentle due to the misalignment of what
would be anormal reflex tuning to some sort
of hybrid. However, to state that the 1B is a
transmission line is not strictly true, both the
impedance plot (fig.1) and fig.2 indicating
that the port does play asignificant role in
extending the speaker's response downward
in frequency.
To the right of fig.2 is the 1B's quasianechoic response measured close to the
tweeter axis at adistance o148" and averaged
across a30° horizontal window. (The HF
control was set to "Flat" for this measure; 1111
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Fig.1 Vandersteen I
B, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) with HF control set to
maximum and minimum positions (2
ohms/vertical div.).
a14
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Fig.3 Vandersteen I
B, differences in tweeter-axis
response made by setting HF control to
maximum and minimum positions.
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Fig.2 Vandersteen I
B, anechoic response (with HF
control set to "Flat") on tweeter axis at
45" averaged across 30° horizontal window
and corrected for microphone response,
with nearfield responses of woofer and port,
and the overall nearfield loudspeaker LE
rollout below 200Hz (calculated by DRA
Labs MLSSA program by adding the complex
nearfield responses of the woofer and port
in the ratio of the square roots of their
areas).
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Fig.4 Vandersteen I
B, horizontal response family
at 45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: reference
response; differences 15° off-axis, 30° offaxis, 45° off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75° off-axis,
and 90° off-axis.
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ment.) The tweeter's inaudible, ultrasonic resonance can be seen at 25.4kHz. Some minor
bumps and dips are noticeable throughout
the midrange and treble, superimposed on
aresponse that gently falls across the audio
band, the level at 20kHz being 6dB lower
than that at lkHz. This in itself will lend the
1B adull tonal quality, though the peakiness
in the upper midrange might add some
brightness. Nevertheless, Corey remarked
on the 1B treble's sounding "shut-in and airless." This was even with the HF control
cranked to its max.
Fig3, which shows just the derences made
to the tweeter-axis response by this control,
indicates that at its maximum, it boosts the
mid-treble by 2.9dB (compared with amaximum reduction in the same range of 4dB).
This boost might be thought to significantly

alleviate the 1B's dull balance, but as CG
found that it didn't, some other factor must
also be at work here. Fig.4 shows the manner
in which the 1B's response changes as the listener moves to its side. (Just the differences
are shown in this graph, meaning that the onaxis response appears as astraight line.)
Though the speaker has wide dispersion in
the mid-treble, much ofits top-octave region
does quickly become depressed off-axis. In
all but very lively rooms, this will also tend
to make the speaker sound rather shut-in.
Note that asevere suckout in the low-treble/
upper midrange develops at extreme off-axis
angles, which might contribute to arather
laid-back, possibly uninvolving in-room balance. The general unevenness of the off-axis
bee,ene. - salt.
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Fig.6 Vandersteen I
B, impulse response on
tweeter axis at 48" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.5 Vandersteen I
B, vertical response family at
45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: response difference
15° above enclosure; difference 7.5° above
enclosure; difference level with top of
enclosure; difference midway between
enclosure top and tweeter; reference
response; difference on woofer axis;
difference 7.5° below woofer axis.

Fig.7 Vandersteen I
B, step response on tweeter
axis at 48" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).

Fig.8 Vandersteen I
B, cumulative spectral-decay plot on tweeter axis at 48".
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changes shown in fig.4 correlates with the
"vertical-venetian-blind" effect CG noticed
in his auditioning.
Vandersteen's excellent handbook for the
1B goes into considerable detail on how the
listener can arrange the speaker's stands and
tilt-back to ensure that he or she is on the
optimal axis. The speaker's behavior in the
vertical plane is shown in fig.5. (Again, just
the differences in measured response are
shown.) To get the most even balance from
the 1B, the listener must sit on or just below
the tweeter axis, which, without tilt-back,
is low-30", even with the speaker sitting on
its stand. Even 4" above the tweeter axis, the
mid-treble drops significantly, with an even
more alarming lack of treble energy apparent
on an axis level with the top panel (the one
with the appealing tummy hole cut in it) supported by the four dowels. Again, this might
make the balance rather uninvolving, even
though the mid-treble comes back up again
in level for standing listeners, as shown by
the rear two traces in fig.5.
It is in the time domain, however, where
this inexpensive speaker is an overachiever,
due to its use of acrossover with first-order
electrical slopes and abaffle geometry that
really does time-align the drive-units on the
listening axis. (To say that because aspeaker
has asloped-back baffle necessarily means
that its driver outputs are aligned in time is
one of the big audio lies.) The 1B's impulse
response on its tweeter axis (fig.6) reveals that
the beginning of the woofer's output (the
gentle rise at 3.6ms) precedes that of the
tweeter. The step response calculated from
this impulse (fig.7) reveals that this is what
is required on this axis to produce agenerally
excellent right-triangle wave shape. The only
other speakers Ihave encountered that produce this good astep response are models
from Thiel and Spica (see this issue's "Follow-Up" on the Spica Angelus, for example). The decay of the 1B's step response back
to the time axis, however, is rather uneven,
this partly due to what in fig.6 appears to be
anumber of early reflections of the impulse,
presumably from the dowel speaker-frame
supports and the top plate. Such early reflections, in my experience, do tend to smear imaging precision and reduce soundstage depth.
The waterfall plot calculated from the impulse response (fig.8) also reveals that part of
the step response decay's irregularity is due
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to aresonance mode centered on the lkHz
peak noticed in fig.2. This will tend to throw
off the midrange balance, adding aforward
character if not an outright coloration. Fig.8
also reveals some minor resonant modes in
the low- and mid-treble, probably due to
woofer-cone misbehavior above its passband.
This will probably be innocuous at low levels,
but my experience has been that such treble
anomalies rapidly add hardness or strain to
aspeaker's sound at high playback levels.
The port trace in fig.2 shows some anomalous behavior in the 250-350Hz and lkHz
regions, the former coinciding both with
slight peaks in the overall response and with
some impedance irregularities. This pattern
is usually asign that the speaker's cabinet has
some sort of resonant problem at these frequencies. Remember that CG was bothered
by persistent congestion in the lowermidrange. Icouldn't get reliable vibration
measurements with an accelerometer, due to
the cloth "sock" covering the speaker. However, listening to the speaker's enclosure walls
with astethoscope while Iswept asignal
generator up and and down in frequency did
reveal some serious panel-vibration problems
in the entire 110-450Hz region. While the
sidewalls were relatively well-behaved, the
front and rear walls had significant resonant
modes at 115Hz, 140Hz, 175Hz, 300Hz,
315Hz, and 415Hz. Even the corner dowels
and top panel vibrated strongly at several frequencies between 275Hz and 360Hz.
Admittedly, the 1B is an inexpensive
speaker. But Isuspect that if bracing had been
used to concentrate this resonant behavior
into fewer frequency regions (as with the
Linn Keilidh reviewed elsewhere in this
issue), these cabinet problems would have
had far less oían effect on the 1B's character. However, the fact that the front panel of
the enclosure both has areasonably large surface area and faces the listener must make its
broad-band vibrational misbehavior acontributing factor to the 1B's lack of clarity in
the lower-midrange.
Overall, the fact that the 1B has an excellent
time-domain performance, very extended
bass (especially considering its affordable
price), and asmooth if down-tilted balance,
must be put against its closed-in top octave
and rather colored, congested midrange. That
can only be an individual decision.
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CONCLUSION

The Vandersteen 1B has been adifficult
product to write about. It does nothing to
offend, but Ifound its sound to be distinctly
lacking in nearly every area in which Idemand good performance from aspeaker, at
any price. While the $695 ($780 with the
must-have Vanderstands) 1B will offer a
more full-range sound than most speakers
in its price range, it does not meet the standards of neutrality and musicality set by the
best of the breed. Ironically, this speaker is
best suited to the kind of music lover who
wouldn't be reading this magazine in the first

place, as its low overall level of resolution and
high-ish midrange coloration don't reward
the kind of critical scrutiny that is part'n'parcel of the Audiophile Trip.
Ultimately, if Ihad afriend looking to
spend $800 on apair of speakers—and I
do—I would not recommend the Vandersteen 1B. Although it's acredible, nonoffensive speaker, there are others in its price
range—the Spica TC-50, NHT 1.3A, and
Epos ES-11, to name three—that achieve far
more in the way of truly high-end sound.
—Corey Greenberg

CAN'T STAND I
T!
We move our listening-panel sessions upscale
both in price and in size, auditioning agaggle
of loudspeakers designed for floor-placement.
Thomas J. Norton, with John Atkinson on measurements,
Robert Harley on product descriptions, and J. Gordon Holt,
Guy Lemcoe, Dick Olsher, and Michael Mandel as willing ears.
Enough, already! After three blind-panel sessions over the past two years devoted to a
total of 26 small, inexpensive loudspeakers,
we thought it was time for achange—time
to move sharply upmarket and take alook
at what is arguably the meat-and-potatoes
end of high-end loudspeakers: those selling
for between $1k and $2k per pair. It was also
time to get our backs and biceps in shape for
wrestling with these bigger, heavier contenders. Not that the candidates selected for
this listening merry-go-round were huge, but
all were floorstanders and much more of a
physical challenge than the smaller loudspeakers we've schlepped for previous sessions. As
designated schlepper, I(TJN) looked forward
to an ...uh ...
uplifting experience.
And so the sessions were. The procedures
we followed were virtually the same as last
time: Four intensive days of listening tests
were scheduled, with each loudspeaker auditioned once each day (the single exception
being the Vandersteen 2Ce, chosen as our
reference—a solid example of an excellent
loudspeaker in this price range). In the past,
the reference was auditioned in the open at
the beginning of each day to form abaseline,
then auditioned in the blind later in the day.
The main disadvantage with this procedure
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

is that by the time you've listened to several
loudspeakers, the sound of the reference
becomes afading memory. Ideally, the reference would be auditioned before each unknown. But, due to time constraints, this is
wildly impractical in adaylong test of seven
or eight unknowns.
As acompromise, Idecided that the reference's second go-round each day would also
be in the open and about midway through
the day's sessions. Auditioning it athird time
in the blind was ruled out because minimizing panel fatigue was deemed more important than gathering blind data on the already
thoroughly reviewed Vandersteens.
Each panel member took home one pair
of loudspeakers (two for RH) to provide an
individual assessment under more familiar
conditions. They did not know the identities
of the speakers they had listened to blind
when they performed their sighted listening.
In addition, JA auditioned the top-ranked
Harman/Kardon Fifties in his own room
once the overall results were known.

THE CHALLENGERS

The loudspeakers included this time are listed
with their manufacturers' specifications in
Table 1. The Spica Angelus, well-received
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hereabouts in the past, was included as a
"wild card." The Harman/Kardon Fifty was
abit of an odd-speaker-out as regards price—
we'd actually asked to review the H/K Forty,
which falls in our designated price class. But
H/K indicated astrong preference that we
review the Fifty.

THE PANEL

None of the panel members attended all four
sessions. John Atkinson, J. Gordon Holt, and
Guy Lemcoe each attended three, Robert
Harley and Dick Olsher two, and myself one.
A local audiophile, Michael Mandel, was
invited to participate the third day to fill out
the panel. Ichanged the loudspeakers around
on the first three days; RH took over the testrunning chores on the fourth day so Icould
participate as ascorer. JA, who missed Day
Three, also sat in on the final day.

SETUP

The loudspeakers were concealed, one pair
at atime, behind agrillecloth that completely
concealed the short end of the 20' by 15.5'
by 9' Stereophile listening room. Only the
identity of the reference Vandersteens was
revealed to the listeners, who left the room
between sessions so that the loudspeakers
could be changed. Except for the Vandersteens, the grilles on each loudspeaker were
removed to eliminate what would have been
adouble layer of grillecloth between drivers
and listeners. Removing the grillecloth on
'Steens is not aproject lightly undertaken, so
the 2Ces' tweeter-level controls were set at
"+ 1" to at least partially compensate.
Two loudspeaker locations behind the
grillecloth screen were chosen, one close to
the wall and one farther into the room.
Which position to use and whether to toein the units were determined by the owner's
manuals and by measurements made prior
to the sessions by JA.' One would normally
prefer to measure after listening, but several
measurements were vital for proper setup of
the loudspeakers. Those included horizontal
dispersion (for toe-in), location of the vertical listening axis, and sensitivity.
The Alón I, DQ-28, Mission 753, and
NHT 2.3a were not toed-in. The last, how1Although JA had performed the measurements before the
blind listening tests so that TJN could set each speaker up
optimally, he didn't plot any of the graphs or write up the
measurements until all the listening—sighted and blind—had
been done.
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Vandersteen 2Ce loudspeaker

ever, is effectively toed-in because of the
design of the cabinet's front baffle.
The Linn Keilidh, Soundwave VR-2, Spica
Angelus, and Mission 753 were placed nearer
the rear wall. There are inevitable placement
compromises in panel sessions because only
one, possibly two, listeners can sit in the best
listening seats. There were three rows of listeners (one in the first row, two in the second, and three in the third), and those who
participated more than one day occupied the
same seats each day. Still, the "environment"
around each listener varied somewhat on
different days, depending on whether nearby
chairs were occupied. And only two listeners
could occupy center seats—which inevitably
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Sitting nthe

hot seats: from left to right, RH, GL, DO, and JGH, with operator TIN at the back.

affected soundstaging impressions. For the
record, JGH always occupied the front-row
seat, JA the center-rear?
Proper vertical listening axis is amuch
ignored setup criterion, but it is critically
important for many loudspeakers. We found
most °four candidate loudspeakers to be too
short for atypical seated listener. The director's chairs we used for the sessions placed
alistener's ears 43" from the ground, which
is slightly higher than the domestic average
(about 38"). But even with lower chairs, most
of our loudspeakers would have had to be
raised or tilted back for proper orientation.
Tilt-back is not apractical alternative with
three rows of listeners—the geometry with
tilt-back would be correct at only one distance from the loudspeakers. So combinations of heavy bases, MDF shims, spikes, and
cones were used to raise the loudspeakers.
The Spicas and Dahlquists required the least
adjustment—both would be reasonably correct at anormal sitting height. The NHT was
raised the most—well over afoot!
Changing the woofer's proximity to the
floor does alter aloudspeaker's bass balance
somewhat. We considered this aless serious
problem than the response deviations almost
always encountered on the wrong vertical
listening axis. In some instances, however—
the NHTs and Missions come to mind—the
bass-balance difficulty may have contributed
2On Day Four, yo”rs truly took the middle of the center row,
sitting where no seat had sat before.
—TJN
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to panel criticisms ofexcessive leanness. Why
do so many manufacturers seem to overlook
proper speaker height in their designs. especially in floor-mounted systems? Are aesthetics and price the likely culprits?
Prior to the sessions, Ichose an optimal
listening level for each program selection.
The Spicas were used for this "level referencing" because our experience indicates that
this speaker is sensitive to bass overloading,
something we especially wanted to avoid.
Bass overloading would perhaps have given
aclue to the Spicas' identity, or it might have
damaged them, putting aserious crimp in the
tests. Iconverted the chosen level for each
musical selection to an equivalent level for
each of the other loudspeakers, using JA's
measurements for B-weighted sensitivity?
The level adjustments during each session
were made with the Rowland Consummate
preamplifier, which is ideally suited to this
task because of its unique front-panel reference readout and its subtle, repeatable (and
previously measured) level change with each
step. The Consummate and its less expensive sibling, the Consonance, are the only
pieces of consumer electronics equipment
known to me that can make such adjustments
on anything like areal-time basis.
Discussing impressions was not allowed,
and we advised the panelists to avoid any ver3See "A Comparison of Some Loudness Measures for Loudspe-ker Listening Tests," Ronald M. Aartsjountal of the AES,
Vol.40 No3, March 1992.
—JA
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Table 1: Specifications
Design:
Drivers:

Acoplan Alón 1
Three-way, floorstanding

Dahlquist DO-28
Three-way, floorstanding,
"Phased Array"
Tweeter: 0.75" metal-dome Tweeter: 0.875" metal-dome
Midrange: 45"
laminated-cone

Woofer: 8" cone

Frequency response:
Bass-loading:
Sensitivity:
Recommended minimum
amplifier power:
Crossover frequencies:
Impedance nominal/min:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Finish:
Serial numbers of
samples tested:
Price per pair:

49Hz-24kHz ±3dB
sealed-box
87dR/W/m

Frequency response:
Bass-loading

Linn Keilidh 18300
Two-way, floorstanding

Tweeter: 1" metal-dome

Tweeter: 1" ceramiccoated alloy dome
Mid/Woofers: 2x8" cone Mid/Woofers: 2x6"

Midrange: 4"
polypropylene/carbon-fiber
composite cone
Woofer: 8" polypropylene/
carbon-fiber composite
cone
38Hz-25kHz ±3c18
reflex
91dB/W/m

35Hz-20kHz ±2dB
reflex
91dB/W/m

50Hz-20kHz ±2dB
sealed-box
87dB/W/m

not specified
nut specified
not specified/4 ohms
38" Hby 9" W by 13.25" D
40 lbs
Natural or Black Oak veneer

25W
10W
20W
470Hz, 4kHz
400Hz, 2.5kHz
not specified
4/4 ohms
6/4 ohms
4ohms/not specified
44" Hby 15.5" W by 12.25" D 43" Hby 16" W by 12" D 32.5" Hby 8" W by 11" D
44 lbs
75 lbs
40 lbs
Black with wood trim
Gloss Black
Walnut or Black Ash
wood veneer

122, 126
$1200

1231, 1232
$1400

02060, 02061
$2198

3384383, 3384384
$1295 (Polymer granite
base $200 option)

134
Dahlquist Inc.
601 Old Willets Path
Hauppauge, NY 11788
(516) 234-5757
(516) 234-5781

50
Harman/Kardon, Inc.
8380 Balboa Blvd.
Northridge, CA 91325
(818) 893-9992
(818) 893-8788

60
Audiophile Systems Ltd.
8709 Castle Park Drive
Indianapolis, IN 46256
(317) 849-7103
(317) 841-4107

Approximate number
of dealers:
48
Manufacturer/Distributor: Acarian Systems Ltd.
15 Woodview Drive
Nesconset, NY 11767
Tel:
(516) 737-9369
Fax:
(516) 981-3476

Design:
Drive's:

Harman/Kardon Fifty
Three-way, floorstanding

Mission Cyrus 753
Two-way. floorstanding
Tweeter: 1" polypropylene/
aluminum laminated dome
Mid/Woofers: 2x525" paper/
Plastiflex cones
Woofers: 2x525" papen
Plastiflex cones
70Hz-20kHz ±1.5db

Soundwave 811-2
NHT 2.3a
Three-way, floor-mounted Two-way, floorstanding
Tweeter: 1" fabric dome Tweeter: 1" soft-dome

Spica Angelus
Two-way, floorstanding
Tweeter: 1" soft-dome

Midrange: 6.5" polymer Mid/Woofers: 2x8"
cone
Woofers: 2x6.5" polymer
cones
35Hz-25kHz ±3dB
37Hz-21kHz ±3dB

Mid/Woofer: 8" plastic cone

sealed-box, 0=0.71

Sensitivity:
Recommended minimum
amplifier power:
Crossover frequencies:
Impedance nominal/min:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Finish:

35W
2.1kHz
6ohms/not specified
34" Hby 8" W by 12" D
25kg (shipping)
Black Ash or Rosewood

40W
50W
2.5kHz
3.4kHz
7/5 ohms
8/6 ohms
38" Hby 10" W by 11" D 46" Hby 21" W by 10.25" D
47 lbs
65 lbs
Black Acrylic/cloth
Walnut or oak wood veneer

Serial numbers of
samples tested:

35W
70Hz, 3.1kHz
4/2.9 ohms
37" Hby 7" W by 12" D
46 lbs
High-gloss black, white,
or oak wood veneer

530002473 (both)

231-001015L &R

20111 (both)

$1099

$1290

0034a &b(subsequently
updated)
$1275

180
Now Hear This, Inc.
537 Stone Rd., Bldg. E
Benicia, CA 94510

68
Vero Research Corp.
274 N Goodman St.
Rochester, NY 14607

125
Spica
3425 Bryn Mawr N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87107

(800) NHT-9993
(707) 747-0169

(716) 271-7930
(716) 271-8799

(505) 883-6120
(505) 883-6512

86dB/W/m

Price per pair:
$1500
Approximate number
of dealers:
12
Manulacturer/Distributor: Mission Electronics, Inc.
400 Matheson Blvd. E., Unit #31
Mississauga, Ont ano L4Z 1R5,
Canada
Tel:
(416) 507-0777
Fax:
(416) 507-0797

bal or bodily clues that might betray their
reactions to the sound and influence others.
Iorganized and ran the tests, compiled the
data and comments, and wrote up the results.
JA conducted and wrote up the measure110

sealed-box with
controlled leak
90dB/W/m

35Hz-17.5kHz ±3dB
(90Hz-15kHz ±1.5dB)
sealed-box, 0=0.5

sealed-box/reflex assist
(see text)
90dB/W/m

87dB/W/m

ments, and RH provided the introductory
descriptions of each loudspeaker.

M USIC

The music, chosen by the panel members,
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was transferred to arecordable CD (CD-R)
using the Meridian CDR deck. The only
non-musical pieces used—pink noise and
JGFI's speaking voice—were auditioned in
mono only. UGH scored his own voice as
simply ageneric voice.) All the musical material was stereo, and five of the musical selections, plus the speaking voice and pink noise,
were used each day. Three other musical
selections, changed each day, were included
to provide areasonable combination of
consistency and variety.
The program material consisted of excerpts
from the following:
1) Pink noise (mono, left loudspeaker only)
from Stereophile Test CD 1, STPH 002-2,
band 4.
2),JGH's speaking voice (dual mono) from
Stereophile Test CD 1, STPH 002-2, band 5,
index 19.
3) Duruflé, Requiem, Op.9, "Kyrie," Atlanta
Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, Robert
Shaw, cond., from Telarc CD-80135.
4) Acoustic drum solo from Stereophile Test
CD 2, STPH 004-2, band 3.
5) Fairfield Four, "My God Called Me
This Morning" from Standing in the Safety
Zone, Warner Bros. 926945-2.
6) Duke Ellington, "Jubilee Stomp" from
Dick Hyman Plays Duke Ellington, Reference
Recordings RR-50DCD.
7) Jennifer Warms, "Ain't No Cure for
Love" from Famous Blue Raincoat, A&M YD
01(40/DX 3182.

Excerpts from the following were added
on the days noted:
Day One
8) Eddy Louiss, "Le Retour de la Baleine
Bleue" from Sang mêlé, Nocturne NTCD
101.
9) Rickie Lee Jones, "Comin' Back to Me"
from Pop Pop, Geffen GEFD-24426.
10) Britten, Sinfonia da Requiem, Op.20,
London Symphony Orchestra and Chorus,
Richard Hickox, cond., from Chandos
8983/4.
Day Two
11) Robert Lucas, "Don't Your Peaches
Look Mellow" from Luke and the Locomotives,
AudioQuest AQ-CD1004.
12) Michael Jonasz, "Le Temps Passé"
from laftibuleuse histoire de Mister Swing, WEA
2292-42338-2 (France WE 893).
13) Albeniz, "Festival Day in Seville" from
Trittico, Dallas Wind Symphony, Fwederick
Fennell, cond., Reference Recordings RR52CD. (Excerpted from HDCD Sampler,
Reference Recordings RR-S3CD.)
Days Three & Four
14) Crash Test Dummies, "Superman's
Songs' from The Ghosts that Haunt Me, Arista
ARCD-8677.
15)Lesley Olsher, "Lay All Your Love On
Me" from Lesley, ViTaL VTL 011. (Excerpt
t'or these auditions taken from aCD-R of the
master tape, not the production CD, which
was equalized rather differently.)
16) Francetti, Cristofivo Columba, Frankfurt
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Table 2: Music vs Loudspeaker
Acarian
Mimi I

Dahlquist
00-28

H/K
HK50

Linn
keilidh

NHT
2.3a

Mission
753

Soundwave
VO-2

Spica
Angelus

3.70
2.57
3.27
3.37
3.17
3.37
3.57
4.25
3.75
4.50
2.30
2.70
2.00
3.50
3.17
2.08

4.23
3.93
4.05
4.21
4.42
4.17
4.13
3.88
3.25
3.38
4.57
4.95
4.80
4.08
3.67
3.17

4.73
4.58
4.77
4.45
4.84
4.87
4.93
5.75
5.31
5.13
4.40
4.65
4.90
4.83
4.83
4.92

477
417
470
4.87
4.93
5.00
4.80
6.75
6.25
6.38
4.50
4.40
4.30
4.33
4.25
4.17

470
4.60
4.33
4.37
4.42
4.37
4.22
4.00
3.75
3.25
3.60
3.50
3.25
450
425
3.96

4.60
5.07
4.63
4.57
4.47
4.27
4.23
4.81
4.88
5.00
4.05
4.46
4.40
3.67
4.08
3.92

4.70
4.42
4.63
4.93
5.00
4.72
4.70
5.31
5.25
5.38
4.80
4.70
4.70
4.25
4.67
4.08

4.17
4.35
4.15
4.38
4.38
4.25
4.30
4.75
4.81
4.38
3.58
3.58
3.48
4.33
3.75
3.83

Pink Noise
JGH
Duruflé
Drumset
Fairfield 4
Hyman
Wames
Louiss
R.L. Jones
Britten
R. Lucas
Jonacz
Albeniz
CI Dummies
Lesley
Colombo

445
421
432
439
445
4.38
4.36
4.94
4.66
4.67
3.98
4.12
3.98
4.19
408
3.77

3.22

4.11

4.80

4.79

4.25

4.47

4.73

4.20

Overall Speaker Score
(Average, all music,
all speakers)

4.33

Radio Symphony Orchestra, Hungarian
Radio Chorus, Budapest; Bruson, Ragatzu,
Scandiuzzi, Berti; Marcello Viotti, cond.,
from Koch Schwann 3-1030-2.

EQUIPMENT

As in our past tests, the playback system was
ofbetter high-end quality than would usually
be the case with loudspeakers in this price
range. It was chosen to give the loudspeakers
their best shots. A C.E.C. U 1
transport and
Mark Levinson No35 DIA converter (linked
by aICimber KCAG digital interconnect) was
the program source, feeding aKrell KSA-250
power amplifier. As already noted, the preamp was the Rowland Consummate. The
processor-preamp link was TARA Labs
Master RSC, and the pre-power-amp connection was Cardas flexlink unbalanced. The
loudspeaker cable was Straight Wire Virtuoso Gold. The loudspeakers were bi-wired
if their design permitted it.
Finally, all the loudspeakers were brokenin for at least 50 hours with moderate-level
pink noise.

THE ENVELOPE, PLEASE
The data were compiled in anumber of
different ways. To give some idea ofhow each
loudspeaker did on various types ofprogram
material, the scores for loudspeaker vs program are given in Table 2.
Panelists scored ea.. piece of program
material heard over each unknown loudspeaker from 0to 10,0 indicating the worst
reproduction imaginable and 10 the best possible, the real thing. The Vandersteen 2Ce was
112

Overall Average
For Each Selection

Music

Table 3: Order of Auditioning
Day 1
Vandersteen
Harman/Kardon
NHT
Acarian
Vandersteen
Linn
Soundwave
Mission
Spica
Dahiquist

Day 2
Vandersteen
Spica
Dahlquist
Mission
Vandersteen
Soundwave
Linn
Acarian
NHT
Harman/Kardon

Day 3
Vandersteen
NHT
Acarian
Harman/Kardon
Vandersteen
Dahlquist
Linn
Mission
Soundwave
Spica

Day 4
Vandersteen
Mission
Dahlquist
NHT
Vandersteen
Linn
Acarian
Harman/Kardon
Spica
Soundwave

arbitrarily specified to be a"5" across the
board to establish aplane of reference. Space
on the score sheets was also provided for
written comments. The results for each loudspeaker are given below, just prior to the
panel members' comments. The four scores
in parentheses are for each of the four days.
Keep in mind that there were four panelists
on Day One, five on Day Two, four on Day
Three, and two on Day Four. Because of this,
the overall score-the figure not in parentheses-is not the average of the total score
for each of the four days, but rather the average of the 15 total individual scores compiled
over four days. Since the order in which a
loudspeaker is auditioned may affect its score
-speaker A, auditioned following bass-light
speaker B, will be rated higher for bass performance than when it follows bass-heavy
speaker C-our order was shuffled each day.
Whenever Irefer to alistener having rated
amodel either above or below average, I
mean relative to that individual's personal average score, not the group average.

M EASUREMENTS
The loudspeakers were measured using a
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Hafler 9500 amplifier, aB&K 4006 microphone calibrated to be flat on-axis in an
anechoic chamber, an EAR mike preamplifier, aPVDF Transducers accelerometer, the
DRA Labs MLSSA time-domain analysis
system, and the Audio Precision System One.
The speaker under test is placed on astand
so as to place its tweeter about halfway between the listening room's floor and ceiling
and midway between the sidewalls. An acoustic "black hole" is then constructed on the
floor between the speaker and microphone
out of graded layers of acoustic foam and
fiberglass damping material. This kills the
floor reflections from both tweeter and
woofer, meaning that the primary reflection
in the MLSSA's calculated impulse response
is that of the tweeter from the ceiling, which
arrives about 4ms after the direct sound. This
4ms anechoic time window results in ameasurement valid down to 300Hz or so.
The frequency response is calculated from
this impulse response using the Fast (Discrete) Fourier Transform, and is corrected for
the measuring microphone's on-axis departure from aflat response The impulse responses
of the low-frequency driver(s) and port(s)/
passive radiator(s) are then taken in the nearfield, with the tip of the microphone capsule
almost touching the center of their cones/
apertures. These responses are appended to
the upper-frequency ones. To calculate the
overall low-frequency rollout, the DRA Labs
MLSSA program allows you to add the complex responses (amplitude and phase) of the
woofer and port or sub-bass unit in the ratio
of their diameters (or the square roots of their
areas, if there are multiple drive-units/ports).
For all the cabinet resonance teste the
speaker was placed on upturned German
Acoustics cones—which allows all the various modes to develop to their fullest—and
excited with a2kHz bandwidth MLS signal
at alevel of 7.55V RMS.
—John Atkinson
ACARIAN ALÓN I: $I200/PAIR
The Alón Iis the entry-level loudspeaker
from Acarian Systems. If the Alón Ilooks a
lot like the Dahlquist DQ-28 reviewed in this
survey, it's because Acarian Systems was
founded by Carl Marchisotto, formerly the
designer at Dahlquist. Like the DQ-28, the
Alón Iuses aseparate bass enclosure with an
4See Stereophilejune 1992, p.205; and September 1992, p.162.
—JA
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Acarian Alón Iloudspeaker

open-backed midrange/tweeter baffle.
The 8" woofer is acustom-made longthrow type mounted in asealed enclosure.
Internal bracing and damping material reduce
cabinet resonances. The enclosure is made
from 3
/"MDF, with a1"-thick MDF baffle.
4
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A tilted-back and contoured baffle holds
the 41/
2"midrange driver and 3
/
4"aluminumdome tweeter. The company claims that the
tilt time-aligns the drivers, and that the
unique shape reduces diffraction. Moreover,
the baffle provides adipolar radiation pattern for the midrange. The baffle is rubbermounted to isolate it from the woofer enclosure vibration.
Crossover slopes are damped second-order,
with rolloff rates varying between 6dB/octave
and 12dB/octave. The crossovers have atrue
bi-wired configuration, with separate boards
used for the woofer and midrange/tweeter
circuits. Air-core inductors, polypropylene
capacitors, and oxygen-free copper wiring
are used in the crossovers, and two pairs of
gold-plated five-way binding posts are
provided.
The Alón I's bass enclosure comes with
spikes and is finished in natural oak or black
oak veneer, with ablack grillecloth. A metalmesh, cloth-covered removable grille covers
the open-air midrange/tweeter baffle.
Blind listening-panel score: 3.22 (3.89,
2.75, 2.89, 3.70): JA felt that the Alón I"has
promise but is let down by amidrange coloration that, for me, makes it anon-starter."
He felt strongly about this on the first two
days, downgrading the Acarians severely for
this flaw. "Good soundstaging, good sense
of transparency," he wrote on the Duruflé,
"let down by an `aww' coloration." Nor
could he get past this on the drum solo, finding that it affected even the snare drum. On
the Jennifer Warnes, he noted that "this
would be arespectable speaker if it weren't
so colored," adding that it had "clean highs
and good bass!' On his third session—with
only two listeners in the room—he was able
to get afirmer feel for the soundstage, writing
"This is the best speaker I've yet heard (in this
group) in terms of imaging precision—stable,
well-focused, good depth—let down by a
'cupped-hands' upper-midrange coloration.
Iliked it, and didn't like it—an enigma. Once
you get past the coloration, this is an excellent
speaker!' His scoring on the last day raised
the Alón 1one place in his hierarchy, but not
enough to place it better than below average.
GL was also put off by the midrange problems. "Congested, bland, pinched," he wrote
on the Duruflé, and added on the Fairfield
Four, "These singers should sue!' He also
114

found the treble peaky. (I should note here
that the Alóns were aimed straight ahead, and
those seated off-center—GL, RH, and DO
—were listening closer to the tweeter's main
axis.) "Luke's voice is rough enough without
help from these," GL commented on Luke and
the Locomotives, adding that it was "a painful
listening experience." Nevertheless, he did
remark anumber of times on the good
soundstaging qualities.
Sitting well off-axis, JGH gave the Acarians afairly good score on his first day, noting
a"comfortable, almost real" sound on the
Jennifer Warnes, with "good impact, fair
detail, and good distance!' Though he noted
the "aww," or heady coloration, he was not
overly put off by it. His scores dropped on
subsequent days, however.
RH found the midrange coloration "offensive," remarking that the colored drum solo
featured "toms blending into afeatureless
blur—closed-in, yet bright!' He also thought
the soundstage "decent," but couldn't get past
the problematic midrange, which he felt
affected everything.
DO found the balance "weird" and "lacking integration!' "Good drivers in search of
harmony," he wrote. He did not criticize the
midrange coloration directly, but found the
range "uneven ...
lacking midrange liquidity!' He thought the Lesley band "dull and
bland:' with a"lack of air and focus," and the
orchestral selections "lightweight" and
"compressed!'
MM found the Alóns "tinny," with "poor
resolution of voices in achoir!'
Iremarked often on the nasal coloration
in the midrange, and felt that Lesley sounded
as if she was singing "marble-mouthed." I
also found the bass and dynamics fair to
decent, but noted that the highs on the drum
solo were "a bit sizzly."
It would probably be fair to say that one
major flaw—midrange coloration—held the
Acarians hostage. There may well be, to
loosely paraphrase JA, agood speaker here
trying to get out.
GL comments on the Acarian Alón I: The
floorstanding Alón Iloudspeakers come with
some of the nicest floor spikes I've seen. If
you have thick carpeting, though, the relatively lightweight speakers may "float" on
it; the cone of the spike is less than 1/2" high.
The metal binding posts are also some of the
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nicest I've seen: good-sized, easily fingertightened, with machined flats at the ends for
final torquing. Even with their unorthodox
appearance (sans grilles), the unobtrusive Is
did an excellent job of disappearing once the
music started.5
When Ifirst hooked up the Alón Is in my
listening room6 and fed them some music,
they sounded dreadful. My worst fear had
been realized: Iwas sure I'd gotten apair of
the honkers and shouters I'd heard in Santa
Fe afew weeks earlier. Music took on athin,
lightweight texture, worsened by corpulent
bass and amidrange Ihad to strain to hear.
Instrumental timbres sounded artificial and
unreal. Worse, vocals had adecidedly congested, nasal quality, as if the singer suffered
from an adenoidal condition. What little
soundstaging there was seemed confined to
the space between the speakers with little
sensation of height. The perspective Igot
from the listening chair was one akin to looking down onto aperformance from above
instead of into aperformance as viewed headon. In fact, the entire presentation had aLilliputian air about it. Iquickly realized I'd have
alot of work to do to make things sound
right.
The first thing Idid was reread Bob
Deutsch's review of Acarian's Alón IV loudspeakers published in February (Vol.16 No.2,
p.136). Ifigured there would be shared
familial traits between the IVs and Is, and perhaps I'd uncover some setup tips from Bob's
thoughtful evaluation. For one thing, I
learned that Bob did not consider TARA
Labs RSC speaker cable the best match for
the Alóns. He said it lent ". ..
adegree of
5Ishould add aqualification here. With ill-chosen electronics
and source material, the sound often sounded glued to the,
uh, grilles.
—GL
6The system in which the Alexis were auditioned consisted
ofeither apair of workhorse Manley Reference 200/100 Triode
Switchable monoblock amps (running triode mode) or a
Boulder 500AE stereo amp. Both passive and active preamplifiers, aPurest Sound Systems Model 1000 Dual Mono Passive Preamp, aVTL Ultimate, or aSonic Frontiers SFL-1,
were used. Digital source components consisted oían Enlightened Audio Designs DSP-7000 Series II processor and
that company's T-7000 Universal Disc Transport, the two
linked by the stunning Mapleshade Electronics Omega
Mikro-D coaxial digital interconnect. My analog source was
a"Black"-Plattered Well-Tempered Turntable and Arm fitted
with aFtoksan Shiraz MC cartridge The phono signal feeding
the Sonic Frontiers or the Purest was taken from the output
jacks oía Counterpoint SA-9 Isolinear Phono Equalizer. Interconnect was acombination of Discovery Cable and the TARA
Labs RSC Master. Speaker cable, all bi-wire configuration,
was either TARA Labs RSC, Acrotec 6N-1010, or Acarian
Black Orpheus.
—GL
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emphasis to the upper midrange." Right on,
Bob! In my experience with the Alón Is, the
TARA cable lent much more than adegree of
emphasis to the upper midrange—it rendered
it almost unlistenable! While waiting for
Acarian's recently introduced Black Orpheus
cable to arrive from the East Coast, I
scrounged some other speaker wire to try.
Substituting abi-wire set of Acrotec 6N1010 cable for the TARA RSC improved
matters abit, but still left me dissatisfied.
Another bit of information Igleaned from
Bob's review concerned the Alón's apparent
sensitivity to certain source components
cursed with/blessed with atendency toward
forwardness. My reference system has been
called many things, but never "forward." If
you're familiar with my past writing, you'll
know I'm just an old softy, preferring components with asofter edge to their sound.
Consequently, electronics and speakers
which have withstood the test of time in my
system tend to be somewhat forgiving of
recording sins, yet are still capable of conveying the music's message with minimal
editorializing. Iview the colorations which
vex my system as benign. In no way do they
hinder the system's ability to deliver amaximum of information, emotion, and involvement. For me, it's asystem which wears as
well as apair of all-leather Rockports.
I've also found it to be asystem for the long
haul—one in which auditioning the latest
recordings is an event to savor, not just
endure. Ialways come away feeling that the
muse has been served well. Listening sessions
with friends go on for hours with no hint of
fidgeting or fatigue. At times, it's often difficult to shut it down, send the guests home,
and go to sleep.
With my colleague's review fresh in my
mind, Iwent about the task of fine-tuning
the Alóns. Even though the Is are billed as
floorstanding loudspeakers, Ifound it necessary to raise them off the floor afew inches
and tilt them back about 6° to achieve a
credible soundstage and allay the smallerthan-life sound Iheard initially. Ensemble's
Hotplates, topped with aslab of 11
/"-thick
4
particleboard, served as excellent bases on
which to place the speakers. Leaving offthe
speakers' rear spikes gave them the proper
tilt. With the grilles removed and the speakers
positioned on the Hotplates in about the
same location where my Mirage M-3sis had
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been, the sound(stage) began to gel.
Surprisingly, the Manley tube monoblocks
with the VTL Ultimate preamp turned out
to produce the least pleasant sound Iwas able
to coax from the speaker. The music seemed
to be imploding into asphere centered afew
feet behind the Is. Although the Black Orpheus cable lessened the sense of congestion
in the musical presentation and gave some
breadth to the soundstage, it didn't seem to
help soften the consistently hard sound or
tame the "shouty" upper midrange. Vocal
sibilants, in particular, were accentuated to
the point that Ifrequently had to turn the
volume down just to get through aparticular selection.
Instruments such as the Welsh triple harp
heard on Cheryl Ann Fulton's excellent The
Airs of Wales (Koch 3-7071-2 H1) had athin,
bristly sound which undermined the richness of timbre and power that her 6'-tall,
five-octave instrument is capable of conveying. Stan Getz's tenor sax, heard in amarvelous series of duets with pianist Kenny
Barron on the recent live recording People
Time (Verve 314 510 823-2), sounded almost
painfully aggressive and strident. The inyour-face digital recordipg didn't help matters, but I've heard this album sound much
better on other speakers.
Icould go on, but I'll spare you further
details. The sound just didn't seem wellintegrated or balanced—the lows, mids, and
highs were in such fierce competition for the
listener's attention that it became achallenge
to focus on the music. The honesty of passive preamplification didn't help matters at
all, merely exacerbating the weaknesses Iperceived. Further listening only confirmed my
initial impression that the l's quirky spectral
balance was not something Icould live with
comfortably. To my ears, it seemed tipped-up
to favor the upper mids/lower treble. Ialso
concluded that the impressive bass Iheard
was due mostly to apaucity of midrange
information. It became apparent that amajor
change had to be made in the system if Iwere
to get any enjoyment from this exercise.
When Ireplaced the Manleys with the
Boulder 500AE, and the Ultimate with the
SFL-1, the Alón sound I'd heard at shows
began to fill the room. An impressively wide
soundstage reappeared, with acredible sense
of depth. Image height was restored, and the
music assumed arealistic sense of scale and
116

proportion. Instrumental and vocal textures
were more "fleshed-out," bringing the presentation several steps closer to reality. Bass
tightened, there was less brightness in the
midrange, and adegree of "air" returned to
the treble. Much of the hardness Ihad earlier
associated with the speakers disappeared. The
sound was tamed, and Ilost the desire to
reach for the volume control as often as before.
Still, the ominous presence of a"bump" in
the upper-mid/lower-treble range persisted.
Though its presence was not as blatant or distracting as before, Ifelt it seriously compromised the performance Ibelieve this
speaker could be capable of.
For those seeking comparisons, Ifind, for
example, that the Spica Angelus is amore
musically honest and emotionally involving
loudspeaker. Even taking into account the
fact that the Spicas can't go as low or play as
loudly as the Alóns, they are more pleasant
to listen to over the long haul. They simply
get more of the music sounding right than
many of their competitors. The diminutive,
Canadian-made Totem loudspeaker, to mention another, has asound which belies its size
and offers agorgeous midrange and compelling rendering ofjust about any vocals.
Much to my chagrin, and despite my best
efforts with the ancillary equipment Ihad on
hand, I
just couldn't make the Alóns "sing"
the way Iwanted. They often left me cold and
uninvolved. It's ashame, too, since Iheard
much that was promising. They had extended,
articulate, full-bodied, and ballsy bass. Their
soundstaging ability was better than average, an open, airy sound being the rule. They
had the uncommon ability to expose the
subtlest performance details and lend intelligibility to marginally intelligible vocals?
Finally, they could convey aconvincing sense
of dynamics and power, especially when the
volume was turned up. What they didn't do
for me—and this is what bothered me most
—was convince me that Iwas listening to
music performed by flesh-and-blood humans
playing instruments made of wood, brass,
gut, skin, steel, and various other natural and
unnatural materials.
—Guy Lemcoe
JA measures the Acarian Alón I: The sin7Any speaker which can unravel the guttural recitative ofTom
Waits on "Kentucky Avenue" from his 1986 Asylum Years
compilation (Asylum 960 494-2) so that every word is dearly
understood passes the articulation test with flying colors.
—GL
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gle impedance peak in the bass (fig.1) indicates the Alón I's sealed-box bass bin to be
tuned to 39Hz, implying reasonable extension. Other than adrop to just below 4ohms
at 90Hz (the cursor position), the speaker is
moderately easy to drive, though its Bweighted sensitivity is slightly below average
at 85dB/W/m. The slight wrinlde in the magnitude trace around 220Hz in fig.1 implies
some sort of resonant problem at that frequency, most probably due to the enclosure.
Fig.2 shows the individual quasi-anechoic
responses of the bass unit and the midrange/HF module on the tweeter axis. As
with the Alón IV reviewed by RD in FebruStempel. IIIML0111 ele'Llel IleleSeUeel P710(110
DMA.
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Fig.1 Acarian Alón I, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).

ary (Vol.16 No.2, p.136), the l's woofer can
be seen to be alittle underdamped, its output peaking by 6dB in the 55-90Hz region.
The crossover point to the midrange unit
appears to lie at about 800Hz, with the
woofer's output rolling out steeply above
1200Hz. The midrange and tweeter outputs
are plotted together; the response can be seen
to be smooth, with aslight rising trend above
3kHz. But look what happens between that
frequency and the lower crossover point: The
midrange unit has asevere peak in the bottom
octave of its passband, this rising some 6dB
at 1150Hz.
This peak can also be seen in the overall
response measured on the tweeter axis and
averaged across a30° horizontal angle (fig3).
It is undoubtedly the source of the "aww"
coloration that so bothered the listening
panel. Given its severity, it's not surprising
that the panelists basically failed to get past
it and appreciate what the speaker does
well—for example, the weighty bass and
smooth if slightly rising treble that are indicated by this graph.
Vertically, the response doesn't change a
great deal as long as the listener sits so that
his or her ears are between the top of the subbaffle and the midrange axis. Above and
below that region, asuckout develops in the
lea
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Fig.2 Acarian Alón I, individual responses of
woofer and midrange/tweeter module on
tweeter axis at 45", corrected for
microphone response.
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Fig.4 Acarian Alón I, horizontal response family at
45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: reference
response; differences 15° off-axis, 30° offaxis, 45° off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75° off-axis,
and 90° off-axis.
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Fig.3 Acarian Alón I, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 45" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
response of woofer below 200Hz.
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Fig.5 Acarian Alón I, step response on tweeter
axis at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Fig.6 Acarian Alón I, cumulative spectral-decay plot on tweeter axis at 45".
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Fig.7 Acarian Alón I, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to woofer-cabinet
side panel. (M13 driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)

Fig.8 Acarian Alón I, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to sub-baffle
below midrange unit. (M13 driving voltage to speaker. 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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crossover region between the midrange unit
and tweeter. Laterally (fig.4), as the listener
moves off-axis, asuckout develops in the
lower crossover region. (Note that, for clarity's sake, fig.4 only shows the djfferences that
develop off-axis. It assumes that the on-axis
response is flat, which is not true with this
speaker or almost any other.) This off-axis
lack of midrange energy is presumably due
to the restricted dispersion of the woofer at
the top of its passband, coinciding with the
sideways cancellation notch of the dipole
midrange unit. Unfortunately, this will
accentuate the audibility of the peak just
above it, due to the room reverberant field
being deficient in midrange energy. Fig.4 also
shows that the Alón Ihas good lateral dispersion throughout the treble, due to its use
of minimal baffle areas for the two upperrange drive-units.
This upper-midrange problem can also be
found in the time domain. Fig.5, for example,
shows the speaker's step response on the
tweeter axis, calculated by the DRA Labs
software from the measured impulse response. The tweeter and woofer are connected with positive polarity, but the midrange with negative polarity. The overall
decay of the step, dùe to the woofer, is overlaid with the ringing due to the peak at the
bottom of the midrange unit's passbandP
Calculating the cumulative spectral-decay,
or "waterfall," plot from the impulse response
gives a graph (fig.6) dominated by the
1150Hz resonance. Note, however, that the
speaker's treble is relatively free from hash,
implying aclean-sounding treble (though
one that is too prominent on-axis).
The impedance plot (fig.1) implies that
something is happening with the enclosure
around 220Hz. This is confirmed by fig.7,
which shows the waterfall plot calculated
from an accelerometer's output when fastened to the center of the woofer cabinet's
side panel. The cursor shows amild mode at
59Hz, but atriplet of resonant modes can also
8For the benefit of the more pedantic engineers among you,
my usage of the word "due" in this sentence does indeed have
me bothered. The Alón Imidrange driver's tinging in the time
domain and its peak in the frequency domain are merely
different and complementary ways of describing the sonic
effect of the same underlying physical phenomenon. To say
that one is "due" to the other is therefore semantic nonsense.
However, as Ihave no idea what the phenomenon actually
is—a cone resonance? something wrong with the cone's termination in the surround? does it have ageometric cause? an
electrical problem in the speaker's crossover?-1 decided to
let my strictly incorrect usage stand.
—JA

be seen at 184, 219, and 234Hz. Interestingly,
these three modes were much stronger when
the accelerometer was fastened to the midrange unit's sub-baffle just below the driveunit itself (fig.8), even though this range is
well below the midrange unit's passband and
the sub-baffle is mounted on rubber bushings.
Given the severity of the Alón l's coloration, Icannot rule out the possibility that
something may have been incorrectly assembled (though the fact that both speakers appeared to be matched is strong evidence
against this). The logistics and cost of blindpanel testing rule out the possibility of manufacturers submitting revised samples during
the review process, so we may well perform
a"Follow-Up" review on the Alón I.
—John Atkinson

DAHLQUIST DQ-28: $1400/PAIR
The DQ-28 replaces the DQ-12 RH
reviewed in Vol.13 No.4 (also discussed by
TJN in Vol.14 No.10). The designs are very
similar, both products sharing Dahlquist's
open-air, pyramid-shaped midrange and
tweeter baffle atop aported woofer enclosure.
The separate open-air baffle is part of Dahlquist's "Phased Array" configuration, an
arrangement the company claims will result
in low diffraction and better time coherence.
The 8" woofer's cone is made from amix
of polypropylene, carbon-fiber, and Kevlar.
This combination is said to provide high
stiffness, low mass, and the ability to be taken
higher up in frequency. The vented enclosure
features aport just below the woofer.
A 4" polypropylene/carbon-fiber midrange driver covers the 470Hz-4kHz range
and is coupled to aVa" alloy-dome tweeter
with abutyl-rubber surround. Bi-wiring is
accommodated by two pairs of gold-plated
binding posts. Each pair of DQ-28s is
matched to within 0.5dB in amplitude and
10µ,s of group delay.
These components are housed in an
unusual enclosure. The frame holding the
black grilledoth is gently curved back toward
the top, magnets holding the grille in place.
Rosewood side and bottom panels finish the
cabinet (black/gray trim is also available). The
open top third, which contains the pyramidshaped midrange/tweeter baffle, is covered
in the rear by ametal-mesh cage. Spikes are
provided to couple the DQ-28 to the floor;
softer "acoustically optimized floor contacts"
119
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are available for those with an aversion to
spikes.
Blind listening-panel score: 4.11 (3.78,
4.87, 4.13, 2.83): While he graded the Dahlquist considerably higher on his second day
than on his first and third. JA was, on balance,
not too enthusiastic. He commented on its
"overwarm" sound and "depressed top
octave," with alower midrange lacking in
clarity and having a"hooty" coloration. He
downgraded the speaker heavily on the first
day, calling it, with respect to the Duruflé,
a"confused, tuneless, pitchless mess." On
the second day, he thought the Fairfield Four
were well-reproduced, with a"palpable presentation of individual voices." On the Albeniz, he thought the DQ-28s conveyed "the
weight and power of the orchestra ...
but a
bit muddled, offset by excellent soundstaging." And at the close of his final session, he
wrote, "This speaker would show promise,
but it has two problem areas: some midtreble 'splashiness' or 'hardness' that Iconjecture will make it fatiguing, and some
lower-midrange coloration that adds a'hoot'
to voices and reduces clarity in this region:'
After hearing the drum solo during his
third session, GL commented that the DQ28 "tries hard to make something happen,
but fails." He had called the same track "ponderous" the day before, and generally felt the
reproduction to be sluggish. "Musical but
dull:' he wrote on the reproduction of the
Duruflé on his Day Three, and four times
called the sound "so-so." On one occasion,
he noted, "So-so, so what?" GL did find that
the DQ-28's balance softened the edge on
some recordings, "acting like atone control:'
JGH was sparse in his comments, but
though he scored the DQ-28s just above his
personal overall average, he noted that on the
Britten they had "poor detail" and "odd"
timbres.
RH had amixed reaction to the Dahlquists,
liking them less on Day One than on Day
Two. During his first session, he found them
to be "very colored and thick." On Day Two,
however, he noted "good dynamic impact
and weight" on the drum solo, an "open,
wide soundstage" on the Fairfield Four, and
"good clarity and space" on the Hyman. Still,
he found the bass "lumpy and too fat" on
Luke and the Locomotives.
DO, from adifferent seat one row forward,
120

Dahhquist DQ-28 loudspeaker

had the opposite reaction to the bottom end,
though he remarked on the "cupped-hands
coloration" on JGH's voice and "vocal
honks" on the Jennifer Warnes. Still, he
scored the DQ-28s just above his overall
average, as did MM.
I, however, rated them well below average, noting some midrange honk and an
overwarm quality. Though not especially put
off by the latter, Iremarked on four occasions
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(the Duruflé, Fairfield Four, Jennifer Warnes,
and Lesley) about a"muddled" or "muzzy"
quality to the midrange. Ialso found the
lower highs abit too forward. On the Hyman, Iwrote that the "low-frequency muddling is areal problem—too bad, as the
dynamics are good."
On balance, the panel was not particularly
taken with the Dahlquists.
JGH comments on the Dahlquist DQ28: Dahlquist has always occupied anebulous
middle ground between the mass market
(Sony, Pioneer) and the unequivocally High
End (Thiel, Infinity); only recently has Dahlquist acquired the consumer acceptance that
grants admission to high-end heaven. It's
been many years since I've heard any DQ
products, but Irecall that the last ones Iheard
were quite musical but otherwise rather unexciting. Iwas curious to see how far Dahlquist had come after all those years.
The DQ-28 is one model step below the
DQ-30 (not yet reviewed in Stereophile). Although the speakers had been broken-in during their stay in Santa Fe, Igave them about
eight hours of pink-noise signal while the
family and I(and the cats) vacated the house
and went off to do other things. Other equipment used for this follow-up included the
Sony CDP-779ES CD player, Threshold
FET-10 line-controller, and the Boulder
500AE amplifier. Audio interconnects were
Monster M-1000s, and loudspeaker cables
were AudioQuest Greens. Program material ran the gamut, though most were orchestral recordings from Delos and Sheffield.
The DQ-28s proved to be among the
oddest-sounding loudspeakers I've heard in
along time. They don't sound bad by any
means, but they always gave me avague sense
of unease, as if something were somehow
amiss. What was odd about it was that what
sounded amiss seemed program-dependent.
Piano, for example, had aslight but persistent
nasality bordering on raucousness but never
getting quite that bad. Soprano voice sounded
somewhat distant and lifeless, as if the singer
were standing at the back of the band. Trumpets sounded slightly bigger than they are
in real life. Violins were abit too warm and
soft, yet there was also aslight tizziness to
them. Vocal sibilants also sounded slightly
tizzy, yet not annoyingly so. Large brass
instruments were well reproduced when
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

playing some notes, but sounded slightly dull
and reticent when playing others. And nothing ever sounded remotely real.
There were other problems. Articulation,
depth, and inner detailing were fairly good
at moderate listening levels, but fell apart at
levels above around 80dB—about the volume of amodest shout at three meters. Bass
articulation was mediocre; all the bass notes
(down to perhaps 40Hz) were there, but were
of rather indeterminate pitch.
Incidentally, don't remove the DQ-28's
grille panel. It is quite acoustically dense, and
dulls the high end just about as much as
would be expected. Without that rolloff, the
system's highs are irritatingly tizzy.
It is well known that the $1000 to $2000
price class is the hardest to design loudspeakers for, but I'm sure they don't have to
be quite this mediocre. The best Ican say for
the Dahlquist DQ-28 is that it was never
overly irritating—but that's hardly aglowing
endorsement.
—j. Gordon Holt
JA measures the Dahlquist DQ-28: Though
the DQ-28 has areasonably high B-weighted
sensitivity of an estimated 88dB/W/m, it is
ahard speaker to drive, as indicated in its plot
of impedance magnitude and phase against
frequency (fig.9). The former drops lower
than specified to aminimum of almost 2
ohms in the upper midrange (though, as is
almost always the case, the effect of this on
the amplifier will be ameliorated by the minimal phase angle at the same frequency). Use
ola classic tube amplifier with the DQ-28
will almost certainly make the sound too
laid-back, due to the interaction between the
amp's high source impedance and the speaker
impedance depressing the presence region.
The port tuning is indicated by the impedance minimum at 32Hz, while the glitch at
190Hz implies some sort of cabinet resonant
problem at that frequency.
Fig.10 shows the individual responses of
the port, woofer, and midrange/treble module. The port's bandpass output is centered
on 43Hz, alittle higher than the woofer's
minimum-excursion point and the impedance minimum, both of which lie at 32Hz.
The crossover between the woofer and midrange appears to lie almost an octave above
the specified 470Hz; above 800Hz, the onaxis response is both flat and even, rising
inconsequentially above 15kHz, with the pri-
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mary tweeter resonance seen at 25.2kHz.
Over a30° horizontal window on the
tweeter axis, these individual responses combine to give avery smooth but gently down
sloped response (fig.11), which undoubtedly
contributed to the comments made during
the blind-panel listening of "overwarm" or
"dull" sound and a"depressed top octave."
In the bass, the output of the port sums with
that of the woofer to give excellent extension
flat to 40Hz and -6dB down at 30Hz,
8.'0091010 1111,729 PIIP1.10 I MASI(d••)
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though with aslight (2dB) peak at 51Hz.
One wouldn't have thought this to be significant, but nearly all the panelists commented to some extent on the speaker's excess
bass and low-frequency "muddling," as TJN
referred to it. Maybe some other factor is
contributing here.
Laterally, the DQ-28 had good dispersion,
as can be seen from fig.12, which shows just
the derences between the responses on and
off the tweeter axis. Apart from some mild
unevenness in the low treble and aslight top-
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Fig.9 Dahlquist DQ-28, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.12 Dahlquist DQ-28, horizontal response
family at 45", normalized to response on
tweeter axis, from back to front: reference
response; differences 15° off-axis, 30° offaxis, 45° off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75° offaxis, and 90° off-axis.
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Fig.I0 Dahlquist DQ-28, individual responses of
port, woofer, and midrange/tweeter
module on tweeter axis at 45", corrected
for microphone response.
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Fig.I IDahlquist DQ-28, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 45" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with overall nearfield
loudspeaker LF rollout below 200Hz
(calculated by DRA Labs MLSSA program by
adding the complex nearfield responses of
the woofer and port in the ratio of their
diameters).
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Fig.I3 Dahlquist DQ-28, vertical response family
at 45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: response
difference 15° above enclosure; difference
7.5° above enclosure; difference level with
top of enclosure; reference response;
difference on midrange axis; difference level
with top of woofer enclosure; difference
on woofer axis.
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Fig.I4 Dahlquist DQ-28, step response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig. IS Dahlquist DQ-28, cumulative spectral-decay plot on tweeter axis at 45".

Fig.I6 Dahlquist DQ-28, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to woofer
cabinet rear panel. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)

Fig. I7 Dahlquist DQ-28, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to middle of
wire mesh behind tweeter. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth,
2kHz.)
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octave rolloff, there is very little difference
between the on-axis response at that 45° offaxis, presumably owing to the minimal baffle
area around the two upper-region driveunits. Beyond 45° off-axis, the balance
develops asuckout in the upper crossover
region. A similar suckout develops for
listeners who sit too high or too low (fig.13),
which, in conjunction with the lateral offaxis suckout, might make the room's reverberant field too laid-back in this region,
adding to the "lifeless" nature of the DQ28's balance.
In the time domain, fig.14 shows the step
response calculated from the impulse response
on the tweeter axis (not shown). What this
appears to indicate is that the positive-going
midrange output slightly precedes the negative-going tweeter output, the two combining to give agood step shape, followed by the
slow, positive-going rise and even slower
decay of the woofer. (This was confirmed by
looking at the step responses of the individual
drive-units, which are not shown.) The
cumulative spectral-decay, or "waterfall,"
plot calculated from the impulse response is
shown in fig.15. The initial decay is clean, but
alevel of hash starting about 18dB down can
be seen across the entire treble region, with
adistinct resonant mode noticeable at the
cursor position, 4.7kHz. Here, Iassume, is
the mid-treble "splashiness" or "hardness"
Inoted during my blind auditioning.
All the blind-panel listeners were bothered
by what they identified as midrange coloration and/or lack of midrange clarity with the
DQ-28, yet nothing so far in these measurements has even hinted at underlying problems. Tying in with the glitch in the impedance plot, the woofer cabinet has arelatively
severe resonant mode at 188Hz, as can be
seen in fig.16, awaterfall plot calculated from
the output of an accelerometer placed in the
center of its rear panel. This mode is also
strongly detected on the front of the subbaffle, even though, as with Acarian's Alón
I, which showed asimilar phenomenon, this
range is well below the midrange unit's passband. It might tie in with the upper-bass
"hoot" noted during the auditioning.
Finally, Ialso used the accelerometer to
take an impulse response from the wire mesh
that surrounds the rear of the midrange/treble
module. Interpreting the waterfall plot calculated from this impulse (fig.17) is difficult,
124

because it's hard to predict how such avibrating mesh, with its minimal surface area, will
couple to the air in the midrange and below.
Nevertheless, this graph shows that the mesh
is continually vibrating at alarge number of
preferred frequencies. It is hard to believe that
this won't have some effect on the speaker's
sound quality, particularly when alistener
as sensitive to speaker midrange coloration
problems as j. Gordon Holt mentions in his
blind listening notes that the DQ-28 reproduced instrumental timbres as being "odd."
—John Atkinson

SPICA ANGELUS: SI275/PAIR

In production since late 1987, the Angelus
has been the subject of much discussion and
praise in Stereophile. The loudspeaker uses an
8" plastic-cone woofer and 1" soft-dome
tweeter in an unusually shaped enclosure.
The cabinet is apair of trapezoids, with the
top one inverted in relation to the bottom
one. Together, the two sections form avertical mirror image. This geometry reportedly
has many sonic advantages over aconventional box design. The top section houses the
drivers, and the baffle is covered by thick felt
padding to reduce diffraction effects. The 2.5ft 3sealed enclosure is made from 3/
4"MDF
and is braced internally.
The computer-derived crossover uses a
fourth-order network on the woofer and a
first-order on the tweeter circuit, said to give
atime-coherent impulse response and aflat
frequency response. Both drivers are connected with positive polarity, and the crossover point is arather high 3.4kHz. Film capacitors are used extensively in the crossover.
A single pair of five-way binding posts provides signal connection. Finish is natural oak
or walnut veneer on the front and sides, with
ablack grille covering the top section's baffle.
Blind listening-panel score: 4.20 (4.78,
3.91, 4.18, 3.83): JA had some serious misgivings about the Spica Angelus on all three
days, downgrading it accordingly. He found
the Duruflé "lean-sounding, bass lightweight
overall but some organ notes stick out." He
also commented on a"chalky upper midrange." He commented anumber of times on
a"lispy" quality, noting amid-treble emphasis. He thought the drum solo had "good
clarity," but found a"hooty" coloration to
the snare drums. On the Albeniz, he found
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Spica Angelus loudspeaker

the Spica "lean'n'mean, attempts to reproduce bass drum but fails." Surprisingly, given
the Spica's reputation, he found the image
depth rather restricted.
GL echoed these sentiments, but did have
positive comments. He found the drum solo
"fast and dynamic," with "good control and
fine spatial rendering." And he liked the
reproduction of the Fairfield Four, with the
"voices delineated across the stage [and]
articulate, [with the] words easily understood." On the Duruflé, he found the "vocal
separation quite nice, [with] good soundstaging." But he also found the sound tipped-up.
On the Duruflé, a"lack of impact in the low
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

bass" kept him from rating the Spicas higher.
He also disliked the highs, finding them
"tipped-up" and "splashy" on the Jennifer
Warnes, "aggressive yet not that involving"
on the Eddy Louiss, and "blatty [and] raspy"
on Luke and the Locomotives.
JGH, however, was much more positive.
He gave the Spicas astrong endorsement on
the first day, finding the drum solo "tight,
detailed, and articulate," with "good impact
and good timbres." He thought the Fairfield
Four "almost real, [with a] wide stage [and]
good imaging:' He called the Jennifer Warnes
"magical!" and "hard to fault." And he felt
the Britten had "good depth, breadth, articulation, impact, almost goose-bumpy:' His
ratings dropped off considerably on Days
Two and Three, but his feelings were strong
enough on Day One to push the Spicas to the
top of his ratings pile.
RH rated the Spicas somewhat below
average. He thought the treble "aggressive"
and "raspy" on the drum solo, sibilant on the
vocals, and "bleached and thin," in need of
more midbass weight. He noted "good extension" on the Eddy Louiss, but expressed
"relief' when it was over. While he thought
the Albeniz had a"nice soundstage," he
thought the Spicas had "trouble on [the]
bass-drum whacks."
DO placed the Spicas almost in the middle
of his dance card, but his written remarks
were mostly critical. He thought that the
"balance serves [the] female voice well" on
the Warnes and noted a"good drive," but
remarked that the Lesley was "devoid of [the]
proper sheen." He remarked on several occasions on the "coarse" and "peaky" treble,
finding the "tonal balance too thin." On the
Albeniz, he heard a"decent orchestral drive,"
but felt the balance to be "all wrong."
MM—though he thought the sound
"somewhat bright"—felt that the music
"came through very well." He preferred the
Spicas to the Vandersteens on several cuts.
Irated the Spicas just below average, noting a"soft-dome" grain in its high-frequency
performance, "slightly toppish" overall "but
not pushy in the low- to mid-treble." I
remarked on several occasions on a"slightly
boxy" quality to the sound, and was also
bothered by the "slightly lean" and "uptilted" balance that lacked the weight needed
to fully flesh out instruments and voices.
In summary, the Spicas were criticized for
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their lean, rather bright balance. This suggests that asubwoofer—if carefully matched
—might well restore the balance. Or perhaps
the Spicas might be better suited to aroom
in which their lean balance won't seriously
excite the low-frequency room modes. Of
course, it also might be true that the basic
design of the Angelus—now six years old
with some intermediate crossover modification—is due for afreshening-up.
Individual comment on the Spica Angelus: Since this loudspeaker has been reviewed
extensively in the past, no individual assessment was assigned. Readers wishing to research the Spica Angelus further should refer
to Vol.11 No.2 (IA's original review), Vol.13
Nos.1 & 4(Sam Tellig's columns), and Vol.16
No.4 (a "Follow-Up" in conjunction with
TJN's review of the Vandersteen 2Ce).
JA measures the Spica Angelus: As my
original review of the Angelus in February
1988 was published well before Ihad established my standardized loudspeaker test
procedure, Ithought that including this wellestablished and generally recommended
speaker in this survey would give me the
Slereoelle DOWN= MAO I F1118111611
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chance to perform athorough set of measurements. First, the Angelus's impedance
(fig.18) only drops below 7 ohms above
4kHz, reaching aminimum value of 5.2
ohms at 8kHz. It therefore presents an easy
load to the amplifier driving it, coupled with
a moderate B-weighted sensitivity of
86.5dBM/m. The single peak in the bass, due
to the sealed-box tuning, lies at 38.5Hz,
indicating reasonably good low-frequency
extension for aspeaker with asingle 8"
woofer. The slight wrinkles in the traces at
250Hz and 320Hz are probably due to cabinet resonances, though Ihave no idea what
causes the unusual shape of the magnitude
trace between 100 and 200Hz. Normally, a
speaker's impedance drops smoothly from
the height of the bass peak to aminimum
value in the upper bass without asharp discontinuity like that apparent in fig.18.
This unusual impedance trace is probably
tied-in with the double-humped nature of
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Fig.20 Spica Angelus, horizontal response family
at 45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: reference
response; differences 15° off-axis, 30° offaxis, 45° off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75° offaxis, and 90° off-axis.
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Fig.I8 Spica Angelus, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig. 19 Spica Angelus, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 45" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
woofer response below 200Hz.
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Fig.2I Spica Angelus, vertical response family at
45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: response
difference 7.5° above enclosure; difference
level with top of enclosure; difference
midway between enclosure top and
tweeter axis; reference response;
difference on woofer axis; difference level
with bottom of woofer; difference level
with break in cabinet styling.
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the speaker's nearfield woofer response,
shown to the left of fig.19. Note, however,
the excellent bass extension: a-6dB point of
28Hz referenced to the level at 100Hz (or a
still excellent 33Hz referenced to the maximum level at 136Hz). That the listeners generally found the Angelus to sound lean is
probably due to the rather over-damped
nature of the bass alignment, this exacerbated
12.0212/2 0••••••••

by the need in the panel tests to raise the
speaker from the floor.
Other than the excess of energy in the
transition region between the upper bass and
lower mids, the midrange shown in fig.19 is
pretty flat. The speaker does have aslight
peakiness in the lower treble, which may be
due to awoofer cone mode of some sort,
what Martin Colloms refers to as "cone cry."
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Fig.22 Spica Angelus, impulse response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.23 Spica Angelus, step response on tweeter
axis at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Fig.24 Spica Angelus, cumulative spectral-decay plot on tweeter axis at 45".
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Fig.25 Spica Angelus, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to veneered
front of cabinet beneath woofer. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement
bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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The mid-treble, and what there is of the top
octave before the soft-dome tweeter's output
rolls off sharply above 16kHz, are raised
above the midband level by an average of 4dB
or so. This measured plateau contributes to
the panelists' feeling that the speaker had too
much HF energy, or "soft-dome grain," as
TJN called it. In my original review, I, too,
was bothered by the HF emphasis given to
record ticks and surface noise.
Laterally, the Angelus maintains its response
to 15° off-axis, greater angles progressively
rolling off the top octave and introducing a
suckout in the crossover region. Fig.20 shows
the deérences in response to be found off-axis
on the tweeter side of the strange-shaped,
asymmetric baffle. (This notch is broader but
less deep on the other side of the baffle.)
Vertically, the response only changes alittle
as the listener moves his or her ears down
from the tweeter, the speaker progressively
acquiring more low-treble energy (fig.21).
But if you sit so that you are above the
tweeter, not only does the speaker acquire
more top-octave energy, but alarge suckout
appears in the mid-treble which will both
make the speaker sound laid-back and
emphasize the high treble. Finally, if you listen to the speaker while standing, the suckout
fills in again and you hear asmooth but significantly treble-heavy balance. Ceiling
reflections of this speaker's sound will therefore be very toppy, which presumably added
to the mid-treble excess on-axis to contribute
to the listening panel's impression of "too
much highs!' If you like what the Angelus
does but are bothered by its excessive highs,
it would be worth experimenting with
patches of, say, Sonex foam on the ceiling at
the primary reflection points.
In the time domain, the Angelus's impulse
response on the tweeter axis (fig.22) appears
time-coherent, due to the combination of its
crossover's performance—first-order highpass to the tweeter, fourth-order Bessel lowpass to the woofer—and the time alignment
of the drive-units due to the sloping front
baffle This is confirmed by the step response
(fig.23), which shows an excellent righttriangle shape due to the same-polarity outputs of the tweeter and woofer arriving at the
microphone at the same time, spoiled only
by aleading-edge overshoot associated with
the treble plateau noted in fig.19. The
cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated
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from fig.22 (fig.24) shows some minor resonant modes in the low- and mid-treble,
these presumably correlating both with the
hardness noted at high levels and the
"splashy:' "raspy" treble coloration that
bothered some of the panelists.
Other than its side panels, the Spica's large
cabinet seemed quite lively to the knucklerap test, this confirmed by accelerometer
measurements. Fig.25, for example, shows
the cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated
from the accelerometer's output when
fastened to the center of the cabinet's lower
back panel. A number of resonant modes can
be seen, as well as the large mode at 184Hz.
TJN noted aslight "boxiness" to the Angelus's sound in the blind auditioning, while
both in my 1988 review and in my blind 1993
auditioning, Ifound the speaker to be alittle
"hooty" in the 200Hz region. These comments might well be laid at the feet of this
cabinet behavior.
—John Atkinson

NHT 2.3A: $1095/PAIR

The NHT 2.3a is arevised version of NHT's
popular 2.3 loudspeaker. In this update, the
woofer and tweeter positions have been
inverted in atry for better imaging. The 2.3a
uses the same 6.5" midrange/woofer driver
and 1" fabric-dome tweeter used in NHT's
Model 1.3 (which RH favorably reviewed in
Vol.13 No.9), augmented by apair of 6.5"
subwoofers mounted in asub-enclosure The
three-way system crosses over at 70Hz and
3.1kHz, with second-order (12dB/octave)
slopes. The 70Hz crossover point suggests
that the lower two 6.5" drivers are actually
subwoofers, not just bass drivers.
The sealed 3/
4"-thick MDF enclosure has
an angled front baffle, afeature NHT calls
"Focused Image Geometry!' This technique
reportedly reduces standing waves inside the
enclosure and improves midrange detail.
Moreover, by ensuring that the listener is
directly on-axis, the ratio of direct to reflected
sound is increased, reducing the room's effect
on the sound.
Cabinet finishes are piano-black lacquer,
white, or oak wood veneer. A single pair of
five-way binding posts provides signal connection. Spikes are not included, but a"SpikeKit" is available from NHT or your dealer.
Blind listening-panel score: 4.25 (4.23,
3.88, 4.51, 4.69): JA rated the NHTs above
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average on his first and last days, but below
average his second day. He liked the "wide,
deep soundstage" on the Duruflé, and the
"good imaging and good sense of pace and
rhythm" on the Fairfield Four. He remarked
again on the fine soundstage—both in depth
and width—on anumber of other selections.
He also commented on the good midrange
articulation, and, while noting some coloration on JGH's voice, did not criticize this
aspect of the NHT's performance on the
musical selections—including vocals. Still,
he found the 2.3as abit sibilant on some
selections and the balance rather lean. "Bit
of sizzle but not annoying," he wrote on the
Jennifer Warnes. "Leaner than the Vandersteen ...
good sense of pace—boogies." He
liked it less at higher levels, however, remarking on the Britten, "Lightweight, wiry
strings, doesn't go loud gracefully." Overall,
JA gave the NHTs an average score.
But not GL, who didn't appear to like the
NHTs at all. "Where's the bass?" he noted on
the Duruflé. "Lacks body, timid sound:' he
added on the drum solo. He was particularly
put off by the reproduction of sibilants, finding them "out of control" on the Jennifer
Warnes and "spiny" on the Fairfield Four.
Of the latter, he also remarked, "The warmth
Iheard on other loudspeakers was missing
here." On the Albeniz, he noted that the
reproduction "sounds like toy trumpets," and
on the Britten he exclaimed, "[I] lost it on
this! Iwish the Krell would blow up this
speaker!'
JGH, on the other hand, gave the NHT
good scores. On the negative side, he felt on
the Britten that the NHTs were "light on
heft," but added, "Good detail, suitably
aggressive, fair brasses, almost real:' His
comments on the other musical selections
were similar. He liked the "good bite and
attack" on the Eddy Louiss, and the "good
aliveness" on the Jennifer Wames, remarking,
"I could live with these."
But RH came down on the negative side,
scoring the NHTs well below average. On
the Albeniz, he reiterated JA's remark,
". ..
doesn't go loud gracefully," and he found
the Britten to be "hard, congested, strident ...
not that good in [LF] extension." He
seemed most put off by the high-frequency
performance, reiterating GL's impressions
about excessive sibilance.
DO scored the NHTs above average, but
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also criticized an upward-tilted balance
("lacking in bass power") and a"reduced
sense of harmonic bloom!' He thought the
Lesley had "good focus. ..
lots of detail," but
found the upper mids to be "dry and grainy!'
He liked the "tight midbass" on the drum
solo, but continued to regret the loss of
extension.
MM liked the "nice soundstaging" on the
Lesley, but thought that the "voice could use
more body." He also noted a"very slight
sibilance emphasis," and though he thought
the drum solo "lightweight on bass," he rated
the selection "not bad overall!' He rated the
NHTs quite highly—they were, in fact, his
top choice.
Ialso rated the NHTs highly. In summary,
Inoted a"slightly fizzy sibilance, slightly
leaned-out," but added, "Nicely open and
unmuddled, though."
The NHT generated the most mixed reaction, challenged only in this regard by the
Spica. Its main flaw seemed to be arather
uptilted balance, causing some panelists to
react strongly. There were, however, notably
few comments about midrange colorations
—a positive sign, and probably amain reason
it was rated highly.
TJN comments on the NHT 2.3a: Idid
most of my individual listening to the NHT
2.3as in the same room in which the panel
tests had been held—the Stereophile listening
room—and with the same associated equipment. The placement was different, with the
NHTs now farther out into the room—the
position that I've found provides the best
combination of soundstaging and good balance for asingle listener with non-dipole
loudspeakers. With the listening couch restored to the room, the height of the listener's
ear was 38", down from the 43" with the
chairs the panel used. Istill felt that the
optimal listening axis of the NHTs was too
low, however, so Iraised them about 10" off
the floor with apair of sand-loaded Hales
stands. Tone cones separated the stands from
the carpeted floor. NHT's own optional spike
kit was used between the 2.3as and the Hales
bases, something which could not be done
in the panel sessions because of the setup
configuration.
At first, the NHTs sounded merely okay
—a little too analytical on top and alittle too
lean on the bottom. Soundstaging was fine
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laterally, but with limited depth. The sound
needed abit more warmth, and the obvious
solution was to dispense with the Hales bases
and place the NHTs on the floor. This helped
abit on the low end, but things still weren't
quite gelling into acoherent whole. The culprit now appeared to be the vertical listening axis, and to restore this while keeping the
"subwoofers" near the floor, Itilted the
NHTs back by shortening the rear spikes as
much as possible and placing asingle Tiptoe under the front-center of the cabinet.
It worked. While the NHT 2.3as were not
exactly transformed into rampaging lions in

GETTING THE TILT-BACK RIGHT

Plunked down into my listening seat to
audition the NHT 2.3as, Icouldn't help
but wonder if Ihad them tilted back at just
the right angle to place my ears at the
optimal axis (which JA had told me was
level with or just below the tweeter). Fiddling around absent-mindedly with aCD
jewelbox, Inoticed that in certain positions it reflected light off of the shinyblack front panels of the NHTs. "Wait a
minute," Ithought. "Suppose Iplace the
jewelbox at ear level and move it around
until it reflects off the loudspeaker cabinet?" Itried it, and aring of fight formed
ahalo around the tweeter.
A flashlight placed at ear height proved
to be amore reliable light source. Though
the center beam of the light will move
where you point it, the reflection of the
stray light from the bulb will reflect off
the NHT's front baffle at aspot that varies
only with the vertical and lateral positions
of the flashlight, not where it is aimed. (For
this reason, alaser pointer would not be
an effective source for this, since the only
reflection would depend on where the
pointer was aimed). A little ingenuity is
needed with aless reflective baffle than
the NHT's—a bit of reflective tape should
do the trick.
This technique will also work on loudspeakers that require no tilt-back, of
course, but direct measurement of ear
height and loudspeaker height would be
just as effective Achieving the proper tiltback, however, significantly complicates
the geometry, and makes the reflection
technique very useful.
—TJN
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Daniel's den, the soundstage fell into focus,
the bass became tight and reasonably extended, the midrange became detailed and
low in coloration, and the highs. ..
Ah yes, the highs. Ishould get this part out
of the way, because beyond it the road
smooths out and the trip becomes enjoyable.
For want of abetter term, I'll call them
"Howard Johnson highs" When Iwas akid,
and even more than afew years beyond that,
Howard Johnson restaurants were strung
along major byways across the nation, their
famous red roofs dotting the landscape. The
motel chain came later—I believe—and survives. The restaurants, for the most part, do
not. My father used to say you'd never get
agreat meal in one, but you probably wouldn't
get food poisoning, either. Idon't know
about the "great meal" part—I always loved
their half-pound hamburgers, and their pistachio nut ice cream was to die for. But in the
hierarchy of gourmet delights, Iguess you'd
have to put HoJo's just anotch or two above
fast food. And that's where I'd put the highs
of the 23as. The thing that bothered me most
about them was aband of brightness, an
edge—somewhere in the mid- to uppertreble, Iwould judge, though below the very
top the sound lacked any tèlltale "zing" or
tizziness. This gave them aslightly etched,
"hi-fi" quality. It isn't always troublesome—
indeed, there's alively, open quality to the
sound of the 2.3as that can be very appealing on well-recorded material with agood
driving system. But crank the volume abit
too much, or play material too generously
endowed in the right region of the top end,
and the sound can become rather relentless.
This problem cleared considerably after
Ifinished the position-tweaking Ihave
described—the slightly warmer balance of
the near-to-floor woofers improving the
overall balance—but it never disappeared
entirely. It lent atoo-crisp quality to classical
music, particularly the large-scale variety
with which the 2.3as can sometimes be too
cool, lean, and analytical. And while the
NHT's top end sounded clean on relatively
simple material, some smearing was evident
on program having complex, tightly orchestrated, high-frequency transients. There was
also alack of top-octave air in the NHT, and
acertain lack of overall treble refinement and
subtlety. That said, Istill found much to like
in the NHT's overall sound, and its top end
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

—most of the time, on most program
material—never got in the way of the 2.3a's
positive attributes.
For example, there was its clean, uncolored
midrange. It was open and detailed, lending
the overall sound adynamic, "alive" quality without being aggressive or in-your-face.
Instrumental textures were clean and wellseparated (except on those occasions when
the high-frequency smearing noted on very
complex material intruded). Listening "into
the mix" was surprisingly easy for aloudspeaker in this price class. There may have
been some slight boxiness, but it was very
elusive.
Vocals were very well-handled, particularly female vocals, from Leontyne Price right
across the musical spectrum to Reba McEntire? In the latter's For My Broken Heart (MCA
MCAD-10400)—by no means an excellent
recording on any absolute scale, Ishould
note—every inflection of this singer's style
was revealed. Male vocals were also very clear
and unmuddled, though with agenerally
somewhat lean quality. Iwould have preferred abit more natural warmth; while floor
placement did help in this, it did not make
the balance ideal.
NHT's design configuration—a narrow
front baffle angled in toward the listener, with
the cabinet itself aimed straight ahead—also
appears to get the job done with respect to
soundstaging. After tweaking the setup as
described, lateral placement was precise and
depth convincing. Ilistened to the crisp
delineation of spatial cues in the band on
"Sex" from the soundtrack of The Player
(Varèse Sarabande VSD-5366), and the offstage brass in "Entrance of the King" from
Wagner's Lohengrin on Solid Brass at the Opera
(Dorian DOR-90108). While the NHT's
soundstage was not as expansive as some,
rarely extending outside of the loudspeaker
positions, from speaker to speaker and all
points between it was as precise as any in my
experience. (Extension beyond the speakers
is rare in my room anyway, and an occurrence
often—though not always—caused by sidewall reflections.)
And not to forget the 2.3as' bottom end.
The integral "subwoofer" was not really a
9While Iam by no stretch of the imagination crazy about
country music in general, this lady knocks me out. The fact
that I'm afan of both of these singers makes my musical taste
either wide-ranging or weird ...
take your pick.
—TJN
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"sub"—rarely, in my judgment, doing much
of interest below about 40Hz. But it was very
clean, tight, and reasonably well-defined.
While the speaker's bottom-end response
never nailed me against the back wall of the
listening room, it definitely extended lower
than that of the typical two-way minimonitor. It never intruded with unpleasant and
artificial boom, instead providing the sort of
well-controlled extension often attributed
to—but not always achieved by—acoustic
suspension loading. And its power handling
was surprising. Both of my low-frequency
torture tracks, the falling drumset on "Gates
of Dâfos" from Des (Reference Recordings
RR-12CD), and the bass drum on "0 Vazio"
from Tropic Affair (Reference Recordings RR31CD), were handled without aglitch at
comfortably high levels. Ididn't push this to
extremes, however—there are, after all, limits
to the amount of power that two 65" drivers
can handle, or how low they will usefully go.
Neither of these tracks sounded forth with
anything like the low-end extension they
exhibit with larger loudspeakers or good
subwoofers. But they remained clean and
tight. These qualities, combined with the
NHT's slightly lean character, would seem
to be made to order for hassle-free blending
with asubwoofer or subwoofers. That's an
exercise Idid not get the opportunity to try.
While Iwas not able to compare the NHTs
directly with the Vandersteen 2Ces used in
the panel sessions, Ihave done extensive
listening to the Vandersteens in this same
room. The characters of these two loudspeakers are very different. The Vandersteens
have asmoother, less assertive top end and
adefinitely more extended deep bass, though
with alooser mid and upper bass. Both loudspeakers are very clean and low in coloration
through the midrange. The NHTs are abit
livelier through this region, and abit more
dynamic overall. These qualities, combined
with their more overtly defined treble region,
give them aless veiled, more open quality.
Because of their sweeter top end, however,
the Vandersteens are easier to listen to at
higher levels. The NHTs are arguably less
congested at these higher levels, but the price
for this is their emphasis on that sometimes
crisp treble and lean mid and upper bass. The
latter two qualities are clearly, for me, the
NHT's main weaknesses, but the 23a's tight,
defined, lively quality, its lack of muddle, its
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uncolored and detailed midrange, and its
focused soundstage certainly indicate that a
serious audition should be in order for anyone shopping in this price range.
—Thomas J. Norton

JA measures the NHT 2.3a: The NHT's
B-weighted sensitivity was estimated to be
around 86.5dB/W/m, which is both to specification and about average. The speaker has
apretty low impedance in the bass, as can be
seen from fig.26, which reveals aminimum
magnitude of 3.4 ohms at 61Hz, due, I
imagine, to the use of two extra woofers. The
peak at 35Hz is presumably the twin subwoofers' sealed-box tuning frequency.
To the left of fig.27 is shown the summed
nearfield acoustic outputs of the two 5.25"
subwoofers and the single 5.25" woofer/midrange unit. Peaking sharply at 63Hz, it
implies an underdamped sealed-box alignment, but in fact, as fig.28 shows, the peak
is due to the bandpass subwoofer output
appearing to coincide with the extension
limit of the upper-range unit. The result is
areasonable degree of midbass weight, but
without boom (as noted during TJN's auditioning), though the ultimate extension is
limited to about 40Hz.
To the right of fig.27 is the 2.3a's quasianechoic response on the tweeter axis, averaged across a30° horizontal window. Relatively smooth overall, it is marked by arising
trend with frequency. Though the maximum
change from the middle of the midrange to
20kHz is only about 3dB, this does represent asignificant "area under the curve" in
the treble, as the panel noted during the blind
auditioning, and as did TJN in his sighted
listening. This type of balance, almost the
opposite of that of the Dahlquist DQ-28,
seems to be ahallmark of NHT designer Ken
Kantor; his NHT 1.3 design, reviewed exactly three years ago by RH (Vol.13 No.9,
p.149), was broadly similar in its treble balance
Laterally, as might be expected from a
speaker with such anarrow baffle, the NHT
2.3a offers good dispersion, the top two
octaves progressively rolling off with frequency, and aslight unevenness appearing
in the crossover region (fig.29). Vertically,
TJN found the 2.3a to be pretty fussy concerning its optimal listening axis. This is confirmed by the vertical-differences graph
(fig.30), which implies that the listener will
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get the flattest response with ears on or
between the midrange and tweeter axes, a
range of 28-33" from the floor. That's low
for asix-footer sitting in atypical chair.
In the time domain, the step response calculated from the impulse response on the
tweeter axis (not shown) can be seen in fig31.
Both tweeter and midrange/woofer appear
to be connected with negative polarity, the
one leading the other in time on this axis. The
corresponding waterfall plot (fig32) shows
abasically clean initial 12dB of decay, but
with some hash developing in the mid-treble.
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Minor resonant modes can also be seen at
1100Hz and 3550Hz. (In this and the other
waterfall plots you should ignore the black
trace at 16kHz, which is due to the MLSSA
board's input circuitry picking up the computer monitor's line-scan frequency.) This
decay signature presumably contributes to
TJN's feeling that the 2.3a's treble was not
as subtle as it could be, and to RH's and my
comments that the speaker "doesn't go loud
gracefully!'
The 2.3a's enclosure seems to be wellbraced, the main panel's resonant modes
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Fig.26 NHT 2.3a, electrical impedance (solid) and
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Fig.29 NHT 2.3a, horizontal response family at
45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: reference
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Fig.27 NHT 2.3a, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 45" averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with overall nearfield loudspeaker
LF rollout below 200Hz (calculated by
DRA Labs MUSA program by adding the
complex nearfield responses of the
subwoofers and midrange woofer in the
ratio of the square roots of their areas).
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Fig.30 NHT 2.3a, vertical response family at 45",
normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: response difference
15° above enclosure; difference 7.5° above
enclosure; difference level with top of
enclosure; difference on midrange/woofer
axis; reference response; difference 7.5°
below tweeter axis.
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Fig.28 NHT 2.3a, individual nearfield responses of
lower woofers and midrange/woofer.
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Fig.31 NHT 2.3a, step response on tweeter axis
at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Fig.32 NHT 2.3a, cumulative spectral-decay plot on tweeter axis at 45".
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Fig.33 NHT 2.3a, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to cabinet side panel
between midrange/woofer and tweeter. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement
bandwidth, 2kHz.)

being pushed well up in frequency as shown
in fig33, the cumulative spectral-decay plot
calculated from an accelerometer's output
when fastened to the center of the cabinet's
side panel level with the tweeter.
—John Atkinson

M ISSION CYRUS 753: $1500/PAIR

The Mission Cyrus 753 is atall, slim threeway system employing four bass/midrange
drivers and atweeter. The 51/
4"bass/midrange units feature paper cones doped with
"Plastiflex" and adouble-layer aluminum
voice-coil former. Two woofers are run in
parallel up to 200Hz, and mounted in a
ported section of the enclosure. The second
woofer pair is mounted in asealed part of the
cabinet and covers the range to 2.1kHz. Note
134

that all four woofers operate below 200Hz,
despite one pair being reflex-loaded and the
other mounted in asealed sub-enclosure The
single tweeter is a1" ferrofluid-cooled composite dome. The hard-wired crossover is a
split design, with separate woofer and
tweeter networks for bi-wiring. Despite the
two crossover points, Mission calls the 753
atwo-way design with "room-aligned bass
assist" (presumably referring to the two reflex
woofers operating below 200Hz).
The 1" -thick MDF enclosure is braced
internally and damped with constrainedlayer material on the inner walls. In addition,
the enclosure is folded in aunique way that
supposedly makes the structure more rigid.
The enclosure is built around the front baffle,
which further reduces resonances. Cabinet
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Mission Cyrus 753 loudspeaker

finishes are black lacquer, white lacquer, or
wood veneer. Two pairs of gold-plated binding posts are provided for bi-wiring or biamping.
Blind listening-panel score: 4.47 (5.01,
4.63, 3.90, 4.13): JA rated the Missions well
above average on his first two days. His most
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

serious criticisms were directed at the frequency extremes, where he found the bass
to be "lightweight" and the treble alittle
bright and "wispy." But he liked the LF pitch
definition on the Michael Jonacz recording,
thought the mids to have "good articulation
and definition" on the Jennifer Warnes, and
found the overall sound "very clean!' Still,
he felt the Missions didn't go loud gracefully,
and an excess of energy in the presence region
particularly bothered him on the Britten. On
the last day, however, he liked the 753s less,
becoming more bothered by alight tonal balance. "Lacks impact:' he noted on the drum
solo, adding that it "lacks image depth,
though overall [it's] inoffensive." He also
found the vocal selections over-sibilant, and
thought the Duruflé too "laid-back," lacking
in pace, and with a"lack of lower-midrange
warmth [making] it hard to hear the trombone doubling the trumpet." He concluded,
"This is afloorstanding speaker that tries to
sound like aminimonitor—tilted-up highs,
alack of [listener] involvement, and alack
of lower-midrange warmth."
GL was enthusiastic on Day One. He
wrote, "Musically involving. Lacks low-bass
impact, but doesn't suffer on account [of it]."
On the Britten he wrote, "Not bad. Bass
lacks impact, but these loudspeakers seem
capable of apleasing musical sound." He
rated the Missions near the top on the first
day, but his interest flagged abit the next two
days. "Pleasing but uninvolving" was his
response to the Duruflé on these two days.
He found the drum solo to be "revealing and
fast, but that's not enough. Lacks excitement!' He found the Hyman too laid-back,
and pronounced sibilants and uptilted balance
on the Jennifer Warnes troubling. On the
Albeniz, he wrote, "Sorry, but this doesn't
cut it. Has finesse, but it's not enough!' Still,
while he rated the Missions abit below average on Days Two and Three, his enthusiasm
from Day One was enough to put it above
average in his overall scoring.
JGH, however, rated the Missions below
his average. He found their overall sound
rather "lifeless, soft," and "dead!' (The Missions were aimed straight ahead; JGH, seated
in the close front row, was considerably offaxis to them.) He found the timbres good to
fair, however, the articulation good on the
Hyman, and the bass heft good on the Britten. Yet he found himself nodding off: "som-
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noient, zzzzz," he snored on the Rickie Lee
Jones.
RH rated the Missions slightly above average. He generally found the treble alittle
edgy and sibilant, though he felt the Hyman
to be soft. Overall, he also felt the sound to
be lightweight. "Bass tight but lean," he
noted on the Eddy Louiss. He found that the
Michael Jonacz had "better bass control than
[the] previous [loudspeaker]" on Day Two.
(The previous loudspeaker had been the
Dahlquist.) It should be noted that the Jonacz
cut has abig, over-fill, but deep, bass line RH
also remarked on awide (Fairfield Four) and
deep (Albeniz) soundstage.
DO liked the "smooth mids" and "wellintegrated" sound on the Hyman, though
overall he found the Missions abit "too
polite" and "laid-back." He thought the Lesley cut was "veiled" and that it "failed to boogie." But on the Duruflé, he liked the "nicely
balanced, cohesive sound" and felt the
massed voices to be "nicely resolved." He
liked them much better on his first day than
on his second, and in his overall ratings they
placed near the top of the heap.
MM rated the Missions just about average. He thought them "somewhat thinsounding, subwoofers recommended," but
wrote that voices had a"nice directness to
them."
Ialso thought the sound was lean but tight.
Ifelt it was "slightly spitchy" on some selections. My reaction to the Jennifer Warnes cut
was representative of my overall impressions:
"Kickdrum lean, voice slightly thinned-out,
good image, open, with fairly low coloration." Irated them above average.
The Missions finished in the middle of the
pack, coming in marginally above average.
The criticism was relatively restrained, but
so was the praise.
JA comments on the Mission 753: The
bass performance of the Missions had been
compromised in the blind testing because
their need to be positioned on the floor relatively close to the rear wall conflicted with
the panel's need for the speakers to be acouple of feet out in the room and placed on
pedestals so that the listeners could sit with
their ears level with the speakers' optimal
listening axes. In my own room, my lower
chair meant that Icould place the speakers
on the floor as intended, coupled to the tile
136

beneath the carpet with the supplied spikes.
Ialso ended up with the speakers 19" away
from the boundary behind them, alittle farther than the 8" specified in the manual, but
this gave the best mid- to low-bass transition in my room. The 753s pointed straight
ahead, this avery important factor in auditioning these speakers.' °
With the speakers toed-in to the listening
chair, the sound was excessively bright. Only
when they fired straight ahead did the high
frequencies become better balanced with the
midrange. There was still aslight treble excess, however. Voices acquired aslight "lisp,"
a"wiry" outline. Snare drums sounded abit
too "splashy," while tape and microphone
hiss were accentuated. This became annoying
only on complex music at high levels, the
brass blending too much, for example, with
the strings in the Finale of the Frans Brüggen
recording of Beethoven's Symphony 5
(Philips 434 087-2). Changing from the Theta
to the Levinson processor helped significantly in this respect, but old, rather screechy
recordings—such as the rereleased soundtrack to West Side Story (Sony SK 48211)—still
sounded too relentless to be enjoyable in the
long term, unless played quietly.
But at lower, less extreme levels the 753s
presented awealth of recorded detail that
made well-recorded CDs and LPs sound
enjoyable and enabled recorded acoustics to
be easily perceived. The small, rather dry
ambience of David Manley's studio on Robert Harley's drum recording on the second
Stereophile Test CD was as easily decoded as
the voluminous expanse of St. Louis's
Christchurch Cathedral on John Blaine's two
recordings on the same CD. The speakers
also developed an excellent sense of space on
Peter Mitchell's organ recordings on both
Stereophile Test CDs, though the slight windnoise "chie at the start of each note was
10 Power amplifiers were either apair of Mark Levinson
No.20.6 monoblocks or aYEA 2, while the preamplifier was
either the Melos SHA headphone amplifier used as aline-stage
or the YEA 2. A Mod Squad Phono Drive EPS amplified LP
signals from aLinn Sondek/Trampolin/Lingo/Ekos/Arkiv
setup sitting on an ArchiDee table. Digital source was aTheta
DS Pro Generation III or aMark Levinson No35, both driven
via AudioQuest Digital Pro by aMark Levinson No31 transport. Interconnects included lm lengths of Siltech 4/80
between digital processor and preamps and 15' lengths of
AudioQuest Lapis between pre- and power amplifiers. The
speaker cable was a5' bi-wired set of AudioQuest Sterling.
All source components and preamplifiers were plugged into
aPower Wedge 2, itself plugged into one of my listening
room's two dedicated AC lines.
—JA
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exaggerated somewhat.
Despite this excellent sense of ambience,
the 753s' imaging accuracy was only average.
Larry Archibald's voice and hand claps on
track 10 of our Test CD 2did not go beyond
the speaker positions, while central images
were alittle broad in absolute terms. The psychoacoustically treated LEDR tones on the
first Chesky Jazz Sampler CD (P37) also
failed to rise much above the speaker positions, splashing to the sides.
The midrange sounded clean and generally
uncolored—there perhaps being just aslight
"eee" character noticeable on pink noise. (Sit
too high and pink noise acquires a"hollow"
coloration, this symptomatic of an off-axis
suckout developing in the crossover region.)
Some trombone notes near the top of that
instrument's register did jump forward,
however, which might correlate with a
generally live quality to the speaker's side and
rear panels in the 250-350Hz region. Some
of the top notes of the flute were also more
forward than lower notes.
With the speakers optimally positioned
near the wall, the bass from the unique mixture of sealed-box and reflex alignments was
excellent, both in quality and extension.
While the speaker rolled off below 40Hz,
there was still usable signal down to 30Hz
in my room, which endowed kick drum with
good weight and made organ recordings
sound as though they were being played on
amuch bigger speaker. The pivotal low pedal
C (32Hz) near the end of the Jean Guillou
performance of Bach's F-major Toccata
(Dorian DOR-90151) had sufficient weight
to make correct musical sense, as did the
pedal statement of the subject in the ensuing fugue.
Low frequencies did have aslightly rich
quality, which slightly robbed from the
musical pace in absolute terms, but this also
gave bass guitar additional and appropriate
weight. The Fender bass on Test CD 2
in amost satisfying manner, for
example. Considering the small 1" diameter
of the triple ports, Iwasn't aware of any wind
noise at high levels. What Idid find surprising
was to see that the upper, sealed-box woofers
underwent considerably greater excursion
than the lower, reflex-loaded ones when the
speaker was reproducing high levels of low
frequencies! The two sets of woofers actually seemed to cover the same range of bass
"

purred

"
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information.
It was in the area of dynamics that the
Mission excelled. It had an excellent "jump
factor." Well-recorded, hard-hit snare drums,
evidenced by the recent Sheffield Lab
Michael Ruff recording (Speaking in Melodies,
CD-35), literally leapt from the speakers.
And as long as the 753s were not played too
loudly—in which case the treble hardened
and the textures thickened—large, complex
works such as my Gerontius recording on the
second Stereophile Test CD were reproduced
with much of the original sense of scale
intact.
Mission's elegant-looking 753 is considerably more refined than its similar-sized
ancestor, the 780 Argonaut, which Ireviewed
six years ago (in Vol.10 No.7, October 1987).
The bass it produced offered agood balance
between extension and definition—as long
as the speakers were placed within ashort
distance of the wall behind them. Though its
overall balance was abit treble-heavy, necessitating extra care in setup, room placement,
and the choice of amplification and source
components, the Mission 753 loudspeaker
offers abig, detailed, transparent, yet ultimately musical sound for S1500/pair. It is also
well-made and well-finished, and occupies
asurprisingly small footprint in the listening
room. The 753 is the best speaker from Mission designer Henry Azima that Ihave heard.
—John Atkinson

JA measures the Mission 753: Fig34 shows
that the Mission is arelatively easy speaker
for an amplifier to drive, the impedance
remaining above 4ohms all the way to the
high treble, where it drops to 3.34 ohms at
9.4kHz. The 753's B-weighted sensitivity
is also very high, at acalculated 91dB/W/m,
meaning that it won't require ahigh-powered
amplifier to go loud.
The minimum impedance magnitude just
above 40Hz in fig.34 implies that the ports
are tuned to that frequency, which is confirmed by the rather complicated-looking
fig.35. This shows aminimum in the output
of the lower two woofers at 42Hz and amaximum in the ports' output at the same frequency. There also appears to be aresonant
peak in the ports' output at 400Hz, but this
is well down in level. While the lower woofers
roll off above 200Hz, the output of the upper,
sealed-box woofers extends up to 2kHz.
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Their output gently slopes down below
400Hz, suggesting an over-damped alignment, though they do have more output/excursion than the reflex-loaded drivers
below 50Hz or so, as Ifound in my auditioning.
The top two octaves of the mid-woofers
are alittle uneven, however, which might
correlate with the "jumping forward" of
some flute notes that Inoted during my auditioning. The acoustic crossover to the tweeter
Steno.Ana Inp-fes3 POLIO 11 1418811411 04 772110141
288.6
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seems asymmetric, with the woofers rolling
off alittle steeply. On the other hand, this is
probably agood thing, given the presence
of out-of-band peaks at 5kHz and 12kHz.
These are probably due to resonant modes
in the doped-paper cones, and might contribute to the hardness and treble congestion
noted at very high levels. The tweeter itself
appears to have rising on-axis response in the
lower two octaves of its passband, something
that will add tizziness and wiriness to the
sound if the speakers are toed-in to the listening seat.
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Fig. 34 Mission 753, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.37 Mission 753, horizontal response family at
45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: reference
response; differences 15° off-axis, 30° offaxis, 45° off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75° off.
axis, and 90° off-axis.
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Fig.35 Mission 753, individual responses of ports,
lower woofers, upper woofers, and
tweeter on tweeter axis at 45", corrected
for microphone response.
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Fig.38 Mission 753, vertical response family at
45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: response
difference 15° above enclosure; difference
7.5° above enclosure; difference level with
top of enclosure: reference response:
difference on top-woofer axis; difference
midway between top two woofers;
difference on second-from-top woofer axis.
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Fig.36 Mission 753, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 45" averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with overall nearfield
loudspeaker LF rollout below 200Hz
(calculated by DRA Labs MLSSA program
by adding the complex nearfield responses
of the 4woofers and 3ports in the ratio of
the square roots of their areas).
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Fig.39 Mission 753, step response on tweeter axis
at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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The curve below 200Hz in fig.36 shows
the combined output of all four woofers and
the three ports. Anechoically, the speaker
starts to roll out below 60Hz, reaching a
-6dB point of 48Hz. In-room with some
boundary reinforcement, as Ifound, this
translates to useful bass response to below
40Hz. But without such reinforcement the
speaker will be rather lean-balanced, as the
listening panel discovered. To the right of
fig.36 is shown the quasi-anechoic response
on the tweeter axis, averaged across a30°
horizontal window. The unevenness in the
midrange can still be seen, as can the tweeter's
rising on-axis response.
That this can be ameliorated by sitting offaxis can be seen from fig37, which shows just
the changes in response to be expected as the
listener moves to the 753's side. The tweeter
rolls off significantly off-axis in its top two
octaves, perhaps due to the slight conical horn
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flare of the baffle around its dome. The third
trace from the back shows the difference to
be heard 30° off-axis; le, by not toeing-in the
speakers. The 30° off-axis rolloffin the high
treble almost matches the on-axis rise in
response in fig.36, meaning that the speaker's
treble will be much better balanced when
listened to in this way. Even so, most of the
blind-panel listeners, who were all sitting offaxis, felt the Missions to have too much treble
in absolute terms. The exception was JGH,
who was sitting way off-axis, and who felt
the 753 to sound "lifeless, soft."
Note from fig.37 the 753's wide dispersion in the low treble and below, presumably
due to the small-diameter woofer cones. Vertically (fig38), the listener should sit with his
ears on or near the tweeter height, acrossover suckout developing otherwise.
The 753's step response on the tweeter
axis, calculated from the impulse response
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Fig.40 Mission 753, cumulative spectral-decay plot on tweeter axis at 45".
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(not shown), can be seen in fig39. It indicates
that the tweeter and woofer outputs have the
same acoustic polarity, but that the tweeter
leads the woofers slightly in time (as is to be
expected from anon-time-aligned design).
The cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the impulse response (fig.40) is
very clean, there only being some hash in the
mid-treble and aminor mode at the crossover frequency. Both could correlate with the
high-level hardness and congestion noted in
my auditioning.
Finally, the upper halves of the side panels
seem live between 250 and 350Hz. Fig.41
shows the cumulative spectral-decay plot of
an accelerometer fastened to this region.
Three distinct resonant modes can be seen,
though these are relatively down in level.
—John Atkinson

SOUNDWAVE VR-2: $1290/PAIR
The Soundwave VR-2 is the middle of the
three-product VR line from Vero Research.
It uses two 8" bass/midrange drivers in parallel coupled to a1" dome tweeter above
2.5kHz. The crossover is supposedly "Computer Optimized Transient Perfect," but
no technical details about the circuit were
provided.
The VR-2's most unusual design aspect is
the shape of its enclosure. The front baffle
narrows toward the top, presenting amuch
smaller baffle near the tweeter. The company
says this technique reduces diffraction from
the baffle to improve imaging, tonality, and
transient response. The sidewalls are angled,
producing an enclosure with no parallel surfaces. The enclosure, neither asealed-box nor
aported design, uses a"leakage-damped"
technique that has atiny, critically sized opening above the terminal cup. No duct connects
this small opening to the inside. Rather, the
enclosure is filled with convoluted acoustic
foam that reportedly acts as amechanical
resistor, ensuring that only very low frequencies emanate from the opening.
A black grillecloth covers most of the cabinet, which is accented with ablack acrylate
top (white is also available). Spikes are
included as standard, and two pairs of goldplated binding posts are provided for biwiring.
Blind listening-panel score: 4.73 (5.50,
4.66, 4.40, 4.03): JA's reaction to the Sound140
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waves was in inverse ratio to the listening day.
He rated them very highly the first day,
tapered off some on the second, and took a
tumble on the last day. He was taken with
their "weighty, authoritative" bass on the first
two days. "Kicks butt—BIG butt," he remarked on the Jonacz, though he did feel the
bottom end was abit exaggerated. "Excellent
space and dynamics," he wrote of the Britten.
"Instruments keep their individuality, even
at high levels!' He did remark, however, on
an intermittent rattle in one channel (as did
several of the other panelists, indicating
something loose in one of the loudspeakers).
Later, though, he felt the Soundwave to be
"smooth, but rather slow and fat in the bass?'
"This speaker has abig bass—in level only,"
he remarked at the close of Day Two. "It
doesn't sound underdamped." He thought
it "rather slow on rock music, [but] it comes
into its own on orchestral music and slow
piano." On the last day, however, he was
more put off by the Soundwaves, finding
some "midrange hoot," with "poor clarity"
on the Duruflé. On the Fairfield Four, he felt
that the lead voice was "lispy," the bass voices
"boomy," and the extreme top end "rolledoff" He felt that Lesley's voice was mellowed
out due to asuckout in the presence region,
and found the vocal on Crash Test Dummies
to be "all tizz and boom!' Still, his positive
feelings on the first two days carried his overall score for the VR-2 to well above average.
GL was upbeat on all his three days, consistently rating the Soundwaves well above
average. He found them "quite pleasing and
musical" on the Duruflé, adding that "lack
of low bass keeps it from a[higher scorer
He found the drum solo "fast, dynamic, and
exciting." He found the Hyman to have
"good presence, articulation, and well-paced
presentation." On the Jennifer Warnes, he
liked the "lively sound [with a] full midrange!' "Keeps the beat," he wrote. "It's
revealing of the amount of processing on this
recording. OK!" On the Albeniz, he wrote,
"Conveys the impression of power in
climaxes; Ilike it!" And on Cristoforo Columbo,
arecording for which he displayed no enthusiasm over most of the loudspeakers," he
remarked, "Surprise! Ican't explain it, but
this sounded OK. Open sound, dynamic,
great bass drum."
JGH was not as happy acamper. Though
he liked the "good dynamics [and] impact"
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

and the "good articulation and heft" on the
drum solo and the "good bass" with "fair
impact" on the Britten, he found the overall
sound "closed-in," "dull:' with "no sparkle!'
On Day Two, he also found them rather sizzly. He called the Britten "congested," with
"mediocre articulation and detail!'
RH gave the Soundwaves an aboveaverage score, noting the "smooth voices"
on the Duruflé. On the drum solo, he noted
"good power and definition on lower toms,"
and thought the treble "airy without being
aggressive!' He had mixed feelings on the
Hyman recording, finding the VR-2s "too
warm in the lower mids" with a"closed-in
top octave!' On Luke and the Locomotives, he
found the bass "fat and slow, tubby and
boomy," but liked the "open and detailed
upper midrange and treble?' He concluded:
"nice midrange and treble. ..
overly warm
bass aliability."
DO, on the other hand, was not amused.
He found the Duruflé to "lack coherence and
spaciousness:' and felt it had "poor spatial
resolution!' He also thought the lower mids
thin and the upper mids too assertive. On
Lesley, he noted "dryish, featureless harmonic
textures!'
MM liked the bass weight and impact.
Irated the Soundwaves highly. Though I
thought them abit rich and overwarm on a
number of selections, Istill noted their "very
dynamic, punchy drums" on the drum solo,
and their "lively sound" on the Fairfield Four
(which Ifelt at least partially compensated
for that too-warm balance). Inoted some
boxiness to the midrange, but not enough to
detract from my very positive score.
While the panelists' comments reflected
mixed feelings about the Soundwaves—
something which applies to most of the
speaker candidates—they managed to come
out with asolidly above-average rating.
RH comments on the Soundwave VR2: The VR-2s were positioned 38" from the
rear wall, and their 32"-high tweeter axis was
4" below my ears at the listening seat. With
the speakers any closer to the rear wall, the
11 This live-performance recording is, in general, far from
great. It's rather hot and hard, particularly on peaks in the low
treble, and recessed in the lower midrange. Iincluded it
because it can have, in the low treble, an almost magical feeling
of separation and layering in the choral sections. Also because
it closes with some of the tightest, most natural-sounding
bass-drum whacks in my experience.
—TJN
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bass became heavy and thick. When toedin, their brightness was exacerbated—I finally
pointed them straight ahead. Iinstalled the
supplied spikes, removed the grilles, and
began listening.' 2
The VR-2's overall perspective was much
more forward than that of the Linn Keilidh
(which I'd just finished auditioning), particularly in the presence region. Additionally,
the treble was brighter and the bass weightier.
The bass was fatter, thicker, and slower
than the Keilidh's. Though there was more
weight through the VR-2, Ipreferred the
Keilidh's faster, tighter, more articulate bass.
The VR-2 tended to be slow to the point of
putting adrag on the rhythm. The bass
lagged behind the music rather than being
integrated with it. There were also some colorations that reminded me that Iwas listening
to cones in boxes, not just music. There were
no serious peaks that made certain notes
jump forward, but the overall impression was
that the low frequencies were boxy. Incidentally, one of the enclosures buzzed when
excited by certain frequencies, aphenomenon
most audible on Rob Wasserman's Duets CD
(MCA MCAD-42131).
Dynamics were moderately good, but the
slow bass kept me from feeling the music's
full rhythmic impact. It Was as though the
transients didn't line up, confusing the beat.
The VR-2 tended to become thick and confused during loud, complex passages. During
the climaxes on Trittico the VR-2 congealed,
losing its ability to maintain distinct images.
The mids were relatively open, with a
good sense of immediacy. But Ifelt that the
midrange was forward to the point of being
pushy. Jennifer Wames's vocal on Duets was
projected in front of the loudspeakers, almost
as if it had been magnified. Ihad asimilar
impression of Conte Candoli's flugelhorn
on one of my jazz recordings. In addition, the
flugelhorn was overlaid by arough texture.
12 Power amplifiers driving the Soundwaves included Forté
Model 4(50Wpc class-A), Mark Levinson No.23.5, and VTL
225W tubed monoblocks, all fed by an Audio Research LS2B
line-stage preamp. The analog front-end was aheavily modified Well-Tempered Turntable and Arm fitted with an AudioQuest AQ700Onsx and amplified by aVendetta Research
SCP2B phono stage. The digital source was aMark Levinson
No31 transpon driving aNo30 processor via the AES/F_BU
interface. Interconnects were AudioQuest Lapis and Monster
Sigma, and loudspeaker cables were 8' bi-wired runs of
AudioQuest Midnight and Sterling. The dedicated listening
room has optimal dimensional ratios for room-mode distribution. Six ASC Studio Traps (review forthcoming) were strategically placed in the room.
—RH
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The combination of forwardness and coarse
grain was unpleasant—in my view, unacceptable in aloudspeaker at this price.
The VR-2 was also forward in the midtreble. It had abrightness that kept me from
turning the volume up. It wasn't the gentle
uptilt heard from the Keilidh, but amore
aggressive rise. Although not excruciatingly
bright, the treble forwardness was worsened
by its hashy character. Sibilance became quiddy
annoying (spitty and overemphasized), and
cymbals had awhitish character. The forward
and grainy treble was increased at loud playback levels and during musical peaks.
The VR-2 threw avery focused soundstage, with precise portioning of instrumental
images. Soundstage depth was only moderately good. Though not foreshortened, the
VR-2 never opened up to reveal the full spatial dimension of recordings that called for
space and depth—The Oxnard Sessions, Volume One (Reference Recordings RR-37CD),
for example.
Although none of the VR-2's flaws would,
by themselves, preclude arecommendation,
their combination makes arecommendation
impossible. While the VR-2 wasn't dreadful
—I've heard worse in this price range—it fell
far short of the performance offered by the
similarly priced Linn Keilidh.—Robert Harley
JA measures the Soundwave VR-2: The
VR-2 is asensitive speaker, giving 89dB for
1W at 1m (estimated using aB-weighted
noise spectrum). It is also fairly easy to drive,
its minimum impedance (fig.42) being 5
ohms in the upper bass. Note the wrinkles
in the magnitude trace between 100 and
250Hz, these usually being an indication of
resonant problems of some kind. The minimum value at the cursor position (6.5 ohms
at 38.5Hz) indicates the tuning frequency of
the rear-firing port, though Iunderstand this
is supposed to act more as acontrolled leak.
The individual responses of the Soundwave's port, woofers, and tweeter are shown
in fig.43. As aresult of the "resistive" cabinet
stuffing, the reflex alignment is not optimal.
The port's bandpass output is centered aconsiderable distance from what would have
been the woofer's minimum-motion frequency, the 6.5-ohm impedance value at
38.5Hz in fig.42. The upper woofer starts to
roll out above lkHz, but the tweeter doesn't
come up to full level until 5kHz. As acon-
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sequence, the VR-2's overall response on the
tweeter axis (fig.44, which is averaged across
a30° horizontal angle) suffers from alack of
energy in the low treble. This measured balance is at odds with Soundwave's own
MLSSA measurements of the VR-2 (fig.45),
but Ihave no explanation for this. Remember,
however, that Iwrote in my blind listening
impressions that DO's wife Lesley's voice
was "mellowed out due to asuckout in the
presence region:' which would appear to
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Fig.42 Soundwave VR-2, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
div.).
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support my measured response. What can be
seen in figs.44 and 45 is asomewhat depressed
top treble octave, something that both RH
and JGH found during the blind auditioning. And in his sighted listening, RH noted
both aforward midrange and an over-sibilant
mid-treble. Both of these observations could
be laid at the feet of the response contour seen
in fig.44.
To the left of fig.44 are shown the summed
nearfield outputs of the two woofers and the
port. The mistuning of the latter means that
the improvement in extension offered by the
reflex alignment is not realized. The VR-2's
low-frequency response is 6dB down at a
high 56Hz, due primarily to the port output
being out of phase with that of the woofers
below 80Hz or so. This is another puzzle, as
all the listeners felt to some extent that the
VR-2 had abig, weighty bass with alot of
impact. Again, Ihave no explanation, other
than to postulate that the summing of the
port and woofer outputs in aroom is considerably more complex.
Probably due to its tiny baffle area, the VRTransfer Emactio• 11891t•de - di voltvuolts
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Fig.43 Soundwave VR-2, individual responses of
port, woofers, and tweeter on tweeter
axis at 45", corrected for microphone
response.
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Fig.45 Soundwave VR-2, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 1m, with individual woofer
and tweeter responses, supplied by
Soundwave (5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.44 Soundwave VR-2, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 45" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with overall
nearfield loudspeaker LF rollout below
200Hz (calculated by DRA Labs MLSSA
program by adding the complex nearfield
responses of the woofers and port in the
ratio of the square roots of their areas).
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ZSO

Iles
Fig.46 Soundwave VR-2, horizontal response
family at 45", normalized to response on
tweeter axis, from back to front: reference
response; differences 15° off-axis, 30° offaxis, 45° off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75° offaxis, and 90° off-axis.
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2had very good lateral dispersion (apart from
in the top octave), as revealed by fig.46.
(Remember that this graph shows only the

1 11111111

I 11111111

1 1111
1111

1011z1Iz

derences to be expected as the listener moves
to the speaker's side.) Vertically, the listener
should sit with his or her ears pretty much
on the tweeter axis, abig suckout at crossover developing above and below (fig.47).
The VR-2's step response (fig.48) starts
with asmall negative-going spike from the
tweeter, which significantly overshoots the
time axis, followed by the slow-to-rise,
positive-going woofers. The associated waterfall plot (fig.49) has avery clean decay in the
upper treble, but reveals some significant res-
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Fig.47 Soundwave VR-2, vertical response family

- welt.
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at 45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: response
difference 15° above enclosure; difference
7.5° above enclosure; difference level with
top of enclosure; difference midway
between top of enclosure and tweeter
axis; reference response; difference on
upper-woofer axis; difference midway
between woofers.
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Fig.48 Soundwave VR-2, step response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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panel. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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onant modes in the low treble which might
well add grain to the sound of the speaker's
treble.
Taking accelerometer readings of the VR2's cabinet proved problematic, due to the
cloth sock covering the panels. Fig.50 shows
the behavior of the small, uncovered top
panel. There are anumber of modes present,
revealed by the ridges at 90Hz, 215Hz,
260Hz, 414Hz, and 457Hz—all reasonably
low in level. Though Icouldn't obtain reliable
readings of the speaker's side and rear panels,
all these modes did seem to be present on the
other surfaces, the 90Hz, 215Hz, and 457Hz
being very strong indeed. It would be surprising if this cabinet behavior didn't add
some lower-midrange congestion to the VR2's sonic signature.
—John Atkinson

LINN KEILIDH LS300: $I295/PAIR
(POLYMER GRANITE BASES, $200/PAIR OPTIONAL)

The Keilidh (pronounced "kay-lee") is atwoway, three-driver system using much of the
technology and parts found in Linn's more
expensive Kaber and Keltik loudspeakers.
The short and narrow Keilidh is asealed
design employing two bass/midrange drivers
placed symmetrically above and below the
ceramic-coated, alloy-dome tweeter. (This
is the same tweeter found in Linn's $9000
Keltik.) The Keilidh's short profile and driver
array place the tweeter at avery low 23" from
the floor.
Crossover frequency is 2.8kHz. Three sets
of recessed banana jacks are provided for single wiring, bi-wiring, passive bi-amping, and
active bi-amping. When used in what Linn
calls the "Aktiv" configuration, optional
external line-level crossovers replace the
Keilidh's passive network.
The enclosure is made from 3/
4"MDF, and
the baffle is 11
/"thick. Two horizontal braces
4
stiffen the cabinet. A layer of Linn's "KuStone" damping material lines the enclosure's
inner walls, further reducing cabinet vibrations. Cabinet-induced diffraction is reduced
with aunique frameless grille structure—a
black "sock" ringed with elastic that stretches
around the front baffle.
A wooden base is provided with the
Keilidh; alarger, more stable base is available
as an option. This optional base, which we
used during the listening-panel sessions and
individual auditioning, is made from aheavy
granite-like composite that increases the
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

Linn Keilidh LS300 loudspeaker

Keilidh's footprint and holds the loudspeaker
more rigidly. Both the wooden and granitecomposite bases can be spiked to the floor.
Incidentally, the Keilidh's owner's manual
is superb.
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Blind listening-panel score: 4.79 (5.86,
4.51, 3.84, 5.28): JA gave the Linn superior
scores on all his three days. He liked the
"good dynamics" and "good bass weight and
cohesion" on the Eddy Louiss, and wrote of
Luke and the Locomotives, "It boogies, best I've
heard today." (The Keilidh was auditioned
seventh on Day Two.) While he remarked
that the speaker lacked "extreme treble extension" on the Jennifer Warnes and was "overwarm and heavy" on the Britten, he liked its
"good authority" on the Albeniz and the
"big bass, warm, smooth, spacious sound,"
on the Duruflé. Of the latter, he wrote, "It
gets the balance between trumpet and trombone right:' On the Columbo, he noted "some
depth on [the] choir at last! And abig, easyon-the-ear sound." He also felt that the Linn
was playing acouple of decibels louder than
the others, though it was not (on aBweighted basis). That may indicate abetterthan-average dynamic range.
While GL rated the Linn above average, his
reaction was strongest on Day One. "This
is more like it!" he wrote on the drum solo.
"Involving, revealing, good control over the
bass." And on the Fairfield Four, he enthused,
"Yeah! I'm smiling! Good control, good
sound!" And on the Eddy Louiss, he put on
his best Sally Fields impersonation, jumping in with "Yeah! Ilike it, Ilike it!" He
added, "This speaker boogies." On the Britten, he noted, "Buttkicker! Ilike this speaker.
Seems fast as alightning bolt. Would love to
hear this speaker on tubes." It was inevitable that he could not maintain this enthusiasm on Days Two and Three, but his favorable comments still outweighed his criticisms.
He thought the Albeniz was congested and
that it lost clarity on the climax, but remarked
that it was quite musical overall. He liked the
fast, dynamic, rhythmic presentation, with
"just enough edge in the treble to move the
music forward and give [it] good presence."
JGH gave the Linns an average score. He
liked them quite abit on Day One, but much
less on Days Two and Three. On the plus side
the first day, he liked the "natural distance
and timbre" on the Hyman, the "lively"
sound with "good impact and real pace" on
the Eddy Louiss, and the "gutsy" sound with
"good brass, good articulation and impact,
and good LF detail" on the Britten. But the
next two days he noted "some strain" and
"width compression" to the sound, his marks
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dropping accordingly.
RI-1 was consistent in his scoring on both
days, rating the Linn very highly. He noted
alittle "heaviness and thickness" on JGH's
voice, a"trace of excessive sibilance" on the
Fairfield Four, and a little "confusion,
warmth, and thickness" in the lower mids
on the Hyman. But he praised the Jennifer
Warnes for a"big, open soundstage, good
pace, and nice overall balance." He liked the
"terrific sense of size and space" on the Eddy
Louiss, and the "open, clear, and detailed"
sound. On the Britten, he found the Linns
to be "exciting [and] dynamic," and felt that
they "maintain [their] composure when
loud." He liked the "good separation of
voices" on the Fairfield Four, and though he
found the bass "slow" on Luke and the
Locomotives, he still found the reproduction
"involving."
DO, however, had serious misgivings. On
the Duruflé, he liked the "good bass lines:'
but criticized the "smeared outlines" and
"grainy upper mids." He thought the treble
"sizzly" on the drum solo, and the Fairfield
Four "too forward" and "sibilant." He continued to criticize the treble on anumber of
selections, saving his best, "a real screamer,"
for the Lesley cut. The Linns did not make
his day.
MM rated themjust ahair below average,
finding them "too forward," and "in my
face."
Ihad some negative impressions, finding
"voices abit overwarm and also slightly
obscured in the upper midrange," and also
noting "sibilance" and "splashy highs" on
voices and the drum solo, respectively. But
Istill liked the Linns. Iremarked on the
"dynamic, strong, punchy" character of the
drum solo, and felt that the Linns had a"bigboned, full-bodied, dynamic, and punchy"
sound, but needed slightly less warmth to be
real winners. Nevertheless, they finished near
the top of my hit parade.
Though DO and JGH didn't appear to like
these speakers, the other listeners were generally very positive in their assessments, putting
the Linns in anear tie for first place.
RH comments on the Linn Keilidh: I
auditioned the Keilidhs in the identical system
and room described in the Soundwave VR-2
review. The Keilidhs didn't fully blossom
until they found exactly the right position in
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the room. When perfectly positioned, they
really sang. In fact, Icame to greatly enjoy
music through the Keilidhs. Though the
owner's manual suggests that the Keilidh
works best close to the rear wall (4" to 12"),
Ifound that the speakers sounded much better 38" out into my room. Near the wall, the
upper bass had an unpleasant peakiness, and
soundstage depth was foreshortened. These
problems were eliminated by moving them
away from the wall. My listening seat places
my ears at 36", well above the Keilidh's very
low (23") tweeter axis.
First, the Keilidh had asmooth overall
tonal balance. The presentation was seamless from top to bottom, with aterrific sense
of coherence. Generally, the bass was full and
extended, yet quick. The mids were slightly
laid-back, and the treble was extremely clean,
but with aslightly rising response.
In addition to being well integrated with
the rest of the spectrum, low frequencies were
agile and quick. Though full, warm, and rich,
there was very little bloat, thickness, or overhang in the bass. Importantly, the bass was
able to maintain the superb transient abilities of the rest of the spectrum, aquality that
expressed the music's rhythmic intent. Bass
lines were beautifully resolved, with precise
pitch articulation, speed, punch, and asatisfying warmth and roundness. Extension was
also surprising for such asmall loudspeaker:
The Keilidh was fully adequate at conveying the weight and depth of kick drum,
acoustic and electric bass, and even bass drum
in symphonic recordings. The Keilidh's
extension, punch, and power—though lacking in relation to much larger systems—were
far more than Iexpected at this price or size.
Iheard very little coloration through the
bass on most recordings. Acoustic bass
sounded open and clear, without the boxy
"shut-in" character often heard at this price
level. However, solo piano (Dick Hyman Plays
Fats Waller, Reference Recordings RR-33DCD)
revealed some congestion in the mid- and
upper bass. Left-hand lines tended to be
somewhat thick, and afew low-amplitude,
low-Q resonances were apparent. Nevertheless, the Keilidh's performance in this regard
was better than that of most similarly priced
loudspeakers. Further, the difficulties were
minor enough to avoid being amusical liability on most program.
One final word about the Keilidh's bass.
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Overall, Ifound it tuneful, fast, and very
expressive of the music's rhythm. The Keilidh
instantly locked into musical grooves and
pulled me into the rhythm. Check out the
grooves laid down by bassist Ray Brown and
drummer Philly Joe Jones on Bill Evans's
Quintessence LP (Fantasy F-9529). Through
the Keilidh, Icould feel their synergism—
something that can't always be said for even
very expensive loudspeakers. This quality
alone made listening to music through the
Keilidh ajoy.
The mids were very smooth and uncolored.
The Linns tended to be laid-back through the
presence region, acharacteristic that placed
the presentation slightly behind the loudspeakers. Iprefer this kind of presentation,
one that draws the listener into the music
rather than being forward or pushy. In addition, the Keilidh had anice openness, bloom,
and transparency through the mids. Vocals
floated unfettered between the loudspeakers,
without congestion or coloration. Jennifer
Warnes's voice on Rob Wasserman's Duets
CD (MCA MCAD-42131) was beautifully
portrayed, with alevel of inner detail and
nuance that communicated the musical
message.
There was, however, aslight tendency
toward emphatic sibilants. This was symptomatic of what sounded like agently rising
treble. Iwouldn't call the Keilidh bright or
tizzy, but there was just alittle too much topoctave energy for my taste. The slightly forward treble was, however, offset by its clean,
quick quality. Moreover, the treble was free
from fuzz, hash, or grain. In fact, the Keilidh
had one of the cleanest treble presentations
of any comparably priced dynamic loudspeaker I've heard. Cymbals had apurity of
tone and lack of grain rarely heard from
dome tweeters.
Despite the slightly uptilted treble, the
Keilidh didn't have afeeling of air and topoctave extension. Although open through the
midband and treble, the speaker had asomewhat closed-in perspective in the upper treble. It didn't sound rolled off, but the feeling
of air and space surrounding the presentation was slightly diminished.
The soundstage was focused, transparent,
and open, but didn't make the front third of
my listening room disappear—perhaps a
result of the diminished sense of top-octave
air. Instead, the soundstage was presented
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between and behind the loudspeakers. The
!Ceilidh had asuperb sense of spatial differentiation between instruments and excellent
image focus, but didn't throw an impression
of huge space on recordings that called for
it—Trittico (Reference Recordings RR-52CD),
for example. The overall presentation was
fairly low in height, not surprising considering the Keilidh's low profile. But Idid hear
adistinct impression of height on some
recordings, with images appearing above the
loudspeakers. This was most noticeable on
ajazz recording I'd made: the ride cymbal was
definitely above the top of the loudspeaker
plane.
Although the soundstage wasn't huge, the
Keilidh threw precisely defined images with
asense of space around them. More important, the Keilidh didn't fuse images into a
synthetic continuum. Instead, the presentation was made up of individual instruments
occupying their own space. In this ability to
present music as acollection of distinct
instruments, the Keilidh was exceptional at
any price.
The Keilidh had superb dynamic qualities.
This small loudspeaker's sense of slam and
impact were surprising. Further, the Keilidh
excelled in presenting the microdynamics
within music. Percussion instruments had a
startling immediacy, with the impression of
razor-sharp leading edges (the Cascades LP
by Brazilian trio Azymuth, on Milestone M9109, was agood example). Drums jumped
out from the presentation to infuse music
with life and vitality. Acoustic guitar was
quick and lifelike. The Keilidh was the antithesis of slow, blurred, or smeared. Significantly, the Keilidh's speed covered the entire
musical range. The bass was just as fast as the
treble, contributing to the speaker's superb
sense of top-to-bottom coherence.
The Keilidh also excelled at revealing inner
detail and nuance. Small inflections in vocal
or instrumental performances that went unnoticed on other loudspeakers were brought to
life by the Keilidh. This quality contributed
to the Keilidh's superb ability to convey the
music's expression and meaning.
Finally, Imust point out that the whole is
often greater than the sum of the parts. Although the Keilidh had afew minor shortcomings, its overall ability to involve me in
the music was extraordinary. As Iboxed
them up for return, Ifelt adistinct sense of
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loss—even though Iwould be returning to
amuch more expensive reference loudspeaker.
At $1295/pair, the Linn Keilidh is nothing
short of asteal. Unfortunately, this loudspeaker may be overlooked by many audiophiles—it's small, has fimky input terminals,
and is made in the UK. On apurely musical basis, however, the Keilidh offers exceptional performance and presents aserious
challenge to many established loudspeakers
in this competitive price range. The Keilidh
was consistently musical and enjoyable, with
aspecial quality that involved me in the
music. (Note: the $200 granite bases are
essential to achieving the performance I've
described.)
Check out this Scottish speaker with the
funny name. You may end up with more
speaker than you thought you could afford.
Incidentally, Ihave no idea how Irated the
Keilidh in the blind-panel listening sessions
—the results were kept secret. [The Linn was
RH's top scorer in the blind, as it wasJA's.—Ed.]
However, blind-panel listening tends to deemphasize aloudspeaker's overall musical
gestalt in favor of unveiling nit-picky flaws.
—Robert Harley

JA measures the Linn Keilidh: The Linn's
B-weighted sensitivity was about average for
the group, at ashade under 86dB/W/m. Its
impedance magnitude (fig.51) dropped to a
minimum of 3.7 ohms in the upper bass and
stayed below 6ohms through much of the
audio band. The 11-ohm peak at 59Hz reveals the sealed-box woofer tuning, while
the glitch in both amplitude and phase traces
at 330Hz is indicative of some kind of cabinet
resonant problem at that frequency.
The Keilidh's individual woofer and tweeter
responses are shown in fig.52, indicating an
acoustic crossover point of 3kHz or so. The
woofers roll off at the sealed-box 12dB/octave
below 60Hz, reaching -6dB at 50Hz, though
the gentle rolloff will mean that Linn owners
will get afew valuable extra hertz from
boundary reinforcement. The woofers are
basically flat on-axis within their passband,
though some lumpiness can be seen in their
top octave. The tweeter, too, is pretty flat inband, though it has abit of apeak below
crossover. The big peak at 27.9kHz is the
tweeter's primary ultrasonic resonance.
Averaged across a30° horizontal window
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on the tweeter axis (fig53), the Keilidh's basically flat response is broken by aslight lack
of energy in the crossover region—RH did
note that the speaker was "laid-back through
the presence region"—and aslightly downtilted top treble octave. The former is not a
crossover artifact because reversing the polarity of the tweeter made the suckout deeper
and broader (fig.54). Note how the correctpolarity connection in this graph has aworse
peak at 2.21cHz than in fig.53. This is because
fig.54 is the on-axis response and fig.53 was
averaged across a30° window. Comparison
with fig.52 reveals that when the Keilidh is
measured (and auditioned) exacdy on-axis,
the woofer's peak at this frequency adds to
the residual peak in the tweeter's output. Off-

Fig.51 Linn Keilidh, electrical impedance (solid) and
phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.52 Linn Keilidh, individual responses of
woofers and tweeter on tweeter axis at
45", corrected for microphone response.

axis, this coincidence doesn't occur, which
is why Isuggested to TJN that the Linn
speakers be used pointing straight ahead in
the blind listening tests.
Laterally (fig.55), the Keilidh has excellent
dispersion in the lower midrange and midto upper treble. Moving to the speaker's side,
however, progressively introduces asuckout at the on-axis peak frequency of 2.21cHz
which will accentuate the speaker's laid-back
balance in lively rooms. In the vertical plane,
despite the Linn's low-sited tweeter, it is not
recommended to sit much higher, alarge suckout again developing in the crossover region
(fig.56). The optional stands will help here.
The Keiliclh's step response on the tweeter
axis (fig57), calculated by the DRA labs software from the measured impulse response
(not shown), reveals the tweeter to be connected in positive polarity but the woofers
in negative polarity. The cumulative spectraldecay, or "waterfall," plot calculated from the
impulse response (fig.58) is pretty clean, but
with some low-level hash in the mid-treble.
The glitch in the impedance trace (fig.51)
at 330Hz correlates with avicious cabinet
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Fig.54 Linn Keilidh, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 45" with woofers and tweeter
connected in correct polarities (top) and
opposite polarities (bottom), both
corrected for microphone response.
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Fig.53 Linn Keilidh, anechoic response averaged
across 30° horizontal window and
corrected for microphone response, with
nearfield woofer LF rollout below 200Hz.
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Fig.55 Linn Keilidh, horizontal response family at
45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: reference
response; differences 15° off-axis, 30° offaxis, 45° off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75° offaxis, and 90° off-axis.
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resonant mode, as revealed by the cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the
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impulse response of acentrally placed accelerometer halfway up aside panel (fig.59).
This mode is almost as strong on the top and
rear panels, and its frequency is almost exactly
that of the Eabove Middle C. However, its
high Q, or "Quality Factor," means that it
needs to be hit with almost exactly that frequency for areasonable length of time to be
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Fig.56 Linn Keilidh, vertical response family at
45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: response
difference 15° above enclosure; difference
7.5° above enclosure; difference level with
top of enclosure; difference on upperwoofer axis; reference response;
difference on lower-woofer axis.
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Fig.57 Linn Keilidh, step response on tweeter axis
at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Fig.58 Linn Keilidh, cumulative spectral-decay plot on tweeter axis at 45".

Fig.59 Linn Keilidh, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to cabinet side
panel. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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fully excited. But once it is excited, it will tend
to "pull" the pitch of nearby notes toward
it, adding congestion. Iimagine that Linn's
engineers thought it best to arrange for the
cabinet panels to resonate in one preferred
manner, this allowing the rest of the bass and
midrange region to behave in amore vibration-free manner. Although no listener
remarked on any lower-midrange clarity
problems during the blind listening—indeed,
the tunefulness of the Keilidh's bass was considered aplus—both RH and TJN mentioned
that speaking voice had too much warmth.
And RH did note in his sighted listening that
piano left-hand lines tended to sound somewhat thick.
—John Atkinson

HARMAN/KARDON FIFTY:
$2198/PAIR

The Fifty is the second model from the top
of the Harman/Kardon loudspeaker line. The
three-way system uses two 8" woofer/midrange units coupled to a1" aluminum-dome
tweeter in afront-ported enclosure. In an
unusual twist, the woofer and midrange
drivers are identical. Both have loaded polypropylene cones and die-cast baskets. The
ferrofluid-cooled tweeter uses apolymer suspension and reportedly has low moving
mass.
The system's crossover frequencies are
400Hz and 2.5kHz, with first-order lowpass and fourth-order (24dB/octave) Linkwitz-Riley bandpass and high-pass slopes.
Two pairs of five-way binding posts are
provided for bi-wiring or bi-amping.
The enclosure features what Harman/
Kardon calls "Staggered Array Bracing:' a
series of unevenly staggered shelf braces that
reduce cabinet vibrations. In addition, several
different damping materials are strategically
placed inside the enclosure. The materials'
damping properties are said to be matched
to the specific panel resonances for greater
effectiveness. Finish is gloss black with a
charcoal grille.
Blind listening-panel score: 4.80 (5.33,
4.49, 4.69, 4.73): JA found the H/K Fifties
to be "rather dark-balanced," with "rolledoff highs" and "some lower-midrange confusion:' He thought the Hyman almost "too
smooth:' But on the Fairfield Four, he noted
the "excellent placement of individual
voices," with the "bass voices rich and full."
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

Harman/Kardon Fifty loudspeaker

On the Jennifer Warnes, he remarked on the
sound as "dark but smooth, laid-back mids,
generous lows!.. .
but not slow-sounding!'
On the first day, he wrote, "The midrange
is perhaps too laid-back for truly accurate
presentation of tonal colors, but this speaker
did involve me in the music." He liked it less
well on Day Two, remarking on "some hardness on sopranos at high levels" (on the
Duruflé). But on the Michael jonacz he liked
the "deep, wide stage," and found the "midbass not as ill-defined as Iwas expecting."
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Though he found the "lower mids ..
confused" on the Albeniz, he felt that there was
"excellent detail on instruments in the upper
inids [and] good control on the bass drum.
Good weight." On the last day, he liked the
"overall authority:' but was abit more troubled by the "slow, too warm, fat" sound.
Nevertheless, he rated the Fifties highly
overall.
GL followed the same pattern, rating the
H/K lower on his second day but bracketing it with higher first- and third-day scores.
Even on his more testy middle day he rated
it above average. There he noted that the
"softness" on the Jennifer Warnes "makes
this pleasing but ultimately lifeless?' He felt
that the loudspeaker was acting like an "HF
hash filter." At the end of the session, however, he wrote during the Albeniz, "I'm
beginning to like this speaker. Its sins of
omission lend it amusical sound. Climax
rather convincing:' On Day One he found
it "revealing, articulate, [and] intimate" on
the Rickie Lee Jones, and on the last day he
wrote, during the Duruflé, "One of the better
loudspeakers we've listened to [in this group].
Musical, involving, balanced." He continued
to note the warm balance, remarking on the
Fairfield Four, "Good resolution, articulate,
warm!' And he found the Lesley track, auditioned fourth, "closer to the sound Iheard
at the recording session" (which he attended)
"than any of the loudspeakers heard so far."
Even on the Columbo he said, "Best I've heard
this sound so far. Open, exciting sound. Bass
drum is dramatic. This is more like it."
JGH also rated the H/K highly, though he
didn't warm to it until the second day. On
Day One (when it was the first unknown
auditioned), he found it "bland, pleasant, forgiving, only fair focus, timbres all wrong:'
but with "good LF ranger But his scores
improved markedly on Days Two and Three.
RH rated the Fifties much higher on Day
One than on Day Two. He noted some
"upper-bass/lower-midrange thickness," but
his comments were much more positive than
negative. He liked the "good extension" and
"open and airy" sound on the Duruflé, and
the "excellent differentiation between voices"
on the Fairfield Four. On the second day he
liked them less, primarily troubled by what
he felt to be a"thick," "homogenized,"
"underdamped" bass. But he still placed the
H/Ks above average overall.
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DO also rated the Fifties highly. "Good
resolution of massed voices ...
nice sense of
depth ...
palpable outlines," he wrote during
the Duruflé, though he felt that the "hall feeling" was lacking. On the drum solo he noted
that the treble transients were too aggressive,
felt there was acertain lack of punch, but
liked the "midbass precision?' He found the
"deep bass unconvincing" on the Albeniz,
but liked the "easy-listening" good "pace and
drive" on the Jennifer Warnes, and remarked
that the sound "really boogies." He noted
good front-to-back separation on Crash Test
Dummies, believable harmonic nuances and
asmooth upper register on the Lesley, and
"nice depth-layering, clearer through peaks"
on the Columbo.
MM, perhaps reacting to the bass-weighted
balance of the H/Ks, thought the sound
"kind of boring" overall.
Irated the H/Ks just above average, but
found them "warm, too full and soft.. .
inoffensive but uninvolving."
The H/K Fifties had abig, full sound—a
downtilted balance which seemed the source
of the most serious criticisms. The panel's
general reaction, however, was positive
enough to place them first in the overall
ratings.
DO comments on the Harman/Kardon
Fifty: The H/K Fifties were positioned in the
optimal imaging location in the reference
room. Classé Audio 700 monoblocks provided plenty of clean amplifier muscle, while
the Jadis JP80MC preamp dominated the
front end. TARA Labs' RSC speaker cable
was used with avariety of interconnects.
An excellent test for mid-treble integration is female voice. Lesley (ViTal 011) provides plenty of sweet, vibrato-laden upper
registers by which to gauge reproduction
quality. Lesley's upper registers consistently
sounded dry and grainy over the Fifties, lacking the proper sheen and textural liquidity.
In addition, the lower treble sounded exaggerated in level in relation to the upper mids,
lending female voice araspy quality. I'm not
complaining about sizzle or outright brightness, but rather about atonal-balance deviation that slighted the harmonic envelope in
the 2-5kHz range—a broad dip followed by
arise.
Soundstage width was just fine, but the
depth perspective was noticeably diminished.
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Even worse was the unrelenting 2-D manner
with which image outlines were portrayed.
Ilistened again to the Fairfield Four's "My
God Called Me This Morning," which had
been used extensively during Stereophile's
listening-panel sessions, and was struck even
more by the lack of incisive focus and by the
proverbial cardboard-cutout manner in
which the Four were presented. Having been
seated off-axis toward the left channel and
with most of the right channel blocked by
JGH's body during the listening-panel sessions, Ihad almost no chance (and hence I
didn't even try) to address imaging issues. So,
in essence, this was afresh finding, but more
bad news for the H/K: It will win no friends
in the area of soundstaging.
Franchetti's Cristoforo Columbo, Act II,vi,
was another track employed at the listeningpanel sessions. As the chorus got louder, the
H/K developed abad cold, growing congested and beginning to wheeze in an edgy,
rough voice. Despite afairly large cabinet,
two woofers, and abass-reflex vent, deep
bass extension and impact were lacking.
Timpani whacks were entirely unconvincing.
The drum solo track (Stereophile Test CD 2)
also highlighted the H/K's tubby midbass—
the sort of midbass that's short on control and
gave bass-reflex speakers such abad name
many years ago.
One of the major attributes of agood
speaker is its ability to caress the harmonic
envelope, allowing image outlines to ebb,
flow, and bloom without restraint. Instead,
the H/K choked off harmonic overtones. A
good example was Jennifer Warnes's rendition of Leonard Cohen's "Ballad of the
Runaway Horse" (Duets, MCA 42131), an
allegorical telling of the Buddhist search for
Zen. This track has ahigh Schwing Factor
in my book, but through the H/K the magic
was gone. Much of Jennifer's harmonic
breath was subdued, as was the reverberant
halo she's engulfed in. As aconsequence, the
microdynamics of the music were blunted.
This, combined with the blurring ofbass
lines and the diffuse soundstage, robbed the
music of much of its intensity and rhythmic
drive. Ifound myself bored, drifting off, disconnected from the musical message. No
perfect speaker has yet been built, but those
that really boogie do some things well
enough to get me involved. I'm sorry to say
that the H/K lacks any emotional spark plugs.
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

Its biggest liability is poor integration
between the woofers and tweeter, which
chokes off the upper mids. If the H/K Fifty
were acoloring book, it would say: Color
me gray.
Check out the Fifty for yourself. That is
my advice for prospective speaker buyers.
—Dick Olsher

JA measures the Harman/Kardon Fifty:
The Fifty's designers obviously decided to
let its large enclosure contribute to ahighish sensitivity: an estimated 90dB/W/m (Bweighted). Its impedance (fig.60) is also
moderate, dropping below 6ohms only in
the upper bass and mid-treble. The largediameter port is tuned to 28Hz, to judge from
the impedance minimum at that frequency
and the nearfield woofer excursion minimum
(not shown). Peculiarly, the port output rises
again at 900Hz, which coincides with asmall
peak in the upper woofer's quasi-anechoic
response at the same frequency.
Though the lower woofer is stated in the
specifications to cross over to the upper
woofer at 400Hz, Ifound both units to be
active in the bass. However, the lower woofer
does roll off gently above 400Hz, being some
6dB down by lkHz, while the upper woofer
extends to the 3kHz region—generally
thought to be ahigh crossover point for an
8" unit. The tweeter rolls out steeply below
3kHz.
Averaged across a30° horizontal window
on the tweeter axis, the overall response
(fig.61) is reasonably well-balanced across the
band, though slightly downtilted from the
upper bass to the presence region, which
probably led to the auditioning comments
concerning the Fifty's rather laid-back, overwarm sound quality. There is asmall suckout
in the crossover region, but above that the
mid-treble is somewhat ragged. The bass
extends to an impressive 33Hz (-6dB)—the
listeners agreed to aman that this speaker has
powerful low frequencies, even though the
Fifties were raised from the floor to bring
their tweeters to ear level during the blind
listening. During my own sighted listening
in my room, Ifound the Fifty's bass to be
quite exaggerated. This made good rock
recordings sound ponderous, even though
it rendered organ recordings quite magnificent.
Looking at the manner in which the Fifty's
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response changes as the listener moves to the
side of the tweeter axis (fig.62), the top treble
octave first shelves down, then rolls off sharply off-axis. This will lead to adull in-room
balance, which correlates with what the
listening panel found. Note, however, that
the suckout in the crossover region fills in off.
axis. (Remember that just the differences are
shown in this graph.) These curves were
taken without the speaker's grille on (as were
all the responses in this report). As the grille
has aslight profiling to minimize acoustic
obstructions in the tweeter's vicinity, it's possible that the changes in response off-axis will
be less uneven with the grille on. Vertically,
the Fifty is quite sensitive to changes in listener height (fig.63). You must sit below the
upper woofer axis (37" from the floor) if you
are not to get too hollow-sounding abalance
from this speaker. From DO's sighted comments, it's possible that he was sitting too
high, which would go some way toward
explaining the discrepancy between his blind

and sighted impressions of the speaker.
The step response (fig.64) indicates all the
drive-units to be connected with the same
positive polarity, while the cumulative spectral-decay plot on the tweeter axis (fig.65) is
surprisingly hashy in the treble. (This is
despite my careful windowing of the impulse
response data to eliminate room reflections,
which can sometimes have asimilar effect.)
Remember that DO did find treble transients
to be "too aggressive," and Inoted some treble "wiriness" superimposed on the speaker's
overall warm balance in my blind listening
lea
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Fig.62 Harman/Kardon Fifty, horizontal response
family at 45", normalized to response on
tweeter axis, from back to front: reference
response; differences 15° off-axis, 30° offaxis, 45° off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75° offaxis, and 90° off-axis.
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Fig.60 Harman/Kardon Fifty, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
div.).
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Fig.63 Harman/Kardon Fifty, vertical response
family at 45", normalized to response on
tweeter axis, from back to front: response
difference 15° above enclosure; difference
7.5° above enclosure; difference level with
top of enclosure; difference on upperwoofer axis; reference response;
difference on lower-woofer axis;
difference on port axis.
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Fig.6I Harman/Kardon Fifty, anechoic response
on tweeter axis at 45" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with overall nearfield
loudspeaker LF rollout below 200Hz
(calculated by DRA Labs MLSSA program
by adding the complex nearfield responses
of the woofers and port in the ratio of the
square roots of their areas).
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Fig.64 Harman/Kardon Fifty, step response on
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tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.65 Harman/Kardon Fifty, cumulative spectral-decay plot on tweeter axis at 45".
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Fig.66 Harman/Kardon Fifty, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to
cabinet top panel. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)

and excessive sibilance in my sighted auditioning.
Despite its large size, the Fifty's cabinet is
reasonably inert, the only exception being
the cloth-covered top panel, which has a
strong resonant mode at 219Hz (fig.66). A
large speaker like the Fifty, however, does
need to have its cabinet vibrations wellsuppressed. This is owing to the large surface area of the panels, which will couple to
the air more effectively than those of a
minimonitor.
—John Atkinson

I
NDIVIDUAL PREFERENCES &
CONCLUSIONS

The average score given to the loudspeakers
by the panelists was 4.32. This can't be compared to scores from prior panels because this
latest score was referenced to adifferent
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

standard.
As usual, there were differences of opinion
among the panel as to favorites and not-sofavorites. Table 4shows the top four choices
of each panelist, along with his least favored
loudspeaker. It also shows both his overall
score and the scores he gave to his top four
choices. While Table 4seems chaotic at first
glance, acloser look does reveal definite trends.
Only the Acarians failed to make anyone's
top four choices. The Missions made six of
the seven lists—though they were not high
on most of them. The Harman/Kardons and
the Soundwaves made five lists. And while
the Linn made only four, it was high on all
of them—keeping its overall position high.
Interestingly, JA, RH, and GL agictd on their
top four choices—though not in the same
sequence. These four loudspeakers also hap-
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Table 4: Individual Reviewer Statistics

Reviewer
JGH

Total Overall
Average Score
All Days ,
428

Top 4Choices

with Scores ,
Spica

(4.79)

NHT
H/K
Dahlquist

(4.70)
(4.60)
(4.41)

Bottom
Choice
Acarian

JA

4.55

Linn
H/K
Soundwave
Mission

(5.63)
(5.23)
(4.93)
(4.68)

Spica

GL

4.60

Soundwave
H/K
Linn
Mission

(5.73)
Acarian
(5.37) (tie)
(5.37) (tie)
(4.73)

RH

4.52

Linn
Soundwave
H/K
Mission

(5.70)
(5.54)
(4.85)
(4.76)

Auden

DO

3.61

H/K
Mission
NHT
Dahlquist

(4.60)
(4.38)
(3.90)
(3.85)

Auden

MM

4.21

NHT
Spica
Soundwave
Mission

(5.60)
(5.10)
(4.70)
(4.30)

Acarian

TJN

4.04

Soundwave
Linn
NHT
Mission

(5.35)

Acarian

(4.90)
(4.55)
(4.45)

pened to be the top four finishers overall. I
agreed on three of those four.' 3
Negative comments tend to predominate
in this sort of assessment, largely due to the
time constraints involved. And panel members sometimes disagreed with their own
panel judgments when they got aparticular candidate home! The latter should not be
all that shocking. We are dealing in most cases
with different systems, different rooms, and
different setups (including differing proximities of the woofers to the floor, since with
asingle listener, tilting the loudspeakers back
becomes areasonable setup option). This
underscores the fact that our observations
should only provide the reader with astarting
framework for his or her own auditioning,' 4
not the last word.
—Thonnaq. Norton $
13 The Vandersteen 2Ce's arbitrary rating of 5points on this
scale as areference standard puts it well up among the top
scorers in the group—no surprise, given its excellent reputation. In fact, every time we came back to the Vandersteens
during the panel tests after listening to speakers which perhaps
outperformed them in one or another area. Iwas surprised
at how little the 2Ces actually did wrong.
—JA
14 As ageneral rule, the best speakers do the fewest things
wrong—the informed buyer therefore chooses the speaker
that least offends his or her ears and that he or she can best
afford. A loudspeaker review can only be regarded as astarting
point. The ultimate choice must be apersonal one. —JA

1All reviewers did not attend three sessions (see text).
2 The Vandersteen 2Ce was given an arbitrary score of 5on this
scale.

TADDEO DIGITAL ANTIDOTE
Jack English

Digital Antidote
rat. Pending

OIT

L
Taddeo Loudspeaker Co.

2604 EIrn wc od Ave. •Rochester, PO' 14618

Taddeo Digital Antidote

Passive filtering network to be inserted between CD player or DIA processor and preamplifier. Dimensions: 2.5" W by 4.5"
Dby 1.5" H.
Weight: 1lb. Price: $169.95. Approximate number of dealers: 12. Manufacturer. Taddeo Loudspeakers, 2604
Elmwood, Rochester, NY 14618. Tel: (716) 244-6027. F
ax: (716) 244-4106.
First came digital. Next came one-box CD
players. Then came separate transports and
processors. Before we could catch our breaths
we had rings, mats, paint, and spatial filters,
TosLink/coaxial/ST/AES-EBUilaser connections and cable choices, power-line options,
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isolation alternatives and dedicated bases, and
all sorts of items to improve the perfect sound
forever medium.
The subject of this review is still another
new digital Band-Aid: the Taddeo Digital
Antidote. It's the ultimate black box—no
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switches, no controls, no LEDs, no power
cord. It weighs less than apound and fits in
the palm of my hand. Icouldn't help but wonder what it was all about. It has two female
RCAs on one end to accept the analog outputs
of aCD player or processor, and two more
on the other end for connecting the inputs
of apreamplifier or amplifier. There is no
literature—the innards are aclosely guarded,
epoxy-sealed secret awaiting patent approval.
Ispoke with Tony Taddeo, best known
for his loudspeaker designs? Tony briefly
described the Antidote as an all-passive digital filtering network, and said that its purpose is to introduce time/phase corrections
to the incoming signal by trading off frequency extension in the upper octave. A
secondary benefit, according to Taddeo, is
areduction ofjitter. [This seems very unlikely.
Icannot see how afilter operating on aCD player's
analog output can eliminate the frequencymodulation analog effects of digital data-stream jitter
Perhaps Tony Taddeo could elaborate on this in his
"Manufacturer's Comment."—Ed.]

STARTING SLOWLY
The Antidote is intended to improve the performance of virtually any digital front-end.
To begin my investigation, Istarted with an
easy challenge—a Magnavox CDB 473 CD
player, asecond-generation unit whose performance is out of date?
The Antidote substantially improved the
sonic performance of the Magnavox player
across the board. The most significant difference was in the overall presentation of the
performers. Soundstaging, perspective, focus,
placement, and spaciousness were improved.
The second VTL CD of upbeat fusion from
Toolbox (More Toolbox, VTL 014) illustrated
these improvements. The performers were
slightly farther away when compared with
the original in-your-face presentation of the
Magnavox. The stage was wide and deep, not
big, bold, and flat. Within that stage were
obvious gradations of width and, especially,
depth. Performers were located with precision and were well-focused. The presentation
opened up tremendously, with asensation
of air and space that was missing with the
player alone.
1JA reviewed the Taddeo DM! in Vol.12 No.2, p.119.
2Ifound that Audio Directions' incredibly cheap little CD
Greenbacks (see my review, Vol.16 No.2, p.175) dramatically
improved the performance of this basic CD player.
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

Resolution and detail were also dramatically improved. Every sound was cleaner
and clearer. These improvements were
equally obvious with sonically mediocre
recordings such as Suzanne Vega's 99.9°F
(A&M CDB 0005), or with splendid sonic
efforts such as Peggy Lee's Moments Like This
(Chesky JD84). On the Vega CD, the percussion and bass lines were appreciably
quicker and more distinct. On Lee's, the somber emotions became far more involving.
Everything was much more natural, from the
rich closeness of asax solo, through the harmonic richness of aguitar riff, to Lee's stillcaptivating vocal work. Every sound became
more refined, and the musical content was
more realistic in every way.
It could be argued that the improvement
offered by the Antidote was made obvious,
in part, by the resolving power of my reference system. To test what it might do in afar
less revealing context, Idropped the Antidote and abag of interconnects into my
pocket and visited acouple of friends who
weren't into audio.
When the Antidote was plugged into a
couple of receiver-based systems with +10year-old speakers of dubious pedigree, it
didn't make much of adifference. Frankly,
Idon't think any single component could
have made much of adifference. There is a
lower limit below which the Antidote would
be an ill-advised purchase. If the system
essentially lacks resolving capability, the
Antidote's benefits will not be realized.
Antidote in hand, Inext visited audiophiles
with systems of differing degrees of resolving
power. While Icertainly didn't always like
what Iheard from these systems, Iinvariably heard the same type of general improvement that Ihad experienced with the Magnavox. Soundstage dimensions increased in
size, with an added sense of air and space.
Everything sounded cleaner and clearer (to
agreater or lesser extent from system to system). The digital front-ends of these systems
ranged from better-quality CD players to
very good transport/processor combinations.
In addition to the obligatory Chesky,
VTL, Sheffield, Mercury, and Reference
CDs, Ialways brought along Los Lobos'
Kiko, Chris Isaak's San Francisco Days, and
Suzanne Vega's 99.9°F. When Ilistened to any
CD Iwas familiar with, Iheard the improvements when the Antidote was inserted into
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the system. However, with some unfamiliar
material, Ioccasionally found that there was
aslight loss of midrange body.

THE ULTIMATE TEST

suffered from the reductions in dynamics,
spaciousness, and detail characteristic of the
Antidote in my reference system. The disc
amply illustrated the likely negative outcome
of the Antidote's design. Since the Antidote
trades off high-frequency extension against
its correction, if the DAC didn't need such
correction, all that would be left would be
asignificant attenuation of the high frequencies.

Having convinced myself of the consistent
improvement the Antidote worked with
good-quality systems, Idecided to take the
inevitable next step with atrue state-of-theart digital front-end. Iglanced toward my
own reference system: the Theta Data with
the optional ST connected via an Altis glass
JESUMS UP
cable to my Mark Levinson No30.
The Taddeo Antidote is an unusual product
But the Antidote didn't help. In fact, overall
with surprising potential value. With less
performance deteriorated. The dynamic
than entry-level equipment, the improverange was lessened, the effects of crescendos
ment in performance was either absent or not
obviously truncated. An excellent illustration
sufficient to justify the purchase. But with
of this effect was heard on Milcho Leviev's
anything from entry-level systems upward,
Bulgarian Piano Blues (M'A M012A), afine
the Antidote dramatically improved all
solo-piano recording with arealistic dynamic
aspects of soundstaging and clarity. Howrange With the Antidote, the upper dynamic
ever, in certain state-of-the-art digital frontrange of this work was clearly restrained.
ends, the Antidote became adetriment to
Spaciousness also suffered. Without the
achieving the best performance.
Antidote, well-recorded CDs had wide, deep
The $170 Taddeo Digital Antidote offers
soundstaging with plenty of ambience With
acost-effective upgrade to owners of many
the Antidote, Górecki's Symphony 3(Flektra
high-end digital playback systems. Istrongly
Nonesuch 79282-2) suffered asignificant
encourage anyone who has aone-box player
reduction in overall soundstage width, depth,
but is not ready to step up to aseparate transand sense of space. An even more precise
port and processor to give the Antidote a
illustration was the sound of the room which
serious audition.
—Jack English
precedes Ralph's barks on the first Stereophile
Test CD. With the Antidote, the sense of JA MEASURES
there being aroom was greatly reduced.
TJN took amuch-needed vacation after
My reference system's resolution of detail
organizing the blind loudspeaker listening
also suffered with the Antidote On the "Tico
tests and loudspeaker survey that appear in
Tico" track from Chesky'sJazz Sampler, VoLl
this issue, so it fell upon me to measure what
(P37), it's usually easy to hear individual
the Antidote did. (Testing the device reguitar strings as chords are strummed, and
minded me of one of my bachelor's degree
the guitarist's fingers as they move along the
final exams, in which Iwas handed ablack
neck of the instrument. With the Antidote,
box with an input and an output and had two
however, both of these little cues that told me
hours to find out what was inside by meaareal person was playing were obscured. I suring the electrical relationship between the
heard asimilar loss of detail on the Górecki,
two sockets.)
as it became more difficult to pick out
The first thing to look at with the magaindividual instruments or follow specific
zine's Audio Precision System One was the
musical lines.
Antidote's insertion loss and input and output
Finally, my reference system sounded
impedance. Fed 100mV at lkHz from a25simultaneously softer in the highest trebles
ohm source impedance, the Antidote put out
and edgier in the lower-treble region with
99.23mV into a100k ohm load, and 30.25mV
the Antidote. G.E. Smith and the Saturday
into a600-ohm load. These changes relate
Night Live Band's rendition of"Get A Little"
to an output impedance of 1370 ohms (in(Liberty CDP 99955-2-3) had always sounded
cluding the 25 source ohms). The length of
mildly edgy. But the Antidote introduced
the interconnect cable running from the
much more edge and sharpness, making the
Antidote to the preamp should not be an
disc nearly unlistenable. This recording also
issue, unless it has very high capacitance:
158
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Cardas cable, for example. The Antidote's
input impedance was very high, around 90k
ohms, so it should not present any loading
problems to the digital source components.
Next, Ilooked at the unit's frequency
response (fig.1), taken at alevel of 100mV at
lkHz into a100k load. As expected, the treble rolls off above 91cHz, but not before rising
alittle (0.5dB) in the mid-treble, something
that might have been expected from JE's
listening notes. The response rolls off with
approximately afirst-order slope and is down
almost 6dB at 20kHz, which is enough to
dull aCD player's sound, seriously reducing the amount of "air" in its treble. What
Ihad not expected, however, was the complex ultrasonic behavior. The Antidote's rolloff stops at 33kHz, the level coming back up
to reach high-Q maxima at 45.6kHz and
59.4kHz, the latter being just 1.8dB down
from the midband level. The first-order rolloff resumes above 70kHz, the overall level
being down 21.6dB at 2001(Hz. The channelmatching was excellent across the band at
within ±0.05dB, as can be seen from the fact
that the dotted line (right channel) exactly
overlays the left. The response didn't change
with input level (up to 10V RIV1S), nor did
there appear to be any overload effects.
The 100k load used is higher than asolidstate preamplifier would typically offer, so
Irepeated the measurement into 10k ohms.
Other than the overall level dropping by
1.1dB due to the lowered load, the shape
of the curve remained basically the same,
though the rolloff at 20kHz did lessen
slightly, to -4.4dB, and the notch at 33kHz
was not quite as deep.
Passing awide-bandwidth, lkHz squarewave through the Antidote showed that its
response shaping added asignificant amount
of overshoot and ultrasonic ringing to the
waveform (fig.2). The Antidote has asmaller
effect on the shape of aCD player's squarewave response, due to the CD system's
limited bandwidth. The top trace in fig3
shows the shape of alkHz squarewave put
out by my Panasonic portable (Might as well
give the Antidote something to chew on!) The
CD system's 22kHz band-limiting means
that only the first 11 odd-order harmonics
are available to reconstruct the waveshape,
which means both that there appears to be
ringing on the top and bottom of the waveform and that the wave's risetime is finite.
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

Passing the player's output through the
Antidote gave the lower waveform in fig.3.
The ultrasonic peaking evident in fig.1 results
in an exaggerated overshoot to the leading
edges, while the ultrasonic rolloff smooths
out the waveform tops and bottoms. Is this
abetter squarewave shape? It's certainly
different.
To look at what happened to ultrasonic
1811110 «Ilan 111-1881 811111,110 1 11181.1116)
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Fig.I Taddeo Digital Antidote, frequency response
at 100mV into 100k ohms (right channel
dashed, 5dB/vertical div. .

Fig.2 Taddeo Digital Antidote, IkHz wideband
squarewave from generator after being
processed by Antidote.

Fig.3 Taddeo Digital Antidote, IkHz squarewave
from Panasonic portable CD player (top);
and after being processed by Antidote
(bottom).
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spuriae in atypical CD player's output, I
measured the spectrum of aJVC 1010's output while it was playing a"digital silence"
track (all data words zero), both with and
without the Antidote hooked up to its output. The results are shown in fig.4: Without
the Antidote, the residual noise rises from a
low -130dBFS at 300Hz to amaximum of
-110dBFS at 3kHz; with the Antidote, a
noticeable amount of AC hum at 60Hz and
its harmonics is introduced, presumably due
to suboptimal commoning of the channel
grounds. The 60Hz component is highest in
level, at -105dBFS, but this is still too low
to be audible. What Ialso found surprising
was that there were now spurious components noticeable at 16kHz, -98dB, and its
harmonics.
Repeating the comparison with aPioneer
PD-65 CD player gave an almost identical
result (fig.5), which leads me to believe that
the relatively high impedances floating
around in the Antidote, coupled with lessthan-perfect interconnect shielding, makes
it susceptible to picking up hum and RF
noise. (In these cases, the 16kHz component
is suspiciously near the line-scan frequency
of the computer monitor we use with the
Audio Precision, which was sitting about 2'
away from the Antidote.) All these extra
noises are well below audibility, but those
who like to use unshielded interconnects such
as Kimber should be warned that the Antidote might inject RF and other nasties into
their preamp inputs, with unpredictable
effects on sound quality.
Finally, Taddeo claims that the Antidote
performs some kind of time-domain correction. (When CD was first introduced a
decade ago, there were anumber of analogdomain correction circuits published, most
based on op-amp-based all-pass filters.)
Accordingly, Ilooked at what the unit does
to phase response. The result is shown, along
with the 10k ohms load amplitude response,
in fig.6. (The Audio Precision appears to have
added 360° to the phase response compared
with the phase response measured up to
35kHz with DRA Labs MLSSA. This is
trivial, as aphase angle of 360° is the same
as one of 0°.) Basically, the Antidote progressively introduces aphase lead (negative phase
angle) above lkHz, this reaching -95° with
respect to the angle at 100Hz at 20kHz, and
180° (inversion) at 33kHz, the frequency of
160

Fig.4 JVC 1010 CD player, 'A-octave spectrum of
output while playing CBS CD-I, track 4,
"digital silence" (bottom at I
kHz); and after
being processed by Antidote (top at I
kHz)
(I0dB/vertical div. ref. OdBFS).
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Fig.5 Pioneer PD-65 CD player, /
3-octave
spectrum of output while playing CBS CD-I,
track 4, "digital silence" (bottom at 'kHz);
and after being processed by Antidote (top
at I
kHz) (I0dB/vertical div. ref. OdBFS).

Fig.6 Taddeo Digital Antidote, amplitude and
phase vs frequency (transfer function) at IV
into 10k ohms (5dB/vertical div.,
90°/vertical div.).

the amplitude minimum. By 200kHz, the
phase change is aconstant -450°.
Certainly, the rolloff in the top octave will
both be very audible and be judged an
improvement, given the over-bright nature
of many CDs, but it is otherwise hard to see
from these measurements why the Taddeo
Digital Antidote effects the subjective improvement found by JE in his auditioning.
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hen the '50s began, bebop had
been aforce for five years—a short
time for most arts. For jazz, however, it had been long enough for the influence of bop's most famous practitioner,
Charlie Parker, to become pervasive. Young
players (Parker was only 29 in 1950) were
especially intrigued by the harmonic sophistication of bop, its pell-mell tempos, angular
accents, and the relative freedom of its phrasing. Many were also entranced by the lifestyle
they associated with modem jazz: the hip language, offbeat clothes, and, more regrettably,
the use of drugs.
No one figure dominated this extraordinarily rich decade, which began with bebop
co-existing with the birth of the cool and
ended with the popularization of modal jazz
and the, controversy swirling around the socalled free jazz of Omette Coleman. In between, cool jazz, sometimes called West
Coast jazz, became amovement and acause,
only to be answered (at least in the press) by
amore rhythmically powerful message called
hard bop.
In the '50s flourished such bop-influenced
groups as the Clifford Brown/Max Roach
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

quintet. At the same time, the styles of some
of the greatest swing players—Ben Webster,
Lester Young, and Art Tatum—took on new
nuances. Louis Armstrong made one of his
finest recordings since the '20s, Plays WC.
Handy, and Count Basie and Duke Ellington, after sharing the decline of the big bands
that followed the war, found their careers
revived. Basic's band featured amore arranged
style and the singing ofJoe Williams, and
Ellington prospered from the success of asingle concert, recorded at the Newport Jazz
Festival in 1956 (At Newport, Columbia CK
40587).
The continuing decline ofjazz clubs was
answered in part by the creation of such festivals; Newport, started in 1954, was the
most important. And several popular musicians—Dave Brubeck, Stan Kenton, and the
Modem Jazz Quartet among them—found
enthusiastic audiences in colleges. Jazz of the
'50s was the chosen music of the young
sophisticates of the Esquire crowd and the Ivy
League.
A technological change also had an incalculable effect on jazz: LPs existed in the '40s,
but took over in the '50s. At first, musicians
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and record producers stuck to the three- and
four-minute numbers that had been designed
to fit on 78s. But after afew experiments and
accidents—including an eight-minute blues
by Zoot Sims recorded in 1951—the industry
awoke to the medium's possibilities. Now,
jazz recordings could sound more like what
for years had been heard in clubs. One could
include both sophisticated writing and
extended solos, or one could, as Miles Davis
did on Bag's Groove (Fantasy OJCCD-347-2),
play lengthy solos on simple blues.
Bebop as played by Parker was essentially
an improvisational art. Parker's compositions
were often sketches based on the chords of
pre-existing songs. Fascinating as such playing could be, the new melodies were generally ignored as the musicians soloed. The
fast tempos of bebop and its many chord
changes—boppers liked to complicate the
existing chords of songs with their own
additions—meant that bebop musicians had
to know harmony and be quick on their feet.
But no matter how quick one was, Charlie
Parker was quicker. Live versions of "Anthropology" and other bebop numbers from the
'50s often find Parker playing at what seems
like an impossibly fast tempo. (Charlie Parker, Verve 833 288-2, is an anthology of his
studio playing from the '50s.)
Some bop-influenced musicians tired of
this scheme: There was no point in playing
faster, so the most interesting musicians of
the period looked for other ways of asserting
themselves, and the language ofjazz changed
with their attitudes.
John Lewis of the Modern Jazz Quartet
said that he started writing his more extensive
pieces to escape the pattern of playing a
theme in unison and then abandoning it to
create solos. Even Brown and Roach featured
more complex arrangements than Parker.
The balance of composition and improvisation was readjusted repeatedly by the jazz
musicians, composers, and arrangers of the
'50s.
At first, musicians talked of "making the
changes," and then, with subtle denigration
of what could become mechanical, "running
the changes." (Composer George Russell
went one step further in his writings, talking of "meeting the deadline" of the chord
changes.) At the end of the decade, Miles
Davis helped seal amovement away from fast
chord changes with his masterpiece, 1959's
162

Kind of Blue (Columbia CK 40579), which
popularized what became known as modal
jazz.
"So What," from Kind of Blue, has astandard form: four eight-bar sections, of which
the first (usually dubbed "A") is repeated three
times, the piece attaining the format AABA.
But Davis has simplified the harmony behind
this form. All three "A" sections are built on
asingle chord, and the "B" is the same chord
moved up ahalf-step. The result is that improvisers are given more time to develop their
melodies without the worry of shaping them
to the constant harmonic motion of abebop
tune. This innovation proved crucial during
the next decade.

The '50s also saw the beginnings ot .1\ Jilt garde jazz, music that frequently abandoned
preset chord sequences and forms altogether.
Cecil Taylor, Sun Ra, George Russell, and,
most emphatically, Omette Coleman were
part of this movement, or series of movements. The decade also saw several of the
more publicly accessible musicians—eg, Brubeck, Oscar Peterson, and Erroll Garner—
become world-famous. Another pianist,
Thelonious Monk, made acomeback and
recorded many of his greatest performances
in the mid- and late '50s. Jazz vocalists became more popular than ever before, and Ella
Fitzgerald, Sarah Vaughan, Carmen McRae,
Joe Williams, Mel Tormé, Billy Eckstine, and
Frank Sinatra all blossomed—some for the
second time—during the decade.
If no one figure dominated this extraordinary time, one man nonetheless managed
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John Coltrane

A 1953 big-band session featuring Charlie
Parker (alto), Max Roach (drums), Charles
Mingus (bass), and Dizzy Gillespie (standing
• behind Roach).
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to capture many of its moods and predict its
directions. In aprevious article ("Building
aLibrary," April 1993) Ispoke of Miles
Davis's Birth of the Cool sessions (Capitol CD
92862), which featured the carefully constructed arrangements and deep sonorities
planned by—most importantly—arrangers
Gil Evans, Gerry Mulligan, and John Lewis.
The Miles Davis nonet that played those sessions, however, had only acouple of inconclusive live dates before it disintegrated.
Davis went into something ola tailspin, and,
plagued by drug addiction and uncertainty
about what music he wanted to play, scuffled for three years as some critics suggested
he was no longer aforce.
Then he cured his drug habit and made a
series of powerful recordings of blues and
ballads for Prestige Records. At atime when
others were following the directions he himself had laid out in his "Cool" sessions, playing restrained solos in the midst of complex
arrangements, Davis was using minimal
arrangements to play hot, intimate choruses
in lengthy performances whose riches seem
inexhaustible today. One can hear Davis play
the blues with pianist Horace Silver on
Walkin' (Fantasy OJCCD 213-2), and with
Milt Jackson and Thelonious Monk on Bag's
Groove. Monk's choruses on the title cut,
composed ola few startlingly simple wideopen phrases and motives, signaled his own
jazz renaissance.
In the mid-'50s Davis led quintets featuring the two most promising young tenor
saxophonists of the day: Sonny Rollins and
John Coltrane Their approaches, both rooted
in bebop, nonetheless seemed antithetical.
Rollins was apatient improviser given to
pithy, sometimes humorous-sounding statements, thematic bits that he would worry and
elaborate in arelaxed or hard-driving way,
depending on his mood and the material. His
'50s masterpieces include Saxophone Colossus
(Fantasy OJCCD 291-2), which includes
Rollins's most celebrated blues solo on "Blue
Seven," his first recorded version of his popular calypso, "St. Thomas," and alengthy
"Moritat." He's brilliantly accompanied by
bebop pianist Tommy Flanagan, who is on
many of the greatest recordings of the decade.
One should also hear Way Out West (Fantasy OJCCD 337-2), atrio recording with
Rollins's incomparable "I'm an Old Cowhand." To this day, he insists he wasn't kidSTEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

ding. Rollins could also play with straightahead power, as he demonstrated on Dizzy
Gillespie's Sonny Side Up (Verve 825 674-2),
where he is challenged by another Sonny—
Sonny Stitt. The two saxophonists and
Gillespie shine on the intense "The Eternal
Triangle."
Rollins liked to poke at tunes the way an
unhappy diner pokes at his food. Coltrane
rolled over them in great flurries of notes. His
tone was as unromantic as Rollins's, and his
knowledge of harmony as great. In the late
'50s Coltrane was aforward-looking bebopper who seemed to want to play all the scales
his harmonies suggested. And he wrote
pieces, such as his influential "Giant Steps,"
that presented virtually anew chord per beat
(Giant Steps, Atlantic 1311-2).
Eventually, Coltrane realized he needed
more space between chords. Among the
early signs of the modal playing that he
would develop in the '60s is his My Favorite
Things (Atlantic 1361-2). On the title cut, he
takes the Julie Andrews vehicle and transforms it into an Eastern-sounding chant. In
the process, he managed to popularize the
soprano sax, whose main players up until that
time had been Sidney Bechet and ayoung
avant-gardist, Steve Lacy. (Lacy's marvelous
treatment of Monk compositions is on Reflections, Fantasy OJCCD 063.) Another important early Coltrane record, Coltrane Plays the
Blues (Atlantic 1382-2), has, in addition to
other inventive blues-playing, his tribute to
Bechet.
Both Rollins and Coltrane played for a
brief time with Monk, who, after aperiod
of near-retirement, began in 1957 an extended engagement at the Five Spot in New
York. Monk also began recording for Riverside Records. Many of the pianist's greatest
records were made in the next few years,
including atrio date with Oscar Pettiford and
Art Blakey (The Unique Thelonious Monk,
Riverside OJC 064), with its striding versions
of "Memories of You" and "Honeysuckle
Rose" and its mildly wacky "Tea for Two."
One should hear the solo albums, Thelonious Alone in San Francisco (Riverside OJC 231)
and 'Thelonious Himself (Riverside OJC 254),
to hear the most exposed examples of his uniquely percussive, bluesy style. One should
also hear his collaborations with Coltrane
(Monk with Coltrane, Riverside OJC 039) and
Sonny Rollins (Thelonious Monk & Sonny Rol-
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lins, Prestige OJC 059) to hear his influence
on the younger generation.
Monk also influenced his near-contemporary, Bud Powell, some of whose greatest
performances can be heard on 1953's The
Amazing Bud Powell, VoL2 (Blue Note B21Y
81504). Conversely, Powell influenced almost
everybody else, including well-known figures
and some who were almost overlooked, such
as the interesting Herbie Nichols and Elmo
Hope.
Nichols had afleet, eager style that seemed
to reflect the techniques, but not the moods,
of bop. His harmonies were stranger, his
playing less emphatic than Powell's—purposeful, but almost skittery in its movement.
His compositions, as we hear on The Art
of Herbie Nichols (Blue Note 99176), were
unique.
Hope was amore straight-ahead player
whose All Star Sessions (Milestone MCD
47037-2) featured Coltrane and trumpeters
Blue Mitchell and Donald Byrd. These were
East Coast musicians who, by virtue of their
location, were assumed to be hard-blowing,
hard-bopping blues players. The division
between West Coast and East Coast jazz, or
between cool and hard bop, was complicated
by the presence of such rough-and-ready
bopsters as Dexter Gordon and Hampton
Hawes in California, and the smoothblowing Stan Getz in the East. (An early Getz
hit was "Long Island Sound.")
But at the beginning of the '50s, many
musicians, including Mulligan, Lewis, and
Brubeck, were making music, some of it
frankly experimental, that exploited the
cooler sonorities. Relative to some bop, it
underplayed the drums, and that focused the
listener's attention on the melodic lines,
which were sometimes deliberately complicated or oblique. Though many of these
innovators were found, at least for atime, in
California (hence the "West Coast" label),
much of cool jazz came out of the Miles
Davis nonet and Lennie Tristano's experiments in the '40s.
Just as inspiring was the unlikely trio led
by vibraphone player Red Norvo, who had
been playing jazz since the '20s and had
worked with everyone from Red Nichols to
Parker. In 1950 and 1951, Norvo played and
recorded with guitarist Tal Farlow and the
soon-to-be-iconoclastic bassist Charles
Mingus. On the newly reissued Move (Savoy
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

SV-0168), one hears adramatic level of interaction among members of the trio, as even
Mingus's bass becomes at times amelody
instrument. The drumless trio was not an
absolute innovation—Nat Cole's group had
been successful in the '40s—but the instrumentation was linked this time to cool, boppish melodies that suggested anew direction.
The idea seemed to be to get away from the
insistence of the standard bop rhythm section. Multi-reedman Jimmy Giuffre, who
wrote the swinging "Four Brothers" for
Woody Herman, played clarinet in avibratoless whisper that was as quiet as his speaking voice. His tenor sounded equally modest.
Like other West Coast tenor players, he was
influenced by Lester Young's tone.
Giuffre was showcased in asession with
two stalwarts of the West Coast scene, drummer Shelly Manne and trumpeter Shorty
Rogers. Featuring one partially 12-tone piece
("Three on aRow"), arondo ("Pas de Trois"),
and acompletely free improvisation ("Abstract No.1"), The Three, which was recorded
in 1954, helped set the agenda for '50s jazz
experimentalists drawn to classical forms and
new kinds of freedom. Originally a10" LP,
this session is now part of The Three and the
Two (Fantasy OJCCD 172). Giuffre later put
together atrio with guitarist Jim Hall and
bassist Ralph Pena that recorded TheJimmy
Giuffre Three (Atlantic 90981-2) in 1957. This
trio created its own hushed swing on "Two
Kinds of Blues" and "The Train and the
River."
In 1952, Gerry Mulligan, who had written
the lightly swinging "Jeru" and "Rocker"
for Davis, formed apianoless quartet with
trumpeter Chet Baker in Los Angeles. Its
success, commercial and artistic, surprised
even the players. Baker used his soft-toned,
Davis-derived sound to produce indescribably lyrical improvisations that seemed to
float over the lightly played bass and drums.
With Baker, Mulligan engaged in illuminating passages of improvised counterpoint that
could be both daring and accomplished (The
Best of the Gerry Mulligan Quartet with Chet
Baker, Pacific Jazz B21Y 95481). Their "My
Funny Valentine" became ajukebox hit.
Baker, whose picture-perfect good looks
and wispy singing added to his appeal, was
winning polls as best trumpeter in 1954
when some of the recordings on The Best of
Chet Baker Plays (Pacific Jazz B21Y 97161)
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were made. He was soon incarcerated for
drug use, but came back later in the decade
with such hard-driving quintet performances
as Plays Lerner and Loewe (Fantasy/OJC 137).
And the chameleon-like Mulligan, after
writing for aten-piece band music similar
to the charts he'd done for Davis's nonet—
available on aCapitol LP—started asextet
with the ineffably swinging Zoot Sims, some
of whose music is on Gerry Mulligan (Mercury 830 697-2).
Few people have played with the intensity
and lyricism of alto saxophonist Art Pepper,
whose career was interrupted repeatedly
by his heroin addiction. He was thrilling,
whether playing with another Lester Youngoriented saxophonist on Art Pepper with Warne
Marsh (Contemporary VDJ-1577), with the
Davis rhythm section on Meets the Rhythm
Section (Fantasy/OJC 338), or with abig band
arranged by Marty Paich on Modern Jazz
Classics (Fantasy/OJC 341).
Pepper also played with the biggest—and
loudest—band of all: Kenton's. Never known
for subtlety, Kenton nevertheless hired some
of the most accomplished arrangers in jazz.
Some of the best of Kenton, the arrangeSTEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

ments by Bill Russo and Bill Holman, and
some of the experimental Kenton can be
found on the excellent anthology, Stan Kenton
Retrospective (Capitol Jazz 97350-2).
Kenton was splashier—and Baker and
Mulligan, for atime, hotter—but no modern
jazz group outlasted the Modern Jazz Quartet, whose accomplishments sum up much
of what forward-looking musicians were
doing and thinking at mid-decade. Originally the rhythm section for the Gillespie big
band, then avehicle for vibist Milt Jackson's
effervescent solos, the MJQ changed when
pianist Lewis imposed his personality and
arrangements on the group. Soon the MJQ
was playing fugues, rondos, and manysectioned pieces that combined interesting
writing with vital improvisations. One of
most successful pieces is the title cut on
Django (Fantasy OJC 057). A useful anthology is The Art of the MJQ (Atlantic CS2-301).
A West Coast experimentalist who made
good—more than good—was classically
trained pianist Dave Brubeck. He began the
'50s writing esoteric works for eight or more
instruments, pieces that included fugal elements and extended harmonies, and by the
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Virtual Reality
Every component tested.
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proven virtual reality
through pulse coherent
technology.
Plus a5-year waranty.
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end of the decade had made the best-selling
record Time Out (Columbia CK 40585) and
been featured on the cover of Time. His dramatic piano playing, with its clangorous
power and rhythms, was offset in his group
by the nuanced lyricism of alto saxophonist
Paul Desmond.
Wes Montgomery, one of the most
influentialjazz guitarists of the '50s, was from
Indianapolis but wrote "West Coast Blues."
His astounding self-taught technique, which
allowed him to play melodies in octaves—
plus his loping single-note lines that reminded listeners of Charlie Christian—was
wedded to a solid overall musicianship.
Montgomery became aGrammy-winning
star; one of his most satisfying records,
featuring pianist Flanagan playing "West
Coast Blues," is aptly titled The Incredible Guitar of Wes Montgomery (Fantasy OJC 036).
In the East, amost unassertive personality,
pianist Bill Evans, asserted himself through
sheer talent. In 1956 he was featured playing astartlingly aggressive solo in George
Russell's "Concerto for Billy the Kid." (This
RCA recording is no longer listed: To hear
Russell's unique writing, one should look for
Ezz-thetics, Fantasy/OJC 070.) Evans was
with Davis in 1958, but left to form his own
trio with bassist Scott LaFaro and drummer
Paul Motian. It became one of the most
influential groups playing, and Evans became
arguably the most influential pianist since
Bud Powell.
What made this trio important was not
merely Evans's lyricism or deft harmonic
changes, but the relative freedom he gave to
his bassist and drummer to state the melody,
interrupt his lines, or provide an active counterpoint to what he was playing. His recording of "Solar," for instance, has LaFaro bursting in on Evans's theme statement like aman
in ahurry. Not all their playing was this
active—their ballads were spacious and moving. At the Village Vanguard (Riverside FCD
60-017) preserves one of this trio's last performances before the car crash that took
LaFaro's life.
Some critics charged that Evans sounded
too introspective later in his career, just as
they said that Jackson sounded buttoned-up
in the MJQ. That's the way bassist Mingus
seemed in his experimental playing and composing early in the decade. We left Mingus
as the bassist in the Red Norvo trio, which
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

he quit when he wasn't allowed on television
because he was ablack man in an integrated
group. In 1954 he was writing on the East
Coast for an informal organization called the
Jazz Composer's Workshop. OnJazz Composer's Workshop (Savoy 0171) one hears techniques associated with the cool school: the
multiple lines of "Tea for Two," and the counterpoint and free improvisation of"Gregorian Chant:' with its suggestion of classical
techniques. His bass fairly bursts from the
restrictive context.
A few years later Mingus was using those
same compositional techniques—the overlapping lines, group improvisations, and formal freedom—in shouting performances of
blues and gospel that were as exciting as any
jazz has been. There's no mistaking the power
and fervor of his bass solo on "Haitian Fight
Song" (The Clown, Atlantic 90142-2), or the
vital, bluesy group improvisations on Blues
and Roots (Atlantic 1305-2). He retained alove
ofEllington and Ellingtonian effects his entire
life—Mingus wasn't restricted to the blues—
but he had tapped into something powerful
in his own spirit when he returned to the
gospel and blues of his childhood.
He had also tapped into something timely.
In the mid-'50s, as if to answer the rhythmically delicate playing of some cooljazz, many
black musicians were turning to the harddriving rhythms of blues and gospel. At a
time when the civil rights movement was
particularly active, they were sending amessage—Rollins with his Freedom Suite (Fantasy/OJC 067), Roach with his Freedom Now!
Suite (Candid CCD 79002), Blakey with his
dominating drumming in records such as The
Jazz Messenger (Columbia CK 47118), and
pianist Horace Silver in his characteristic
blues playing and enlivening comping found
on Nowin' the Blues Away (Blue Note 46526).
Given the emphasis of these groups on
rhythm, it's not surprising that several of
them were led by drummers. Roach spent the
mid-decade musically on top of the world
with agroup featuring trumpeter Clifford
Brown. Brown had Gillespie's speed, and a
broad rich tone that he used in ballads (With
Strings, Emarcy 81464-2) and on the hardbopping numbers found on At Basin Street
(Emarcy 814648-2). No one was playing
bebop better than Brown, whose life was cut
short in acar accident. Hours before his
death, he played with agroup of local musi-
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"THE ALMIGHTY SURE KNOWS HIS CABLES...
... These cables have wonderful lucidity. finds R.D.. and a
top-to-bottom coherence that's truly heavenly."
—Robert Deutsch. Stereophile's "Recommended Components:
October 1992 (Vol. 15. No. 10)

"A new standard has been set. The performance of both
RSC Speaker Cable and RSC Master Interconnect is just
simply superb ... they give 'LIVE' to the music."
—Lincoln Cheng. AudioTechnique Magazine. Hong Kong

Space & Time Audio Products

"The already great-sounding bass got better, the midrange became the aural equivalent of chocolate truffles,
and the treble sparkled even more brightly than before.
I
was elated. for I
felt I'd found the 'just right' cable for
my needs."
—Guy Lemcoe. Stereophile. November 1992 (Vol. 15. No. It)
Rectangular Solid Core by Tara Labs. For the name of
your nearest RSC dealer and acopy of Tara Labs' "white
paper" on speaker cables. call 503 488 6465 or write
2567 Siskiyou Blvd., Ashland, Oregon 97520.
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clans in Pennsylvania—his last choruses were
captured on tape and issued on a now
unavailable album. His "Night in Tunisia"
shows him taking chorus after glowing chorus. He sounded better than ever before.
The late-'50s appearance of blues-playing
hard-bop groups interfered not at all with
the experimentation that marked this era.
"Free jazz" had been an idea at least since
Tristano recorded two unprepared performances in the '40s. To most, free jazz meant
that players would improvise without a
preconceived form—the chord sequences and
structure of a32-bar ballad, for example.
Others, like Manne's group, tried to improvise without an initial theme. Because of the
prestige and commitment of musicians such
as pianist Cecil Taylor, these practices were
getting beyond the experimental stage by the
late '50s. One can hear Taylor's early works
on such discs as Jazz Advance (Blue Note
84462) andJumpin' Punkins (Candid CCD
79013), works that are riveting rhythmically
and yet wide open.
Another important figure, the recently
deceased Sun Ra, began his astounding career
in the mid-'50s with recordings that featured
modal pieces, some free improvisation, and

counterpoint—many written for highly
unusual groups of instruments. Sun Ra
claimed he came from Saturn, but musically
he was no crank. And his self-produced
recordings—on the Saturn label—proved as
forward-looking as he claimed them to be.
His 1956 SupersonicJazz (Evidence 22015)
is agood place to start in researching this particular trail.
No one symbolized the avant-garde at the
end of the '50s more than mild-mannered
alto saxophonist Ornate Coleman, whose
attempts to follow the inspiration of the
moment and the music he heard in his head
became the center of aswirling controversy.
An utterly sincere musician, Coleman appeared at the Village Vanguard in 1959 and
was immediately hailed as agenius and
denounced as afraud. He responded with a
series of recordings, including The Shape of
Jazz to Come (Atlantic 1317-2) with its yearning ballad, "Lonely Woman."
Coleman began the '60s by issuing his
iconoclastic FreeJazz (Atlantic 1364-2). In
hindsight, it seems fitting that jazz, always
abit ahead of its time, should enter the '60s
in aswirl of controversy and with the word
"freedom" in the air.
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distortion at avery
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The HRSW1Os will
extend bass of your
stereo or video system
for that "air shaking all
around you" effect.

HSU Research HRSWIO

Here's what the experts are saying:
you have alistening room of reasonable size, nothing can
improve your stereo system dramatically for $750 as the
Hsu Research HRSW1Cr
Pete Aczel, The Audio Critic, Issue No, 19. Spring 1993
"I guarantee you this much; once you hear good, clean bass.
you'll be hooked for life. Highly Recommended"
Dick Olsher, Stereophile Vol. 16 No. 3, March 1993
"Truly awesome room shaking bass.....0, -3 dB 14.3 to 40Hz"
Don Keele, Audio 11/92
"Most effective subwoofer we have tested ... Best Buy
Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review 9/92
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Robert Deutsch. Slereophile Vol. 15 No. 4. Aped 1992
"Delivered clean low bass at high levels ... Work just splendidly'
David Moran. Speaker Builder 3/92
"Some of the most impressive subwaoler systems roe heard"
Peter Mitchell, Stereophile Vol. 14 No. 3, March 1991

Like finely crafted instruments in the ri g iboalds, a
connection with Kimber can mean the difference
between mere notes on apage' or acommand
performance. If the Music matters to you then
insist on Kimber to conduct perfection,
right on pitch —everytime.
Msit your nearest Kimber dealer and
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and abrochure contact us an
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0-924-7550 (Voice/Fax)
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Who Says You Have To Be
Rich To Own Great Sound?
Not Audio Advisor. We Offer The
World's Largest Selection Of Affordably
Priced Hi End Audio Gear And
Accessories. Call Us And See.

Rokson's OP-1 CD turntable re, created in England by agroup al the world's brightest analog
turntable designers with three independent loyers of isolation The metal bore houses the sensitive
electronics and power supplies. Asecond layer is suspended and mechanically baled by three
support posts, The top loyer, housing the CD turntable and dome system is mechonically
isolated from the motors and the room by preasion-tuned springs For emote disc reading, the
Robson DPI features ahigh precision knew-tracking loser. Outputs anude coaxial &mewl. A
20-key remote controls all functions. Chassis is 17.8" vdde, Ile deep, 5" toll and werghs 201k.
last yeor she Robson OH, at 12499, wm the best selling CD tronsport in n's class. Then
importing was slopped due to government red tape lam the importer has too many machines
His lose is your gain While 24 units lash the Rokson DP-1 is less than Sf000—you save 510001
Rake DPI (D tromped—while supplies lost-11499 95'

POWER LINE CONDITIONERS & POWER LINE FILTERS
Power Wedge Power Conditioners By Audio Power
Power Wedges condition power using 3complemenery retinaloges filieriag, dumping, and transformer bolero.
Powe Wedge 116 w/ 10 outlets
569 00'
Power Wedge 114 w/ 8outlets
449.00'
Power Wedgr- {13 w/ 7outlets for video
56900'
Power Wedge 112 w/ 6outlets
319.00'•
Power Wedge 122 w/ 6odes, for 20 amp ¿noises .429.00'
Power %Urge 110 w/ 6hi-current autlets.................239.00"
New Power Wedge Power Fnhancer PE.1 ..................249.95'•

Here's a"Toned Room
Echolunes here or lower

(or ner runes More tor ner Tunes in selling ornery is hop high
lreenry Mrtor irons Improves she highs &mundrInge
(ornerlunes were 579/4, now 69 95/ret of 4

Cornerlunes in the corners

(thrum Place Erhalunes on he side roll I/O woy between
theUenir 8speaker Reduces the comb-filler eff sss lar e
more coherent Mee. Were S39.50/pr, now 29.95/poir.

Three Roomlune panels
behrnd speakers for
optrmum performome

Roomlunes Acoustir panels mounted on wood base designed
to chope sound reflected of speakers, wells, Mr. Improves
imaging, boss, harmonrrs, ers Was S229/pr, now I99.95/pr

Loudspeakers here, in front
of RoomTunes panels

Good Sound by bum Deorborn
soli rover 411 pp
11 95
The Audio Glossary by 1Gordon Holt
soh rover, 151 pp .....1095
The Auer, Decent by Glenn Wilde
soil over, 412 pp .......39.90
the Master Handbook al Acoustics,
2nd Ed, soft cover, 366 pp .1995
Handbook for Sound Engineers, bord
cover encyclopedeo, 1,506 pp .99.95

Son« "Ins" 24" a24"
Acoustic Tiles
Easy-to inset{ 2" thick
ocomfic-damping foam
web. In block or beige,
69.95/box of 4tiles

s.

Mende

"UHL" Semen 24"
98" Acoustic Sheets
Save waarge sire mouslic
Iteolment sheets in r,
B. 4" thicknesses Choose block or beige 169.95' Vb.

AudiaPrism CD Sroplighr green paint pen nan
nosy to-use, cost effecirve may to Improve
CO sound by reduring loser light
'mirage. Simply apply
Stoplight to the edge of
oil your best CDs.
Highly recommended
by leading audiophile
mega:Ines It molly works!
AP Stoplight now 512 95 ea

Orsosrer the aptmum speaker
Armen,
pur !ruffling room

s--4

C
PAC IDOS Digital Filter Strip
IDOS I5outlets 14995 1005 29outlets.199.95

SONEX ACOUSTIC TREATMENT

ROOMTUNES ROOM TREATMENT ON SALE!
Roonaunes' Designer Michael Green Has Created
Simple, low Price Ways To Improve Room Sound.

Tice Audio Power Conditioners:
lire 0911-3, 3bench power conditioner w/I 6ourlers549 95'
Tice MfB 4, Abram', power conditioner w/I 6ourlers 699 95'
Tice Power Block 11, heavy duty condrhonev6 outlets 1349 95'

The Listening Room
Computer Software
Program, Version 4.0.
Lets you onclyI6 /our roam
°comfits &needs the optimum
speaker plot-meld
18M cerclas 45 00

ANALOG IMPROVEMENT PRODUCTS FOR LPS, ARMS, TURNTABLES &STYLI
LAST Record Treatmeets
el Power (leaner 19.95 IASI 94 Stylus cleaning kit 12.95
N? Preservative .. 19 95 LAST N5 Stylus preservalive21.95
N3 Regular (loner 14 95 LAS1 NI 0Nag tope trot _16.95
Tamable Drive Bel s
AR ES 1bell
195 Rego Planar 2 3
VPI HW-I9 bell .. 195 SOIA Belts
Record Brush: Hunt ED.A. MA 6dual-action

32.00
19.95
95

Misr Analog Accessories
Aintree Arelet, auto lift for manual roncares
{knee Metal Soundlrodor alignment gouge ..
DR Symenn Perm alignment gouge
Krisioline Dud over polish &grate remove, ...
Shure
SFh 2stylus pressure gouge
SOTA
Airier Record Mot .
SODS
Ref ken clamp, fits mort minable,
Surds Anolog Survive' Ed

_2995
.14995
.29.95
...14.95
.14.95
99.95
149.95
49 95

Heodshell Accessories
Sumiko HS-12 unrversal type heodshell .
2995
Sumiko HS-29 premium heodshell Iads
11 95
Sumiko Rigid cortridge mounting hi
10.00
SALE Litz Premium 33mm silver lilt eodshell leads _2995
He« 50mm long SAM ulver lito hembhell leads
3995
Condos Toneorm Coble: Flex 5( cur om mode, shielded,very
flexible, DIN RCA w/Cordas ere 0con men, 11M .14995

For Fast, Friendly Service Call Toll Free:
1-800-942-0220 or 1-800-669-4434
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TURNTABLES, RECORD CLEANING MACHINES, RICE-PAPER RECORD SLEEVES,
CLEAR PLASTIC OUTER SLEEVES-NOW ON SALE!
Dismantler
V.R.P. Rice
Paper Record
Sleeves On Sale!
Every mord collector
should use these! The
world's finest 3ply
onii-slatir rice pope
record sleeves horn
lopon Aho weal«
gloser DI'sn Litt.
539.75 for 50,
, 0
now Sil 75 for 50, 539 50 for 100, and S195 00 le 500

,torin

Sane $205 On Rego Donor 2Turned,le Package.
One of England's best rolling turntables is the Rego Planos? a
beautiful low profile bell drive table in matte block firosh,valh
smoked orry10 dustrover, glass planer, fell mot, ond preision
RE-250 tenure We include alop tared, prof essMnolly
installed Rego Bias moving magnet cartridge, Retail value of
the combo is 5705,f or nlimited lime, yours lar under 5500!
Rem Planar 2table with Rego Bias cortridge 5499 95'
Save Over SI 50 On Revolver Turntoble Pockage.
The Revolver loanable it one of the best selhng lurniables
around the world Revolve hos ouroque hvo toyer kiosk plinth
that isolates motor &plotter from each other -8 from she
room. Features noble bell drive, non-remnant plaster. rubber
isolation feet, and Rebel arm. We include an AT9E eliptcrol
moving magnet phono carrridge FRED Retail volue of the
rombo is 5525. While supplies last, you sove over 5150!
Revolver turntable yid ABE cartridge only 5369.99

Now, More Than Ever, It's Vital To Vacuum Clean LPs.
Lf's ore gelling harder to find-and mote voluoble Ifs
mrreosingly important to keep read, sofe 0dean Hand
washing -even with the eeriest solutions 8brushes-doesn't
remove all the gunk Vacuum powered <lemma machines, with
the right fluid lift owoy dust, dirt. grenue and grime.
You'll be shocked by how smooth and noise free vacuum
leaned
sound. Record surf ore noise is redured by up lo
905, 1(lean record, ore more valuable, too.
Record Doctor 11 Now Only SI 69.95.
Record Dale 11 cleans like the expensive machines-with
fluid application &muum sunion-but costs les because you
turn rho rerords by hand Recommended by leading magazines
the Record Donor 11 tome with Record Dodos vacuum cleaning
morhine. 4ors of leaning Hurd 0fluid applicator brush.
Reg S1)9 95 now 169 95'• Sale ends 10/31/93

SAVE $179 ON THE ALCHEMY DIGITAL ENGINE

V

.

Highest Grade Clear Piaui( Resealable Outer Sleeves
for LPs and Lase Drus 529 95/100
Ninny Gritty Cleaning Mahine Accessories
NG brush
II 95 DU roved°, 1OBI 5 17 95
MG Copslon kin.... ...11,91 NG Vos -sweep non kir
11 95
Record Cleaning Solutions
Niity Grey Purifier.2 reed cleaner
16or 14 95
Igol.. .5995
Non Gritty Ire earn sirength dune
6a9...1495
Super(leoner 11 every day record cleaner
16ox _12.95
695
1gal.., 3495
2.50..4995
brumal gende every day record dames
16oz 14 95
1gol .. .6995

DIGITAL &AUDIO CABLE IMPROVEMENTS
Block Digital Noise Wills (able-Clomping Blockers.

Audio Alchemy DDEVI.0, Digital "Engine" Pram«, Now Only S299.95!
Ihe rop rated end best selling low price digital processor in the world is Audio Alchemy sMy] 9
'digital engine .: The 'engine lectures ahigh grade 13itstream processor, discrete unclog output
sloge, both coaxial and Doric& digitol inputs, and 180 phase reversal switch Audiophiles and
audio «nits just love the DDEvl Or dynamic and three dimensional sound
Over 20,000 DDEv1.0's have been said at rho former 5399 let pore While supplies last, the
DE9v I0is yours for only 5299 95 As on extra bonus we'll also inilude oIN Audio Alchemy (S-I
"CleorStream" uncial digital roble o579 retail volue 11211 Your ratol seine Slits
Audio Alchemy DOEvl de& proressor woh (S 1Marini roble $399 99'

BLOCKERS Spend demon grips robins better Clomp onto
solios ro rodare digital 8. RI uderlereme Rerommended lot
(D preomp 8all Mel connections
Regular Workers 14 95/pr, 3cenry 17 95/P 1
Extro Bug Blorkeri 19 95/pr, 3. porn 17 95/pr
Electronic Contort Conditioner/Enhancers
Kermit looser 0°Muter kit
49 95
Sunk° lweek contact rondrhoner
Id 95
Torumat TC 2moon ronditiorm
1095
Superfontrui contact enhancer 17 el
19 95
Signet ROO dunning mils set ol 6wok
female ROO riming rook w/fluid
34 95

SAVE ON INTERCONNECTS, SPEAKER CABLES, DIGITAL &VIDEO CABLES.
- 11rfrotazgzffliammimmu
Audio Inierconneas On Sole (Ors)
MIL /Geed Imerronnert.........1.014 Nos 560, now...36.00
1.5)d was S75, now...45.00
MIT PO Squared Interconnect .....1 .0M woo S90, now _49.95
1.5M wos SI 15, now .59.95
0111,11 330 Inlerconned .......... 1ON we 5180, now 119.95
I.5M was 5225, now 149.95
MIT M1-330E Inierronned..........1 OM en $375, non 245.00
15M we 5425, now 279.95
MIT Ackustoble Diana' Cobh. .1Oki was $375, now 125.00
JARA Lobs New Prism 22 Interconnect -.6M 24.95, IM .29.95
1.5M 34 50, 21.1 3990, 3M 4890, 4M 5800, 54466 00
TARA Labs New Prism 33 Interconnect: .6M 39.95, IM 49.95
I.5M 59.00, 1M 69.00, 3M 8990, 4M 10990, $M 12990
TARA Ouantum IS Interconnect IM wes 5175, now ....99.95
1Ski was 5232. now 119.95, 1M won $290, nom 149.95
1ARA Pondoro SInterconnect OM mon 5315, now ...149.95
IM was 5295, now 16995 1
.5M we S390, now 199.95

Speoker Cables Now On Sole (pairs)
MIT landlord speaker cable lit mas 5125. now
55 00
1211was S110, now 69 95 15ft we 5195, now 79 95
New Spore Age Melee speoker robin flat 12 go conductor
wall tenon juke only I/O?' thick! 5h 69 95 811 84.95
1011 99 95 12ft 117 50 15h 125.00 20ft 159.95
TARA lobs Best Selling Ouonium III isnooker cable sale.
Slt we 5110, now 89 95 8ft wos 5150, now .12995
IDIrwas 5190 now 155 00 12h was 5220, now I
79.95
New Monster Cable "M" Series Cables
M1000 M101 Audio Inierconnen 1OM 199.95, I.5M 249.95
MSeries Silver Digital Coaxial (able 1.06.69.95
M5eries lighnpeed SI ATV gloss optic& sabla 106149.95
MSeries MI 000V Sucer Video Cable IM 39.95 1514.49.95
MSeries 010005V S-Video Silver (able 10 54 95 3M .84.95
MSilver Audio/Video Connection Kit- the ultimate connection
for home theoler, Lose Disc player and video gear-features
one 441000 MKII 8one Silver Video cable, I
0Ms......22995

TARA Labs New Rectangular Solid Core (doles
IARA lobs presents anew line of audio &digital cable
Motoring Meir remarkable new Renongular Solid (ore IRS()
condurtor. These ore the most tronsparent 'able, un the world!
TARA Labs RSC Interconnect Cables
TARA Prime RS( modem, nudio interconnect 6M 114.00
10M 129.00 1581 169.00 2OM 205 00
IARA RS( Reference audio unerronnert
6M . 17995
IAM 195001.5M 25500 2M 31000 3M ..91900
TARA RS( Master oudio inierconnert 6M 320 1M .....395.00
TARA RS( Digital maul interconnert I
M295 1.5M .390.00
TARA Lobs BIC Speaker Cables (ors')
TARA RS( Relerenre sneaker roble 5It 21900 8h 327.00
10h 39990 12h 471.00 15h 57900 0091 . 75990
1ARA ROC Mosier speaker sable 5h 540.00 Rh .. 81000
1011 99900 13h loom 1511 144900
'Prices for stereo pen lermineed with spades

VIBRATION &ISOLATION ACCESSORIES
AudiaPrism IsoBearings
Unique round [holing globes
wirh support cup Ihreeloyer
damping &nolating.
Standard size . 13/ 3995
New Large size
13/69 95

Sines Navrom boleti nFeet
Noncom Sdemen ..T4 59 95
Alsop Noncom (D Feet(41 2995
Monster Cable Footers
ED Foote
14 4995
Heavy Duty Looter 141 95.00

We Ship to All 50
States 8World
. 1Ur
Wide4
4 1

Audio Selection "German
Acoustics" Cones 8. Discs
Choose Hark or brass finish.
Isolohon rones ...14149.95
Supper dirks
16119.95
Combrnohon Ms 14.41 59.95
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wpm,

To Order-In US Or Canada-Call Toll Free:

1-800-942-0220 or 1-800-669-4434
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RAM TUBES OVERSTOCK CLEARANCE SALE.
PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. FIRST CALL ... FIRST SAVE!
Om, we're overtiorked on rertom memo
tested RAM tuber lare now while supplies
last lorry, quantities are very broiled.
Model

Grade

list/Saie

2.617

S

60/3499

2691
2817
Mil

S
T......... .......
T

60/4199
10/1999
30/19 99

12X4
T..25/16.99
5614/09361
T.25/1499
5651
1.............................25/1199
5965
S-----------------------------60/3999
661.5
¡-----------------------------30/1999
6006
1-----------------------------20/1699
61016
T.
30/1699
68)6
T...............
.......30/1999
.
6E07
10
.10/1699
6C1V4
1
..
30/19.99
6014/6A14
1
30/19 99

6EU7

T

6155
6605
6065

1.............................30/1999
1.....
.
30/19 99
T
30/19 99

30/16.99

6.1(6
61K6
6166
6l6GC
6108
61180

I
25/1699
1
_25/1099
MP
MP/I.Ii..
90/4999
¡............................30/3499
T
30/19.99

604
1
/5/16 99
8417
1
45/2999
51.84/6805
..25/16 99
AWNS MP .. .. .. .. .. 120/79 99
108801 I
.60/34 99
Terms 'V premrum guide phone tube, -e•
slandard grade line rube, T regular grade
line tube; 'Llf special love none rube for
amps, T prermon tested line stone or omp
tube; 'MP' matched pair mph&

SAVE THE TUBES!
Golden Dragon Preamp Tubes-Now Available With
Gold Fes For Superior Conductivity 8. Anti-Corrosion.
Golden Oregon Tubes were developed by British audiophiles
and engineers formerly ',Aube green Al-0 Velm, Mallard, elc
All models have special features to make them sound areal.
tube

Standard

I'S PlHe
I2AX/A 14.00
126576 14.00
I
26176 14.00
6018
22.00

6,

loetNoise

Pirre

1'
5%

11.95
11.95
11.95
18.95

34.00
24.00
24.00
32.00

6.

Increase Tube Life!
Pearl y
t
hp C
t
,pip ov ',j olt y hewed
copper lins remove excess heat, at
lean double or Iliple tube lifei
Improves tube round, loo.
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Quicksilver Amp Owners-Rejoice!
We've rerenily disrovered asource for the droonlinued 5584s
used in Ouhksilver mono trim, They're Irate Russia, but mode
to the original Brithh specs lobe, ore precision wed in the
US lor reliability. _Seek yet, 13519 95eo, 4, S16 95

Power Amp Tube Coolers

eke .e/G01d% Pm
19.95 32.00 169E
19.95 32.00 26.95
19.95 32.00 26.95
26.95 3100 34.95

Fits Et-34, 6550, 8417, 61-90, esc
1-9 511.25 «eft 10+ 9.95 ench

0

hemp Tube Coolers
RH6018 11057. 12017, 6107, etc
1955 50 each Mt 499 each

-

Hew! Tube Socket Geoners
Keep tube sackels clean with Spiker Sayers nylon bristled wire
brushes Socket Savers remove contaminants mthout damaging
the mrkei Set Modes 1small &Ilarge brush 514 95/ser

TRADE-IN SALE ON MONSTER CABLE &SUMIKO PHONO CARTRIDGES
Monster Cable Moving
Colla I.3mv) Cartridges.
Mahe Genesis 1000 .11
Was 5800 __now 399.95
With irodern....now 349.95
SiP10 Genesis 2000
Was 51200 .n.599.95
With trade in .now 499.95

Sumiko Blue Point HighOutput (2.0mv) MCs.
Blue Point MC
lio S150........now 11995
With trodein..... now 99.95
81. ?Phil Speriol MC
List 5295.........now 259.95
96th trolero neo 225.00
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Robson Cores Block
"By lor the best moving
magnet cartridge I've ever
heard .Recommended '
Corey Greenberg, Srereophile,
Vol 16, No 4, May. 1993
Roksan Corm Blork 6Smy
Wool lisl $325, now 249.95

SAVE ON SELECTED TARGET EQUIPMENT RACKS
Sale mks feature 39 tall welded steel frame yalh 18" ale"
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Target Amp Floor Stand Sales TIF.I has rigid 4" toll steel
home 18' y14' shell 8spiked leer list $85 DOW 6995'•

vide mkt

t

'

l

r
imempiri
171-1 Amp Floor Stand

Srandesign roils feature a34' toll
one pm welded orne] home with
IF wide oII' deep shelves
Lime between shelves is 615"
Siondoogo Pentu 4shelves, open
dirige with double side supports la
ollow easy equipment mess leer
Ole tone point pikes rot -5350,
now 199 951
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16
1
:
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5
,
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s
'
n
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required, oll look Included List
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STANDESIGN RACKS

larger AIR racks !ewe I
igid one
*re welded tonstructlon with
reressed support pillars fat easy
equipmeni access Shelves are I
V'
wide by 14' deep Both spiked

Siondesign_Ok Amodern
iIJ„ II°I /II.k Sh°1 "' .no
to l
oar yet Kt , Mired by
asuperstrong rem support
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placed holes to allow you to
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THE ULTIMATE ISOLATION SANDWICH FROM BRIGHT STAR AUDIO
Little Rock demos vrbiorions in the chassis
and shields circuits from oh borne RF
interim. Works magic on CD players,
D/A procemors.preomps ll video gear Sloe
14' oIF x125 .ond weighs 28 lbs
Wile Rork in dark granite finds 99.00*

Byg loot isolation base uses are of
nature's best vibrotion killers, send, to
remove harmful vibrohons from geor.
Especially effertive with (Ds, trembles, &
loser Dm player, Size 21' x19 5' xe
orle BobBig Foot in dark granite finish 149.00

*t**SHIPPING CHARGES

"NOT ASTORE MORE"
CALL TOLL-FREE TO ORDER:
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Shipping Charges (UPS Grormd, Insured, 48 States)

1-800-942-0220
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An arresting treatise, some beautiful music, astunning recording—but does The Death of Klinghoffer, by John
Adams (left), add up? See this page. And Donald Fagen sounds Temporarily Just Like Steely Dan Again in his
first solo album since 1982, Kamakiriad (p.193).

CLASSICAL
ADAMS: The Death of Klinghoffer
James Maddalena, Captain; Janice Felty, Swiss Grandmother, British Dancing Girl, Austrian Woman;
Thomas Hammons, The First Officer, Rambo; Thomas
Young, Molqi; Eugene Perry, Mamoud; Sanford Sylvan,
Leon Klinghoffer; Stephanie Friedman, Omar; Sheila
Nadler, Marilyn Klinghoffer; Orchestra of the Opera
of Lyon, The London Opera Chorus; Kent Nagano
Elektra Nonesuch 979821-2 (2 CDs only). John McClure,
prod. DDD. TE 2:15:13

Current events are now the stuff of opera. With
the arrival of this recording comes more news
about the bombing of New York's World Trade
Center; it makes one wonder.
In case you've had abag over your head for
the past eight years, this opera takes as its subject
matter the hijacking in 1985 of an Italian cruise
ship and the murder of awheelchair-bound
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

Jewish passenger (Leon Klinghoffer) by Palestinian terrorists. It was anauseating crime and
it still appalls. Many wondered, for the wrong
reasons, if it was suitable fodder for an opera:
theater, even the lyric theater, is chock full of
unpleasantness, and most unpleasanmesses tend
to be stageworthy.
Indeed, it would have been quite ashow had
that been what its creators wanted. But the forces
behind the creation of this work—primarily
director Peter Sellars and poet/librettist Alice
Goodman—decided not to turn it into an effective stage drama per se, but to invoke the oratorios
of the Baroque and later periods. They've come
up with asort of unbiased analysis of the Klinghoffer affair, with various characters and choruses of exiled Jews and exiled Palestinians
expressing their innermost feelings.
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Iread the libretto before playing the discs and
was knocked out by its beauty and reverence.
Each character speaks honestly and has something to say, even if that something is not what
we want to hear. Iwas taken with the music—
minimalist, to be sure, but more rhythmically
varied and with adazzling orchestral palette—
but finally realized that it did not enhance the
text, and vice versa. Because the text is so full,
Adams has little room to expand, and that's the
problem: The music can only hedge the words
in. As an anti-dramatic piece, suspended in time
and place, it's superb, but this isn't the stuff of
great theater.
The soloists' performances are superb and
telling, with Perry and Sylvan particularly outstanding in astarry company. But Ifound the
chorus bland, especially considering the emotional content of its laments. Nagano leads the
Lyon Orchestra in areading of utmost clarity
and beauty, with unfailing rhythm and pitch.
The recording is astunner, with great depth
and dynamic range, and it isn't the fault of the
engineers that the text is hard to understand
without the booklet open in front of you.
Idon't know if this is as important and lasting
awork as Anthony Davis's X most certainly
is, but Iknow Iwanted more from it than Igot.
Its subject matter has been intellectualized
almost to oblivion (X is immediate; this is the
opposite); what's left is an arresting treatise and
some beautiful music. There are moments
which pierce the heart—the words of the victims are just as potent as those of the victimizers—but as an operatic experience, the work
is dead in the water.
—Robert Levine
BEETHOVEN: Missa Solemnis
Cheryl Studer, Jessyc Norman, sopranos; Plácido
Domingo, tenor; Kurt Moll, bass; Leipzig Radio Chorus; Vienna Philharmonic, James Levine
DG 435 770-2 (2 CDs only). Gregor Zielinsky, eng.; Dr.
Steven Paul, prod. DDD. TT: 83:10

timbrai richness in the extraordinary studio
accounts of Klemperer and Toscanini, it is,
nonetheless, all of apiece. Levine's tempos are
generally alittle broader than one might expect,
and his treatment of the Kyrie and Benedictus
may be abit too devotional for those who see
this work as an extension of Haydn's symphonically styled Mass settings. But he never permits
the music to lapse into the churchly sentimentality sometimes suggested by Solti, or the
muddy-textured smoothness produced by
Karajan. The Gloria and Credo, which in lesser
hands can fall apart, here build to powerful
climaxes, and the tortured irony of Beethoven's
use of military music to interrupt the Donna

HAYDN: Symphonies 99 et 102
Frans Brüggen, Orchestra of the 18th Century
Philips 434 077-2 (CD only). Sieuwer Venter, prod.;
Jaap Bogaart, eng. DDD. TT: 48:57
HAYDN: Symphonies 100 St 104
Frans Brüggen, Orchestra of the 18th Century
Philips 434 096-2 (CD only). DDD. TT: 53:35

Recordings occasionally come along that
put all-too-familiar repertory into astrikingly new and revealing perspective. So it
is with these two releases. Though not
without minor blemishes, Brüggen's readings present abold Haydn, at once dramatic
and assertive, yet lyrical, graceful, and tender, and aHaydn who is aconsummate
master of orchestral color.
Brüggen's ear for balance and some
exemplary engineering give his roughly 50piece ensemble aclarity and impact that
make one forget that this is reproduced
sound. These performances comprise prime
instances of period instruments that enhance
the expressivity and sense of the music.
Time and again, significant wind passages
often obscured in other performances are
here exposed, enriching timbre and clarify-

Recorded in concert at the 1991 Salzburg Festival, this performance makes afine case for
Levine as aBeethoven interpreter. Indeed, in
an age when the recording of the Beethoven
symphonies seems almost de rigueur, it's surprising that (aside from the five piano concertos) this is the first major work of the composer that Levine, so far as Ican recall, has
committed to disc. In its sprawling grandeur,
huge scale, and wide range of mood, tempo,
and texture, the Missa has defeated some of the
most distinguished conductors. And as Lewis
Lockwood points out in his uncommonly
cogent notes for this release, Beethoven considered it his greatest composition.
Aside from afew instances of imprecision,
Levine's performance holds its own with the
best. If it lacks some of the taut integrity and
178
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Alexander Kipnis). In its blend of drama, unity,
intensity, and tension, it has apower and cumulative force that surpass the conductor's 1953
studio account and all others Iknow, and it can
be heard—in remarkably good sound for its
vintage—in admirable transfers from Music
& Arts and AS Disk. (A Melodram release of
the performance is drawn from an inferior
source and should be avoided.) But for those
who want up-to-date sound, the new Levine
or the fairly recent Bernstein/Concertgebouw
editions are preferred choices among those currently available.
—Mortimer H.Frank

nobispacem is well-conveyed. Furthermore, that
prayer for peace emerges with aflowing lyric
grace that avoids the cloying sweetness sometimes imposed on it. All the soloists manage
well, though purists may object to Jessye Norman singing the alto part. Aside from aviolin solo (beautifully played by the late Gerhart
Hetzel) that's too closely miked, the overall
sound is admirable. The chorus has adefinition that is still rare.
Imight add, though, that those willing to
sacrifice afew decibels of fidelity would do well
to investigate alive 1940 performance led by
Toscanini with four glorious soloists (Zinka
Milanov, Bruna Castagna, Jussi Bjoerling, and

BEETHOVEN :Piano Concertos 1-5

RECORDING
of

the

MONTH

Selected byJA and RL
ing important motifs. And horns and trumpets have aburnished brighmess that further
enhances expressivity.
Indeed, there are afew instances where
the brass is too forward and obscures
important material in the strings—most
notably near the close of the exposition and
recapitulation of the first movement of
100. In the main, however, the weight and
sonority of this orchestra contribute to the
success of these performances.
Most striking in Brüggen's interpretations is the way they make clear how Haydn
is Beethoven's artistic father. The sharply
defined motivic reiteration in the firstmovement development of 104 exemplifies an antecedent of the terseness of the
Fifth Symphony. The animated breadth and
powerful accents favored in the first movement of 99 suggest aharbinger of the
"Eroica," and the explosive strokes in the
outer movements of 102 sound like anticipations of the bold eruptions in the Fourth
Symphony.
In the main, Brüggen's tempos are
superbly judged. Allegros are animated, but
never breathless; slow movements flow
without being rushed, that of 104 (played
as atrue "walking" Andante) gaining a
singing grace and brash intensity I've
encountered in no other performance. And
one is reminded, too, of the remarkable wit
at the core of these works. Note the way
Brüggen clarifies how the Finale of 100 has
difficulty getting started, and, once in full
swing, has almost equal difficulty in coming
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to ahalt.
A few of Brüggen's tempos may raise
eyebrows: the second movement of 100 is
slow for an Allegretto, and the Menuettos of
99 and 102 may be abit too fast for some
tastes. The only other possibly objectionable features are afew gratuitous Lufipausen
and diminuendos that could, on repeated
hearings, become wearisome. But overshadowing these minor shortcomings are
stunning precision, passion, and power.
Brüggen observes all exposition repeats,
but, unlike many other authenticists, displays welcome good sense in not imposing
repeats on the reprises of the Minuets. In
short, these are in every way among the
finest Haydn performances to have appeared
in recent years.
—Mortimer H .Frank
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Krystian Zimerman, piano; Krystian Zimerman (1 & 2),
Leonard Bernstein (3-5), Vienna PO
DG 435 467 (3 CDs only). Hans Weber, prod.; Hans-Peter
Schwiegmann, Helmut Burk, engs. DDD. IT 3:03:39

Though Zimerman handles his dual assignments of conductor and pianist with relaxed
aplomb, providing lyrical, attractive performances in the first two concertos, it is really the
more tightly knit Bernstein collaboration in
3-5 that gives the fullest listening pleasure in
these performances. (Or should one consider
this pleasure as stemming mostly from the
greater dramatic potential of Beethoven's later
works?) The "Emperor" receives an interpremelon of majestic impact. The piano part in the
later concertos is occasionally alittle hardtoned, but this could as well be the fault of the
"live" 3-5 (the audience is startlingly quiet
throughout—no applause is included!) and the
requisite closer mike placement. In general, the
piano sounds just slightly ahead of the orchestra
in placement, Zimerman's own humming being
quite obvious at times. Upper string tone occasionally tends to harshness at climaxes. Still,
it's aviable and attractive set of performances
among alarge number of superior versions.
— Igor Kipnis
BERG: Violin Concerto
MHM: That Chant
Anne-Sophie Mutter, violin:James Levine, Chicago Symphony Orchestra
DG 437 093-2 (CD only). Gunter Hermanns, Gregor
Zielinsky, Reinhild Schmidt, engs.; Christopher Alder,
prod. DDD. TT 52:22

This exquisite CD should not be missed by
anyone interested in 20th-century violin repertoire. Among contemporary virtuosi, AnneSophie Mutter is distinguished not only by her
warmth of tone, intelligence, and overall artistry, but also by her dedication to modern
music. Were it only to contain Mutter's unique
reading of Berg's violin masterpiece, this CD
would be well worth seeking out; but the inclusion of Wolfgang Rihm's intensely evocative
Time Chant (dedicated to Mutter and receiving its world-premier recording here) makes
it agenuinely valuable release.
Having worked its way into the violin repertoire over the years, it's hard to imagine that
Berg's concerto was considered aradical creation when it was debuted by commissioner
Louis Krasner in 1936. Berg died soon after
completing the concerto, for the composition
of which he had postponed the completion of
his opera, Lulu, to which he never returned. A
sense of finality has always imbued the work
with aserious, if not completely grave, atmosphere. Mutter's warm tone adds life without
sacrificing delicacy; her reading is among the
very best on disc. With only ICrasner's May 1,
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

1936 (29:43) recording clocking in longer than
this one, Mutter's deliberation (27:43) is rather
ruminative, especially when compared to the
briskness of Grumiaux (24:27), Stern (25:17),
or Perlman (25:36). The sensitivity of Mutter's
phrasing and control, particularly in the breathtakingly pensive Adagio, suits the work to perfection: She sounds born to play this concerto.
Levine's sensitive accompaniment, aided by the
CSO's precision, is fully up to the challenge
and results in acompletely unified and sympathetic performance.
Wolfgang Rihm (6.1952) has constructed a
slowly evolving, carefully shifting meditation
for violin and orchestra in his Time Chant. The
quiet harmonics and upper-register string textures build in intensity, periodically accented
by orchestralforte passages, until the piece ends
much as it began. Mutter's superb vibrato, even
in the most extreme upper register, is simply
astonishing, and her playing is technically stunning throughout.
—Carl Baugher
CHOPIN: Piano Sonatas 1-3
Cyprien Katsaris, piano
Sony SK 48483 (CD only). Jarg Ritter, prod.; Christian
Feldgen, eng. DDD. TE 76:53

The three Chopin Sonatas make agood coupling, as can be appreciated on several previous
discs, the most recent being atwo-CD Virgin
Classics set with Leif Ove Andsnes. The 23year-old Norwegian, who looks abit like a
pianistic Nigel Kennedy, made aparticularly
good impression on me with the early, often
awkward-sounding Sonata 1. The far betterknown Frenchman, Cyprien Katsaris, presents
considerably less charm and graciousness in
his treatment of that work (whose inner movements are played in Chopin's order, though the
booklet listing reverses the Larghetto and Menuetto). Clearly, Katsaris has technique to burn,
but for my taste his manner throughout the
three works is overblown and too full of unneeded tempo deviations and other exaggerated
effects. Note, for example, the Rachmaninoffian
dynamics of the second Sonata's "Funeral
March." The efficiency and velocity of Katsaris's fingerwork are never in question, and
his most poetic playing may be observed in the
very slow third movement of Sonata 3. Still,
for the two main Sonatas, I'm tempted to stick
with Rubinstein. Sony's sonics, best (le, least
hard-toned) in Sonata 2, are relatively natural.
—Igor Kipnis
ELGAR: Symphony 1, Pomp & Circumstance Marches
1& 2
David Zinman, Baltimore SO
Telarc CD-80301 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng.; James
Mallinson, prod. DDD. TE 61:40
ELGAR: Symphony 2, In the South
Andrew Davis, BBC SO
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Teldec 9031-74888-2 (CD only). Tony Faulkner, eng.;
Christopher Palmer, prod. DDD. TE 78:46

Itake my hat off to David Zinman. Iwas extremely impressed by his Enigma Variations,
recorded some while back (see Vol.13 No.8,
p.173), but his Symphony 1appears to have
plumbed even greater depths of understanding.
Zinman's pacing is perfect: the opening Nobilimente theme is strong, and builds optimistically
with aspine-chilling confidence that never
falters at the grand summation. He handles subsequent movements with the same ambitious
drive; even the beautiful Adagio has asense of
innocent perseverance that is quite touching.
Zinman has balanced the extraverted strength
of this work with its introverted sentiments in
away that has escaped many other conductors.
Nor has he left his orchestra in any doubt as to
his intentions—he and his players are obviously
of like minds.
Coupled with an overwhelmingly joyous
rendition of "Land of Hope and Glory" in the
first Pomp & Circumstance March, and adramatic
and full-blooded reading of the lesser-known
second—all in aglorious Teldec recording—I'm
happy to recommend this alongside Andrew
Davis's Symphony 1as among the finest Elgar
recordings I've heard in along time.
Imagine my euphoria, then, when Iwas sent
Davis's recording of Elgar's Symphony 2for
review as well! Unlike Symphony 1, which can
stand up to amore straitlaced interpretation
when overlaid with aveneer of Edwardian
respectability, 2needs to be seen through. The
covers must be lifted to reveal the emotions at
the heart of the piece; nothing less will do.
Davis instinctively knows just how far to delve
and just how hard to push before sentimentality
breaks through to spoil the piece. He does this
most effectively by driving with ahuge amount
of vigor and momentum throughout, the
extremely well-rehearsed BBC Symphony
giving 100% commitment.
The coupling here is also outstanding. This
is avery Straussian, lush, and exuberant performance of In the South; dynamic range and
color are quite exceptional, and Teldec has
worked wonders in maintaining timbres and
detail. The Italian connection between the two
works also brings afeeling of unity to an already superb production. Excellent!

fully preparing obsequies for atonal expressionism, along comes the music of atrue
believer, ascion of the Second Viennese School
whose artistry is so obvious and intriguing that
Ifind myself half believing this kind of music
can eventually find awide audience. Henri
Lazarof is not a"new" composer, but his music
is new to me, as Iassume it will be to most.
Lazarof has been teaching at UCLA since 1959,
and while not everyone will embrace his work,
open-minded listeners cannot fail to admire its
craft and art.
With one exception, the compositions on this
CD reveal the emotions and soul of their composer more completely than most music of its
kind. The Momenti for solo cello have an engaging quality without pandering to the uninitiated. It takes abit of effort to follow the motivic
threads, but so does the music of Beethoven.
And the rewards are there to be had.
The Trio for Wind Instruments has equal
appeal, with its great suppleness and ingenuity
of melody. In various sections, performers
Stokes, Winter, and Gray switch from flute,
oboe, and clarinet, respectively, to alto flute,
English horn, and bass clarinet in aclever yet
intrinsically meaningful technique to broaden
the effect of the music. Similarly rewarding is
the Piano Trio, which alternates between frenzied intensity and ruminative calm, with jazz
phrasings included.
The one composition Ifind disappointing
is the Duo for cello and piano. It is also the only
work on this CD written prior to 1981 (it's
dated 1973), and seems redolent of expressionist
pyrotechnics and gimmickry that, to me, hint
at failure of imagination.
The playing is impassioned and technically
unblemished throughout; this is an impressive gathering of musicians. Equally brilliant
is the recorded sound. From disc to disc, Herschel Burke Gilbert's Laurel recordings are
characterized by aconsistently unique sonic signature which Gilbert attributes to his threedecades-old Neumann SM microphone. The
sound is immediate, warm without becoming
bloated, detailed without being etched. And,
of course, another Gilbert specialty is finding
repertory few other labels would touch, then
presenting it with extraordinary dedication and
skill. Very nice work.
—Robert Hesson

—Barbara Jahn
LAZAROF: Momenti, Piano 'Rio, Duo, 'Rio for Wind
Instruments
Gary Gray, clarinet; Jerome Lowenthal, piano; Yoko Matsudo, violin; Jeffery Solow, cello; Sheridan Stokes, flute;
John Winter, oboe
Laurel LR-845CD (CD only). Herschel Burke Gilbert,
eng., prod. TE 65:03

Just when it seemed we might soon start blissSTEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

OFFENBACH: Les Conies d'Hoffinann
Francisco Araiza, Hoffinann; Eva Lind, Olympia; Samuel
Ramey, LindorKoppélius/MiradelDappertutto; Jessye
Norman, Antonia; Cheryl Studer, Giulietta; Anne Sofie
von Otter, Muse/Nicklausse; Felicity Palmer, Antonia's Mother; Georges Gautier, Andrès/Cochenille/
Frantz/Pitichinaccio; others; Rundfunkchor Leipzig,
Staatskapelle Dresden, Jeffrey Tate
Philips 422 374-2 (3 CDs only). Erik Smith, prod. DDD.
TT: 2:54:53
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A new Hoffmann is always welcome, particularly since every new one lately tends to be really
new: je, more scholarship has been done, more
and different music has been unearthed, and
acleaner, better Hoffmann is always about to
emerge. Offenbach died before the premiere,
and every new arranger/conductor/scholar seems
to have an idea about where or if the shopping
bags full of extant music should be put.
This version is by Michael Kaye, who explains in his notes (in more detail than you'd
ever want to know) precisely why he knows
he's right. He claims that this recording contains
"previously unknown music composed and
fully orchestrated by Offenbach and rehearsed
for the world premiere production." There are
deletions as well: Ido miss Dappertutto's "Diamond" aria and the septet from the Venice act,
despite the fact that they've been discredited
as inauthentic within the opera's context. (Sylvian Cambreling includes them on his EMI set
in an appendix.) There is some re-orchestrating,
but nothing jarring, and nothing sounds out
of place except, perhaps, some spoken dialogue.
Someday we'll have arecording with all the
variations—like Harmonia Mundi's Messiah of
two years ago—so we can hear it all (hours and
hours of it, no doubt). But until then, the
legions of Hoffmann-lovers will simply have
to own all available recordings.
This one has much to recommend it, and a
few things that don't. That it was recorded over
athree-year period might explain why Inever
felt any real urgency about the drama, though
I'm willing to admit that Imay have plugged
that feeling in after noting the jarring recording
dates. At any rate, Jeffrey Tate leads ahandsome
performance that shows an understanding of
the cruelty underlying the lilting melodies.
And there's some splendid singing. Best is
Samuel Ramey's portrayal of Hoffmann's nemeses. He colors the words well, and there's
never amoment of insecurity—he's as nasty as
dirt while remaining deliciously suave. Second
best is Anne Sofie von Otter's Muse and Nicklausse. The roles are now greatly expanded
(much of the new material involves this dual
role), and von Otter is superb. The voice, intonation, and interpretation are all first-rate; just
try the "new" aria in the Antonia act for an
example of knock-your-socks-off singing.
Tate has opted for three singers to fill the roles
of Hoffmann's three loves, and, as usual, this
doesn't work as effectively as one singer would.
And in this edition, Giulietta—normally the
lowest voice range of the three—has been allocated another, high-flying aria, making the
veracity of the three-in-one casting even clearer
than usual. Besides that, the Giulietta, Cheryl
Studer, asoprano known for her ability to sing
anything, would have been ideal as the three
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

heroines. As it is, she's amarvelous Giulietta.
Eva Lind is properly chirpy and mechanical as
the doll, Olympia, although her hardly-quality
voice eventually hurts the head. Jessye Norman is agorgeous, touching Antonia (she's also
recorded Giulietta for EMI very effectively),
but her voice is short for the role: She flats on
her off-stage C# and omits the second one at
the close of the trio. Imiss it.
Francisco Araiza is an intelligent Hoffmann,
with all the notes and acanny way with the text,
but he sounds pale and quite young throughout, missing the ultimate sense of tragedy of
this role. Still, he's sharp, and won't disappoint
if you've never heard Gedda or Domingo. The
rest of the cast—mostly French-speaking and
very welcome as such—is very good, with
Georges Gautier's four servants areal standout
and Felicity Palmer's cameo as Antonia's mother an absolute glory.
The sound? Well, there are moments of such
artificiality—such as the Antonia-act trio of
Miracle/Hoffinann/Crespel—that you'll think
it's ajoke. But then you'll recall the Prologue,
in which the muse is shiny, the choristers
down-to-earth, and Lindorf ideally placed and
highlighted (also possibly fake). Maybe it's the
three-year recording schedule, but I'd love to
know who was "live in the studio" and who
diddled what knobs, however brilliantly.
This recording will please and entertain, to
be sure, but it ain't ideal. As Isaid, there's asense
of urgency lacking, the casting of three sopranos
makes for an awkward argument, and Lind is,
in the long run, aminus. The old London recording, while not complete and not filled with
lots of newly discovered music, still has
Domingo, Sutherland, and Bacquier at their
considerable bests, and EMI's has Cambreling's tough, fascinating approach and Shicoffs
passionate Hoffmann. If you can only own one,
go for London. If not, this one will teach you
afew new, entertaining tricks and add to the
Big Hoffmann Picture.
—Robert Levine
SCHUBER11 Sonata in G, D.894; Moments Musicaux,
D.780
Claudio Arrau, piano
Philips 432 987-2 (CD only). Ursula Singer, prod., balance
eng.; Evert Menting, eng. DDD. TE 77:05

Toward the end of his long performing career,
Claudio Arrau tended to interpret in amore
deliberate manner works that he had played for
many decades. This may be partly amatter of
reacting to old age (one thinks of Klemperer,
for example), but Ithink it's also true that he
felt many of today's performers simply play too
fast. What substituted in his case for (sometimes
excessive) speed, was, especially in his final
years, an Olympian, almost resigned quality,
with reflection, eloquence, and contemplation
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substituting for spontaneity and digital display.
Yes, the music could also emerge as stodgy or
phlegmatic, at times even effortful. But, as with
so much of the Schubert on the present disc—
most particularly the opening and slow movements of the Sonata—the playing is beautifully
songful. The faster movements in both the
Sonata and Moments Musicaux tend to be heavyhanded and lacking in grace, but the musical
insights for the listener interested in these very
specialized and often wonderful interpretations
can be greatly rewarding, even if they are not
for everyone. The superior piano reproduction
has awonderful mellowness in keeping with
the autumnal quality of the performances.
—Igor Kipnis
SHOSTAKOVICH: String Quartet 8; Prelude &
Fugue Nos.1 & 15, Op.87
TCHAIKOVSKY: String Quartet 1
Lafayette String Quartet
Dorian DOR-90163 (CD only). Craig C. Dory, David
H. Walters, Brian C. Peters, engs.; Ann-Marie Barker,
prod. DDD. TT 67:52

These four young American women can certainly play, and have already melded to form
asuperbly homogenous and intuitive quartet.
They give asimply beautiful, heartfelt performance of the Tchaikovsky, without smothering
its open, innocent nature with over-indulgent
sentiment. Fear that they might not have coped
as well with Shostakovich's more acerbic and
abstract expression was totally unfounded.
The booklet tells us that they had been tutored extensively by Rostislov Dubinsky, first
violin of the Borodin Quartet, friend, and transcriber of the two Shostakovich Preludes and
Fugues for Piano, recorded here. The Lafayette
points the contrast between the rather sad and
pensive pair in C-major with the boisterous
and insistently rhythmic forms in E-flat. The
heavily autobiographical 8th Quartet, with its
quotes from the 1st, 5th, and llth Symphonies,
the 1st Cello Concerto, Lady Macbeth, and the
2nd Piano Trio, is equally impressive in its
interpretation. Shostakovich has said that the
quartet, written in only three days, was atribute
to those who had suffered at the hands of Hitler
and the Nazis. It is ahighly personal and intense
work, and the Lafayette treats it with arespect
and maturity that belie their youth. Heartily
recommended.
—Barbara Jahn

SHOW M USIC
MY FAVORITE YEAR: Original Broadway Cast
Ted Sperling, cond.; music by Stephen Flaherty; lyrics
by Lynn Ahrens
RCA 09026-61617-2 (CD only). James Nichols, eng.;
Jay David Saks, prod. DDD. TT: 65:00
KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN: Original LenSTEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

don Cast
Jeffrey Huard, cond.; music by John Kander; lyrics by Fred
Ebb
RCA 9026-61579-2 (CD only). Martin Levan, eng., prod.
DDD. TI 73:01
PHANTOM: Premiere Cast
Jonathan Tunick, cond.; music & lyrics by Maury Yeston
RCA 09026-61660-2 (CD only). James Nichols, eng.;
Steve Vining, Bill Rosenfield, Maury Yeston, prods.
DDD. TT: 58:06

CD reissues of rare original-cast albums, recordings of Broadway revivals, "authentic"
studio-cast re-creations—these are all fine and
good. But what show-music fans want most
are recordings of new musicals. Alas, new musicals often turn out to be reworkings of clichéd
ideas, leaving us, at best, with adegree of admiration for the effort but no real fondness for the
results.
For anyone who wants to prove that "they
don't write musicals like they used to," My
Favorite Year is asuitable example. This is strictly
formula stuff: Take awell-known source (the
movie of the same title) and add musical numbers at what seem like appropriate spots. Missing for the most part is music of the kind that
goes in one ear and does not immediately go
out the other (monaural music?).
My Favorite Year starts with "Twenty Million
People your basic frantic "show-biz" opening
number that's actually fairly effective as such,
but things go downhill from there. The few
passable tunes scattered throughout the score
(eg, "If the World Were Like the Movies" and
the title song) are unable to save the proceedings. The cast members—including Evan Pappas,
Tim Curry, Lainie Kazan (reprising her role
from the movie), and SCTV's Andrea Martin
—work hard, but they're dragged down by the
material. Iloved the movie, but the show based
on it is definitely not My Favorite Musical.
Kiss of the Spider Woman, however, is something else. Based on Miguel Puig's novel and
the subsequent movie, its story, involving torture and death, wouldn't seem to be ideal material for amusical. That was essentially the critics' assessment when Spider Woman was
presented as part of anow-defunct venture
called New Musicals at Purchase, New York.
That probably would have been the end of the
show were it not for Canadian impresario
Garth Drabinsky, whose Live Entertainment
Corporation (responsible for the restoration
of Toronto's Pantages Theater and the hugely
successful Canadian production of The Phantom
of the Opera) decided to bring the show to
Toronto for further development.
There were extensive rewrites and the show
was completely recast, with Chita Rivera as
Aurora/The Spider Woman, Canadian Brent
Carver as Molina, and Anthony Crivello, who
had played Javert in Les Miz on Broadway, as
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Valentin. Isaw the show twice in Toronto, and
felt that although it had some problems—the
mix of prison scenes and fantasy nightclub-type
numbers seemed to be acalculated attempt to
curry broad audience appeal—the overall
production was moving and powerful, with
an uncommonly attractive score.
Ihoped that the show would be successful
enough to yield acast recording. Well, Kiss of
the Spider Woman has undergone some more
tweaks on its way to the West End, where it
won the London Evening Standard Award for
"Best Musical!' As Iwrite, it's playing on
Broadway and has been nominated for 11 Tony
Awards.
And now we have this record, confirming
that Kander and Ebb rank with the best. If Ki&E
had asked me—which, due to an apparent oversight, they didn't—I would have suggested cutting "Gimme Love" and "Morphine Tango."
But "Dear One," "You Could Never Shame
Me," "Marta," "She's A Woman," "Only In the
Movies," and "Kiss of the Spider Woman" each
has amelodic hook that makes it memorable,
plus lyrics that fit character and situation.
Spider Woman has an outstanding cast. Tonynominee Brent Carver is pathetic yet dignified
as Molina. Anthony Crivello contributes a
powerful voice and the requisite macho presence, and Chita Rivera proves she can still belt
with the best. You're likely to find that you're
caught in the web of the Spider Woman: "You
can run/You can scream /You can hide/But
you cannot escape!"
And then we have Maury Yeston's Phantom,
not to be confused with Ken Hill's Phantom of
the Opera, the Andrew Lloyd Webber extravaganza—or with other Phantom musicals that
keep appearing (dare Isay, "phantom-like")
all over the place. According to Arthur Kopit,
author of the book for Phantom, he and Yeston
were approached in 1983 to do amusical based
on Gaston Leroux's 1911 novel. They worked
slowly on the project, believing they had exclusive rights to the property. But Leroux's book
was in the public domain in Britain, and its
copyright was soon to expire elsewhere as well.
Before Yeston and Kopit could finish their project, Andrew Lloyd Webber's musical was afait
accompli.
Phantom (given this short title and billed as
"The American Musical Sensation" to distinguish it from Webber's version) was presented
in 1991 at the Theater Under the Stars in Houston. It's been successfully produced in Dallas,
Seattle, and San Diego, with aproduction
scheduled this summer at the Papermill Playhouse in Millburn, New Jersey.
Ihave not been aparticular fan of Maury
Yeston's music—I found his Tony-winning
Nine mostly tiresome—but Imust admit to
STEREOPHILE. SEPTEMBER 1993

being completely won over by Phantom. After
playing the CD for the first time, Iimmediately
wanted to play it again—and did! The music
is unfailingly tuneful, with alyrical, romantic sweep that has stylistic echoes of European
operetta but remains within the American
musical-theater tradition. "Mélodie de Paris,"
"Where In the World," "You Are Music," "As
You Would Love Paree," and, especially,
"Home," prove that they do still write musicals like they used to.
Richard White, best known as the voice of
the villainous Gaston in Beauty and the Beast,
is aterrific Phantom. Glory Crampton sounds
lovely as Christine, and Meg Bussert does a
hilarious turn as Carlotta. The Yeston-Kopit
Phantom is recommended for fans of Webber's
The Phantom of the Opera as an alternate take on
the same topic. It's likely to find even more favor
with those who found the Webber musical disappointing. In fact, the only people who probably won't enjoy Phantom are those who dislike
all musicals—but then, you're not reading this,
are you?
Sound quality on the three CDs reviewed
here is generally up to RCA's usual standards,
though Iwish the perspectives were not quite
so up-front. Phantom is encoded in Dolby Surround, but sounds fine in ordinary stereo.
—Robert Deutsch

JAzz
FRED HERSCH: Dancing in the Dark
Fred Hersch, piano; Drew Gress, bass; Tom Rainey, drums
Chesky JD90 (CD only). Bob Katz, eng.; David Chesky,
Fred Hersch, prods. DDD. TT: 68:23

Fotward Motion, Fred Hersch's previous Chesky
disc, featured his compositions played by a
quintet. Dancing in the Dark has atrio playing
old standards such as "My Funny Valentine"
and "All the Things You Are!' Hersch makes
them his own in performances that are brisk,
authoritative, and delightfully varied. They also
sing.
Hersch has worked for great ballad players
such as Joe Henderson, Stan Getz, and Art
Farmer, and he's also accompanied vocalists
Sylvia Syms and Janis Siegal. In his notes to
Dancing in the Dark, he says that he learned from
them that playing ballads is "not about doubleor triple-timing and playing what Jaki Byard
calls 'waterfalls and rigolettos'—waterfalls
going down and rigolettos going up, alot of
pyrotechnics?' So Hersch chose ballads that fit
his style and that could accept his "signature."
He learned their lyrics, and approaches them
respectfully.
Which is not to say that this disc is without
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pyrotechnics or rhythmic experiments. Hersch
approaches "For All We Know" simply, etching the melody in single notes during the first
chorus. Then he begins his improvisation by
ascending an octave and gracefully decorating
the Coots/Lewis tune.
"Out of Nowhere" is more complicated:
Hersch plays the melody and improvises in an
almost splintered, glassy way, leaving spaces
for artful bass and drums intrusions that are not
unrelated to the pulse, but seem so because of
the eccentric accenting. "Out of Nowhere"
suggests free music of adifferent kind, since
the structure of the song is maintained and its
harmonies at least implied.
The trio plays "All the Things You Are"
boldly and joyously—they must have confronted this standard athousand times, and they
make it sound like fun. And "My Funny Valentine" inevitably refers to Miles Davis's renderings, with their hushed, slow-motion intensity.
Hersch's solo "If IShould Lose You" is a
remarkable accomplishment. He plays the first
chorus of melody in single notes, entirely with
his right hand. During the second chorus, he
improvises with the same self-imposed restriction. Then he introduces some contrapuntal
effects, first intruding darting staccatto chords
in the spaces left by his right hand—the chords
pop up like targets in ashooting gallery. Finally,
he plays sustained chords, which he pedals as
if to prove that he can play conventionally.
The rest of the disc is similarly alert and
amusing. Tom Rainey proves an enlivening
drummer, and Drew Gress an intriguing soloist. The trio is accurately recorded with the care
and skill that Chesky brings to all its projects.
—Michael Ullman

ROCK
DAVE EDMUNDS: The Dave Edmunds Anthology
(1968-90)
Rhino R2 71191 (2 CDs only). Dave Edmunds, Malcolm
Jones, Kingsley Ward, Mike Finesilver, Pete Ker, Jeff
Lynne, orig. prods.; Gary Stewart, Bill Ingle, reissue
prods. AAD. TT: 2:09:36
J. GEILS BAND: Housepariy: Thel Gs& Band Anthology
Rhino R2 71164 (2 CDs only). Dave Crawford, Brad
Shapiro, Bill Szymczyk, Allen Blazek, Ahmet Ertgun,
Geoffrey Haslam, Seth Justman, Joe Wissert, J. Geils
Band, orig. prods.; Ira Robbins, Peter Wolf, Seth Justman, reissue prods. AAD. TT: 2:23:36

I've had aDave Edmunds jones since my college days at UT (Texas, not Tennessee), and let
me tell you, Iwas surprised to learn how much
Ididn't know about Edmunds. Although sometimes better known as astudio whiz and producer (Foghat, Stray Cats), Edmunds is also an
accomplished singer and musician. Covering
acareer of more than two decades (1968-90),
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

Rhino has included excerpts from out-of-print
releases by Edmunds' first band, Love Sculpture, and his subsequent first solo albums.
However, most of this early work was not
indicative of what was to come; his efforts indicate no sense of direction, coming across as the
byproducts of someone's search for his musical
identity. Edmunds experimented with spacey,
psychedelic originals, covers of "Summertime"
and Khachaturian's "Sabre Dance:' and awallof-sound version of "Born to Be With You"
that would do Phil Spector proud. Also
included in this anthology is Edmunds' 1970s
breakthrough version of Smiley Lewis's "I Hear
You Knocking," and his mid-'70s-to-early'80s work with Nick Lowe, Billy Bremner, and
Terry Williams (aka Rockpile). The songs
selected from this period show Edmunds'
growing confidence and skill in handling a
wide range of musical styles: rock'n'roll, country, rockabilly, ballads, etc. A couple of treats
from this period are "Crawling from the
Wreckage" (compliments of Graham Parker)
and "Baby Ride Easy," agreat country duet
with Carlene Carter.
Edmunds' post-Rockpile period (1981-90)
found him once again experimenting with
different approaches to his music. After Twanginf ..and DE. 7th (from 1981 and 1982, respectively) done in The Dave Edmunds Style—
nothing fancy, straight-ahead—Edmunds
recruited Jeff Lynne of ELO fame to produce
his next two albums. The tracks Rhino has
included from these efforts ("Slipping Away,"
"Information," "Something About You") are
full of synthi-drums and shwooshy effects—a
radical shift from the no-frills style Edmunds
had been known for. From Edmunds' latest
effort, 1990's Closer to the Flame, come the title
track and "King of Love," in which Edmunds
reinstates his familiar, no-nonsense approach.
If you're arockabilly aficionado, like your
music "plain Jane," and are unfamiliar with
Dave Edmunds, get this anthology and hear
what you've been missing for the last 15 years.
You won't be disappointed.
Houseparty, the J. Geils Band anthology,
tracks the band's existence from its beginnings
in the late '60s as ahard-rockin' Boston r&b outfit to its 1983 demise. Disc 1, devoted entirely
to the band's early studio efforts (197077), shows the heavy influence of such r&b
artists as James Brown and Otis Rush. While
the majority of the JGB's studio work is more
than adequate, the band developed areputation as one of the most energetic live acts
around; this anthology serves to reinforce the
fact that these guys did their best work outside
the studio. As songwriters and musicians, I've
heard better; and even though the studio efforts
of the band range from okay to pretty damn
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good (listen to their cover of "Homework" or
their own "Detroit Breakdown"), they pale in
comparison to the live tracks included on Disc
2—check out "Whammer Jammer" and the
Contours' "First 1Look at the Purse" and tell
me Ilie. Rhino had the good sense to include
ten live tracks; the listener is privy to more than
just ataste of what the band was like on stage.
As the band's writing abilities matured,
musical experimentation was inevitable. The
reggae-rhythmed "Give It to Me" (from Bloodshot), and "Teresa," amournful ballad from
Sanctuary, are just two of many examples
included to show off the band's musical diversity. Also anthologized are the band's two
highest chart-toppers: "Centerfold:' with its
nursery-school riff, and "Freeze-Frame which
features killer horn work from Lou Marini and
Tom Malone.
If you're aJ. Geils fan, you've probably got
most of these tracks in your collection. If you're
not, but need some good background party
music, get this anthology. If you really want to
hear what the J. Geils Band was about, do
yourself afavor and grab acopy of Full House,
their first live album. This is one of the hottest
live recordings around; Iguarantee you'll be
dancing on the coffee table until your knees
(and your neighbors) can't take any more. More
important, Full House represents what the J.
Geils Band stood for: sweaty, non-stoppin',
hard rockin', get-down-'til-you-can't-get-up
MUSIC!

—Steven Stoner

DONALD FAGEN: Kamakiriad
Reprise 45230-2 (CD only). Walter Becker, prod.; Roger
Nichols, eng. AAD. TT 50:31

If it looks like aSteely Dan album and sounds
like aSteely Dan album, then it must be. ..
Donald Fagen's first solo album since 1982's
The Nightfly. After more than adecade, Walter
Becker's once-and-future partner has picked
up where he left off without, missing abeat.
Sort of. Kamakiriad belongs to that everpopular Concept-Album-about-the-Future
genre. But this one owes more to Chuck
Berry—and Homer—than to Zager and Evans.
Somewhere near the millenium, our hero gets
his dream machine—a steam-powered Kamakin complete with abiosphere-enclosed hydroponic vegetable garden—finds aslinky copilot, and hits the road. A guy and agirl and
acar: That's futureshock that Brian Wilson and
Bruce Springsteen could get behind.
This tongue-in-cheek view of undiscovered
country works as abookend to Nightfly. The
new album depicts the naïve and slightly goofy
Without-Chemicals-Life-Itself-Would-B eImpossible, New-Frontier-meets-Plan-Ninefrom-Outer-Space kind of future that Fagen
"predicted" on "IGY." It's afuture in which
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

connections are easy to make but hard to hold
onto, and in which intimacy is derailed by the
"cruel Countermoon" (sort of acosmic sevenyear itch), computer-generated nostalgia that's
"even better this time around /With Coltrane
on the KLH," and every housewife's worst
nightmare: the invasion of homewreckers from
another planet. In other words, this Fagenfabricated future is the logical extension ola
society brought to you by MTV's Nymphets
Inc., Steven Spielberg, and the legal clinic of
Jacoby and Myers.
But if this view of the future is scarier in its
way than Blade Runner, the last track, "Teahouse
on the Tracks:' outlines the alternatives while
shedding some light on the whole Fagen philosophy. "Out on the fringe.. .
/Where hope
and the highway end /You can park or cruise
/Both ways you lose /This is Flytown now, my
friend"—the quintessential lose-lose situation.
But after afingerpoppin' night at the Teahouse
with the Siegel Bros. and little Amy Khan, our
thinking-fool hero—a gent not unlike Mr.
Fagen, Iwould imagine—slips behind the
wheel and says, what the hell: "If it feels right
/Drive to the light /That's the groovessential
facts:' To paraphrase Woody Allen, life is like
ashark: you move forward or you die. And
nothing smells worse than adead shark.
Musically, Kamakiriad is Becker and Fagen
through and through. "Snowbound" is smooth
as silk, and "Tomorrow's Girl" is the funkiest thing these Bard dropouts have ever committed to tape. The album's typically rife with
musical allusions, with snippets of everything
from "Black Cow" to "Reach Out, I'll Be
There." Those Steely Dan albums were nothing
if not slightly ahead of their time.
The sound, engineered by Roger Nichols,
won't disappoint those who wore out their
MFSL copies of Aja: squeaky clean with excellent instrumental separation, fine imaging, and
good, if slightly bottom-heavy, tonal balance.
The real treat is the detail. Listen to Becker's
bass on "Snowbound"; you can almost feel the
Rotosounds on your fingertips, just as God and
Leo Fender intended.
Fagen deemed it too obvious to mention in
the liner notes, but Kamakiriad is clearly intended as amusical hommage to former Kansas
City Royal Dan Quisenberry, the great thinker/
sinkerballer who once said, "I have seen the
future and it is much like the present. Only
longer."
—Allen St. John
WENDY JAMES: Now Ain't the Timefor Your Tears
DGC DGCD-24507 (CD only). Chris Kimsey, prod.,
eng., mix. AAD. TT 37:48

Wendy James, restless after four years, three
albums, and who knows how many gigs with
Transvision Vamp, sat down to write atrou-
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bled letter to Elvis Costello, for whom she and
her band had opened some time back. Two
weeks later she received apacket containing
demos of ten brand-new songs—an album's
worth—Costello had written for her (Costello's
wife, Cait O'Riordan, co-wrote five of them).
Here they are, and what an unpretentious,
refreshingly biting record they make. Now Ain't
the Timefor Your Tears is Costello with all the
pressure of making The Next Elvis Costello
Album removed. All you rockers who couldn't
stand TheJuliet Letters, Costello's recent collaboration with the Brodsky Quartet, should
first apologize, dammit, then immediately snap
up Now Ain't the Time as the E.C. album you
missed.
There's asharp, nasty edge in Costello's social
commentary here that I've missed in his recent
work. "Puppet Girl" was written in direct reaction to James's letter describing her feelings of
being trapped in aband she'd outgrown, and
of being beaten down by the brutal sexual politics still endured by women in rock, where little has changed. Costello writes effectively
from awoman's viewpoint, and James seems
to have no trouble fitting voice and emotions
to the words.
But though these poppy, punchy songs
would be instantly recognizable as Costello
songs even if sung by Alvin and the Chipmunks, Now Ain't the Time is more—and less—
than Costello's next record with the guide vocal
still intact. Iknow he'd disagree, but let's face
it: Costello's anatural aristocrat of rock singing,
with subtlety and passion on levels of which
most vocalists are barely aware (though he still
can't sing country). What's fascinating is hearing ajourneywoman band-fronter like James
making these songs work in astraightforward,
almost artless way that Costello probably
couldn't bring himself to record. This is much
better material than James is used to working
with, and she rises to the occasion. And though
they're not the best songs E.C. has ever written,
their lack of portentousness makes them ahell
of alot more accessible than anything he's
released since Blood & Chocolate. Besides,
second-string Costello is better than almost
anyone else's best.
Even with that pale caveat, Now Ain't the Time
is probably Costello's most relentlessly British—
and tuneful—batch of songs ever. Chris Kimsey's minimal, stripped-down, guitar-band
arrangements and production keep things bopping along in the hard-edged, musical, disposable-but-durable way that the Kinks have
been so good at for so long. There are catchy
hooks, riffs, and dance-along choruses everywhere, and an astringent, Beatles-y chart on
"I Want to Stand Forever" of which George
Martin could be proud. Band members include
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

former sidemen for Dylan and Van Morrison,
and there's even an ex-Attraction in there (Pete
Thomas). Half of the record was recorded live
in the studio, and sounds like it for all the best
reasons. Sound is dry and hashy, in classic British production style, but basically un-messedwith; the album's anything but overproduced.
T Vamp fans might be in for asurprise, but
Costello followers need this record almost as
much as James did. Recommended—a totally
likable album.
—Richard Lehnert
PAUL McCARTNEY: Off the Ground
Capitol CDP 780362 2(CD only). Bob Kraushaar, eng.;
Paul McCartney, Julian Mendelsohn, prods. AAD? TT
50:26

Up-front—I was aStones fan who came to
appreciate the Beatles' talent over time My lack
of initial exuberance may have given me amore
objective perspective than some of my more
rabid peers. For one thing, once the group
broke up, Inever deemed Paul the Antichrist.
Neither do Isubscribe to the cult of "Saint
John." Ithink "Maybe I'm Amazed" equals
anything in Lennon's post-Fab-Four oeuvre.
Iremain to this day offended by aman who
owned awhite Rolls-Royce (with matching
grand piano) and most of an exclusive New
York apartment building telling me to "imagine
no possessions." And while I'm at it, forgive
me if Idon't find an adult screaming for his
mother to be high art. (Lennon worshipers:
send hate mail do Stereophile.)
The reader will thus realize that Ihave no axe
to grind when Isay Off the Ground is abad record. "What's wrong with silly little love
songs?" It's not that they're love songs, Paul.
Whether in personal songs like the title tune
(with lines like "I need loving /you need loving
too") or "I Owe It All to You" ("Oh—I owe
it all to you /you make me happy /oh—1 owe
it all to you"), or in songs of love for our fellow creatures ("Looking for Changes," animal,
and "Come On People human), McCartney's
lyrics show alaziness of craft forgivable in a
novice but not in one who's been writing pop
songs for more than 30 years. Even his more
clever story songs suffer from poor artistic
choices. "Biker Like an Icon" could make a
wonderful throwaway line, but hammered
home as achorus it becomes precious—a common McCartney malady.
That the king of melody has also become lazy
in that department is starkly outlined by the
two most successful songs on OTG. The pair
of tunes co-written with Elvis Costello offer
melodic twists and alyrical sophistication
sorely lacking on the rest of the disc.
He isn't even very good at being aBeatle
anymore. The Beatles-esque arranging and
producing here pale beside the recent work of
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imitators like Adrian Belew, Lenny Kravitz, and
Jellyfish. The Costello collaborations point up
the problem. Paul needs apartner, and Idon't
mean Linda (though once again, I—no doubt
alone—always thought it was sweet that he had
Linda in his band). His crew of hired studio talent is unlikely to say "Sorry, boss—that sucks!'
He needs aCostello, or Partridge (Andy from
XTC), or Tilbrook (Glen from Squeeze), or a
strong producer like Eno, Daniel Lanois, or
Mitchell Froom. Someone to shake up his complacency and throw amonkeywrench into the
too-smooth Maccamachine.
McCartney may have more money than
Perot and Trump together, but he's amusician.
He keeps making records because that is what
musicians do. It's time for him to realize that
he can't do it alone. He need only heed himself "I must admit Imay have made afew mistakes /But let's get started, form aparty /Don't
you know how long it takes." However long
it takes, the cute Beatle—like the rest of us—
ain't gettin' any younger.
—Michael Ross
VAN MORRISON: Too Long In Exile
Polydor 519 219-1 (UK LP), 314 519 219-2 (CD). Van
Morrison, prod.; Mick Glossop, Richard Manwaring,
engs. AAA/AAD. TT: 77:36

Less than two years after releasing the two-CD
Hymns to the Silence, one of his most consistently
accomplished, stately, and powerful albums,
Van Morrison offers us the almost-as-long Too
Long in Exile, probably the most wildly uneven,
bluesy, what-the-hellfun album of his career.
There's something here for everyone, including those who think Morrison ahas-been. The
opening tracks are weak: "Too Long in Exile"
starts off with one of the lamest backing-vocals
arrangements I've ever heard. The song itself
isn't much better, Van blustering on about how
long he's been "grinding at the mill /Man, I've
really just had my fill," blah blah blah, and ending with alaundry list of other Irish expatriates (Joyce, Beckett, Wilde, etc). But then, Van's
been lookin' for abrand-new start ever since
Moondance.
Morrison goes back to before even Moondance
(1970) in "Bigtime Operators:' an awkward
blues diatribe about his experience of the Music
Biz at its venal worst during the late '60s, when
he was trying to cut hit singles for Bert Berns
at Bang Records. But that was 25 years ago; for
Morrison to bring it all up again requires, I
think, abetter song, better singing, and amore
philosophical outlook than we get here. After
all, this is the guy who titled arecent album
Enlightenment. Morrison sounds all too willing
to hold agrudge far too long.
But Van sings the hell out of Doc Pomus's
"Lonely Avenue," crafting abig-beat primer
in how to perfectly straddle jazz and blues,

chops and soul, and get the most out of all of
'em. He's sung this well before, but never better,
whipping his voice around the corners of those
hoary old blues changes like Mario Andretti.
Ihear more each time Iplay it.
"Ball and Chain" is not the Willie Mae
Thornton tune that Janis Joplin made her own,
but agently soulful Morrison ballad the likes
of which his last ten albums have been full of.
What's new is Van's middle-aged surrender to
the inevitable imperfection of human love: "I
don't want you 'cos you look so good /Idon't
want you 'cos Iknow Ishould /Idon't want
you 'cos Ilove you honey /Idon't want you to
ease this memory pain /No, Iwant you to be
my ball and chain." Van is here an older, sadder man whose wisdom is measured only by
his growing awareness of how little he's really
learned. It's not nearly so comforting asong
as its light, soothing music would have one
believe.
"In the Forest" and "Before the World Was
Made" are the album's de rigueur hymns to Pan,
the Garden, and Ultimate Being, and are far
from Morrison's best sermons on these subjects (check out Hymns or Common One). But
"Till We Get the Healing Done" picks up right
where Into the Music's "And the Healing Has
Begun" left off 14 years ago; Van cuts loose
with over eight minutes of powerhouse honking and shouting.
Then the fun begins. The chunka-chunka of
"Gloria" cranks up, but for the first two minutes it's John Lee Hooker doing his patented
voodoo boogaloo and saying everything at least
three times. Nothing really starts happening
until Morrison himself muscles his way into
the mix—he drives this song, intimidated not
abit by the living blues legend growling,
wheezing, and moaning at the next mike. It
works: Hooker is mumbling off into his own
private blues mantra when Van, sounding
about as laid-back and cuddly as aporcupine
in apoison-ivy patch, suddenly shouts, "What's
her NAME?!?" Hooker, audibly taken aback,
quickly reassures this crazy white mofo that
the name of the woman in question is indeed,
uh, G-L-O-R-I-A. Great guitar leads by Van
and Hook; the best recording of "Gloria" ever
made.
Not so hot is "Wasted Years:' astumbling
Van/Hook improvisation that should have
worked awhole lot better. These guys are in
different blues universes. But the album's back
on track with "Good Morning Little Schoolgirl!' I'm sure no one really wanted to hear this
song again, but here it is in one of the best performances Iknow of. Reminds me of the kind
of smooth, loosey-goosey, jazz-boned arrangements Paul Butterfield's Better Days band used
to come up with. "Lonesome Road" gets simi-
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lar treatment.
Then it's back to the breakdown lane for
"Moody's Mood:' which Van bugs out of halfway through, and which sounds incredibly stiff
everywhere else. James Moody's lyrics to a
transcribed sax solo work only if the melody
line is followed exactly. Van, who simply is not
that kind of singer, sounds straitjacketed here.
Last is a13-minute medley of Brook Benton's
"I'll Take Care of You:' followed by an instrumental and one of Van's repetitively
ruminative vocal vamps. It's got adark, moody
charm, but here and elsewhere on Exile Morrison blows far too much alto sax, which he
simply does not play very well.
Georgie Fame plays organ and (I assume) has
acted as music director once again. He and
Morrison have gone for amuch juicier, funkier
sound and feel than they did for Hymns to the
Silence, and at aperfect time in Morrison's career
for such amove—it's been along time since he's
done anything remotely like Too Long in Exile,
which is as much ola blues album as Morrison is likely to make these days. The sound is
deliciously, warmly analog, even on CD,
though Van's voice and Geoff Dunn's drums
are definitely more present, more fully rounded,
on LP.
What abunch of extremes. Recommended
because: a) You won't believe how good some
of these tracks are, and b) You won't believe
how bad some of these tracks are. Incredibly,
Van Morrison still has afew surprises up his
roomy sleeves. For better and worse, here they
are.
—Richard Lehnert
SHONEN KNIFE: Let's Knife
Virgin America V2-86638 (CD only). Paige Porrazzo,
Shonen Knife, prods.; Craig Montgomery, Ohji
Hayashi, Motoi Semba (digital elements), engs. AAD.
TE 53:10

Some things don't translate. It's unlikely, for
instance, that anyone's covering the Red Hot
Chili Peppers in Fuk Chien province. Even if
we brought this on ourselves—all those Barbie
dolls shipped to Tokyo, the canonization of the
Beatles—who knew Japan would send us back
agirl garage-band trio with all the subtlety,
charm, and polish of The Last Action Hero?
Had Sony recorded Belinda Carlisle singing the Jonathan Richman songbook, the
results couldn't be any more bizarre. From a
"Hawaii 5-0"-style instrumental lauding a
commercial kitchen cleanser ("Tortoise Brand
Pot Scrubbing Cleaner's Theme (Sea Turtle)")
through alot of things you'd be afool to dance
to ("Twist Barbie": "Ooh. ..
ahh.. .
bang,
bang, twist, Barbie /Oh! Sexy girl!"), the
ambience isn't Op or Pop or Warhol, it's David
Cassidy.
"I think the people from the British press are
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

very cynical," the girls upbraided the pop music
critics corps recently. "They take everything
so seriously." Maybe it's irony, like they say,
and maybe it's ahigh-concept deconstructionist
approach to language, but English-speaking
listeners are still stuck with carving out apolitically correct position on lyrics right outta
Betty Boop: "Uka boo, uka boo, everybody
uka boo" ("Riding on the Rocket"), or "You're
gonna eat cherry cherry cherry cherry /Cherry
cherry cherry cherry drops /I'm gonna eat jelly
jelly jelly jelly /Jelly jelly jelly jelly beans"
("Flying Jelly Attack"). The sound is pure
transistor-radio, the playing would make Joan
Jett barf, and the girls have the vocal range of
atrio of crickets.
Technically, the recording's okay (all the
voices are in the same plane), and if the concept is "girls just wanna have fun," that's okay,
too. If it were David Byrne or Lady Miss Kier
singing their tune instead of Sonic Youth and
Nirvana, Let's Knife just might be abrilliant
postmodern take on world beat and contemporary society.
As it is, Ithink most people are going to find
that Shonen Knife's first US album in English
gets boring real fast. Either the girls are coming
from faux-naif (which makes them selfconscious, "product," and camp), or honestto-god naïve and pretentious. (Hey, they
brought up irony.) Who knows? This is the culture which flies an entire audience of young
girls to New York five nights in arow to cheer
an all-female Japanese dance company crossdressing and high-kicking to Giselle and Vegas
show tunes. (Honest. Iworked the tour.)
The Modern American Music Legends
queuing up to contribute to the alternative
music tribute album (Every Band has aShonen
Knife that Loves Them) are either too stoned to
recognize that awhole evening of "charming"
translates into "stupid," or they're simply into
the kitsch and cognitive dissonance. In any case,
while the Knife's sentiments are noble ("He has
aright to live though he's ill-ill-ill-shaped /
Bear up, Bison /Never say Die!"—"Bear Up
Bison"), and a single could defensibly be
included on any upcoming Flintstones soundtrack, 53 minutes of this stuff is way more than
too much.
—Beth Jacques
RICHARD THOMPSON: Watching the Dark
Hannibal/Ryko HNCD 5303 (3 CDs only). Edward
Haber, prod.; Many engs. AAD. TE 3:37:20

Picking Richard Thompson's greatest hits—
even for athree-hour-long three-CD set—
is kind of like picking the best blues bar in
Chicago or the best hot-dog stand in New
York. A great time awaits, but you're bound
to miss afew. This Hannibal collection walks
afine line between being aprimer for new-
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corners and ascavenge-the-tapebins outtake
lest for fanatical Thompsonians. So if you think
Fairport Convention is aget-together held at
the O'Hare Hilton, this is the place to start.'
The Greil Marcus/Leslie Berman liner notes
alone are worth the price of admission. If, on
the other hand, you can be counted among the
converted, Watching the Dark hardly preaches
to the choir. There are unreleased cuts, alternate versions, and live tracks aplenty, each in
its way arevelation. The best piece of buried
treasure, "From Galway to Graceland," is one
of the top ten Dead Elvis songs of all time, and
the only one that's as sad as it is funny. "Crash
the Party" begins as adirge, channels Jerry Lee
Lewis, and, after Thompson shouts "John
Cage!," careens off on an indescribable instrumental break. Also appearing for the first time
are "Wrong Heartbeat," "For the Shame of
Doing Wrong," and "BackStreet Slide"—all
from Gerry Rafferty's early attempt at producing Shoot Out the Lights. Off the soundboard
comes adance-till-you-drop version of "TearStained Letter," amournful, minimalist "Jeannie," and readings of "Cavalry Cross" and
"Shoot Out the Lights" that prove why
1But only after you read my interview with Thompson in
Vol.14 No.10.

Thompson is the most interesting guitarist in
rock. And that's only the beginning.
The sound is about what you'd expect from
a collection cobbled together from tapes
recorded over 20 years: all over the map. But
generally, the live tracks are surprisingly clean,
and most of the alternate takes sound at least
as good as the originals.
If Watching the Dark is the first Richard
Thompson album you buy, it better not be the
last. This is awonderful and long overdue
collection, but, like Dylan's Biograph, it only
scratches the surface—the Hard Cash soundtrack is conspicuously absent, and there's only
one cut from 1990's brilliant Rumor and Sigh?
The breadth and depth of Thompson's work
are such that Hannibal could compile another,
very different, three-CD set just as good—
maybe better. But since Thompson's entire back
catalog is now available on Hannibal, PolyGram, and Capitol, we can do it ourselves. Let's
see, how 'bout we start with "Valerie," segue
into "Roll Over Vaughan Williams," then move
into "How Will IEver Be Simple Again," or
maybe "Was She aWoman or aMan?". ..?
—Allen St. John

2Reviewed in Vol.13 No.12 and Vol.14 No.10. respectively.

Golden Dragon
Audio Tubes
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"Judging by the quality and
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best thing to have happened
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the likes of M-0 Valve and
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Dick Olsher, Stereoohile Vol. 14
No. 11, November 1991.
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M ANUFACTURE RS' C OMMENTS
SONIC FRONTIERS SFP-I
Editor:
Our many thanks go out to Stereophik and
Robert Harley for the thorough review he did
on our SFP-1 Phono Stage.
Overall, we are extremely pleased with Bob's
comments on our unit as they relate to its
unsurpassed build quality, parts quality, value,
and overall sonic performance. However, after
seeing the technical measurements of his unit
(which are not typical of production), we could
no doubt agree with his critical comments on
his specific SFP-1.
As this RIAA frequency-curve inaccuracy
is not typical of standard production (as verified
by athird-party technician using aLipshitz
inverse EQ network), we are convinced that
these measurements are aresult of incorrect
RIAA capacitors (by about 0.0027µF) being
installed in Bob's unit. As was pointed out in
the review, relatively flat RIAA response is not
very difficult to design into aphono stage. We
agree. That is why we are convinced asimple
oversight in production is the true cause of this
measurement idiosyncrasy.
Note Sonic Frontiers does not believe in"tailored" RIAA response to tame the frequency
response (rising top end) of some cartridges.
Typical production units are quite flat from
20Hz (-03ciB worst case) to 20kHz (-0.2dB
worst case). As aproduction unit with the correct caps would not exhibit the pronounced
rolloff that Bob measured, we are convinced
that an audition of another SIP-1 would negate
most, if not all, of his negative comments. It
is with this in mind that we ask Bob to do a
"Follow-Up" review on another production
unit.
Finally, it is important to point out that the
ultimate "accuracy" of the RIAA frequency
response is afunction of the load on the unit
(capacitance of the interconnect and the input
impedance oldie following preamp with which
it is used). As Bob correctly pointed out in the
review, our SFP-1 is typically used with arelatively high-input-impedance preamp (eg,
47k)—as are most tube and hybrid units. It is
S
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in this environment that our specifications are
based (not the presumed lower input impedance
of Bob's Audio Precision test station).
Once again, we thank Bob for all his effort
and look forward to seeing his "Follow-Up"
comments on another SFP-1.
CHRIS JOHNSON
President, Sonic Frontiers
CHRIS JANSEN
JOHN SLOAN
VP, Marketing VP, Product Development
VANDERSTEEN IB
Editor:
Thank you for the invitation to respond to
the review of our Model 1B. The review raises
questions about the dowels we use to support
the grillecloth and how they may affect the
sound of our speakers. During the engineering
of each of our models, we measured speakers
both with and without the dowels to determine
the dowels' measurable effects. We also carefully
listened to both speakers to determine the
dowels' audible effects. We found that the reflections from the dowels were only afraction
of the reflections caused by aconventional baffle, and that these minor reflections were totally
inaudible. In the 1B, the dowels are aminimum
of 45° out to the sides oldie drivers and cause
fewer reflections than the small baffles holding
the drivers.
All ofus at Vandersteen Audio are very proud
oldie 1B. We feel that the inevitable audiophile
compromises required to build afill-range pair
ofloudspeakers for less than $700 have been
properly chosen to ensure that apair of lBs
delivers maximum musical satisfaction to the
true music lover. We invite all Stereophile readers
to visit their local Vandersteen dealer to hear
for themselves why so many knowledgeable
people believe that the Vandersteen 1B is the
best value in under-S1000 loudspeakers.
RICHARD VANDERSTEEN
Vandersteen Audio
DAHLQUIST D Q-28
Editor:
We are concerned by your evaluation of the
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DQ-28. Your descriptions of its performance
are contradictory and your conclusions are
inconsistent with those made by ourselves,
other reviewers, and thousands of DQ-28
owners who have made this loudspeaker one
of the most popular in Dahlquist's 20 years.
At Dahlquist, our goal is the accurate representation of the actual performance, the faithful
reproduction of the recorded event. We use
some of the finest (and most expensive) reference products from around the world. Such
products are renowned for their ability to sound
as close to "real" as today's technology allows.
Our usage of competitively priced products
is limited to final voicing and testing to ensure
marketability.
Your testing format tends to reveal sum
differences (not necessarily positive or negative)
between products as well as listener prejudices,
not comparative quality. Preferences may be
based on equallyflawed but derent-sounding
loudspeakers. Absolute quality can only be
objectively determined, on acomparative basis,
by the use of alive reference or reference products that exceed all of the parameters and criteria
of the subject(s). Reference products must represent agreed-upon ideals of products being
tested. In relation to this test, your reference
is not such aproduct. Although we recognize
the Vandersteen 2Ce as an excellent product
in this price range with many positive attributes, it is not without flaws and can hardly be
judged abenchmark product by any but the
most biased listener.
Your "scoring system" strongly implies the
use of quantitative methodology and the use
of objective comparison standards in your listening tests. However, the defined limits of your
1-10 scale are entirely subjective and inconsistent
with tests you have run previously. Here, you
bestowed an arbitrary rating on your reference,
in effect declaring it the "winner" before the
contest had even begun. (A great finish, considering it wasn't even entered.) In afield where
the separation between our review and the
highest-scoring model reviewed totaled 69/too
of apoint, observations and data are at odds.
This and many other inconsistencies throughout suggest acoloration of the result. Observations of some panelists are out of balance
with the majority, as if they were hearing
another speaker. Additional inconsistencies
include the lack of critical setup or positioning, variances in reviewer environment, time
spent by individual reviewers, admitted compromises in methodology to save time or
fatigue, compromised listening level (based on
the weakness of one participant), and height
"adjustments" of all participant& (At Dahlquist,
correct speaker height and spi are important
design considerations.)

Also, there is the inclusion of a$2200 pair
of loudspeakers in atest that was represented
to Dahlquist as being limited to products that
retailed between $1200 and $1500/pair. We were
not afforded the opportunity to have the DQ30i (at $2000/pair) included or substituted. This
is asignificant inconsistency that raises questions of fairness.
The DQ-28 was introduced early last year.
With this exception, praise has been consistent
and universal by our dealers, customers, and
members of the domestic and international
press. Some months ago, one review compared
the DQ-28 favorably against the Thiel CS3.5,'
concluding that the DQ-28, at $1500/pair less
than the Thiels, ". ..
has less deep bass [than the
Thiel CS3.5] ...
but is more relaxing to listen
to.. .
Both speakers have excellent definition
and detail." Obviously, we prefer the comments
and thoroughness in this individual review of
the DQ-28 to your multiple-speaker test.
We disagree with your findings and, in particular, your methodology. Unfortunately,
many of your readers trust your observations
over their own. We suggest that they don't.
They risk missing aterrific-sounding loudspeaker and an excellent value.
MI
CHAELRusso
President, Dahlquist

NHT 2.3A
Editor:
Thanks for including us in your recent speaker
listening sessions. Listening altitude is acritical
factor, and one that received considerable attention in the design of the NHT 2.3a. If you had
listened with the speakers at the intended
height, and fine-tuned with lateral position (as
the owner should), the woofer would have been
on the ground, and your ears would have been
above the tweeter axis. Thus, the bass would
have had more solidity, and some of the
sibilance that bothered you might have been
reduced. This is exactly the thinking behind
the "a" revision of the mid/tweeter configuration in the 2.3.
For years, speaker manufacturers have been
chastised for not providing positioning guidelines with their products. We are finally getting it. In turn, we wish you had not secondguessed the design intent of the 2.3a.
KEN KANTOR

Vice President, Technology, NHT

M ISSION CYRUS 753
Editor:
Having read with interest the draft copy of the
group review of floorstanding loudspeakers,
1High Performance Review, Spring 1993, pp.40-44, written by
Bruce Bartlett with Jenny Bartlett.
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including our model 753, we would like to
make the following comments in order to provide your readers with amore balanced view.
Despite all the care that must have gone into
the blind listening-test procedure, it is quite
apparent that not only the listening room itself
was far from ideal, but that some of the measures taken to presumably improve the overall
quality of the tests appear to have, in fact, adversely affected the ultimate results—at least
as far as the 753s were concerned. It is encouraging that JA, when listening to the 753s at
home, commented on the compromised situation of these loudspeakers in the panel test.
It is important that we outline the design
objectives of the 753s, relevant to setup and
installation, so that we realize the extent of these
compromises. The objectives were to enable:
•Simple installation, yet optimized for most
situations.
•Minimal physical interference with the room.
To ensure that the above requirements are
met, the 753s were designed to work optimally
when installed very close to the back wall, firing
straight out without toe-in. This meant optimizing the frequency response when measured
"off-axis," and critically aligning the low-frequency response to benefit from not only the
back wall but the floor boundary.
This design facilitates installation by leaving only one variable in the complex room/
loudspeaker system setup: the distance between
the left- and right-channel speakers. It is noteworthy that this then automatically satisfies the
second design objective set out above. The
unique Bass Assist feature of the 753s has been
utilized to work in the close proximity of two
main room boundaries—the floor and the back
wall—to optimize both level and phase (Group
Delay) characteristics of the lowest three octaves
of the "753 +Room" system.
The anechoic frequency response of the 753s
was aligned for optimal behavior in the off-axis
listening as well as the vertical listening axis,
assuming an average listening height of lm.
With these measures taken, one eliminates
three other variables which have to be adjusted
in the installation of the loudspeakers, especially when the speakers are designed to work
in the so-called "free space." This literally means
pulling the loudspeakers out and away from
the back wall by 1-2m (depending on the particular situation), adjusting the distance between
them, changing the toe-in angle, and perhaps
changing the vertical-tilt angle as well.
Considering the above explanations, we believe that the compromises made in the panel
listening setup had serious ramifications on the
final results expressed in your scoring chart.
These are:
•The height adjustment of the 753s was totally
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

unjustified, as the vertical dispersion of the system has been tailored, by design, to alleviate
the requirement for tweeter-axis leveling.
•Lifting the cabinet off the floor would seriously affect the bass-energy content of the 753s,
resulting in adeteriorated overall tonal balance.
•Placing the 753s away from the back wall,
which we understand is alimitation of your
panel listening room, would also have an
adverse effect on the overall bass energy and
the tonal balance of the 753s.
It is encouraging to see, however, that when
JA took the 753s home, the results were much
closer to our expectations. However, it is disappointing that JA started off by toeing-in the
speakers, despite the manufacturer's recommendation. This resulted, of course, in the
unnecessary commentary about the speakers'
excessive brightness, which unfortunately implies aweakness in the 753s due to their inability to work well in the "toed-in" position.
Ironically, this is precisely what Mission has
tried to avoid in the design of the 753s—and,
indeed, of all our loudspeakers—as we deem
the necessity for toe-in amajor weakness in
speakers designed for flat on-axis response.
Our experience shows that, more often than
not, the consumer is highly disappointed when
he takes anewly acquired pair of loudspeakers
home, having heard them at the shop in their
best light, well-tweaked by the dealer. The
major problem is, of course, that not only may
he be limited in finding a"free space" location
in his listening room, but he may also have to
spend hours, or even days, fine-tuning inch-wise
to get the system to sound half decent. The
753s, in contrast, are placed right up against
the back wall and are designed to fire straightout. Only one variable may then need to be
adjusted to suit the particular room: the distance between the two loudspeakers.
Incidentally, the Mission Cyrus 753 has been
voted the first-ever European Loudspeaker of
the Year 1993/94. Voting for this new award
was by apanel of technical journalists from ten
countries.
H ENRY AZIMA
Mission Group
SOUNDWAVE VR-2
Editor:
We thank Stereophile for including the Soundwave VR-2s in your loudspeaker survey. We're
pleased that they placed well above average (#3)
in the blind listening tests and on every musical
selection. This is especially notable when one
considers that they are (among) the least expensive speakers you tested.
We would have preferred that apanelist
representing the favorable majority published
his subjective impressions rather than one holding the negative minority view. He would have
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received astrong reprimand from my parents,
were they still alive.
I'm always concerned with the utilization of
aloudspeaker as areference in subjective listening tests. When one loudspeaker is selected as
areference, other speakers may suffer to the
extent to which they differ from it, even if the
differences are actually improvements. Live,
unamplified music recorded anechoically and
played back in the listening room is areliable
reference. It is areference we have used in the
development of our loudspeakers. In our
research, we've observed that listeners quickly
become conditioned to the thin tonality that
results from loudspeaker beaming (wavelengths
of sound shorter than aloudspeaker's width
are forced to beam like aflashlight). Beaming
sound, however, may be perceived by some as
well-defined and controlled, when in reality
it lacks the body and weight of live musical
instruments, which might be considered vulgar
in comparison. A few manufacturers attempt
to reduce beaming by using separate midrange
and tweeter baffles, but these baffles are still
wider than most of the wavelengths propagated, and don't significantly reduce beaming,
although they certainly look "high-tech."
The malignant effect of beaming on sound
reproduction cannot be overstated. All sound
is apressure wave in the air, and beaming is a
severe mechanical distortion of that wave. It
alters tonality, distorts spatial relationships, and
degrades transient response. These problems
cannot be resolved through equalization. This
is why those who are fluent in wave propagation extol the virtues of apoint source.
To address the problem of beaming, Soundwave VR Series models employ a unique
(expensive-to-build) enclosure with no parallel sides and afront panel which tapers to a
point. As the frequencies increase, the width
of the panel diminishes. This design allows
more frequencies to propagate naturally (hernispherically) instead of reflecting off baffles and
diaphragms and beaming. We believe the resultant sound has more of the "body" which
characterizes alive musical performance. One
of our engineers once remarked that many
audiophiles have become so conditioned to
beaming sound that if they heard alive tenor
saxophone emanating from aloudspeaker,
they'd probably accuse it of having abloated
midrange and aggressive highs.
Icommend John Atkinson for the rigor and
comprehensive nature of his objective measurements, which Ifeel are indispensable to the
design of agood loudspeaker. As he noted, we
provided Stereophile with our own laboratory
measurements of the loudspeakers we sent. As
was also noted, our measurements were quite
different from those obtained in Santa Fe, even

though we use similar equipment. Ihave no
explanation for these disparities; we conduct
our tests carefully and repeatedly, as Iam sure
does Stereophile Our measurement room is considerably larger than yours (25' wide by 40'
long by 20' high), allowing for awider anechoic
passband, but this should not have created as
broad adifferential as we observe. Also, we use
the B&K 4165 laboratory microphone, which,
we were told, has flatter response above 2kHz
than the 4006; but all B&K microphones are
excellent. The disparities in the measurements
and some comments about a"rattle" in one of
the loudspeakers suggest shipping damage
to us.
The Soundwave VR models are new. Stereo-.
phile's Tom Norton originally asked to review
the VR-3s, but they were not yet in production. The VR-2s we sent for review were built
in our prototype shop, because the jigs for the
production are identical to those Stereophile
received with the exception that the crossover
network was changed from athird-order to a
second-order Linkwitz-Riley, which, in this
model, provides flatter frequency response and
awider vertical window. Also, the diameter of
the aperture in the leakage-damped sealed
enclosure was decreased, which extended the
bass response and lowered the system "Q."
Thank you.
J
AMES GALA
Technical Director, Soundwave
/n view of the redesign of the VR-2's crossover and
woofer alignment, it would seem appropriate to do a
"Follow-Up" review on arevised pair ofspeakers.—JA

LINN KEILIDH
Editor:
Our thanks to you and Robert Harley for putting the Linn Keilidh at the top of your lists.
But, to quote Allolson in Thefazz Singer, "You
ain't heard nothin' yet, folks!" The Keilidh is
unique, in that it has been designed to grow
with your system.
In your listening tests you were able to
squeeze alittle extra out of the Keilidh by biwiring and adding the optional granite-polymer
bases. However, there's still more room for
improvement. Once the Keilidh has been configured for bi-wiring, the next logical upgrade
is passive bi-amplification. In this mode, two
power amplifiers are used to drive the independent bass and treble sections of the Keilidh's
internal crossover. This delivers more power
to the loudspeaker and makes some small
improvements in driver control.
Further performance advantages can be
gained by going "Aktiv." As you noted in the
review, in aLinn Aktiv system, the speaker's
passive crossover is removed and an active electronic crossover is placed between the preamp
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and the power amplifiers. (When using Linn
amps, the crossover boards are actually placed
inside the power amplifiers, eliminating extra
connections and keeping things tidy.) The
advantages oían active system, in terms of efficiency, value for money, and performance, are
enormous.
The problem with passive crossovers is that
you can only ever get out of them less than you
put in. They work essentially by absorbing signal, so the more accurate you try to make them,
the less efficient they become and the more
amplifier power is consumed. A typical passive crossover will lose about 30% of the input
signal!
In an active crossover there is no such
tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency. Shaping and controlling the signal at line-level in
powered circuits results in better filtering and
more accurate amplitude and time response.
Direct-coupling the power amplifiers to the
loudspeaker's drive-units dramatically improves
both power delivery and driver control.
This tremendous flexibility allows the
Keilidh to function in awide variety of systems
and makes it the ideal speaker for anyone wanting to build up asystem in affordable steps over
time. For example, the Keilidh, on its standard
base and conventionally single-wired, is quite
usable in areceiver-based system with less than
ideal source components. That is, the Keilidh
is forgiving enough that minor faults earlier
in the system won't drive you up the wall. (An
internal adjustment even allows the high frequencies to be dropped by ldB.) As source
components and/or amplification is improved,
the granite bases can be added to the Keilidh,
improving the speaker's resolution. Ultimately,
in its full Aktiv configuration, the Keilidh is
quite at home in the best of systems, and frequently finds itself at the tail end of $10-20,000
systems employing aLinn Sondek LP12 Turntable or Linn Karik/Numerik CD player as a
source.
Incidentally, the name Keilidh comes from
the Scottish word Ceilidh (also pronounced
"Kay-lee"), aparty or social gathering usually
associated with music, song, and dance—with
a"wee dram" thrown in for good measure!
GARY WARZIN
President, Audiophile Systems, Ltd.
ACAR1AN ALÓN I
Editor:
We have just received the returned pair of Alón
1loudspeakers. We set them up in our listening
room and listened to them for no more than one
minute before realizing that something was
very wrong with these speakers. The sound
seemed to scream at you through the rnidband,
while the bass was weak and indistinct. The
S
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I.

Irequen. -

Fig.1 Acarian Alón 1, quasi-anechoic response on
tweeter axis of sample S/N 126 (Stereophile
sample, solid line) and reference sample
(dotted line) (2dB/vertical div.). The
difference between the two curves is 3.1dB
at the cursor position (468Hz).
overall sound was confused and difficult to
listen to.
We next measured the returned speakers and
compared them to known working samples of
the Alón 1. A frequency-response curve was
run using aB&K 4133 mike and aMLSSA FFT
system. The comparison curves between the
known working sample and the Stereophile
returned sample are shown in fig. 1. Please note
the following:
1) In the range above approximately 3kHz
the speakers match very closely—maybe 0.5dB
variation between them. Indeed, both speakers
are flat, ±1.5dB from 3kHz to 20kHz.
2) In the range from about 700Hz to 1500Hz,
however, the story is completely different. The
Stereophile speaker shows avariation oía full
10dB, while our working sample shows avariation of only 3dB! Obviously, the Stereophile
sample is way out of spec. [Actually, the widest
variations, between the highest peak and lowest trough
ofeach curve, are 10dB and 8dB, not 10dB and 3da
Acarian'sfigure is the difference between the height
of the 1150Hz peak and the midrange dip beneath
it.—Ed.] As our crossover components are spedfied so as to provide atolerance of maximum
0.5dB and our driver variation is held to ldB,
we are definitely not looking at aproduction
variation here. Indeed, we are looking at amalfunction. Also note that the Stereophile sample
shows avery large peak in the midband which
undoubtedly caused the coloration heard in
both our listening tests.
3) We also measured the difference in the
midbass/lower midrange, since we had found
the Stereophile sample to sound thin. There is
asubstantial loss of output in the range above
100Hz when the Stereophile sample is compared
to aworking sample. Indeed, this loss measures
33dB at 234Hz! This problem alone will cause
asignificant shift in the balance of the Alón 1.
The pair of Alón 1loudspeakers tested by Stereophile was damaged. Damage to the crossover/equalizer caused the poor measured and
listening performances. This is borne out by
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the comparison measurements between our
working sample and the Stereophile sample. Evidently, John Atkinson suspected that something
may have been wrong when he stated: "Given
the severity of the Alón I's coloration, Icannot rule out the possibility that something may
have been incorrectly assembled ..." In fact,
the speakers were correctly assembled, but
suffered damage sometime after leaving our
factory.
We do not understand why aphone call was
not placed to Acarian notifying us that the Alón
is were malfunctioning. If there was not time
to obtain another sample, we feel that the Alón
1samples you had should have been disqualified. This review is therefore invalid. We would
be glad to submit asecond pair of Alón Is for
a"Follow-Up" so that Stereophile could be
given achance to audition aproperly working pair. We do not think the Alón 1review
should be published; publishing areview of a
malfunctioning product does not fairly serve
the magazine or the reader.
CARL J. M ARCHISOTTO
M ARILYN M ARCHISOTTO
Acarian Systems
As Ihave often pointed out before and undoubtedly
will again, merely sounding bad is not in itse!fan indicator that aproduct submittedfor review is broken or
defective. And as we make no secret of thefact that
all samples submitted are deemed to be suitable for
review—see Ms We See It," Vol.12 No.2, February
1989—the onus ofensuring that review samples are
to specification lies with the manufacturer. In this case,
it appearsfrom Acarian's measurements that the woofer
sensitivity of our Alón 1samples was between 2and
3dB too low, which is usually something that would
have been detected by amanufacturer's QA procedures. Whether or not this was due to damage or to
incorrect assembly or to incorrect choice of crossover
components, however, is impossible to know. Certainly,
the speakers seemed to be performing very well in all
areas other than coloration, which might tend to rule
out damage. We will publish a"Follow-Up" in due
course.
—JA
TADDEO DIGITAL ANTIDOTE
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Stereophile and Jack English for the fine review. As usual, Jack's analysis was "right on target."
Unfortunately, for reasons of patent protection, Iam presently not at liberty to comment
on John Atkinson's quite reasonable technical
questions.
Iexpect the Digital Antidote will bring a
great deal of enjoyment to music lovers. Thank
you for helping make them aware outs existence.
TONY TADDEO
Taddeo Loudspeaker Co.
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ULTRAANALOG JITTER ANALYZER
Editor:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on
Robert Harley's "Industry Update" regarding jitter measurements in CD transports. I
thought that Stereophile readers might be interested in learning how and why UltraAnalog
developed the Jitter Analyzer.
During the past several years, UltraAnalog
has implemented anumber of digital processor
designs for its OEM customers that incorporate
off-the-shelf digital decoder chips. As many
readers are aware, we also cooperatively developed the DAIR-1 Digital Audio Interface
Receiver used in the highly acclaimed Mark
Levinson No.30. Last August, Rémy Fourré,
our vice president of engineering, began acareful evaluation of available digital audio decoder
chips, including the well-known Crystal and
Yamaha devices. After looking closely at the
data sheets and application notes, Rémy learned
that manufacturers of these devices do not
directly measure one of the most important performance parameters: intrinsic jitter. In the case
of the Yamaha device, jitter is not even specified
on the data sheet. After much experimentation,
he learned that the performance of these chips
is highly dependent upon and very sensitive
to power supply, pcb layout, and ...
the incoming jitter from adigital audio source such as a
CD transport! He found that the monolithic
decoder chips were unable to reject the jitter
(below 25kHz) on an incoming digital data
stream. Hence, any low-frequency jitter in a
CD transport would add directly to the intrinsic jitter of aD/A processor. Ah-ha! Perhaps
the differences that audio reviewers hear
between different transports and different digital interfaces—Coax, TosLink, AT&T, and
AES/EBU—could be attributed to jitter in the
data stream.
During the next several months, three different jitter analyzers were designed and constructed to evaluate both the incoming digital
data stream and the digital decoder chips. The
third Jitter Analyzer achieved an excellent level
of intrinsic jitter performance, approximately
20 to 30 picoseconds. Further, by constructing
alow-jitter, programmable digital data source,
Rémy was able to verify the performance of the
Analyzer with different digital input signals.
After developing the instrument, we tested
numerous CD transports, interfaces, and cables.
We even tested the Digital Transmission Interface, aunique product that claims to "reduce
jitter in the digital data stream." Further testing
and analysis ofjitter in digital sources and interfaces by Robert Harley will undoubtedly be of
great interest to the high-end audio community.
Although the sonic characteristics of ana-
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log sources and components such as amplifiers,
records, and loudspeakers are not easily characterized with conventional tests, most knowledgeable people agree that only two important performance parameters apply to digital.
Those are the data and the dealjitter. Modern
CD transports and DIA processors must correctly decode the data from adisc in order to
pass conventional electrical testsjitter, however,
is amuch more complicated issue. At aminimum, one must consider the frequency distribution of the jitter components, the magnitude of the jitter (both peak and RMS jitter),
and the degree of signal modulation on the jitter. In spite of the fact that the sonic quality of
analog sources can not be easily characterized
by afew parameters, we strongly believe that
aCD transport (or other digital device) that has
low jitter will definitely provide better sonic
performance. We invite letters and comments
from Stereophik readers who either agree or disagree with this premise: "Lower jitter in adigital audio component gives better sonic performance."
Finally, we welcome the opportunity to publish the forthcoming article by Rémy Fourré,
"Jitter in Audio Equipment: A Short Course."
We also anticipate Robert Harley's measurements of CD transports and interfaces that have
already been reviewed in Stereophik. Is there a
correlation between jitter and sonic perfor-

mance? We shall see!

DICK POWERS
UltraAnalog

GOLDEN STRING, MICROMEGA,
ETC.

Editor:
Re: Clark Johnsen on the exhibitor's view of
the show (Vol.16 No.6, June 1993).
Iwould like to call your attention to p.101,
where Mr. Johnsen refers to Musical Surroundings as the distributor of Micromega and Harbeth. This is inaccurate. Micromega and Harbeth are imported and distributed by Golden
String, Inc. We are located in Redmond, WA.
Garth Leerer is our national sales representative.
In addition, Iwould like to call your attention
to p.111. The context of the paragraph in reference to First Sound and Presence Audio implies
responsibility for the Audiophile Reference
volumes These books are distributed by Golden
String, Inc., of which Mr. Winston Ma is the
president. It was because Emmanuel Go was
representing Golden String, Inc. at the Stereophile show that none of his own units were on
display.
Thank you for your consideration. With best
regards,
BONNIE COLLETT
Asst. General Manager, Golden String

GREEN CHAMELEON'S INVADE
THE APPLE!
ONE ON ONE WITH MICHAEL GREEN
HEAR THE CHAMELEON AND OTHER
EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTS ONLY AT
ULTRA SYSTEMS APPLE SITE.

SYSTEMS 800-721-3305

MATCHED SYSTEMS, QUALITY DEMOS, UNBELIEVABLE SERVICE.
Music Sites in NJ. PA. NY. OH. 'NY. TeI-215-297-0227/Fax-8661
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Wilson Audio X-1
le.

00 00
00

The Shape of Things to Come
The X-I is afour way, full range, adjustable inodular monitor speaker.
It shares the same legendary pulse alignment technology as the WANI
The X-1 premieres this Fall at Innovative Audio
MEET

THE

HEAVYWEIGHTS

Combined Seminar: Wilson, Spectral & MIT
Friday—Saturday, October 29-30
Open House 2-8 pm. Presentations each hour.
WILSON AUDIO: David Wilson, President
MIT: Bruce Brisson, President
SPECTRAL: Richard Fryer, President

RSVP necessary.
We're in the NYNEX Yellow Pages

2.1s
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Super Spectral
Spectral SDR-2000 Reference Processor System
Premiering this Fall at Innovative

*Mk «ME11311101111,11roSeire

illb1111111111111111111141
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•Time Star ultra precision data

•Fully balanced signal path through

relocating system.

D-A and all analog stages with no

•Spectralink data interface buss.

integrated circuits.

•Exclusive 20 bit balanced DACs with
fully discrete high-bias summation
amplifiers.

66 o

•Designed for HDCD decoding
capability.
•Modular design for future
upgradability.

SDR-2000
High Definition CD

INNOVATIVE

\AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS
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We're in the
NYNEX
Yellow Pages

77 CLINTON STREET
BROOKLYN HEIGHTS
EW YORK 11201
(212) 619-6400 OR
(
705964888
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The Cirkus is Coming
to Town
Dramatic Advancement in Analog.
Over the last several years significant improvement.
have been made in Linn's ability to extract
information from the vinyl LP. The most
notable of these were the Ekos arm, Lingo
power supply, and Arkiv cartridge. With
these advances in place, the Linn engineers
felt that there was finally scope for
additional gains at the very heart of the LP
playback system, the main bearing of the
LP12. This unique, patented, single-point
bearing system has always been one of the keys to the outstanding performance
of the Linn Sondek. While there have been minor improvements made to the
bearing over the years, this is the first time that all aspects of the bearing
performance were re-examined. The final result is aseries of small (but very
significant) design changes that add up to an amazing improvement
in audible performance.
Retrieve More Music, With Less Noise
The Cirkus allows you to retrieve more music from vinyl
LP's than ever before and also provides adramatic
reduction in surface noise.
What's Included
The Cirkus kit includes anew
bearing well, subchassis, inner platter,
armboard, springs, grommets, abelt,
p-clip, oil and ground wire. For $495,
including labor, it's quite abargain!
Make an appointment to hear the
dramatic difference the Cirkus kit will
make to your older LP12.

\IF
LINN SEMINAR
Thursday—Friday
November 18-19
Open house 2-8 pm
Presentations
at 2, 4and 6pm.
Martin Dalgleish,
ChiefEngineer, Linn
RSVP necessary.
We're in the
NYNEX Yellow Pages

Think About This:
linn's cost effective updates assure non-obsolesence.
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Terrific Thiel
The Thiel CS 3.6
The reviews are unanimous:
"I can say without reservation that the
the ¡'hiel CS3.6 is aremarkable
loudspeaker...If Ihad $4,000 to spend on
loudspeakers, the CS3.6 would
easily be my first choice. Indeed, it
should be considered by those spending
twice this amount."
— Robert Harley, Stereophile,
Vol.16, No.5, May 1993

ANew York Exclusive
at Innovative Audio
OUR BRANDS.

RENOVATED SHOWROOMS

;DS, AKG. Avalon Acoustics, Bang & Olufsen, California

Our 6000 sq. ft. facility allows us to perform specific com-

midio Labs, Celestion, Creek, Definitive, Denon, Exposure,

parisons which include turntable vs. CD, turntable vs.

Fosgate, Grado, Klyne, Lexicon, Linn Products,

turntable, CD vs. CD, speaker vs. speaker, tapedeck vs.

Stark Levinson, McIntosh, MIT, Monster,

tapedeck, and comparisons among electronics. Come in to

NAD,

Nakamichi, Pioneer Elite, ProAc, Proceed, Hotel,

Innovative and see our Media Rooms with Dolby Pro-Logic

Sennheiser, Shahinian, SharpVision, Signet, SONY Video,

and LucasFilm Home THX • Surround Sound and our com-

Spectral, Spica, Thiel, Velodyne, Wilson Audio and more.

plete Video Department.

DELIVERY, INSTALLATION & REPAIR 7 D AYS A W EEK
We deliver and install at reasonable rates throughout the entire region. In the event you need service, we offer afree loaner
for units purchased at Innovative. Service is performed on premises. Located just 5minutes from Wall St. Easy to reach
by subway or car. Parking nearby. Call for directions.

We're in the NYNEX Yellow Pages

INNOVATIVE
AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS
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77 CLINTON STREET
BROOKLYN HEIGHTS
NEWYORK 11201
(212) 619-64000R

(718)5964888
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PHYSICS WINS AGAIN!
THE ONLY PATENTED* USE OF MAGNETIC CONDUCTORS IN
AUDIO CABLE "SWEEPS CLEAN A HOST OF ESTABLISHED
CABLES... LONG LIVE THE NEW KING!"
DICK OLSHER, STEREOPHILE,
VOL. 14,N0.2, FEB. 91

*Patent #4,964,738 &
5,099,518 covering the use of Mu-Metal
conductors in audio cables. LINDSAY-GEYER
interconnects $195/1m pair, speaker cable $249/10ft. pair
WORLD'S LARGEST CABLE MATCHING DATABASE CABLE &COMPONENT LENDING SERVICE

cR 800FAIWR_

THE CABLE CO

Q44,

;a111141t
716-223-1520
To Order
or For Additional
Information

Interconnect Cables
System 1 $149/1 Mtr. Pr.
System 2 $249/1 Mtr. Pr.
Reference $379/1 Mtr. Pr.
Digital
$149/1 Mtr.
Balanced Versions of
Above Available
Speaker Cables
System 6 $200/8 Ft. Pr.
System 4 $360/8 Ft. Pr.
Reference $68018 Ft. Pr.
All Speaker Cables are
Terminated with Spades
Other Ends May Be Used
AC Products
4Ft. Power Cord with
Hospital Grade Ends $198
Multiple Outlet Strip $295

222

PO Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 TEL. 215-297-8824•FAX-8661

Quickly Becoming The Reference
In High Performance Audio Cables.

The RC Audio system consists of world class interconnects,
speaker wires, digital cables, power conditioning cords
and outlet strips. Individually, or better yet collectively,
they will allow your system to transcend its limitations.
Surprisingly they are quite affordable.

Call Now Th Order

-Rea
—
udio>
30 Day No Risk Trial

716-223-1520
RC Audio /3349 Monroe Avenue /Suite 252 /Rochester,
WorldRadioHistory
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W HERE TO B UY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereo/eh., please call John Frye at (800) 835-4836. Stereophile is also available
at selected B. Dalton Booksellers and Tower Records stores. U.S. National Distributors: Austin News
Agency, Bernhard DeBoer, Fine Print Distributors, Ingram Periodicals, International Periodical Distributors.

ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
Route 5Box 57
Imaginary Records
332 N. Dean Rd
Madison
Anderson News Company
(Wholesaler)
9632 Hwy 20 W.
ALASKA
Anchorage
Alaska News Agency
(Wholesaler)
325 W. Potter Dr at CSt
Shimeks Audio
530 E. Benson Blvd
ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi -Fi Sales
810 W. Main St
Phoenix
Sound Advice
2230 E. Indian School Rd
Sound Alternatives
4126 E. Lewis
Sounds Like Music
Real Hifi Systems
2734 W. Bell Rd #1306
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way #1
Shakespeare Beethoven
Scottsdale Galleria
4343 N. Scottsdale Rd
Tucson
Wilson Audio
2900 E. Broadway
CALIFORNIA
Anaheim
Audiophile Selections
8111 E. Oak Ridge Circle
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
1717B University Ave
OB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
Music Lovers
1510A Walnut St
The Sounding Board Stereo
2389 Shattuck Ave
Beverly Hills
Beverly Hills Audio
8950 W. Olympic Blvd #902
Christopher Hansen
8822 W. Olympic Blvd
Brea
Audio Haven
1050 E. Imperial Hwy #C-3
Burbank
ARA Services Mag. 8. Book
(Wholesaler)
2970 N. Ontario St
Carlsbad
Sound Waves
6965 El Camino Real #103
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Stereo One
6650 Fair Oaks Blvd

Concord
Rancho Cucamonga
Stereo Unlimited
Audio Videophile
2151 Salvio MG
7930 Haven Ave #5
The Sounding Board Stereo Redondo Beach
1931 Market St
Definitive Audio Video
2901 W. 182nd St
Culver City
Armadillo 8. Company
Reseda
5795 W. Washington Blvd
Variety Newsstand
18456 Sherman Way
Daly City
Audio Vision
Riverside
55 First Ave
Speaker Craft
1650 Seventh St
Dublin
Roseville
Stereo Doctor
Dimple Records
7660 Amador Valley Blvd
1701 Santa Clara Or
Encino
Rowland Heights
All American Newsstand
Audio Best
18001 Ventura Blvd
2411 S. Joel Dr
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Sacramento
Audio FX
Fremont
3019 0St
The AN Room
Paradyme AudioNideo
710F Mowry Ave
1720 Fulton Ave
Gardena
San Diego
Reference Audio Systems
Stereo Design
18214 Dalton Ave
9240 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Hollywood
Stereo Unlimited
World Book and News
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Los Angeles
Robertson Magazine
8Bookstore
1414 S. Robertson Blvd
Menlo Park
Kepler's Books &Magazines
1010 El Camino Real
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan
110 W. Olive Ave
Moorpark
Pat's CB 8. Stereo
104 E. High St
Monterey
Audio Video Design Group
300 Foam St #6-4
Monterey Park
Xponent Audio
2560 Corporate PI #D108
LA Corporate Center
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd
Newport Beach
Pacific Coast Audio Video
2816 E. Coast Hwy
North Hollywood
Levity Distributors
6850 Vineland Ave #F
Pacific Grove
Audio Video Design Group
227 Grand Ave #3
Palm Springs
David Rutledge Audio
675 N. Palm Canyon Dr
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
805 El Camino Real
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
Canterbury Records
805 E. Colorado Blvd
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San Francisco
San Francisco Sound
8, Vision
2074 45th Ave
Stereo Plus
2201 Market St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St
San Jose
Books, Inc.
420 Town 8. Country Village

Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Tustin
The Digital Ear
13011 Newport Ave #100
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
The Audiophile Network
14155 Kittridge St
Venice
J.W. Griffin
728 Lincoln Blvd
Ventura
Billy Bags
4147-A Transport St
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
1919 Mt. Diablo Blvd
Westminster
Drown News Agency
(Wholesaler)
15172 Golden West Circle
West Sacramento
Mts Inc/Tower Magazines
2500 Del Monte Bldg C
Whittier
Kolb News Agency
(Wholesaler)
7044 Elmer Ave
Woodland Hills
Laser's Edge
20929 Ventura Blvd #24
Shelley's Stereo
6201 Topanga Canyon Blvd
Wilson Audio Video
Entertainment
20044 Ventura Blvd

SoundTrack
2553 S. Colorado Blvd
Englewood
Gold Sound
4285 S. Broadway
Fort Collins
Ovation
236 S. College
SoundTrack
4606 S. Mason St
Grand Junction
The Sound Co.
2513 Belford
Highlands Ranch
SoundTrack
2680 E. County Line Rd
Littleton
SoundTrack
9350 W. Cross Dr
Thornton
SoundTrack
930 E. 104th Ave
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W. 92nd Ave
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack,
Pearce Electronics
9901 W. 50th Ave

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Danbury
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Hartlord
Al Franklin's Music
1Civic Center Plaza
San Luis Obispo
The Stereo Shop
Cheap Thrills Records
COLORADO
505 Farmington Ave
553 Higuera St
Arvada
Middleton
SoundTrack
Santa Barbara
Madrigal Audio Lab
AudioVision #1
6490 Wadsworth Blvd
2081 S. Main St
612 N. Milpas St
Aurora
New Haven
Lenz Arts
SoundTrack
Take Five
142 River St
15022 E. Mississippi Ave
105 Whitney Ave
Mission Audio
Boulder
New London
215 W. Mission St
AD Systems Ltd.
Roberts
2525 Arapahoe Ave #E4-284 90 Bank St
Santa Cruz
Eads News 8. Smoke Shop Westport
Cymbaline Records
1715 28th St
1336 Brommer St #A9
The Sound Room
Listen Up
236 Post Rd E.
Santa Marla
2034 E. Arapahoe
Tri-County News Co.
SoundTrack
(Wholesaler)
FLORIDA
1685 28th St
1376 W. Main St
Boca Raton
Colorado Springs
Front Row Center
Santa Monica
Listen Up #3
5030 Champion Blvd #D-8
Optimal Enchantment
230 N. Tejon
Stereo Shoppe
522 Santa Monica (by appt.)
Sound Shop
279 N. Federal Hwy
Shelley's Stereo
528 S. Tejon
Clearwater
1520 Wilshire Blvd
SoundTrack
Rising Sounds
1230 N. Academy Blvd
Santa Rosa
28901 US 19 N.
Denver
Sawyer's News
Coral Gables
Listen Up #2
733 Fourth St
Sound Components
999 S. Logan St
Studio City
1533 Magruga Ave
Second
Sound
Dave's Video,
Fort Lauderdale
1875 S. Broadway
The Laser Place
Audio Center
12144 Ventura Blvd
Sound Hounds
4134 N. Federal Hwy
1575 S. Pearl
Sausalito
Hollywood
Music by Design
SoundTrack
Hollywood Sound
107 Caledonia St
1298 W. Alameda Ave
523 S. 21st Ave
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NEW RELEASES!

ewer;

Allis

Cardas

. .„..

Arcici
Audioquest
Avalon
Cardas
Golden
Audio Cable

Classé
Convergent
Esoteric
Graham
lmmedia RPM
Kinergetics
Magnum
Dynalab

We're happy to announce the release of
Better Than Dreams, the first solo album by
the brilliant young guitarist and composer
JOHN SHARP. You may recall that he
was afeatured player and composer on Jim
Brock's Tropic Affair, which has been one
of RR's bestsellers, and is still on HP's CD
pick list. With support from some of the
same cool southern jazz men, and production by the Brockmeister himself, John
Sharp further defines him own distinctive
musical voice with Better Than Dreams. A
must for all fans of melodic, imaginative
contemporary jazz.
(RR-54, CD or LP, $16.98 each)

MFA
Nitty Gritty
Pioneer Elite
PoNer Wedge
Reference Line
Ryan
Sound Anchor
Sumiko

RAVEL (RM-1004)
Mother Goose /Valses nobles et sentimentales
Minnesota Orch. /Skrowaczcwski
GERSHWIN (RM-1005)
An American in Paris /Catfish Raw
Saint Louis Sym. /Lconard Slatkin

in the hospitable warmth of ahome

Now available: Dick Hyman Plays Duke
Ellington on Pure Analogue LP and regular-priced Digital Master CD, $16.98 each
(RR-50, RR-50CD). The original deluxe,
Direct-to-CD 24K Gold HDCD' issue
(RR-50DCD) is also still available, $29.98.

with three dedicated listening rooms.

At better music &audio stores, or direct.

Wheaton Music
Mooel Four

and more

Come experence exceptional sound

We offer uninterrupted appointments

Check /Visa /Mastercard

for your convenience.

Free catalogue /Dealer inquiries invited

209-298-8888

TO ORDER: 800-336-8866
REFERENCE RECORDINGS

rmire•Lielà
rrineinaur

Box 77225X, San Francisco CA 94107
In Canada: May Audio Marketing 514-651-5707

CALIFORNIA
224

Newly remastered, numbered HQ-180 LP
pressings of analogue classics, $29.98 each:
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Jacksonville
Chas Levy Circulation Co.
House of Stereo
(Wholesaler)
3505 Southside Blvd #10
1140 N. Branch St
Key West
Mills Audio Video
Audio Video International
174 N. Michigan Ave
1436 Kennedy Dr
Rock Records
Madeira Beach
175 W. Washington
Book Nook of Madeira
Van L. Speakerworks
15029 Madeira Way
5704 N. Western Ave
Miami
Superior Audio Systems
Audio by Caruso
833 N. Milwaukee
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Des Plaines
Disctronics Corp.
Algonquin Records
2315 NW 107th Ave
532 E. Algonquin Rd
Joe's News
Evanston
1549 Sunset Dr
Audio Consultants
Naples
1014 Davis
House of High Fidelity
Chicago Main Newsstand
599 Fifth Ave S.
860 Chicago Ave
Orlando
Mt. Morris
Anderson News (Wholesaler )Walden Books
3840 Vineland Rd
4279 W. Rt 64
Pensacola
Naperville
Invisible Audio
Select Sounds
318 Beverly Pkwy
1220 W. Ogden
Sarasota
Norridge
Gulf Coast Distributing
Rolling Stones Records
Division (Wholesaler)
7300 W. Irving Park
2001 Limbes Ave
Palatine
Tampa
The Sound Lab
Audio Visions South
833 N. Quentin Rd
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
Park Ridge
Dr. B's AudioNideo
GEORGIA
Emporium
Alpharetta
2166 N. Home Ave
AnaLogique
Peoria
5645 Grove Point Rd
Illinois News Service
Atlanta
(Wholesaler)
Audio Forest
1301 SW Washington St
6806 Peachtree Ind. Blvd
Sound of Peoria
Southeastern News
105 E. Arcadia
(Wholesaler)
Saint Charles
4070 Shirley Dr SW
Audiophile of St. Charles
Dunwoody
411 S. Second St
Analogique
Skokie
5331 Forest Springs Dr
Digital Sound
Marietta
7435 Tripp Ave
Audio Atlanta
Rosine Audio
19 Atlanta St
4525 Oakton St
Music Audio
Springfield
2100 Roswell Rd NE #400-L King's Stereo
Stereo 8. Video Systems
225 Highland Ave
1253 Powers Ferry Rd
Martinez
INDIANA
Stereo Shoppe
Fort Wayne
104 Chamilla Ave
Three Rivers Audio
Tucker
4003 S. Wayne
Audio Solutions
Indianapolis
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
HAWAII
Ye Gide Hi Fi Shoppe
Honolulu
824 E. 64th St
Audio Directions
3184A Waialae Ave
Richmond
Side 1Music
3753 E. Main St
IDAHO
Boise
Stereo Shoppe #3
IOWA
Coeur d'Alene
Arnolds Park
Everything Stereo
Jam Records
7736 Government Way
Hwy 71 S.
Ketchum
Bettendorf
Mountunes
Sound Environments
dba Magic Mountain
2304 Spruce Hills Dr
231 Sun Valley Rd
Davenport
8778 Fairview Ave
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
ILLINOIS
Iowa City
Champaign
Hawkeye Audio
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
401 S. Gilbert St
114 W. Church
Record Service
621 E. Green St
KANSAS
Chicago
Wichita
Jazz Record Mart
Custom Sound
11 W. Grand Ave
830 S. Hillside

KENTUCKY
Louisville
Four Seasons Records
36368 Brownsboro Rd
Chenoweth Plaza
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Record Masters
711 W. 40th St
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Bethesda
High Tech Services
7700 Old Georgetown Rd
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Ellicott City
Gramaphone
9005 Chevrolet
Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service
8. Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Needle in aHaystack
14703-C Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Silverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd
Towson
An Die Musik
One Investment PI,
Annex Bldg
MAINE
Lewiston
Final Note
256 Lisbon St
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision #2
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Goodwin's Audio
870 Commonwealth Ave
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
Audio Lab
36 JFK St
Harvard Cooperative Society
Palmer St
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Everett
Everett Music Shop
30 Norwood St
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Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Needham
You Do It Electronics
40 Franklin St
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Shrewsbury
Goodwin's Audio
196 Boston Turnpike Rd
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill St
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
S.K.R. Classical
539 E. Liberty
Birmingham
Street Corner Music, Ltd.
17620 W. 13 Mile Rd
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
Dearborn Music
22000 Michigan Ave
Ferndale
Imagery
2907 Horton
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
1220 S. Stephenson Ave
Niles
Michiana News Service
2232 S. 11th St
Rochester
Audio Video Systems
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
1305 Court St
Traverse City
The Sound Room
1331 S. Airport Rd
Waterville
The Music Gallery
35 E. On The Concourse
MINNESOTA
Brainerd
ARA Services Mag
(Wholesaler)
1006 Wright St
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
Needle Doctor
419 14th Ave SE
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
40 SE Fourth St
MISSOURI
Blue Springs
Seventh Heaven
600 S. Seven Hwy
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
10 W. Nifong Blvd

St. Louis
Best Sound Company
227 N. Lindbergh Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1341 S. Lindbergh #1
The Sound Room
747 N. New Ballas Rd
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
9E. Main St
Kalispell
Audio Visions
136 Main St
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image 8. Sound
3021 S. Valley View #103
Reno
Alpine Ear Audio
2875 Kietzke Ln
High End Stereo
959 W. Moana Ln
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
47-51 S. Main St
Dartmouth Bookstore
33 S. Main St
Nashua
Audio Ensemble
419 Amherst St
Peterbomugh
Old Colony Sound Lab
305 Union St
Ridge Center
DB Systems
Main St
NEW JERSEY
Cherry Hill
NDS Audio
dba Sassafras Audio
1720 E. At 70
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 At 41
Howell
Camera Video Showplace
4518 RI 9, Friendship Plaza
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Rt 73
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Montclair
Cohen's
635 Bloomfield
Morristown
Sight 8. Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
North Bergen
Hudson News Company
(Wholesaler)
1305 Paterson Plank Rd
Northfield
Sound Inc.
900 Tilton Rd
Nutley
Bernhard DeBoer
113 E. Centre St
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
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STEREO COMPONENTS THAT HONOR MUSIC
MELDS The smoothness, clarity and sweetness of
their preamps, CD players, and D/A converters
make musicality available to all budgets. Highly
praised in TAS and Stereophile.
ROTEL Better sound best buys. Starting with the
RCD-955 and 965 CD players they crafted an entire
line of superb products!
VANDERSTEEN Legendary baffleless designs;
openness and imaging comparable to planar speakers. Superb values, outperforming competitors
twice their price. The awesome model 3must be
heard to be believed, as well as the fabulous model
2Ce!
APOGEE Sonically and visually stunning ribbon
speakers, frequent "best sound at show"-awards;
available in (decorator finishes. Come hear the
acclaimed Stage and the affordable Centaur Minor.

EAD The word is getting out! The affordable
DSP7000 D/A Converter and DST Transport are
contenders for best sound at any price! Come
check them out.
CARY Beautifully crafted tube and hybrid amps
possessing exceptional sonic performance. The
SLA and 300B set exciting new standards for musicality, affordability. Hot New Product—CARY SLM
mono blocs with 135W/CH, (100 W/CH Class A) for
under $3000. 92/pair!

JEFF ROINLAND World's finest electronics for the
audio connoisseur who demands the very best.
The Consonance and Consummate set the sonic
standard for remote control preamps

Allis •AMC •Apogee •Audio Alchemy •Audioquest •BEL •B& K•Cardas •Cary •Celestion
Counterpoint •Dynaco •EAD •Eminent Technology •Esoteric •Fried •Forte •Fostex •Grado Headphones
Jamo •Jeff Rowland Design •JM Lab •Kimber Kable •Klyne •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack
Melos •MIT •Monster Cable •NEAR •Nifty Gritty •OCM •Ortolan •Power Wedge •PS Audio •PSB
Rotel •Scientific Fidelity •SME •Sony ES •Soto •Stax •Talisman/Alchemist
Tara Labs •Target •Tube Traps •Vandersteen •VPI •Wadia

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901—We Ship Anywhere

908-277-0333

New York's Best High-End
Dealer... in New Jersey!
IICSA Audio proudly introduces the new Dunlavy Audio Labs
Signature Series loudspeakers.
Respected industry-wide for his many patents and technological breakthroughs,
acclaimed engineer John Dunlavy has drawn upon 40 years of experience to produce his crowning achievement.
After 18 months of research in what is considered the world's best-equipped
audio lab, Mr. Dunlavy has developed six new models of Reference Standard speakers designed to satisfy the needs of discriminating audiophiles and recording studios.
Beginning with the SC-1 ($995 pr.) and culminating in the top-of-the-line SC-V1
($17,000 pr.), the new DAL Signature Collection combines aesthetic beauty with
well-documented performance that is simply without peer.
FULL SERVICE AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
ARAGON •ACARIAN •ACURUS •ARONOV •ARTEMIS •AUDIO RESEARCH •BASIS •CAL •CARDAS •CWO •DYNACO
DAY.SEOUERRA •DUNLAVY AUDIO LABS •DUNTECH •ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGN •ENSEMBLE •FOSGATE •GRAHAM
GRADO •JADIS •KOETSU •KRELL •KRELL DIGITAL •LUXMAN •MARANTZ •MARTIN.LOGAN •MB QUART •NAD •POLK
PROAC •
SILTEC •
SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY •
STRAIGHTWIRE •
SUMIKO •
TARGET •
VIMAK •VPI •
WADIA •
WELL TEMPERED •XL0
TOP DOLLAR PAID ON TRADE-INS •AUTHORIZED FACTORY SERVICE

(81 ADIO
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193 BELLEVUE AVE.,
UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043
201-744-0600
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baton
Hais Stereo 8. Video
US Rt 1at Texas Ave
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
West Caidwall
Woodbridge Stereo
1103 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E.
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
751 Amboy Ave

Signature Sound
Charlotte
8409-8 Shallow Creek Rd
Mr. Audio
601 S. Kings Dr #F
Lynbmok
American Audiophile
Durham
Trading Corp.
Audio Visions
373 Sunrise Hwy
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Merrick
Raleigh
Performance Audio
Audio Advice
2064 Sunrise Hwy
3532 Wade Ave
Mount Kisco
OHIO
Accent on Music
175 Main St
Cincinnati
Ohio Valley Audio
Fox 8Sutherland
5330 Glenway Ave
15 S. Moger Ave
Stereo Lab
The Sound Mill
4582 Montgomery
115 Main St
NEW MEXICO
Stereo Lab #1
Nanuet
Albuquerque
11419 Princeton Rd
Stereo Exchange
Hudson's Audio Center
148 E. Rt 59
Columbus
7611 Menaul Blvd NE
Needle in aHaystack
New York
Page One Newsstand
2384 Wellesley Ln
Audio Arts
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE 247 Centre St
Progressive Audio
Sound Consultant
1764 N. High St
Dina Magazines
9517 Avenida del Oso NE
270 Park Ave S.
Stereo Lab
Sound Ideas
2244
Neil Ave
Electronic Workshop
1624 Eubank Blvd NE
10 E. 8th St
Dayton
Audio Etc....
J8R Music World
Santa Fe
2616 Col. Glenn Hwy
23 Park Row
The Candyman
Dublin
851 St. Michaels Dr
Lyric Hi-Fi
Audio Encounters
1221 Lexington Ave
Downtown Subscription
4271 W. Dublin
376 Garcia St
The Magazine Store
Granville Rd
30 Lincoln Plaza
Galisteo News
Findlay
201 Galisteo St
Park Avenue Audio
House of Hindenach
425 Park Ave S.
Rare Bear
830 N. Main St
1303 Cerrillos Rd
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th St
Lakewood
Santa Fe Sight 8. Sound
Play
It Again Sam
500 Montezuma #109
Stereo Exchan ge
12611 Madison Ave
627 Broadway
NEW YORK
Union Square Magazine Shop Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi Fi 8. Video
Albany
200 Park Ave S.
5280 Mayfield Rd
Altair Audio
Between 17th 8. 18th Sts
Toledo
1980 Central Ave
Plattsburgh
Boogie Records
Records NSuch
Alpha Stereo
3301 W. Central
Stuyvesant Plaza
11 Smithfield Blvd
Jamiesons'
Allred
Pleasantville
5431 Monroe
College Suppliers
Audio
Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Paragon Sound
15 Church St
5450
Monroe St
Queens
Amsterdam
Westlake
T.D. Electronics
The Music Store
115-36
229th
St
New
Image
Electronics
RD 4, Rt 30 N.
31017 Center Ridge Rd
Rochester
Astoria
Fairport Soundworks
OKLAHOMA
Square Company
3400 Monroe Ave
30-98 21st St
Oklahoma City
Rowe Audio
Audio Dimensions
Binghamton
1737 Mt. Ho pe
10407 N. May Ave
JSG Audio
Sound Concepts
Stillwater
1330 Front St
2314
Monroe
Ave
Cartunes
Brooklyn
Rockaway Park
1302 E. Sixth
Ubiquity Distributors
Hi Fi Classics
lbisa
607 Degraw St
115-09 Rockaway Beach
K-Labs Audio
Buffalo
Blvd
4715 E. 41st St
Speaker Shop
Scarsdale
3604 Main St
Listening Room
ORE GO N
Flushing
590 Central Park Ave
Beaverton
Lodestar Audio
Syracuse
Chelsea Audio
137-72 Northern Blvd
Clark Music
7733 SW Ci rrus Dr
Glen Cove
2922 Erie Blvd E.
Corvallis
Island Audio Video
Gordon Brothers
Northwest Audio Labs
49 Cedar Swamp Rd
2739 Ede Blvd E.
1557 NW Monroe
Great Neck
Walton
Portland
Discriminating Ear
Audio Classics
Chelsea Audio
973 Northern Blvd
U.S. Post Office Bldg
935 SW Washington St
West Babylon
Hudson Falls
Fred's Sound of Music
Audio Visions
Maple Street Video Variety
3760 SE Hawthorne Blvd
1067 Montauk Hwy
161 Maple St
Sixth 8. Washington News
Yonkers
Jamaica
617 SW Washington St
Cross County Electronics
RAF HiFi/Stereo
4Mall Walk
JFK Airport, Bldg 80
PENNSYLVANIA
NORTH CAROLINA
Lake Grove
Allentown
Audio Den Ltd.
Boone
Take 5Visual Sound
Smith Haven Plaza
Mr. Audio
Systems
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Rt 6, Box 21, Hwy 105 S.
1985 S. Fifth St
Liverpool
Cary
Altoona
Audio Excellence NY
Advanced Audio
Greenwood Electronics
4974 Alexis Dr
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
1635 E. Pleasant Valley Blvd
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Ardmore
Danby Radio
15 W. Lancaster Ave
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Camp Hill
Hi Fi House
3300 Simpson Ferry Rd
Carlisle
Sound Solutions
150 M.J. Mall
Doylestown
Trac Records
Doylestown Shopping Center
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th St

Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.

Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
3350 Paxton St
I.P.D. Distribution Services
2323 Woodlawn St
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N. Third St
Levy United News
(Wholesaler)
850 E. Luzerne St
David Lewis Audio
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
Audio Options
5824 Forbes Ave
Mook's Audio
3047 W. Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8. Stereo Shop
19 N. Market St
State College
Paul 8Tony Stereo
121 S. Burrowes St
Tipton
Tipton Audio Video
U.S. Rt 220
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd

Corpus Christi
Audio Innovations
5439 Everhart
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy
#0441
Fine Print Distributors
6448 Hwy 290 E. #B-104
Krystal Clear Audio
4433 McKinney Ave
Omni Sound
19120 Preston Rd
Preston Trail AudioNideo
3953 Belt line Rd
Shakespeare Beethoven
Galleria #3200
El Paso
Soundquest
6800 Gateway E. #10
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
Esoteric Ear
15219 Stuebner Airline
#32-B
The Groove Audio Video
2624 VVestheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 #13
McAllen
Showery Stereo
320 S. Tenth

PUERTO RICO
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave De Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
Greenville
American Audio
101 Verdae Blvd #800
Mt. Pleasant
Tunes Discs 8Tapes
976 Houston Northcutt
Blvd #2
Rock Hill
Record Cellar
Rock Hill Galeria
2301 Dale Lyle Blvd #192
TENNESSEE
Gatlinburg
The Rhythm Section
118 Roaring Fork Rd #2
Johnson City
The Soundroom
701 W. Market St
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike #900
La Vergne
Ingram Periodicals
1226 Heil-Ouaker Blvd #31

TEXAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
7402 W. 34th St
Sound Systems
2502 Paramount
Arlington
Texas Audio
4211 S. Cooper #111
Austin
Austin News Agency
2830 Real St

UTAH
Orem
Crandall Audio
1202 N. State St
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
VERMONT
Burlington
Chassman &Bem
Booksellers
81 Church St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
323 W. Main St
Arlington
Needle In AHaystack
Ballston Metro Center
901 N. Stuart St
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products
8. Services
215 Main St
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Falls Church
Audio Buys
5177 Lisberg Pike
High Technology
Electronic Services
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 E. Broad St
Stereo Trading Post
8705 W. Broad St
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
6477 College Park Sq
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Eastside Daily Planet News
156600 NE Eighth #33
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northup Way
The Vikings
15015 Main St
Bellingham
The Landing Discs 8Tapes
1307 11th St
Everett
Audio Waves
607 SE Everett Mall Way
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
307 N. Columbia Center Blvd
Seattle
Adams News (Wholesaler)
1555 W. Galer St
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
10100 Silverdale Way
Spokane
Recorded Memories
N. 1902 Hamilton
WASHINGTON ,DC
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
Tower Video #630
2000 Pennsylvania Ave
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments
59 S. University Ave
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News 8Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave
Germantown
Nobis Technologies
W.114 W.18605 Clinton Dr
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Or
Green Bay
Hi Fi Heaven
2781 S. Oneida St
Madison
Specialized Sound
621 S. Gammon Rd
University Audio
402 S. Park St
Racine
Cook-Geme
312 Sixth St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
2551 Eighth St S.
2214

CANADA
National Distributors
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RR1
Ajax, Ontario
Disticor
695 Westney Rd S.
ALBERTA
Calgary
The Boutique of Sound
1333 Eighth St SW
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 Eighth St SW
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Sounds Fantastic
222 S. Railway St SE
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
K&A Audio
453 Bernard Ave
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
The Magic Flute
2100 W. Fourth Ave
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S.
ONTARIO
Chatham
Absolute Sound
725 St. Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Essex
Audio Two
5Frances CI
Hamilton
McMaster University
Bookstore
1280 Main St W.
Thompson's Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier's Cameras
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St #3
Mississauga
Laserland
2200 Dundas St E.

North Bay
Popular Audio
144 Main St W.
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W. #3
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonics Audio &Video
685 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Sudbury
Total Sight 8Sound
818 Barrydown Rd
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Timmins
Professional Sound
175 Third Ave
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Disticor
155 Gordon Baker Rd #213
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
71 McCaul St #E8/E9
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio Video
233 Brock St S.
QU EBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St-Zotique
Montréal
Opus Audio
5181 boul. [Wane
Québec
CO A.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Hawthorne, 3122 Victoria
Audio (1 Imports
544 Burwood Rd, 1st Floor
Pirimai Hi-Fi &Video
165 Burwood Rd
Burwood, NSW 2134
BELGIUM
Hassell
Ghijsens HI Fi
Singruidersteenweg 14
CIS & BALKAN STATES
Russia
125171 Moscow
Neo Tek
Leningradskoe
Shosse 18 #212
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CROATIA
National Distributor
Split 58000
Media Audio
Trogirskih Zrtava 1
DENMARK
National Distributor
Charlottenlund DK-2920
Matrix Ayo
Viggo Rothes Vol 23
Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17
Hi-Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
Rungsted
Hi-Fi Huset
Pennehave 7
Voile
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71
GERMANY
6000 Franklurt-Main 75
Rhein-Main
Audio/Photo Centre
Rhein-Main Air Base
HONG KONG
YK Audio Ltd.
Room 203, Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd
YK Audio Ltd.
248 Ocean Terminal
Kowloon
ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF, S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61
INDONESIA
Jakarta 11230
MOS Electronics
96 Pasar Pagi
IRAN
National Distributor
Teheran CP 11316
Gramophone Company
Ave Djomhouri Eslami
Rue Massoud Saad No.21
IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrock
ISRAEL
National Distributor
Tel Aviv 61500
The Music Room Ltd.
P.O. Box 50087
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca 55100
Sound &Music
Via della Formica 496
JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
210 New Kokusai Bldg
3-4-1 Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-Ku

MALAYSIA
National Distributor
60000 Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
10 ..1111 Tun Mohd Fuad
2Taman Tun Dr Ismael
MEXICO
National Distributor
Col. Mixcoac C.P. 03910
Mexico 19, DF
Heaven Sound
Blvd Adolfo Lopez
Mateos 1384
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Rijnstraat 142-150
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton
3Sydney St
PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Ramcar
78 Green meadows Ave
Greenmeadows Subdivision
POLAND
National Distributor
Warsaw 02-743
Horn Distribution
UL Bacha 101303
PORTUGAL
National Distributor
2700 Amadora
Ajasom
Praceta Jose Regio NB-A
Damaia de Baixo
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
#04-40/45 The Adelphi
Singapore 0617
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Auclaa Elite
Padre Jolie. 22
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm 11438
HiFi Art
Grey Turegatan 24
SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hi-Fi Portier
11 Rue Verdaine
TAIWAN
National Oldster
Taipei
Audio Vertex
4F No.2 141 Ln
Chung Shan N. Road Sec. 7
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THAILAND

Bangkok
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadamri Rd

Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St

Future Land
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan. Rumpinee
SM&M3
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Ratprasong

Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Berks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade.
Friar St

UNITED KINGDOM

VENEZUELA

National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Ln
Glasgow G2
Music Room
98 Bath St

National Distributor
Caracas
Ardica
Centro Comercial
Concresa, Piso 1
Local 321 Prados
del Este
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Audio Forest
(.:74111: 729 - 0550

Buy &Sell Pre-Owned Audio
Equipment Nationwide!
Equipment

lists from dealers and individuals are

continuously updated on our computer and mailed
to our subscribers on the 1st and the 15th of each

month. Our alphabetized format makes it easy to
find the equipment you want and our frequency of
publication assures you of current, up-to-date infor-

Subscription Rates:
6months/12

issues $25

12 months/24 issues $45
Send Ck, MO or call with Visa/MC
Call for foreign rates.

mation. Typically you'll find well over 1000 items
in each issue.

Advertising Rates:
Subscribers:

Advertise free,

up to 10 items per 6

month subscription period.
Non-Subscribers: For just $2. per item, your ad
will appear in the next 5consecutive issues.

AUDIO TRADING TIMES
PO Box 27
Conover, WI 54519

le*"

Ph (715) 479-3103
Fax (715) 479-1917
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WHY WE WON'T SELL... YOU!
The Music Box sales team does not
operate on acommission basis. We
believe that commissions cause the
store, the salesperson, and you to
become involved in an adverse relatioship. The purchase of equipment is
complicated enough without this
added wrinkle. The Music Box tries
to answer questions, not hard sell.

e
e
e
Mark Levinson •IVIartin-Logan
e This method has worked for us since
McIntosh •MEAR.. •Niles
e 1928. We like it, and so do our
Paradigm •Proceed •Rotel
e
customers.
Sennheiser •Shure •Signet
e
SME
•
Sonance
•
SOTA
e Satx •Sumiko •Terk
e
e
eF
e
«re OP ritv triunD, sinct 13
Vandersteen
4:r
e
Vieleo Acoustics
e
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e fise Musk lloat
e Jvc •
Vidikron •Sharpvision
e58 Central Street •Wellesley, MA •02181
e
e
(617) 235-5100
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Lexicon •
Madrigal
Magnum L'.ynalab

audio den Ud.

1••••11

•Acorlon Systems •Acuras •Adcom •Aragon • CAL • Cardas
• Celestion • Coda • Conrad-Johnson • Definitive Technology
• Elite by Pioneer • Fosgate • Klipsch •Magnepon •McIntosh
• Morantz •Mirage • MIT • Monster Cable • NAD • NEAR
• Nakamichi • Paradigm • Proceed • Proton • Rogers • Sonus Faber
•SOTA • Stax • Sumiko •Theta Digital •Tice • Velodyne • VTL

Long Island Exclusive

oritgri
.

Transport yourself down to Audio Den
and hear the Contenders!
Vs.
Theta Data II $2500

Mark Levinson No. 31 $8500

Data Basic $1500
Proceed PDT-3 $2500
The pursuit ofexcellance continues
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A UDIO M ART
RATES: Private, 90¢ per word, $18 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $2.75 per word, $110 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card only: Master
Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa
Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 983-9106. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day ofthe month,
two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. No refunds.

FOR SALE
STEREOPHILE's ALMOST COMPLETE INDEX
lists every article that has appeared in Stereophile from
Vol.3 No.1 through Vol.16 No.9 (1971-1993), and
every component reviewed by Stereophile since Von
No.l. Currently available only on 51
/"or 31/
4
2"floppy
disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII only). Send $19.95 to Stereophile Almost Complete Index, 208 Delgado St., Santa
Fe, NM 87501. Indicate disk size.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH:' featuring: Apogee,
AudioQuest, Cary Audio, Classé Audio, Enlightened
Audio, Grado, Linaeum, McCormack, Magnum Dynalab,
NEAR, Power Wedge, ProAc, Straight Wire, Target, WellTempered, WireWorld, NHT, Unity Audio, J.F. Woodworks. Custom cable terminations. Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NY, (315) 451-2707. Visa/MC/Amex.
DIGITAL ANTIDOTE (pat. pending). Passive design,
uses analog out of CD or D/A. Reduces time-domain
errors, restoring harmonic overtone integrity. Awarded
"Product of Merit" by Boundfor Sound. Be "DigititisFree"—send 11169.95 to: Taddeo Loudspeaker Co., 2604 Elmwood Ave., Rochester, NY 14618, (716) 244-6027.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, LOS ANGELES—Franchised
dealer for: Naim, Roksan, Spendor, Creek, Ftega, Epos,
Totem, Rotel, Onix, JPW, Dynaco, OC-9, Sumiko, Goldring, Revolver, Target, and more Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (818) 307-6467.
UNITY FOUNTAINHEAD SIGNATURE, bi-wire,
transferable warranty, $2750; Magnan Vi, $350; Siltech
4-24, $175; Theta Basic, $1000. (2/5) 721-9659.
SOTA SAPPHIRE TURNTABLE, Supermat, Reflex
clamp, MMT arm with VTA option, Dynavector
23RSMR, Straight Wire Microlink, sacrifice for $850;
12 large Tiptoes, $3 each. (508) 877-7015.
HIGH-QUALITY USED KRELL COMPONENTS
with warranty: CD-I, $1650 ($2850); CD-DSP (with
custom cover), $2250 ($3950); MD-10 (newest), $4200
($6900); SBP-32X, $1600; SBP-64X, $3700; Studio,
$2600 ($3900); KPA (with power supply), $1700 ($3200);
KSL-2, $1800 ($2700); ICRC, $4500 ($6300); KSA-150
(latest), $2800; KSA-250 (latest), $3800; MDA-300, $6200
($10,700). (718) 277-6123, NY.
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STEREOPHILE's RECORD-REVIEW INDEX
indexes every record review published in Stereophile,
from Vol.10 Nal through Vol.15 No.12 (1987-1992).
Also includes indices to "Building A Library" and
musician interviews. Available as hard copy or on 51
/"
4
or 31
2 " floppy disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII only).
/
Send $9.95 to Stereophile Record-Review Index, 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501. Indicate hard copy or disk
and disk size.
DUNTECH BLACK KNIGHTS, CUSTOM tops and
bottoms, 86000 retail, as new with factory boxes, $3000;
sound like Sovereigns, more coherent and cheaper. (817)
244-3913.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson, Spectral, Threshold, Wadia, etc. Call me last. Dealer for Alan,
Aragon, Acurus, Audio Alchemy, ATC, Counterpoint,
Dynaco, Kimber, Space & Time, XLO. Audio Chamber,
(510) 549-2178.
USED AND DEMO SALE: B&W 801 Series 3, 802
Series 2& 3, 803 Series 2, 804, Counterpoint SA-1000,
SA-2000, SA-3000, SA-5000, SA-100, Solid 8, Audio
Research SP-9, D-125, D-70, Proceed Series 2& 3product, Krell 64X, Theta Pro Genii, Pro Basic Pre, Vimak
2000 & 1800, Mark Levinson, and Krell. Call Audition,
(801) 467-5918, or Fax: (801) 467-029a
AUDIO UNLIMITED in Colorado offers Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audio Innovations, Audiometa by Pierre Lurné, Audio Note, Aural Symphonies,
Benz-Micro, Bitwise, Chario, Coda, Dynavector, Ensemble, Golden Dragon, Ikeda, JM Labs, Lazarus, Magnum
Dynalab, Musical Design, Muse, Roksan, RoomTunes,
SOTA, Tice, Unity Audio, Wheaton Triplanar, and
more.. .CallJohn Etarnes, (303) 698-0138, or Fax (303)9220522. 2341 West Yale Ave., Englewood, CO 80110.
NITTY GRITTY 2.5FI record cleaner, new in the box,
sealed, retail $539, sell $345 plus shipping, firm. (909)
982-2386, 8am-lOpm PDT
VAC VINTAGE LINE-STAGE, perfect, $1050; NAD
5340 CD player, excellent condition, $195. CallJohn, (210)
691-2933.
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ATTENTION!
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ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS:
VISHAY CADDOCT IHDLCO MATSUSHITA
TIMBER CARDAS TEFLON
AUDIOODEST DISCOVERY.
WitEDISON PRICE TIMBER CARDAS
SONIC FRONTIERS
•t..• •
; It•
• FLMA SHALLOW CIS
ELECTROSWITCH SONIC FRONTIERS
• .
I• ,1•• , • •• NOBLE ALPS
BOURNS SONIC FRONTIERS; • y
t•
GOLD AFRO RAM
IN ON
Tub, ANALOG DEVICES LINEAR TECHNOLOGY ; t•; •• •
t•
PEARL

Media
Storage Art -

MONTHLY SPECIAL S
DISCOUNTS UP TO 30% AVAILABLE!
Pease CALL WRITE

•EA% •
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For Literature:
Michele Lauren Studio A

- 60

PACIFIE: ROAD. E'NIT MP/. OAKVILLE. ONTARIO. CANADA

TEL (416) 847-3245

11.1• ONIL

FAX (416) 847-5471

P.O. Box 356

Phone

(516) 281-1160

Moriches, NY 11955

Fax

(516) 281-1002

Midi° hile Electron Tubes
Premium Oualitti Tubes
Matched Power Tubes
P/N

EACH PAIRS OUARTETS

2A3
25.00
6AS7G
20.00
6B05-GE
10.00 20.00 40.00
6L6GC/5881-Philips USA
30.00 60.00 120.00
EL34-SIEMENS 15.00 30.00 60.00
EL34-CHINA .... 12.00 24.00 48.00
EL34-TESLA/CHEZK
15.00 30.00 60.00

P/N

EACH PAIRS ()LIMOS

K188-CHINA .... 25.00 50.00
KT90-YUGO ..... 40.00 50.00
211
45.00
3008
100.00 200.00
807
12.50 25.00
845
50.00
6336
40.00
6550-CHINA
19.00 38.00
6550A-GE
40.00 80.00

100.00
160.00
400.00
50.00
76.00
160.00

Pre-Amp Tubes

ARS ELECTRONICS

5AR4
6AN8A
6F07/6CG7
6DJ8
LM-60,18-LowNome
6X4
12AT7
12AU7A

ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS
7110 DeCelis Place •P.O. Box 7323
Van Nuys, California 91406
Fax: (818) 997-6158

(818) 997-6279
232

15.00
13.50
12.50
6.50
12.00
9.00
6.50
6.50

12AX7
6.50
LM-12AX7-LowNoise 12.00
12AX7A
6.50
LM-12AX7A-LowNoise 12.00
12BH7A
14.00
12BY7A
14.00
12X4
12.00
5691
35.00

5692
35.00
5751
8.50
LM-5751-LowNoise 14.00
5965
15.00
6267/EF86
8.50
6922/E88CC
12.00
LM-6922-Low Noise 18.00
7199
15 00

Shipping Information 8Terms
* WORLD WIDE SHIPPING *
COD Cash Payment:
UPS 2day Air 512.00/ UPS Reg. $10.00
E
C
VISA
Prepayment:
UPS 2day Air $8.00 /UPS Reg. $6.00
,RICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
8.25% Sales Tax in CA
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AUDIO BEST L.A., Orange, San Bernardino, California.
Hot components: NEAR M-50, API Power Wedge,
Celestion 100, TARA, Counterpoint, PS UltraLink, Audible Illusions Modulus 3, Hafler 9000, Musical Concepts,
Mod Squad, Acoustat, Spica, VMPS, Magnum, Fosgate,
B&K, Music Reference, Sound-Lab, Monster, Straight
Wire, AudioQuest. (714) 861-5413, appt
AMERICAN HYBRID TECHNOLOGY introduces
Ultra Resolution' B2 Twin-Balanced"' interconnects,
$350/1m. The best at any price. Write or phone for other
Ultra Resolution products, including custom-made amplifiers and preamplifiers. American Hybrid Technology, 549
Centennial Ave, Trenton, Ng 08629, Fax/phone (609)599-3828
SME 3012-R: The latest version of this superb mediummass archival tonearm. Suitable for all recorded sources,
including LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal.
SME owners: Upgrade through Exchange!!! Trade-in
older Series ll and Series Il Improved tonearms for significantly updated 3012-R and 3009-R. Offer also applies
to SME Series III. SME headshells, SME Fluid Damper
kits for 3012-R, 3009-R, Series II, Series II Improved,
and Series III-S; SME damping fluid, manuals, protractors,
templates, and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies,' P.O.
Box 387, Pacifica, CA 94044. Tel: (415) 359-7431.
PIONEER VSX451 PRO-LOGIC receiver, $275; mint
condition. Call Tom, (718) 361-8873.
A/V MART, INC. IN LOS ANGELES/Alhambra and
Cucamonga/Fontana of So. Calif.: Sony ES, Pioneer Elite,
Kinergetics, Esoteric, Parasound, Dynaco, Rotel, Micromega, Sumiko, Paradigm, Harbeth, Jamo, Advent, Bose,
Infinity, Velodyne, Sharpvision, etc. Monthly specials:
Kinergetics KCD-40 (D), $1720; SW800T subwoofer system with 2mono amps, $3800; KPA-2 preamp (D), $980;
KBA2 (D), $1585; Levinson No.27 (U), mint, $2495; Elite
C91 preamp (U), $780; Counterpoint SA-20 (U), $1300;
Esoteric D-10/12-10, special; Teac VRDS-10 and Elite PD65 CD players in stock; B&W 802 III (D), $3100. Call Fred,
(818) 282-0520, (909) 980-2008.
ACCENT ON MUSIC—WESTCHESTER CO., NY.
Linn, Naim, Rotel, Arcam, McCormack, Magnum Dynalab, Pegs, Creek, Epos, QED, JPW, Nitty Gritty, Goldring,
interesting LPs and CDs. Join us for our Friday musical
evenings from 6pm. We care about your needs, regardless
of budget. 175 Main St., Mount Kisco, NY 10549, (914)
242-0747.
VORTEX (KRS MODEL) Kevlar transmission-line
speakers, new $3550, ask $1750. (215) 567-4626, PA.
ADCOM, a/d/s/, AUDIO RESEARCH, Bang & Olufsen,
B&K, B&W, Bryston, Carver, Celestion, Definitive Technology, Denon, Fosgate, Hailer, Harman/Kardon, Infinity,
JBL, KEF, Klipsch, Lexicon, Mirage, Nalcamichi, Onkyo,
Polk, Snell, Vandersteen, Velodyne, Yamaha, *Home Theater Systems,* and more. Manufacturers' warranties. Live
assistance weekdays. Automated pricing 24 hours. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back. Amerisound Saks,
Inc., (904) 262-4000.
TUBE TESTER, working, with manual, $250; Threshold
FET-10 preamplifier with E-Series power supplies, $3000;
ARC D75A, $950; ARC SP31A preamp, $950; McIntosh 240, $1200. (615) 396-3630.
COUNTERPOINT'S BEST PREAMP (SA-5000), 1.5
Years, factory warranty, mint $2395 OBO; Counterpoint
DA-10, Japan's 1992 Component of the Year, 5months,
$975 OBO; lm Digital-Pro (silver), mint, 6months, $95
OBO; 2pairs lm Lapis (silver), mint, 1year, $295/pair
OBO. David, (319) 984-5090, leave message.
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THIEL CS3.5 speakers, mint, $1400. Rick Bekher, (517)
792-5168.
APOGEE CENTAURS, with stands, 7months, $1050.
Adcom GFA-545 Il amp, $250. Both mint, original packaging. Pete, (401) 943-4122.
MARK LEVINSON NO.27.5, Cary 300B, CAT Signature, Counterpoint SA-5000. All 6 months old. Stax
5R84/extension cord, Fried Beta IV, both new in boxes.
B&W 802 Series 3; AudioQuest Diamond, lm and 15m;
8' Sterling Hyperlitz; Martin-Logan Monolith III; Tice
Power Block and Titan. All priced for quick sale. Call Skip,
(904)389-8614 weekdays, (904) 771-9302 nights and weekends
PS SUPERLINK WITH TARA CABLE, $800; EVS 3.1
Step Passive Attenuator, $250; Audio Alchemy DTI, $275.
All in excellent condition. (616) 676-0131.
PROAC RESPONSE III, walnut, mint, $3400; Merlin
4B+, VG, all boxes, $1150. (703) 386-9826
CLASSÉ DR-9 amp, mint, $1650. (817) 776-9953.
INFINITY IRS GAMMAs, $3950; two Adcom GFA555 200W amps, $450 each; Adcom GTP-500 II tuner/
preamp, $350. Marc, (708) 870-0011.
McCORIVIACK DELUXE LINE-DRIVE passive preamp, Stereophile Class A rating ($1195), $650; Onkyo T4500 tuner ($400), $150. (313) 948-1057.
AUDIOQUEST 700ONSX, 1week old, $1100, list
S1695. Output 0.3mV, uncomfortably low for my CAT
Signaturejohn, (800) 842-2733, ext. 5504.
QUAD SPEAKERS, LATEST, 1year old, A-1 condition,
mods, $2400; Gradient subwoofers for Quads with crossovers, A-1 condition, $1400. All manuals, boxes. Ormond,
(413) 232-4302, (212) 758-286a
THE MOST SIGNIFICANT CD UPGRADE EVER!
Isolated stable clock module measurably reduces transport- and logic-induced jitter. Receive the full benefit of
analog mods. Most players, $150 plus shipping. Analog
upgrades also available. G&D Tinnsforms, (602) 954-0155.
VANDERSTEEN 2C with Sound Anchor stands, $700;
Fisher 80AZ tube mono amplifiers, 30W, VGC, 8300/pair.
(708) 465-0715 after 6pm.
SPECTACULAR SAVINGS! Audio Alchemy DTI,
$269.95; Bright Star Big Foot, $119.95; Target TT-5T,
$259.95; Stax Lambda Pro-1, $449.95; Nitty Gritty 1.0,
$185; TARA AC-Affinity power cords, $99.95! Plus, interconnect and speaker-cable close-outs with savings to
60%! Other great prices, call for free list. Authorized dealer
for: Audio Alchemy, AudioQuest, B&K, Bright Star,
Celestion, Counterpoint, Dahlquist, Fried, Grado, Hailer,
Lexicon, Music Reference, Musical Design, Nitty Gritty,
NAD, Flatline, Parasound, Power Wedge, SOTA, Sumiko,
Straight Wire, Stax, TARA Labs "RSC" and Quantum
cables, Target stands, VMPS speakers, XL0 cables. HCM
Audio, (800) 222-3465, (916) 345-1341, Fax (916)345-7269.
VANDERSTEEN MODEL 3s, latest version, 2months
old, $2100 OBO; VAC PA9OCI, recent retobe (new ones
are $5500), $4000 OBO; McIntosh MC30 pair, $1000;
Thorens PTD124, $175; lm pair Discovery interconnects,
$125; Dynaco Mk.IV, $325. (201) 445-8444.
WIDE-SCREEN HDTV has less field of view than standard TV. Send self-addressed envelope with two firstclass stamps for mathematical proof. PO. Box 524Z Redwood City, CA 94063.
MICROPHONES: NEUMANN U47, 87, 89, M49,
KM54, 84, SM2; ELAM 251; AKG C12, Cl2A, C24;
Sony C37A; Groove Tube, Schoeps, B&K. (201) 656-3936
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ARE YOU COMPLETELY
\îp HAPPY

Start Collecting
CDs NOW!

WITH YOUR SOUND?
JPS LABS
CAN MAKE YOU HAPPIER
IN TWO WAYS.

Searching for the best CDs at
a LOW price?
We specialize in only the best

KEF, B&W and Thiel Owners...
For A &349 Investment
You Are GUARANTEED Big Returns.

and with unbeatable prices!
We carry:
Audioquest($12.99), Chesky($11.99),
Dorian($12.99), Harmonía Mundi($13.49),

Mer Veen, In The Guano«.
100% 01 Satisfied Customers Loma
Mils «Ma=

CUSTOM LENGTHS
INTRODUCTORY
PRICING
RCA COAXIAL
SHIELD ACENTER
MADE Of SeL11 OFT

Irlute
THIS WIRE IS LIRE

Ream CM or Fax Anytime
For Mora Inlormalaten.

Ref. Recordings($12.99),

NEW INTERCOMIECTS
RCA or MLR

«rtIlhext ,311.1ult
Beso Napment RItera
Ne Customized For Your Model To Acrimay
Extend Baas Ramona° OR Your Loudapeekere
RAT M Low Ae They WO Go

Mercury Living Presence($9.99),

NOW ALL
AUDIOPHILES
CAN EXPERIENCE A
DRASTIC IMPROVEMENT
WI. /PS Labs

FURRING
FOR YOUR SOUND

Sheffield($12.99), & Wilson($12.99).

YOU

For more information and FREE catalog:
Send mail:

111Y IT

P.O.Box 17038
Anaheim, CA 92817-7038

or FAX:

GOTTA

(714) 283-2857

o

udiophile
elections

QUALITY
440frot
AUDIO
PRODUCTS
Jot

SKURINSKI

IRO DWYER

STREET,

PHONE 8.

FAX

NEVER ANY
SALES PRESSURE,
JUST

OWNER

BUFFALO, NY

14774

716-822-0159

EXPERT ADVICE.

Adcom •Audioquest

IMPORT LP'S AND CD'S •

Clarion •Denon •JVC
Kenwood • Kicker •Klipsch
Krell •Lexicon •McCormack
NAD •Onkyo •Proceed "

YOUR ONE STOP SOURCE
FOR AUDIOPHILE LPS,
CD'S & ACCESSORIES

Proton •Precision Power
Sennheiser •Snell
Vandersteen •VPI •XL0

AG Analogue PracMcalons •ATIa •Auricatpaisi •
B.1.12 RAM» •Cage« •CaNury •Chs•M •Camay

•ome• Genteel •East YAM •Farmsoy• Gemini •
On.mOlitie •liarrnoria Wed •10/Mar •Linn •
AM •Mobile Rdeary •!laud,. •hirnte. •Many
Oillty •Noah Star •Odin •Opus 3 •Premiss •
Rolaserics • Mmdfiald Lab • Super Armies. •
Tadaeo•IBM• VIM« lly•Mleon and many mceel

CALL, WRITE OR FAX
FOR FREE CATALOG
The Elusive Disc
5346 N. Gu/lord
Indianapolis, IN 46220
(317) 255-3446
rewimaawm)i
FAX (317) 255-2826
TO ORDER: 1400-782-3472

351 Pleasant Street
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 584-9547
Sales, Service & Installation
LP's &CD's for the audiophile
04,1. 11a

•RECORD CARE PRODUCTS •
234
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KRELL KSP-7B PREAMP, latest, $1650; Audio Research
PHI phono, $800. Will, (410) 356-5752.
HI-FI EXCHANGE—Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell,
and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or visit
our showrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd, Littk Neck, NY 11363.
KEF 103.4, $1260; Totem Acoustic I, $1225; Alón IV,
$2750; Unity Signature I, exotic veneer, $2600; PS Audio
Delta 200, $1550; PS Audio UltraLink, $1645; McCormack CD-Drive, $1625; Prism II, $1545; DNA-1, $1635;
monoblocks, $3750; DAC-1, $800. Also, Meridian 200
transport and 263 DAC. Sonic Frontiers SFS-80 and SPL1. Everything new, factory-sealed. Paul Haines, (601)
362-0474.
THRESHOLD 400A amplifier for sale. Excellent condition, recently overhauled by Threshold Corp., asking
$700. Call Greg Kelso, (706) 542-0585, 7am-3:30pm M-F
EST, or (706) 613-9824 evenings.
MINT SEALED AT-0C9 cartridge, $250. (714) 856-9830
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS MODULUS 3, mint, $900;
SME-V tonearrn, mint, $950. (508) 429-1219.
FACTORY-MA1EHED PAIR Genalex Gold Lion KT88, $250; NOS 7199, $25 each; NOS RCA/Mullard
5AR4/GZ34, $35 each. Bill, (303) 823-6438 evenings.
PARASOUND HCA-2200 MK.II power amp, mint,
$1050; KEF 107/2 loudspeakers, black, mint, $2900; Tice
Power Block Mk.II with adjustable A/C cord, less than
2months old, $850; Goldmund Lineal 75-ohm cables,
originally $500, $350 OBO;JVC FtXV1050 surround
Digifine receiver, originally $1500, $600 0130. Call Barry,
(314) 434-3252, morning or evening CST
CARY SLA 70 SIG. Chrome amp, new $1800, $1000;
pair Mirage M5si new $1850, $1100; Proceed PDP D/A,
$500. Roger, (303) 231-4299 work, (303) 761-9518 home.
POWER WEDGE MODEL 116 by API, new with full
warranty, $456. (503) 835-6661.
MARK LEVINSON NO.26S with power supply, $4650,
shipping included. Immaculate, current, all packaging
and manual, transferable warranty. Call Stan, (302) 7747910 daytime, leave message.
THIEL CS3.6, gloss black, $3250 plus shipping. Krell
KRC line pre, $4000. Tice Microblock, $235. Transparent
Ultra, balanced, 10' to 40'. (315)426-0513, 9-5 EST M-F.
STEREOPHILE back issues, 1983-present. Best offer.
(703) 938-7220.
ROCKPOFtT SIRIUS turntable with air-bearing stands,
current version, all latest mods included, $10,000. (203)
270-8705, 9am-10pm EST
COUNTERPOINT CLEARFIELD METROPOLITAN, oak, $2500. If delivered, $3500. (208) 667-0925.
ROOM ACOUSTICS HANDBOOK: "A wider, deeper,
more holographic soundstage," $14.95. 75 ohm digital
interconnect, $99. Vibration isolation feet, 24/$99. Much
more: speakers, amps, and the best DAC under $2000.
Dealer and field rep inquiries invited. MACH 1Acoustic,
RR2 Box 334A, Wilton, NH 03086, (603) 654-9826.
TARA LABS Temporal Continuum, 0.8m pair, $195
(new), 0.6m, $155; two pairs 9' Cardas Hadink Five, $725;
two pairs 6' Monster Sigma/case, just purchased, $650;
C-J pre-preamp, $395. (215) 779-8643.
POWER WEDGE 116, used 10 hours, $460; Accuphase
DP8O/DC81, previous Stereophile Class A (1987-90),
$2450 OBO; LNC2 oak case, $50; mint. (303) 320-3921
evenings, weekends (MD7).
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1993

AIR TIGHT tube PAC Reference III preamp, PAC IDOS,
Epos ESII, JPW, Acoustic Energy, Cardas, Acrotec, Ardd,
Sumiko, RPM, Creek. (305) 891-9540
B&W 801 AND 802 OWNERS: Our complete passive
crossover replacements are the ultimate performance
upgrades. Please call or write for our complimentary literature. North Creek Music Systems, 500B Route 8, Speculator,
NY 12164, (518) 548-3623.
CAL LABS ARIA MK.III CD player, $1400; Counterpoint SA-12, $575. Both excellent condition. Prices firm.
Call (405) 751-4925.
LOUDSPEAKER KITS: Our pre-engineered loudspeaker systems feature SCAN-SPEAK drivers, exceptional cabirbetry, and the world's most advanced crossover
components. Please call or write for our complimentary
catalog. North Creek Music Systems, 500K Route 8, Speculator, NY 12164, (518) 548-3623.
BELLES 450 power amp (5 hours), $1025; Counterpoint
SA-I00 (15 hours), $995. Both with warranty. (215)
370-2275.
ATTENTION QUAD OWNERS! Factory-authorized
sales and service for Quad, Gradient, Music Reference,
Entec, and RAM tubes. New and used Quad equipment
bought/sold. ESL/ESL-63 updates and stands. Custom
subwoofer systems for ESL/ESL-63s available For further
details, contact Mike or Randy: QS&D Inc., 33 McWhirt Loop
#108, Fredericksburg VA 22406, (703) 372-3711, Fax (703)
372-3713.
MIT MH-750 SG speaker cable, 8' bi-wire pair, $495.
(919) 779-3019 after 6pm ED7:
AUDIONOTE AN3-SPX SPEAKERS (96dB eff. 2way), $2100 ($3400 new); Levinson Phono No.25 with
226, $1895; Linn Ekos, $1295; Linn Troika MC, new,
$1095; LP-12 with Ekos and Troika, 2years old, $2400;
call about other LP-12s. Krell KPA phono with power
supply, $1495; VTL Tiny Triodes, Cardas wiring, new
matched tube set, $895; Granite/Target stands for Tiny
Triodes, $195; Fore F-40 preamp, $595. Looking for other
Linn equipment and Forté 4. Brett Pittman, (800) 441-1714,
leave message.
AUDIOPHILE POWER ACCESSORIES!!! Hospitalgrade plugs, outlets, and power strips. Shielded Teflon
power cords. EMI/RFI shielding copper braid or tape.
Teflon hook-up wire and 8-gauge grounding wire. Conductive graphite spray and silver or nickel conductive paint
for shielding or grounding purposes. Teflon electrical tape,
cable ties, spacers, tubing. Polarity/grounding checkers,
power probe and monitor, true-power watt meters,
power-factor meters. Sinewave-tracking power filter/surge
suppressors, whole-house or with outlets. Adjustablevoltage transformer power source with meters. Power-line
conditioners, laboratory-grade AC power supplies, and
uninterruptible power supplies. Many more power-related
items. Plugs, wall outlets, and polarity checkers from $10.
Shielded superior-quality power cords in variable lengths
and terminations, from $25. We feature the superior performance of the Absolute Power Series power-line purifiers and also the finest in UPSes and power supplies, in
many sizes to handle all your power-conditioning, regulation, and protection needs. Call (800) 321-6512 nowfir
free catalog literature, or to place your order, 24 hours daily! From
the experts in power conditioning, PC Expert Systems Corporation.
PREAMPLIFIERS: Forté #2, $595; MEA Magus B, $850;
Martin-Logan original Sequels, $1200. All mint. (602)
749-2313.
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REGA •ROTEL •
JEFF ROWLAND DESIGN GROUP •
STAN •STRAIGHTWIRE •
SUMIKO •TARGET •
THETA DIGITAL •VANDERSTEEN •
V AC •WELL TEMPERED •
WILSON & MORE •CErs /L LP s•
CREDIT CARDS •DELIVERY •
SETUP' MON -SAT II-6

DAD
NAKAMICHI
PROCEE D
R C AUDIO
YELODYNE

4119 HILLSBORO RD •
NASHVILLE, 7IV 37215
16151297-4700

Before you invest your money,
spend some time with us.
IM Call us for expert advice on custom

home and theater sound systems at
affordable prices. We offer fast,
convenient shipping and provide
unparalleled service after the sale.

U

REFERENCE
AUDIO.

310

517 - 1700

•

VIDEO

FAX 310 517-1732

18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT SP, GARDENA, CA 90248
WMCDMEMEINCEMERIUMEREEM
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AUDIO CONTROL •BEYER DYNAMIC •BOSE •CAL AUDIO LABS
CARVER •CELESTION •CLEARFIELD •COUNTERPOINT •CWD
110.1QPIL'HIPALOO/ H.V11:1 ,1a.1

F

NEW Recording with Spectacular
Sound & Extremely Wide Dynamic
Range -(Avoid Damage to Speakers
by playing, initially, at low volume).

el, . . VICeIntilIA

CLARITY RECORDINGS are available
at Selected Audio Dealers or call
415-626-7540 • Fax: 415-641-1734.
Dealer & Distributor inquiries invited.
u')QII M1i,-
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CONVERGENT AUDIO SL! Reference preamp, extra
tubes, perfect, $2350. Jerry, (713) 779-9321.
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS for audio projects! Silvercontact toggle and rotary switches/attenuators; MIT
MultiCaps, Solen, SCR, Wonder Caps/solder/wire;
Vishay, Mills, Caddock, and Holco resistors, all types
audio connectors, chassis wires, Copper-Foil Inductors,
MIT Z-Stabilizer, tubes, isolation feet, custom cables and
terminations, hospital-grade AC outlets and plugs, tools
and accessories, request catalog! Michael Percy, Box 526,
Inverness, CA 94937, (415) 669-7181, Fax (415) 669-7558
EAD T7000 TRANSPORT with black faceplate and
AT&T, $1195; XL0 fiber optic interconnect, $110; OBO
on all above. (310) 837-2619.
DUNTECH CROWN PRINCE speakers, mint, $3495.
(415) 543-8892.
INFINITY IRS BETA, $6500. Will ship. Call (301) 6564815, leave amessage.
GOLDMUND REFERENCE TURNTABLE with DF
arm, list $40,000, $25,000; Versa Dynamics model 2,
black, list $15,000, $10,500; Audiostatic ES 300 RS, list
$4000, $3000; Threshold S300 amp, silver, 165W, mint,
list $2250, $1395; Peterson Emerald interconnects, one
2m, $125, and one 6m, $225; 1\4ilbert M230 car tube amp,
black, list $1950, $1450; American Hybrid Technology
phono stage, list $2500, $2000; Pioneer Elite 45" rearprojection TV, black, list $4600, $2600; Pioneer CLD
3070 laserdisc player, list $1200, $650; Apogee Divas,
black, list $9995, $6995; Audio Logic D/A processor, list
$3300, $2550; Mirage M-1, bi-wire, black, list $5000,
$2650; van den Hul Grasshopper Two, list $2250, $1700;
Benz MC 3, list $1750, $750. Call (201) 262-9466 7-9 evenings (NJ), ask for Harvey.
SYMPHONIC-LINE RG7 amplifier (latest version),
mint, originally $5k, sell $2.7k. (404) 752-7772.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
WE CAN HELP YOU choose excellent-sounding, dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer friendly,
knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience, quick, free
delivery. We carry: Mirage, Cary, KEF, Parasound, Philips,
Kinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Spica, many more Free catalog! Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St., Charleston, SC 29403,
(803) 723-7276.
SONY DAS/CDP RI CD system, mint, like new, original
boxes and manual, new $8000, price $2895. (818) 349-1083.
SOUNDSCAPE AUDIO—Michigan's cutting-edge
dealer: Anodyne, ASC, Anna-Sphere, B.E.L. 1001 Mk.II,
Bright Star, C.E.C./Parasound, Encore, Marigo Audio,
MSB Technology, Music Reference, Musical Design, Purist Audio Design, Shun Mook, Soundwave, Unity Audio.
Vintage tubes and accessories. (313) 737-0005.
THIEL CS2s, walnut, excellent condition, $600. Call
Oliver, (212) 249-9764.
CONRAD-JOHNSON MV75A1 tube amplifier, new
tubes, 75Wpc, bridgeable to 150W mono, excellent condition, $925. (919) 350-0378.
FINALLY VINDICATED! The Cormorant interconnect gets rave review from TAO (TAS is next!) as truly
accurate, musical, yet moderately low-priced, and Istill
pay you $5 to audition it. $124/1m pair, shipping $3. Call,
write for reprint and details. Solid Core Technology, 3808
Westview Ave., West Palm Beach, FL 33407, (407) 842-7316,
(800) 484-8271, code 7281.
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STAX XI-1 converter, $4200 ($12,000); Jadis JPL preamp, $3400 ($6000); Classé DR-6R preamp, $1750
($3500); Sonus Faber Extrema loudspeakers, $7300
($12,500); YBA Signature preamp, MC modules, $5100
($12,000); LA Audio DA-2 converter, $1550, ($2700);
Basis Ovation with Graham 1.5T arm, $5300 ($7250);
Audio Research LS2B, $1850 ($3000); Wadia WT-2000
transport, $2800 ($6000); Roksan Xerxes with Artemiz
Arm, latest power supply, $1900 ($4150); Roksan Xerxes
low stand, $250 ($400); van den Hul MC-10, retipped,
new coils, $375 ($950); Conrad-Johnson MV100 amp,
mint, $1500 ($3000); AudioQuest Dragon speaker cable,
3' pairs, $500/pair ($1000); Roksan Xerxes, piano black,
with Graham 1.5T arm, beautiful, $2850 ($5350); Roksan
Shiraz cartridge, low hours, $550 ($1800); Roksan Artaxerxes, phono-stage, with custom power supplies, $850
($1900); ProAc Response Is, mint, $1050 ($1800); Velodyne ULD 12 subwoofer, black lacquer, $790 ($1300);
Audio Research Litzlink, 1m RCA, $130 ($240); lm XLR,
$150 ($280); Litzline II speaker cable, $360 ($700). (212)
925-9376.
CELESTION SL-700 speakers, mint, $1695; Eagle-2
amp, mint, asking $650. Call Constantine, (203) 322-8477.
ICRELL MDA-500s, 1year old, mint, $8999. Jeff, (415)
861-1047 afternoons.
MOSCODE 600 MAXI tube amp, nickel-plated cage,
manual, box, beautiful, $850; McIntosh MCD7007 CD
player, cabinet, manual, mint, $1200; Infinity Kappa 7speakers, box, mint, $650. Gary, (319) 396-0341 evenings CST
GIANT CLEARANCE SALE—BLOWOUT PRICES!
Audire Crescendo, $350 (D); Focus .7s, $500 (D); Focus
HDM Towers, $1000 (N); Superphon SP100, $270 (D);
and more. We represent best-buy products from B&K,
Parasound, OCM/Magnum Dynalab, Musical Concepts/Design, Fried, Linaeum, NEAR, Audio Alchemy,
Melos, many more! Stereo Consultants, Lafayette, IN, (317)
474-9004, 11-7pm EST
FOR SALE: 1PAIR Scientific Fidelity Tesla speakers; one
EAD T-7000 and DSP-7000, gold finish, AT&T glass optical; one Camelot D/A, best offer. Call Scott, (803) 842-7987
AUDIOPHILE-GRADE PARIS: MIT MultiCap, WonderCap, Kimber, Solen, Wima, Siemens; Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Matsushita; Alps, Boums, Noble, Grayhill, ShallCo custom mono ladder attenuators; Cardas,
Tiffany, Vampire, WBT, Edison-Price Music Posts, Neutrik; Cardas hook-up wire/shielded cable; Teflon wire
(multiple awg/color); Gold Aero tubes; RAM TubeWorks;
Curcio Daniel Mk.I and Mk.II preamp kits/Dynaco
rebuild kits; upgrade kits; PEARL Tube Coolers and
Isosockets; Analog Devices (AD827JN, AD847JN), PMI;
tube sockets; component modifications, etc.. .. Discounts
up to 30%. Call, write, or Fax for free 1993 catalog: Sonic
Frontiers Inc., 760 PacUic Road, Unit #19, Oakville, Ontario
L6L 6M5, Canada. TeL (416) 847-3245. Fax: (416) 847-5471.
APOGEE DUETrA SIGNATURE loudspeaker, 6months
old, barely broken-in, and in immaculate condition, $3195.
(404) 436-8251 (message).
SCHOLARS AND AUDIOPHILES: AUDIO RESEARCH, Vandersteen, KEF, Snell, NEAR, Epos, JM
Labs, Paradigm, Pattern, B&K, Creek, Coda, YBA, Aragon, Boulder, McCormack, Symphonic-Line, Melos,
Parasound, Micromega, Audio Alchemy, EAD, Ftega,
Oracle, Roksan, Magnum Dynalab, Stax, Grado, Power
Wedge, AudioQuest, TARA Labs, OCOS, XLO, Fosgate, Ftunco, Soundstream. University Audio Shop, 402 S
Park St., Madison, WI 53715, (608) 284-0001.
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S
WEET THUNDER
SOUND
RESOURCE

... for jazz

Ohio's Exclusive Dealer For:

Searching for acoustic jazz audiophile LPs?
Tired of mediocre music on "name" labels?
Let Sweet Thunder help you discover
superb recordings on vinyl by jazz greats

Air Tangent •Avalon •Basis •Dynaudio
Enlightened Audio •Graham •Gryphon
Hales Audio •Jadis •Klyne •MFA
Oracle •ProAc •Quicksilver
Jeff Rowland Model 9's •Wadia Digital

like Evans, Monk, Baker and others! Our
many years as acoustic jazz lovers and
audiophiles combined with access to
hundreds of jazz labels worldwideincluding limited edition Japanese Blue
Notes -enable us to unearth those special
recordings for you.

Also On Display:
Audio Quest •Cardas •Eminent Technology
Genesis •Jeff Rowland Design Group
Koetsu •Lyra •Magnum Dynalab
Mod Squad •PS Audio •OCOS •Rotel
Sanus Systems •SME •SOTA
Sound Anchors •Sound Lab
Sumiko •Tice •VPI

We are committed to serving jazz lovers
with their requirements and special orders
in any format, especially vinyl for as long as
LPs are available. Ask for our free catalog.

12621 Larchmere Blvd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44120
216/791-6363 FAX 216/791-3131

575 Johnson Street,
Victoria, B.C. Canada V8W 1M2
Tel /Fax:

(604) 381-4042

Straight Talk....
For 32 years we have provided
the best quality, selection, and
advice to music lovers
throughout the central U.S.
at very competitive
prices'

106 Brands Available!

The best disc, tape, component
storage system in America

Actrus -Adcom -ADS -Audio
Prism -B&W - Boston -CWD Denon -Esoteric Audio Fineline -Forte -Kef -Kimber
Kabie Klipsch - Martin-Logan Mitsubishi -Monster Cable -NAD
Nokornichi Onkyo - Paradigm Parsec -Phase Technology Phillips -Revox Santis -Sennheiser
Shue -Signet -SME -SneN -Sony Sony ES -Sfax Surnko -Target Threshol
d -Velodyne -Yamaha 8i 66 More -Call for units not listed
Phone: 913 -842 -1811 Est-6

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components

24th 8 Iowa. Lawrence. KS 66044
Mon-Thur: 10am-8prn. Fri & Sat: 10am-6pm

Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)

Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133
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18.000 Display of World Class Audio
12 Sound Poorns -25 000+ CDs
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SELL FOR CASWTRADE, audio and video. Authorized:
Acurus, Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Rotel, Sumo, Denon,
H/K, Marantz, Cdestion, Energy, Rogers, Signet, AudioQuest, Grado, Monster, Niles, Sumiko, Target, et al. Ship
anywhere. Stereo Classics, 75 Church St., New Brunswick,
NJ 08901, (908) 220-1144, Fax (908) 220-1284.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your ARC,
Aragon, Cello, C-J, Krell, Levinson, Proceed, MIT, or
Threshold without calling us. Ship in UPS/COD. Call
Superex Products Inc., CA, (209) 298-7931, Fax (209) 2970359, Sennie.
AR TURNTABLE MOD KIT/SERVICE. Will modify
your unit with new armboard, subchassis, main bearing.
All elements replaceable, including armboard. $500. Some
complete units available. Free info: Tree Prods, 4438 N. Central Pk., Chicago, IL 60625, (312) 463-3360
CRUSADE AUDIO RENAISSANCE TOWER loudspeakers, black, inunaculate, $1000. (717) 888-3220.
BEYERDYNAMIC DT-770PRO, the ultimate field
recording headphone—new, original box and manual,
dosed-design, 600 ohms, $175 OBO. (718) 237-9650 evenings, NYC.
MUSE SUBWOOFER, $2750; Muse amp, $1200; preamp, $2500; Coda preamp, $1650; amp, $2250. Will trade
for B&W 801 II/III, ICinergetics KCD-40, Berning EA2101, ProAc Response 3, WATT 3, Spica Angelus, Quad
63 USA. (916) 920-9113.
SINGING LESSONS FOR CD PLAYERS. The best
upgrade is still less. Most Japanese brands plus Philips,
Magnavox, and Rotel. Just $259. Stan Warren, (503) 3443696, 10am-6pm PST
LINN LP12/LINGO/EKOS/KLYDE, black, 6months
old, $3250; Linn LP12/PinkLink/Trampolin, 1year old,
$1450; Nairn ARO, $1200. Nains HI-CAP upgrade kit,
$200; Proceed PDP 1, $600; Castle York speakers, $575;
NAD 6300 cassette, $250; Target TT5 equipment rack,
$150; TARA Space & Time Phase II with TFA, 10' pair,
$95. Steven, (206) 936-3340.
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE AND XDP MODIFICATIONS. FETanalog output, upgraded filtering, etc Realize greater depth and asilkier, more open midrange and
top end: v1.0, v2.0, $169; XDP, $189. Also pure silver and
Teflon interconnects, $210/1m pair. All with money-back
guarantee. We promise absolute heaven. Audio Alchemy
honors warranty with our modifications. Wave Puce Technologies, Inc., (813) 587-7868.

LPs/CDs/TAPEs
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve tracking,
excellent cleaning. See Stereophik review, December 1986,
p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to Rozoil Lubricant Co.,
Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV 89132.
CLASSICAL COLLECIORS—LPs gathering dust since
switching to CDs? For fair value for your quality records,
contact Randall Goldman, Box 2806, Rancho Mirage, CA
92270, tel/Fax (619) 323-2000.
PAUL McCARTNEY Unplugged CD. Ihave several of
this limited edition. Unopened in original box. Best offer.
(407) 321-0136
COMMERCIALLY UNAVAILABLE Donald Fagen
Katnaleiriad. 20-bit DDD Super Bit Map on 24-karat gold.
Manufactured for Warner Bros. by Sony. Outperforms
HDCD Sampler with solid low end and very clean/extended/smooth high end. Best offer. (813) 449-0000.
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ANALOG LIVES AT FOREVER RECORDS! Philly
Area's best collectors shop. 2000 square feet of new, used,
rare, and import vinyl. Lots of audiophile LPs too! 1950s
to current rock, r&b, blues, jazz, soundtracks, shows, pop
& jazz vocals. Originals and reissues. Open 7days, all
major credit cards. 20 minutes north of Philly, near PA
& NJ Tplcs., US-1 &I-95. Levittown Shopping Ctr, Levittown,
PA 19055, (215) 945-9423, or Fax (215) 945-0969.
ZEPPELIN JAPANESE ANALOG REMASTERS are
out of print—last chance! Incredible sound! Also great
Jazz LPs—sealed! Contemporary, Fantasy, Milestone,
Pablo, and Prestige! Half-speeds. Direct-discs, Import
rock and collectible classical. ..
All at Better Records! Free
catalog. Call (800) 487-8611, (818) 907-3371.
AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-ofprint direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II, and import pressings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATR,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346
N. Guilford Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46220, (317) 255-3446.
AUDIOPHILE LPs: MFSL, CBS, Nautilus, Direct-Discs,
Quiex, American, imports, collectibles, and others. William
Everett, 52 Pumpkin Delight Road, Miens!, CT 06460-4238,
(203) 877-3911, 24 hours, 5th ring, machine.
WANTED: Displaced-head (staggered-head) versions
of RCA half-track, open-reel tapes. Randall Goldman, P.O
Box 2804 Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 teL/Fax (619) 323-2000
IBUY SEALED AUDIOPHILE LPs (Mobile Fidelity,
Nautilus, etc). William Hesler, 8765 Radburn Dr., Baldwinsville, NY 1302Z (315) 635-2506 after 6pm EST
The TREMENDOUS SOUND RECORDS catalog,
including Classical, jazz, rock LPs, is available. Write: Suite
184, 835 Deltona Blvd., Deltona, FL 32725, or call (407)
668-5706.
JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! Personally selected factorysealed LPs, bebop-present. Free informative catalog ($3
overseas). LG'sfaaz, 53 Bellefontaine, Fnaninghaen, MA 01701.
SEALED VINYL! Over 10,000 titles available. Imports,
cutouts, and rare out-of-print LPs. All categories except
dassical. Import and cutout CDs also available. Free catalogs. Specify LP or CD. Fax (61 547-283& Harvard Square
Records, Box 381975-SF, Cambridge, MA 0223&
SIMPLY THE BEST RECORDS! Large private collection
Living Stereo, Mercurys, EMI, etc Call toll-free, (800)
995-8434 Mel Suniin, 23647 Aster TniL Calabasas, CA 91302.
20 YEARS OF SPECIALIZING in jazz, rock, blues, and
r8cb. 25,000 CDs in stock, featuring many imports from
around the world, plus domestic and indie CDs, CD singles, '60s/'70s reissues. Large vinyl selection, even new
releases. No bootlegs/classical. Major credit cards. Third
StreetJazz and Rock, 20 North Third St., Philadelphia, PA
19106 (215) 627-3366 Outside Pii/leDE, (800) 48-MUSIK.

WANTED
WANTED: OLD AND NEW McIntosh, Marantz,
Dynaco, Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson, Levinson,
Krell, Beming, Electrovoice, Jensen, JBL, Citation, Fisher,
Rowland, Klyne, Dahlquist, Eagle, Quicksilver, Fulton,
Sequerra, Cello, Robertson, Tannoy, Linn, Ariston, Quad,
Western Electric, tube and solid-state. (713) 728-4343, Fax
(713) 723-1301, Maury Cork, 12325 Ashcroft, Houston, TX
77035.
WANTED: MICROPHONES BY NEUMANN, Telefunken, AKG, Schoeps, Sony, B&K: tube, condenser, stereo, etc (201) 656-3936.
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COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not, mono/stereo)
old tube Marantz, McIntosh, Tannoy speakers, Sequerra
tuners, Krell, Levinson, ARC, Goldmund, Apogee. Also
used wristwatches: Rolex, Audernars, Omega, lado, etc.
For trade: Krell MDA-300. Traveling often, NY-FL. (718)
387-7316 or (71£) 384-4667, NY
INFINITY BETA. (702) 362-4925.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.

Our component rack systems are the result of
serious attention to detail and pride in the art
of design and craftsmanship.
"We will even design apiece to your
exact specifications!"
Mr. Basc (Design Departmenti

r e%
,

WANTED: THIEL 3.6 speakers in black, must be mint.
(212) 255-4891.
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We buy
and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized dealers for
B&K, Ariston, AR, Ceiestion, Parasound, Counterpoint,
etc. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,Jettkintown, PA 19046 (215) 886-1650.

•Tubular Steel Construction
•Tube Flex Kits
•High Pressure Laminated Shelving •AMP Stands
•Cut Corners and Beveled Edges
•Big Screen Pedestals
•'N/Recorder Tables w/ Swivel Tops •Superior Rigidity
•10-day Delivery on Most
•Made in the USA
Pre-design Models in US
B A IP /BILLY BAGS
•Isolation-Tips, Optional
•Leg Vibration Dampers
CALL USFOR
YOUR LOCAL DEALER
4147 Transport St. •Ventura, CA 93003* 0305) 644-2185 Fax 644-0434

COME, HEAR
OUR STORE

Stores

The Cube

306 CDs

by Lorentz Design

--nOnotion
tes. etc.

•Featuring our patented AUSTOP STORAGE SYSTEM, no slots,
no plastic molds, no wasted space •Full-extension drawer
slides •From high quality oak veneers and hardwood •
23 Hx19 VT W x17117 D•Fully assembled •Stackable •
Available in Light, Medium, Dark Oil Stain ($225) &
Black (S235) -Plus shipping and handling
To order or for free brochure

800-933-0403

Lorentz Design, Inc. •P.O. Box 277
209 Parkway Ave. N. •Lanesboro, MN 55949
FAX 507-467-2468
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ADCOM •AUDIO QUEST •B&K •B&W
B&O •CAL AUDIO •CWD •DENON
EAD •KINERGETICS •KLIPSCH
MARTIN LOGAN •MITSUBISHI
NAKAMICHI •POLK
JEFF ROWLAND •SONY VIDEO •THETA
THIEL •VELODYNE •YAMAHA
ENTERTAINMENT FURNITURE
FULL SURROUND SOUND HOME
THEATER ...AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!

609-883-6338

HAL's

STEREO &VIDEO

Alt. US Route 1&Texas Ave., Lawrenceville
NJ 08648 •3miles south of 1-95
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A DVERTISER

INDEX

TIFIE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If
any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson 8/ Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10701
Acoustic Image
Acoustic Sounds
Adcom
Ambrosia
APC
ARS Electronics
Artech Electronics
Audio Advisor
Audio Connection
Audio Den Ltd
Audio Forest
Audio Gallery
Audio Influx
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audiophile Selections
Audio Power
AudioQuest
Audio Research
Audio Trading Times
Aural Symphonics
B&W Loudspeakers
Billy Bags
Bryston Manufacturing
Cable Company
Cary
Celestion
Cello
Chesky Records
Clarity Recordings
Classé Audio
Conrad-Johnson
CSA Audio
Cumberland Audio
Denon America
Duntech
Electrocompaniet
Elusive Disc
Energy
Enlightened Audio
Esoteric Audio
Golden String
Gryphon
Hafler
Hal's Stereo
Harmonix
Headroom
HiFi Jones
Highwire Audio
Hsu Research
Icon Acoustics
lmmedia
Infinity
Innovative Audio
Jadis
JM Labs
JPS Labs
is Audio
Kief's Audio/Video

210
79. 84
16
210
170
232
168
174-176
216
230
229
224
164
226
190
234
166
244
46
229
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19
240
70
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212
236
30
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226
236
24
170
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234
22
6
29
62
66
56
240
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216
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56
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Kimber Kable
Listening Room
Lorentz Design
Lyle Cartridges
Madrigal Audio
Magnum Dynalab
May Audio
Meridian
Michele Lauren
Mirage
Mondial
Monitor Audio
Muse Electronics
Musical Surroundings
Music Box
Music Hall
NBS
New World Audio
Nimtec
Nordost
Now Hear This
OCM
Paradigm
Paragon
Parasound
Per Madsen Design
ProAc
Progressive Audio
PS Audio
PSB
RC Audio
Reference Audio/Video
Reference Recordings
Rotel America
Savant Audio & Video
Sonic Frontiers
Sound & Music
Sound by Singer
Sound City
Sound Components
Sound Concept, The
Sound Connections
Soundex
Sound Goods
Soundings
Sound Resource
Stereo Dynamics
Straight Wire
Sweet Thunder
TARA Labs
Theta
Tubes By Design
Vandersteen
Velodyne
Wadia Digital
WireWorld
XL0
Yakov Aronov
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few years ago Ipenned a"Final Word"
which recommended that high-end
companies embrace "reinvention" as
asurvival strategy for the '90s. Iam happy to
say that many are taking reinvention seriously
—though Idoubt that my words were the
impetus—in the form of new products which
better fit the needs of their current and prospective customers.
At the same time, profound, less voluntary
changes have been sweeping through both
high-end and mid-fi companies, caused by the
marketplace tightness that's been with us since
1987. The stresses of this difficult market have
been showing up as wholesale changes, particularly in the marketing departments of the companies Stereophile deals with and you buy from.
It's hard to identify exactly when these changes
started, but I'll choose Arnie Nudell's departure
from Infinity, which took place in July 1989.
Arnie, of course, was one of Infinity's cofounders and spearheaded development of the
legendary IRS series of speakers that went far
in establishing Infinity's position in high-end
audio. Eighteen months later, Arnie teamed
with Audio Products International and Paul
McGowan to found Genesis Technologies,
whose IRS-look-alike Genesis Idrew lots of
attention in our CES report last month. Paul
was the "P" of PS Audio, which he sold to
Randy Patton and apartner just prior to joining
with Nudell to start Genesis. (Randy left his
position at Sumo to take over PS Audio.)
Then, last December, Fred Yando, who had
been with Nakamichi for ayear to launch a
whole new line (after his very successful fiveyear stint with KEF and Quad), joined Infinity
in what seemed, from the outside, like asurprise move. A few months later it all began
to make sense when Infinity's last remaining
co-founder, Cary Christie, was moved sideways out of Infinity and into Harman International's corporate marketing department.
(Harman International has owned Infinity
since 1982, and Christie has just recently set
up an independent consulting company which
does work for Infinity.) With the other wholesale rearrangements of Infinity's top manage242
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ment that occurred simultaneously, it appeared
that Fred Yando had been brought in with these
changes in mind. Also joining Fred at Infinity was Mitch Witten, who had been with
Faroudja (of line-doubler fame) after asuccessful stint with TEAC Esoteric—not to mention
Mike Detmer, who had been at Infinity since
the fall of 1991 after making Stax abig presence in the US.
Getting confused? It just got more interesting, with Yando resigning from Infinity about
two months ago, apparently in protest of Harman's decision to sell Infinity products through
Circuit City. Harman, though, has been bringing in some of the best marketing and design
talent around, with Mark Friedman (formerly
of Onkyo and an electronics company in the
Northwest) hired as president ofJBL, and Laurie
Fincham (formerly KEF) and Floyd Toole (formerly director of research at the NRC of
Canada) joining Harman's corporate design team.
That's just Harman International. We also
saw Denon dismiss its two top longtime (and
highly respected) people, Robert Heiblim and
Ken Furst, last April—apparently because of
disagreement over how to best address Denon's
US marketing challenges. Robert has joined
Kinergetics International (now co-owner of
Celestion and KEF, as well as Kinergetics) as
president, and Ken is heading up the Home
Theater Industry Association (HTIA).
Closer to the High End, Andy Regan's departure from Threshold/Forté to Snell, Jon
Heron's from Snell to Madrigal, and Jim Shannon's from Madrigal to Wadia were announced
at the Chicago CES. These are all people at the
very top of the profession.
And this is by no means acomplete chronicle.
What does it all mean? It means that the marketplace is very tight and companies are doing
their absolute best to rearrange their marketing
to best address it. Will it affect you? To the extent that the goals of companies change—as
appears to be the case with Infinity—it's almost
certain that their products will change to reflect
those goals. Of one thing you may be sure:
These changes aren't the last, and maybe not
even the biggest.
—Larry Archibald
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YOU LOVE YOUR MUSIC.
You took great care, within your range of audio
investment, selectmg your CD player and
complimentary components.
With the Wadia 12, you gain superior
performance from your existing CD player
while extending your system capabilities well
into the next century... at amore modest level
of investment than you thought possible.
The future is yours with the Wadia 12f rom
the comprehensive array cf inputs, ready

WA DIA

12

today, even for digital program sources
yet to be developed...through updateable Gate
Array Chips and upgradesble DACs...to singleended and balanced analog outputs.
Shed anew light on the subtleties pent-up in
your audio system at aWadia Dealer today.

WeaDIGITAL
The Leader in Signal Conversion

624 TROY STREET

RIVER FALLS. WI WorldRadioHistory
54022
PHONE 715-426-5900

FAX 715-426-5665

Push the envelope!
—FIBER OPTIC CABLES

—TOSLINK &ST STANDARD —
INTERCONNECT CABLES

—

CARTRIDGES, ARMS.& ACCES:—

In the world of high technology
the term "envelope" is used to describe the performance limitations
of the equipment. In the world of
music and wonder, adiverse
group of technically competent
products from AudioQuest lets
you expand the performance
envelope of your audio or video
system.
The common thread running
through all the AQ products is
that they offer the most improvement for the least money. No
system is so poor or so perfect
that using AudioQuest products
won't make awonderful improve.
ment. The only proof is in the
products themselves -please put
us to the ultimate test -listen and
look for yourself.

SEVEN MODELS
VIDEO CABLES

IILTRACONNECT

—COMPOSITE AND S-VIDEO—

SORBOTHANE FEET

IPS AND CD'S

SPEAKER CABLES

RF STOPPERS

—GREAT MUSIC-GREAT SOUND—

SIXTEEN MODELS
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